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Abstract 
Based on fieldwork in Bursa and archival research, this dissertation investigates 

the historical interplay between professional soccer, nationalism, and globalization in 

Turkey. The dissertation makes the case that the globalized commercialized competition 

in professional soccer as well as attempts and failures to regulate the explosive economic 

and cultural dynamics of professional soccer have made significant contributions to the 

remaking of Turkish nation-building over the decades throughout the 20th century and 

until the present day. Starting with a historical analysis of the interwar origins of 

commercial soccer in post-imperial Istanbul and its fraught relation to militarist nation-

building, the dissertation then moves to the formation of a national sport bureaucracy 

and subsequent development of a national professional league after the 1960s. An 

ethnography of a city team, Bursaspor, constitutes the second half of the dissertation, 

and it demonstrates that what I call the joint-stock politics of city’s soccer team is a 

cultural performance for the city to tell itself stories about its industrial modernity and 

globalizing transformations. 
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Introduction 
On May 2016, I started fieldwork in Bursa, Turkey’s fourth most populated 

urban center, home to more than two million people. Connected to the Sea of Marmara 

and the Mediterranean by two nearby seaports, Bursa was once a walled Byzantine 

stronghold on the skirts of Mount Olympus, which was conquered by the Ottoman tribe 

in the early 14th century. It is now transformed, and its socioeconomic landscape deeply 

shaped by the developments of the last few decades.  In the 1960s, the Bursa Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry (BCCI) outcompeted several rival city chambers to receive a 

development grant from the Turkish Ministry of Finance in 1962, with support from the 

United States Agency for International Development (USAID). This grant extended 

long-term, low-rate credit for the construction of an Organized Industrial District (OID) -

- the first of its kind in Turkey. Hosting only four plants in its early years, the Bursa OID 

has since concentrically expanded to function as the city’s economic powerhouse as local 

industry gradually relocated from downtown to the OID. Today, the original Bursa OID 

is joined by 16 other OIDs within the administrative borders of the Bursa province, most 

of which are within a 30-mile radius of the metropolitan center.  

As Bursa’s urban fabric grew immensely with immigration, so did the city’s 

industrial capacity. Industrial firms in the four major OIDs in the Bursa downtown, 

particularly those in the automotive parts sector, signed mergers with partners from 

across the OECD and integrated their production with the global assembly line after the 
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1990s, as Turkish industrial policy shifted from an import-substitution to an export-

oriented model emphasizing global integration and competitiveness. Throughout the 

past two decades, Bursa’s industrial economy has regularly registered foreign trade 

surpluses. Companies registered in Bursa recorded 7% of Turkey’s total exports in 2018, 

second only to Istanbul. More than fifty percent of Bursa’s exports are routed to the 

European Union.1 Bosch, Fiat, Renault, and others are household words in Bursa and 

among the city’s leading employers; they are joined by local industrial ‘giants,’ some of 

which have globalized first by supplying parts to these European-owned plants that set 

up shop in Bursa in the 1970s. Immigrants came not only from Bursa’s immediate 

countryside and underdeveloped regions in Turkey, but also a multi-ethnic mix of 

Muslim immigrants fleeing communist regimes in Bulgaria and former Yugoslavia. The 

city grew from just 300,000 inhabitants in 1965 to more than 2 million and the urban 

fabric merged with the port of Mudanya and the coast of the Sea of Marmara.  

 I was in Bursa to conduct fieldwork on the public cultural vehicle by which this 

industrial urban center tells itself stories about its constitution. That vehicle is Bursaspor, 

the professional soccer team that competes in national and international competitions in 

the city’s name. Bursaspor is commonly understood to have a territorially representative 

status, a cultural construction that is at the heart of my ethnography. For many local 

 

1 Uludağ İhracatçılar Birliği, Bursa İli 2018 Yılı Dış Ticaret Değerlendirme Raporu. January 2019, 
http://www.uib.org.tr/tr/kbfile/bursa-ili-2018-yl-ds-ticaret-raporu.  
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fans, Bursaspor’s soccer victories and defeats are Bursa’s collective victories and defeats 

as a city. If soccer performances are deep plays about Bursa’s constitution, these 

performances tell a story about the Janus-faced character of this constitution: as an 

economic space connected with outwardly industrial and commercial networks and as a 

territorially bounded province inside the Turkish national polity. The word Bursa 

signifies both the metropolitan social fabric of this globally networked, industrialized 

urban space and the public administrative locality of one among eighty other provinces 

in the unitary nation-state.  

Bursaspor, too, has two faces. On the one hand, the sport club is a voluntary 

association: it is a private legal personality owned by a dues-paying membership, which 

constitutes the Bursaspor Congress, a civic assembly of wealthy businessmen, 

professionals like lawyers and doctors, as well as working and middle-class supporters. 

On the other hand, Bursaspor is vertically affiliated with public administration (the 

appointed governor’s office) and municipal government (the elected mayor’s office): the 

sport team is lodged within a national administrative matrix. Bursaspor, in other words, 

is at once a private-economic and a public-political unit. This double identity bears 

heavily on the cultural significance of the Bursaspor soccer team and its performance. 

Bursaspor is the shareholder of a league economy (receives commercial revenues) and 

an employer of professionally mobile soccer players in a global employment and trading 

market (incurs contractual debts). At the same time, however, Bursaspor is a territorial 
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sportive monopoly and its economic actions in the soccer market and sportive record in 

soccer competitions are treated as if they were the actions and record of a public office.  

Bursaspor is the cultural platform that bundles the socioeconomic and political 

dimensions into an imagined whole. The soccer team’s victories and defeats in the 

national league, the civic pride and frustration they provoke and the public praises and 

criticism they invite, are affective and discursive commentaries on the successes or 

failures of synthesizing political unity from the stratified, conflict-ridden, and 

competitive socioeconomic fabric. Professional soccer forces together the political and 

the economic work for the common cause of the soccer team’s competitiveness. While 

capitalists of Bursa’s many OIDs serve as the soccer team’s financiers and occupy the 

seats of honor (şeref tribünü) reserved for Bursaspor chairmen and board directors, the 

city’s working and middle classes make up the team’s popular fan base in the plebian 

seats (tribün without the honorific şeref) by attending games and cheering for the team, 

and demanding success from wealthy club directors and chairmen and holding them 

accountable when the team underachieves. Soccer integrates the patricians and the 

plebeians of Bursa in one total social fact, defines their hierarchies and mutual 

recognition as unequal parts of a civic whole. 

Or, according to many of my interlocutors, it once did. For 10 months between 

May 2016 and March 2017, I had a desk as a co-worker among Bursaspor’s full-time 

staff. In the anthropological tradition of what has been called “deep hanging out,” I 
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spent time with the staff running the everyday operations of Bursaspor and collaborated 

with the staff in the matchday organization; consulted closely with the CEO in his failed 

plans to modernize the club management; interviewed leaders of supporter groups; 

closely followed the local newspapers, television stations, and online social media 

covering Bursaspor affairs; regularly surveyed fan-governed discussion boards; visited 

local libraries; read club publications and financial reports; observed Bursaspor’s 

Congressional assemblies; attended soccer games and observed social patterns inside the 

home stadium; hung out with and interviewed former or current board members, staff, 

and players, and others who constitute the Bursaspor Congress, the more than 6,000 

dues-paying members who collectively own Bursaspor and vote in regular intervals to 

elect the club’s chairmen and board of directors for limited electoral terms. During 

fieldwork and since, the dominant feeling was that the cultural unification of capitalist 

wealth and political territory enacted by means of professional soccer competitions was 

no longer as effective as it once was. Professional soccer competitions enacted and 

dramatized a schism rather than imagined civic unity. Throughout my fieldwork, the 

hottest object of contention was the popular perception that Bursa’s globalized big 

money (expressed with the emic term sanayicilerimiz, ‘our industrialists’) betrayed the 

trusteeship for Bursaspor they, or their fathers and grandfathers, once fulfilled. Once a 

cultural mechanism for the territorialization of industrial surpluses and a public 

platform for a cultural corporatism unifying industry and political territory, professional 
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soccer now seemed to enact a gendered divorce between them. As a former Bursaspor 

chairman and export-oriented textile manufacturer put it, “businessmen constantly take 

things from the world and give back to the world, but we can’t get Bursaspor outside the 

provincial bounds of Bursa let alone those of Turkey.”2  

Throughout my fieldwork, Bursaspor public culture saw vocal boycott 

campaigns criticizing globalized corporations that manufactured in Bursa’s many OIDs 

but whose owners and managers seemed unwilling to generously gamble surpluses for 

city glory. Organized Bursaspor supporters seemed to believe that wealthy locals and 

Bursa-based global corporations needed to be coerced back into their roles as sportive 

sponsors of the city. Feeling their privileges of trusteeship threatened and finding 

contemporary soccer to be a source of economic irrationality where rules of business did 

not apply, wealthy capitalists of the Bursaspor Congress quietly exited the political 

domain of Bursaspor affairs. Those who reluctantly remained believed that corporate 

governance reforms were necessary to get the Bursaspor soccer team back on its feet and 

reestablish the club’s creditworthiness and respectability in the eyes of global creditors 

and corporate sponsors, but the club’s tumultuous politics did not easily allow such 

reforms. All this put Bursaspor on a downward sportive trend. After winning the 

national championship in 2010, the team was financially bankrupt by the late 2010s and 

 

2 enBursa TV, “Remzi Cinoğlu: ‘Bursaspor Kulübü’nü yönetmeye hazırım ama…’” YouTube, 26 March 2019, 
https://youtu.be/xvaCQyldrew 
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owed way above its revenues to banks, athletes, and personal creditors, who wanted to 

collect their debts but faced popular shaming campaigns when they attempted to do so. 

Neither the ordinary seats nor the VIP seating lounges in the brand new, municipally 

financed stadium sold out. Tickets and sponsorship contracts were force-fed to local 

corporations and semi-public bodies like district municipalities and the BCCI rather than 

marketed. Inflated prices of these sportive commodities were treated as compulsory 

repayments corporations and wealthy individuals had to pay as a so-called ‘debt to the 

city,’ a fee of local belonging. The discourses around these boycott campaigns and 

transactions sounded more like taxation than market transactions or voluntary 

donations. Not giving to Bursaspor, vocal soccer partisans argued, was ‘treason to the 

city.’ Every year starting in the 2016-2017 Turkish soccer season, Bursaspor sank a little 

further: into financial troubles and sportive defeat. At the end of the 2018-2019 season, 

Bursaspor finished at the bottom of the national league and relegated to the second 

division. What a disgrace! One of Turkey’s wealthiest cities, home to numerous OIDs, 

manufacturing and montage factories bearing the brand names of global corporations, 

and a growing middle class, had been ingloriously shunted down to the second level of 

the soccer pyramid: Bursa, this imagined unity, surely deserves better. 

I observed the public interplay of vocal political pressures and economically 

grounded silent withdrawals, sportive interactions of the political (administrative 

territoriality), the economic (commercialized professionalism), and the popular 
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(spectatorship/fandom) that shapes the culture of professional soccer. Observing these 

dynamics lead me to frame my dissertation as a study of the absorption of professional 

soccer inside the sociopolitical containers of the nation-state. I grew interested in the 

unintended cultural consequences of this contentious absorption and the conflictual 

public cultural repertoires born inside the domain of professional soccer. This 

dissertation explores the ways in which competitive compulsions of professional soccer 

and its trans-sovereign domain, the sportive world of championships and humiliations, 

commercial tournaments and market races for talented players, brings into play 

cooperative and conflictual alignments between business rationalities and territorial 

solidarities, commercialized sport and the nation-state.  

The tensions and scandals that I observed in public sport culture in Bursa in the 

late 2010s painted a sociological tableaux in which professional soccer was undisputedly 

functioning as a field of globalized business. No one disputed that fact. Responding to 

popular expectations of competitiveness was clearly dependent on able budgets to 

spend on the global player trading market and hire the services of winning group of 

elite and globally mobile talent. Newspapers and grassroots social media report and 

celebrate million dollar contracts Bursaspor signs with Czech strikers, Nigerian national 

stars and English goalkeepers, and they protest when the team misses out on star 

players. Millions of dollars were annually paid to Bursaspor by the Qatari global sport 

media corporation beIN SPORTS, which bought the expensive broadcasting rights of the 
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Turkish Super League on a $500 million/year contract in 2016 that won Bursaspor a 

share of more than $15 million/year during the time of my research.3  

The Turkish Super League is among the largest ten soccer leagues in the world in 

terms of annual revenues raised. But the ways in which the league’s individual 

shareholders, such as Bursaspor, are entangled with territorial political constructs or 

legally non-commercial congressional bodies makes it difficult to govern this sphere in a 

manner that conformed to the imperatives of business. When a corporately owned 

basketball team in Bursa, TOFAŞ (acronym for Turkish Automotive Factories Inc.), 

decided to downsize the team budget, citing the conjuncture of the economic crisis in 

2001, shortly after winning the national championship and achieving popular 

admiration, the corporate decision-makers were targeted with a boycott campaign by 

organized supporter groups, enacting a public tribunal that reproached the owners for 

having put balanced budgets before civic ambition. The popular aspirations and 

frustrations generated by professional sport leagues, and the ways in which units of 

sportive competition are legally or by popular common sense understood as 

representatives of political territories, insert these commercialized spectacles inside the 

political realm, where exiting or quitting on economic grounds, Albert Hirschman 

would say, is synonymous with “desertion, defection, and treason” (1970, 17). 

 

3 Aktif Bank EkoLig, 2016-2017 / 2017-2018 Futbol Ekonomisi Raporu – 3. 
https://www.aktifbank.com.tr/Documents/2016-2017ve2017-2018%20EKOLIG.pdf.   
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A comparable scenario corresponded with the timing of my fieldwork, this time 

on the much larger soccer stage. The actors, too, were identical. Corporate voices 

pointed to the necessity of sportive austerity, financial clean slates, balanced budgets, 

and corporate governance not only for Bursaspor but for the many comparable 

associational sport clubs that make up the commercialized Turkish League and soccer 

leagues across Europe. Corporations faced popular charges of civic treason, however, 

when quitting their roles as sponsors of civic sportive associations. And Bursaspor, 

despite the city’s close integration with industrial globalization, could not find agreeable 

frames of cooperation between the city’s soccer team and globally powerful sponsors. 

Neither could wealthy locals easily legitimize business rationality. The then-acting 

Bursaspor chairman, a wealthy export-oriented industrialist, complained about the 

enormous budget deficits in one of his addresses to the Bursaspor Congress during my 

fieldwork: “if Bursaspor were a commercial establishment,” he said, “it would have long 

been shut down.” But Bursaspor isn’t a firm: it is a city team and legally a voluntary 

association that is outside the jurisdiction of bankruptcy laws. The chairman also said 

that he “won’t be pushed into expensive player trades even if you point a gun to my 

head.”4 And when he kept to his word, organized supporter fraternities stormed his 

private mansion and demanded his resignation. So later, he eventually signed those 

 

4 “Ali Ay: “Kafama silah dayasanız pahalı transfer yaptıramazsınız,”” bursadabugüntv, 3 March 2016, 
http://www.bursadabugun.com/video/ali-ay-kafama-silah-dayasaniz-pahali-transfer-yaptiramazsiniz-
46746.html.  
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expensive contracts in global currencies. One banker/sport economist who penned a 

parliamentary report on the financial crisis of soccer called this “the tyranny of elected 

presidency,” pointing to the financially irrational modes of spending enabled by the fact 

that individual constituents of this multi-million dollar league are voluntary associations 

with semi-public identities, governed by congressional elections that incentivize 

populist deficit spending in the global trading market.5 With club revenues mortgaged 

against mounting debt, contracted athletes were not paid what they were promised.  

It got so bad that soccer professionals were warned about signing with Turkish 

teams.  In November 2019,  FIFPRO (Fédération Internationale des Associations de 

Footballeurs Professionnels) went public to caution “players to be careful before signing 

contracts with” seven soccer teams in Turkey, including Bursaspor, and cited the 

statistics showing that “in 2019, Turkish clubs have featured in almost 15% of 

international employment disputes between players and clubs at the FIFA Dispute 

Resolution Chamber.”6 In 2017, Head of UEFA’s Club Licensing and Financial Fair Play 

 

5 “Spor kulüplerinin sorunları ile sporda şiddet sorununun araştırılarak alınması gereken önlemlerin 
belirlenmesi amacıyla kurulan meclis araştırması Komisyonu’na Tuğrul Akşar’ın “spor kulüplerinin mali ve 
yönetişim sorunları ve bunlara ilişkin çözüm önerileri” hakkında sunduğu rapor 8 Mart 2011 Salı Ankara,” 
FutbolEkomisi & EndüstriyelFutbol, 15 March 2011, http://www.futbolekonomi.com/index.php/haberler-
makaleler/hukuk/168/1328-spor-kulueplerinin-mali-ve-yoenetiim-sorunlar-ve-bunlara-likin-coezuem-
oenerilerine-likin-oturumun-meclis-tutanaklar.html, Accessed 11 January 2016. 
 
6 “Warning on Turkish Football Club Debts,” FIFPRO, 21 November 2019. 
https://www.fifpro.org/en/rights/warning-on-turkish-football-clubs. Accessed 30 March 2020 
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singled out Turkey as European soccer’s financially sick man7, the only national soccer 

economy in Europe where club debts and liabilities are bigger than club assets.8 The 

Turkish Association for Corporate Governance (TKYD), a non-profit consultancy for the 

managerial modernization of family-owned firms and promoted by Turkey’s pro-

European big business, expressed concerns over the un-businesslike exceptionality of 

the culture of professional soccer and this cultural domain’s immunity from the 

regulations that otherwise apply to businesses. TKYD proposed reforms to move 

professional soccer outside the congressional forms in which this economy is nestled 

and transform voluntary sport associations into corporately governed joint-stock 

companies with a clear separation of shareholding and management functions. This is 

the road to victory in global soccer, TKYD’s organic intellectuals argued.  

Supporter fraternities did not agree.  They enacted territorial public repertoires 

and strategically inhabited those congressional forms, deemed financially irrational by 

bankers, to mobilize money flows through territorial solidarity. More than 5,000 angry 

men wearing Bursaspor colors and carrying torches marched through the streets of 

Bursa in 2019 and finished their protest with a press statement in front of the BCCI 

facing a dozen cameras. Addressing the “Bursa public opinion” (Bursa kamuoyuna), the 

 

7 This is a reference to the idiom ‘sick man of Europe,’ which was used by the European press in the 19th 
century to refer to the disintegrating Ottoman Empire.  
8 Patrick Keddie, “The crisis now unfolding in Turkey’s Super League reflects the nation’s wider economic 
problems,” The National, 20 December 2018, https://www.thenational.ae/opinion/comment/the-crisis-now-
unfolding-in-turkey-s-super-league-reflects-the-nation-s-wider-economic-problems-1.804754 
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statement was read by Bursaspor’s two charismatic fan leaders Amigo Selim Kurtulan 

and Amigo Mehmet Güzelsöz on behalf of the Union of Bursaspor Partisans (Bursaspor 

Taraftarlar Birliği). The statement demanded each of the “42,000 member firms” 

registered in the BCCI to “contribute a monthly due of 100 TRY for 12 months, merely 

the cost of a single lunch for you,” and raise the “50 million liras to clear the club’s 

overdue debt” and reestablish the soccer team’s competitiveness in the league.9  

I begin this dissertation with a set of historical chapters that probe the decades 

when Bursaspor did not yet exist and professional soccer in Turkey was restricted to the 

post-imperial metropolis Istanbul. They continue on to cover the two decades between 

1960 and 1980 when Bursaspor was born with the organization of a Turkish National 

Soccer League that integrated Istanbul with provinces. These first chapters are attempts 

to experiment with a dynamic methodology that combines historiographic and 

ethnographic work. I intend to think back and forth between ethnographic conclusions 

extracted from present day Bursa and archival observations. I treat the present day not 

as a pregiven “social fact” but as a path-dependent outcome of contingent events and 

processes by which an originally club-to-club (private), inter-city and cross-border 

sportive pattern was absorbed inside the public templates of the nation-state and 

morphed into a tournament between sportive units that compete on behalf of public 

 

9 “Bursa Kamuoyuna,” Teksas.org, 18 December 2019, https://www.teksas.org/haber-bursa-kamuoyuna-
17878. 
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administrative territories, while being legally organized as congressional assemblies. 

That the culture of professional soccer animates conflicts between the imperatives of 

globalization and political territoriality, I argue, should not be understood as reflecting 

the challenges of globalization ex nihilum on a monolithic territorial nation-state. Rather, 

these animated conflicts take place against the historical backdrop of an already 

incomplete and contentious nestling of soccer’s commercial vortexes inside public 

administrative constructs.10 In the spirit of Saskia Sassen’s rethinking of globalization, I 

take this contentious interplay between sportive territoriality and sportive 

transnationalism not simply belonging to an epochal era in the late 20th century, but as a 

path dependent outcome of a mix of conflict and coexistence that has long characterized 

the co-evolution of soccer’s globalized cultural/commercial domain and territorial 

sovereignties.  

These chapters are based on readings in the scholarship on global sport history 

and secondary sources in Turkish history as well as my own discoveries in the historical 

 

10 This partial dislocation of soccer from the joints of a territorial vertebrae has to do with a mix of global 
historical factors relating to the path-dependent conventions of governance disseminated by FIFA’s peculiar 
internationalism, which promote the nestling of commercial sport inside non-commercial private 
associational regulators and containers; and factors relating to the turbulences of Turkish nation-building 
process, in which encompassing bureaucratic tutelage over popular culture has been central to militarist 
views of modernization but were highly contested, regularly undermined, and gradually reformed by 
popular challenges. It is this always already in part autonomous modus operandi of the culture of 
professional soccer vis-à-vis territorial administrative constructs that undergirds contemporary conflicts. 
These conflicts today are interwoven with dynamics specific to the late 20th and 21st centuries, such as the 
globalization of talent markets/professional mobility and globalized arbitration of athletic contracts at the 
FIFA Dispute Resolution Chamber in Switzerland after the anti-trust/anti-national protection rulings by the 
European Court of Justice in the 1990s propelled major reforms at the FIFA-level. 
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record during weeks in research libraries and public archives in Istanbul and Ankara. In 

addition to research in libraries and archives, I collected often unpublished memoirs or 

books written by sportsmen and sports club directors, that shed light on the micro-scale 

frictions between the specialized domain of professional soccer and the Turkish nation-

state building. I quickly realized that conflict more than harmonious unity characterized 

the process by which private sports societies and commercial operations were absorbed 

inside the territorial nation-state. I was particularly influenced by more closely 

examining the period before the territorialization of the professional soccer league in the 

1960s. At that time, leading sport club directors in Istanbul spoke the language of sport 

business, commercial rationality, and budgetary discipline. That contrasts completely 

with my ethnographic observations in contemporary Bursa, where public sport club 

directors, responding to compulsive grassroots mobilizations by supporter fraternities, 

speak the language of territorial solidarity and treat soccer competitions less as a 

specialized sphere of market competition and more as a performance of civic 

mobilization and public economic warfare for capturing players and scoring wins. 

Particularly in reading the sport weeklies published in Istanbul in the period between 

1938 and 1955, I encountered widespread protests against the incorporation of sport 

clubs inside territorial-national containers; advocacy for the recognition of the private 

autonomy of elite sports clubs and their private federations; and a business model that 
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foregrounds horizontal commercial contracts between these private societies as the basis 

of organizing and culturally regulating professional soccer.  

Chapter One, Two, and Three are intended as explorations of soccer’s conflictual 

absorption and as illustrations of the implied conclusion that this absorption was never 

taken for granted or complete, always contested and changed from within and outside. I 

thus see this historical work as both groundwork for the subsequent ethnographic work 

and as a process of unearthing the patterns of conflict that characterize the relation 

between commercial sport and territorial nation-state in the first half of the 20th century. 

It is only gradually and through the repurposing of territorial constructs to 

accommodate commercial structures of sport that the territorial nation-state and its 

public administrative apparatus came to function as the container of globalized 

competitions, paving the way for the contemporary situation I observed in fieldwork 

and that shapes the peculiar history of FIFA soccer worldwide. More importantly 

perhaps, these chapters contribute to the ongoing and wider inquiry that sets itself the 

task of exploring the longer duration historical processes through which the Turkish 

nation-building process – and nation-state constructs in general –  might have been 

reconfigured by entering or welcoming in the peculiarly globalist and internationalist 

and commercialized cultural domain that FIFA-governed professional soccer has 

engendered across the world since the years between the two world wars.  
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Understanding Soccer’s Globalized Nationalism (or Nationalized 
Globalism) 

In Globalists: the End of Empire and the Birth of Neoliberalism, Quentin Slobodian 

(2018) unearths the interwar European origins of a neoliberal vision of globalization, 

according to which “the tension between the world economy and the world of nations” 

could be reconciled. Globalists searched for institutional arrangements that would allow 

a world order of nation-states to succeed the worldwide reign of empires without 

sacrificing cross-border flows of capitalism at the altar of territorial sovereignties. This 

globalist imaginary, Slobodian argues, emerged from working through and against a 

conceptual division proposed by the jurist Carl Schmitt. In the Schmittian outlook, 

Slobodian explains, there was not one world but two: 

“One was the world partitioned into bounded, territorial states where 
 governments ruled over human beings. This he called the world of imperium, 
 using the Roman legal term. The other was the world of property, where people 
 owned things, money, and land scattered across the earth. This was the world of 
 dominium. […] To Schmitt, the division between dominium and imperium was 
 more fundamental than the purely political distinction of foreign and domestic. 
 The most important border did not halve the world like an orange into East and 
 West, or North and South, but preserved overlapping wholes in suspension, like 
 an orange’s pith and peel. “Over, under and beside the state-political borders of 
 what appeared to be a purely political international law between states,” 
 [Schmitt] wrote, “spread a free, i.e. non-state sphere of economy permeating 
 everything: a global economy”” (10) 

 

Schmitt, and with him the Europe-wide currents of interwar totalitarianism, 

viewed the economic, social, and cultural flows and connectivity – the world of 

dominium – as “an impingement on the full exercise of national sovereignty,” (11) and 
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promoted political imaginaries for expunging the economic, social, and cultural 

manifestations of the global (dismissively named by the emic category, cosmopolitan) 

from their sovereign territories. Anti-liberal nationalists advocated a checkerboard 

world order consisting of exclusive territorial-national jurisdictions and understood the 

nation-state and globalization as irreconcilable antagonists in a life and death struggle. 

Their worldview of a nationalist international extended this anti-liberal vision from the 

economic to the cultural realm as well, expressed by international cultural projects that 

would promote cooperation between likeminded public authorities in order to vertically 

enhance state capacities for tightly insulating national cultures from unwanted foreign, 

cross-border influences, motivated by the underlying ideology, promoted across Europe 

by Nazism, that the “state had the right and obligation to control culture” (Martin 2016, 

12). 

Neoliberal visions of a globalist order of nation-states, in contrast, searched for 

“the right institutions to sustain the often-strained balance between the economic world 

and the political world” (Slobodian, 11). Developing their worldviews against the 

backdrop of interwar totalitarianism, the intellectual progenitors of globalization 

imagined a world order in which nations did not disappear as organizing building 

blocks but would encase markets and institutionally facilitate cross-border flows to 

prevent them from fracturing into discontinuity at the political boundaries of nation-

states. While acknowledging nation-states as political building blocks, the neoliberal 
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vision aimed to castrate the autarkic ambitions of a nationalist international, as well as, 

especially after the Second World War, undermine the popular democratic aspirations of 

socialist internationals and isolate regional attempts to construct autonomous 

federations of postcolonial nation-states (Getachew 2019). Encased in market-enforcing 

nation-states that were to be persuaded in favor of the benefits of carving globalized 

jurisdictions inside their sovereign territories, the world of dominium would flow over, 

under and beside nation-states without annulling them. These globalized jurisdictions 

would maintain a critical distance between global flows (dominium) and national-

territorial sovereignty (imperium) and would safeguard both realms in parallel 

coexistence, halving the human universe into one of global economy and one of national 

sovereignties without allowing the latter to crush the former. Slobodian’s scholarship on 

the embryonic intellectual origins of globalization in interwar Europe is a 

methodological invitation for an interdisciplinary exploration of the birth and 

development of globalization entangled and coeval with the international ordering of the 

world since the First World War. This exploration can unearth the gradual expansion of 

global forms inside, through and under nation-building processes across the globe in the 

past “neoliberal century” (11).  

The global culture of soccer makes an interesting case for the study of 

globalization inside, though, and under nation-states in the past century. Since the end 

of the First World War, sports, more than any other cultural form, and FIFA soccer, 
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more than any other branch of sport, encased gradual globalization inside territorially 

bounded national forms. FIFA soccer relies on constructs that at once nationalizes and 

globalizes the sport. Global culture of soccer rests on a path-dependency where 

worldwide professional uniformity and market continuity has been achieved through 

the linkages between territorially exclusive private sportive authorities, which are 

specialized in regulating professional soccer markets inside and across national borders. 

These territorial authorities are named national soccer federations or associations, which 

are not commercial legal bodies but regulate soccer markets. National soccer federations 

regulate professional soccer markets inside national borders in ways that comply with 

FIFA regulations which allows FIFA codes to become globally continuous and 

pervasive. Nation-to-nation cooperation and competition of these territorial federations 

constitute professional soccer’s worldwide private regulator and the competition known 

as the World Cup. This private regulator is known by the acronym FIFA (Fédération 

Internationale de Football Association), officially a Switzerland-based NGO. FIFA’s power 

lies in its unique adaptation to a changing world at the ‘end of empire.’ Operating as a 

parliament of national delegates electing executives through an egalitarian one-member-

one-vote Congressional decision-making (one delegate per member federation), FIFA 

made itself a participatory and non-Eurocentric platform for the dozens of postcolonial 

nation-states that gained independence after World War II, despite the chagrin of the 

British Empire whose sportive functionaries never enjoyed FIFA (Darby 2002).  
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FIFA is not a statal institution, however. FIFA’s private authority is dislodged 

from the state-to-state ties that constitute the Westphalian order. FIFA soccer is a private 

transnational domain. It governs professional soccer worldwide by both acknowledging 

and working under and above the interstate order through a peculiar governance mix of 

private associational law and commercial arbitration. FIFA oversees the private 

arbitration of professional contracts signed by a professional athlete with an employer 

located inside any nation-state other than that player’s own. This makes the FIFA 

Dispute Resolution Chamber the global arbitrator of cross-border employment contracts 

– the regulator of the world player transfer market. National federations, in turn, jointly-

enforcer this global professional market through their own, FIFA-compliant Dispute 

Resolution Chambers that apply similar statutes to regulate player trading inside the 

borders of their own nation-states. Until being overruled by the Turkish Constitutional 

Court in 2018, the controversial Law of Turkish Soccer Federation ruled that 

professional soccer players of Turkish citizenship were required to resolve their 

employment disputes with soccer teams in Turkey only and exclusively inside the 

Turkish Soccer Federation’s Dispute Resolution Chamber according to FIFA-norms and 

were not allowed to litigate at the national civic courts over soccer contracts. A nascent 

scholarly field, which one might call the global history of soccer, suggests that if soccer 

developed into the unitary global sportive pastime that it is today, it did so thanks to its 

particularly inventive integration of sportive markets and modular nationalism – 
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commercial connectivity and sportive territoriality – while building a FIFA empire, a 

sportive dominium, extending over and under the Westphalian vision of world order.11 

FIFA’s nested structure enables a set of standardized FIFA rules and regulations to 

apply both inside, between and across nation-states.  

To quote scholars of globalization Aihwa Ong and Stephen Collier, global 

phenomena “have a distinctive capacity for decontextualization and 

recontextualization” and the “conditions of possibility of this movement” are “delimited 

by specific technical infrastructures, administrative apparatuses, or value regimes” 

(2005, 11). FIFA soccer’s globality is thus conditioned by a capacity for worldwide 

decontextualization and recontextualization, built into the technical infrastructures 

(uniform sportive rules), administrative apparatuses (federated regulations), and value 

regimes (market enforcement) of the global FIFA assemblage. FIFA soccer, within the 

global jurisdictional scope under which my research and dissertation is situated, is an 

odd admixture of territorially non-overlapping national sportive jurisdictions and 

 

11 By modular nationalism, I refer here to the works of Manu Goswami (2002). “Nationalist 
movements and nation-states claim the patrimony of a culturally singular, territorially bounded national 
community that, in turn, is represented as an instantiation of a universal political and cultural form. The 
doubled character of the nation form as both universal and particular mirrors, in this respect, the spatial 
partitioning of the modern inter-state system into a series of mutually exclusive, formally equivalent, 
sovereign states. Nationalist movements and nationalizing states present themselves as universalistic within 
the confines of the national community, but as particularistic without, that is, in relation to other nations and 
nation-states. Likewise, nationalizing states claim to represent the universal interest of a bounded citizenry 
within a delimited national space. Yet these universal interests are configured as particular within the 
context of the interstate system. Nationalist claims of particularity and the imagined singularity of national 
formations only become intelligible against and within a global grid of formally similar nations and nation-
states.” (785) 
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private contracts, mobilities, and regulations flowing through those territorial containers 

thanks to those very nation-to-nation federative ties that pave the way for soccer’s 

unique globalism. 12 FIFA’s original gift (or poison) to the globalizing world have been 

 

12 This global structure relies on the so-called principle of non-interference or non-intervention defined in 
FIFA statutes. The critical gap between the singular dominium of FIFA soccer and the plural sovereignty of 
nation-states is maintained by this FIFA principle, which denotes the meta-rule that membership in FIFA is 
conditional on the member nations’ consent to keeping soccer regulations inside national borders 
compatible with and accountable to FIFA, which can sanction noncompliant nations by barring them from 
participating in the World Cup. Non-intervention implies that FIFA-member national federations must 
retain the legal form of non-profit associations and remain specialized sportive bodies subject to private 
associational law without becoming neither public entities nor commercial firms. Non-interference, here, 
points first to the criteria that member national federations remain adequately insulated from arbitrary 
sovereign decisions that might cut the umbilical transnational cord between a national soccer federation and 
FIFA. This aspect of the principle adorns FIFA with the legitimacy of a liberal international, safeguarding 
the private civil society of soccer from the political overreach of totalitarian projects and this liberal distance 
between FIFA from totalitarian projects in the interwar was critical to its identity as a bearer of international 
amity. But the principle also points to the norm that member federations remain non-commercial private 
associations governed by executives elected by a nationwide congress of delegates (a participatory ideology 
that allows these national federations to expand and have nationwide coverage). The first aspect of this 
principle of non-intervention underscores the overarching idea of keeping FIFA a universal soccer congress 
of nations akin to the United Nations. The second aspect of the principle underscores the overarching aim of 
preventing elite subsets of sport clubs within a nation-state from establishing business-oriented, for-profit 
leagues subject to commercial codes that might cut the umbilical cord between professional 
markets/competitions and the regulatory monopoly of national federations. This is critical, for the nestling 
of national league competitions (commercial markets) under the territorial authority of FIFA-affiliated 
regulators is not grounded in any political mandate other than the path-dependent conventions of the FIFA 
globalization. In other words, FIFA’s liberal globalism – its anti-totalitarian, anti-autarkic messaging – is 
coupled with a territorial-national logic that promotes cooperative ties between national soccer federations 
to keep a lid over subnational or transnational circuits of business interests that might de-legitimate the 
authority of FIFA-affiliated federations. These two safety valves of FIFA guarantee the cultural construction 
of national soccer teams, which participate in the FIFA World Cup on behalf of nation-states (national soccer 
federations) without remunerating the performing athletes. In these nation-to-nation tournaments owned by 
FIFA, players perform free of charge, as a citizenly duty. This enables the raised revenues from FIFA 
organizations to be shared between FIFA federations, solidifying the FIFA linkages. This national pretense, 
justified by the message that the FIFA World Cup and internationally representative sport tournaments 
serve the humanistic mission of international amity or promote sportive development in poorer postcolonial 
nation-states, keeps the FIFA assemblage outside the domain of commercial codes or public rules and 
provides the FIFA network “juridical immunity” from legal criteria that otherwise organize capitalist 
business relations or public life more widely inside nation-states (Chappelet 2008, 39). In participating in 
this FIFA international sphere, member national federations in turn solidify their regulatory monopoly over 
national territories. This arrangement is held together above all with the FIFA-network’s private regulatory 
control over professional athlete contracts. When soccer players sign professional contracts with teams 
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the convention of placing commercial flows of professional soccer inside non-

commercial (associational/congressional) regulators that govern world soccer 

worldwide and own and regulate entry to lucrative commercial tournaments like the 

UEFA Champions League or the FIFA World Cup. Modern sports other than FIFA 

soccer, despite having similar birthmarks of the pax Britannica of the 19th century, 

remained merely regionally relevant or exclusivist cultural domains, which is a 

consequence of their divergent path-dependencies on regulatory fragmentations or their 

reluctance or failure to commercialize and become popular pastimes. Their paths 

 

 

affiliated with FIFA-member federations inside nation-states, these global professionals enter economic 
markets that are arbitrated by FIFA member federations. This has allowed cross-border mobility of 
professionals to be facilitated by national federations at the two ends of a professionals’ route when crossing 
borders and also enable the implementation of quotas for foreign professionals to play in national 
competitions under the control of FIFA federations. FIFA encases market relations inside its monopolistic 
private networks of enforcement and in this way, hold the power to standardize clauses in professional 
contracts worldwide. One clause is at the core of these entanglements: professional players are obligated to 
respond to national calls of duty when included in national teams by their federations and represent their 
national team in FIFA-owned tournaments without being paid. Otherwise, they face sanctions from their 
FIFA federations. FIFA membership thus allows national federations to secure their regulatory monopoly 
inside their territory, and this also implies that professional soccer inside national borders are not subject to 
the commercial codes that organize other capitalist industries. This international arrangement has allowed 
the global economy of soccer to have peculiarities outside capitalist business norms. Thanks to this peculiar 
encasement of domestic markets within a parallel international lex sportiva enforced by the FIFA global 
assemblage, national federations and FIFA cooperatively manage contractual disputes and impose 
disciplinary sanctions through their private organs such as Arbitration Boards and Disciplinary Boards. 
Hence, rights and authority or disputes and arbitrations, are handled inside the soccer family without 
having judicial authorities regularly intervene into soccer’s autonomous affairs. FIFA regulations thus aim 
to keep a critical distance between the affairs of professional soccer and national judiciaries and at the same 
time make athletic contracts enforceable across the world via international integration under FIFA rules. 
Inside every nation-state, therefore, the degree to which the culture of professional soccer is subject to an 
encompassing juridical political order as opposed to the trans-nationally networked private FIFA order can 
become a contentious question. This nested logic is foundational for FIFA soccer and makes this global 
culture a popular angle for the exploration of mutually non-exclusive entanglements of the national and the 
global as well as the private and the public. 
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contrast with the combination of commercialized popularity and international 

unification under FIFA that gives FIFA-soccer its unique globality (Allison and 

Tomlinson 2017; Tomlinson 2014). While baseball in the United States became the model 

example of an exclusively capitalistic business logic of sports constructed by 

entrepreneurial team-owners, who are only concerned with the profitability of intercity 

tournaments (Zimbalist and Syzmanski 2005), rugby became the model example of the 

racial and class segregationist, exclusivist/elitist nostalgia of English imperial 

masculinity that resulted in divergent, rather than unitary, sportive rules and 

regulations fragmented across sociocultural or geographical discontinuities (Collins 

2019; 2013; 2006). 

“The Triumph of Soccer” as a Heuristic for an Analytics of 
Historical Change 

In 1936, the Turkish soccer federation (est. 1923) was officially made subordinate 

to the single party of the time, the Republican People’s Party (RPP), and with a 

subsequent revision in 1938, to a newly erected ministerial directorate named the 

General Directorate of Physical Education (GDPE), one of the flagship institutions of 

militaristic nation-building in interwar Turkey. “Kemalists have taken over sports,” 

claimed a major advocate of this takeover (Akın 2004, 74). GDPE, I explain in Chapter 2, 

was the child of a thickening traffic of cultural exchanges and cooperation alongside an 

interwar Turkey-Germany axis that has been the subject of entangled historiographies of 

interwar totalitarianism in the recent years (Ihrig 2014; Grüßhaber 2018). FIFA’s globalist 
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internationalism would not necessarily serve these militarisms and nationalist 

internationals, for which sport was a tool for the vertical engineering of culture by the 

sovereign state. Connectivity with the European FIFA world would appeal more to 

those who were forming a nascent political opposition inside the Turkish nation-state, 

alternatively referred as liberal or conservative nationalists that included celebrities of 

the soccer scene in their political ranks when coming to power for the first time in 1950. 

In the 1946 words of a liberal nationalist sport journalist and a commercial sport 

promoter based in Istanbul, Eşref Şefik Atabey, “we are subject to, a member of, and 

registered with FIFA. This mandates that the sport we practice, in all its aspects, is 

instituted in line with FIFA codes and rules (FIFA ahkam ve kaidelerine göre kurulması 

icabediyor).”13 Atabey was a vocal advocate for the professionalization of soccer and in 

favor of carving an autonomous regulatory space inside the nation-state reserved for 

FIFA-linked professional soccer but safely outside the interfering reach of militarist, 

pedagogic and biopolitical (health and hygiene) policies of the Kemalists. These policies 

aimed to enhance the vertical powers of a nationalist sport bureaucracy staffed by 

military officers, educators, and physicians and to subordinate the national human 

economy (physical culture/leisurely pastimes) to the tutelary guidance of scientific-

public authority. In advocating for sportive autonomy inside the nation-state, Atabey 

 

13 T. C. Milli Eğitim Bakanlığı Beden Terbiyesi Genel Müdürlüğü, Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası: 18-24 
Şubat 1946: Çalışma Programı, Raporlar, Konuşmalar. Istanbul: İbrahim Horoz Matbaası, 1946, 175. 
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referred not only to the technical rules of FIFA soccer (kaideler) that structure game-play 

but also ahkam, judgements, meaning here codes or regulations, that govern the 

economic transactions, sanctioning mechanisms, norms of governance, and other 

features of the internationally connected culture of FIFA soccer. Atabey’s 1946 discourse 

inaugurates a subsequent history throughout which the globally linked domain of FIFA 

soccer engenders competitive vortexes, animates centrifugal tendencies, and carves a 

specialized normative space inside the nation-state. Professional soccer provokes 

unforeseen social crises and then proposes solutions to those very crises; incites 

competitive ambitions and then proposes recipes for entertaining those ambitions in 

ways that enable ‘soccer affairs’ to function like an autonomous zone of cultural, 

economic, and juridical exception – for better or worse. 

 My goal in this dissertation lies beyond a simple restatement of the diagnosis 

that professional soccer culture is a dynamic interplay of territorial nation-state and 

globalization. To use a heuristic from an inspiring historiography of interwar European 

sport, Barbara Keys’ Global Sport: National Rivalry and International Community in the 

1930s (2013), I explore the ‘triumph of  soccer’ over visions of a totalitarian, autarkic, and 

centripetal vision of Turkish nation-building that garnered considerable momentum in 

the militarized conjuncture of interwar Europe. By the phrase ‘triumph of soccer,’ Keys 

refers to the process by which the pan-European commercial culture of interwar FIFA 

soccer – and its cosmopolitan internationalism – absorbed Soviet sport programs inside 
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its global orbit. Early Soviet programs had originally aimed to replace popular sports 

like soccer with a radical brand of proletarian physical culture and cancel the imperial 

reign of what was then considered ‘English’ sports. Keys shows that the rapidly 

commercializing popularity of FIFA across the urban clusters of interwar Europe fueled 

inter-city networks of socialization that pulled not only the Soviets but a range of 

regimes into their cosmopolitan orbit. Mussolini’s Italy, Hitler’s Germany and Stalin’s 

Soviet Union (and let me insert Kemalist Turkey), “attempted to build an autarkic 

alternative to international forms of mass culture,” but these efforts were “ultimately 

overtaken by the expanding powers of the capitalist, consumer-oriented, and elite-

centered transnational sport culture.” In being drawn to this centrifugal web of sportive 

relations brokered by private sport societies and ties across urban clusters, rather than 

public officials of territorial states, these regimes were lured by the “international sports’ 

apparently objective capacity to measure national success in harnessing population 

resources” (Keys, 158-160). Adapting to the allure of competition, political authorities 

carved outwardly networked sport jurisdictions inside their regimes. Keys makes the 

persuasive case that across the globe, the regulatory bodies named national sport 

federations and the sportive relations under their purview, are less the creation of 

vertical state building than hubs of trans-national connectivity, underscoring the 

foundationally centrifugal raison d’être of FIFA. Enabled by these federative ties, which 

safeguard transnational rules, FIFA soccer and the matrix of rule-based sportive rivalries 
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it engenders both inside and across nation-states function as a trans-sovereign cultural 

field that generates magnetic orbits of competition and absorbs centripetal state-building 

aspirations towards the speculative bubbles of sportive rivalries. While political forms 

do participate in this global field as building blocks, competitive ambitions or 

commercial intermediaries makes formal and informal regulatory demands on these 

political constructs, sometimes derailing their self-projected ideals of sovereign control, 

or carves autonomous sportive jurisdictions, official and unofficial, that are 

simultaneously inside sovereign territories but federatively networked with soccer’s 

world-forming trans-sovereignty.14  

 

14 Losing its original meaning to denote “action without a point or purpose,” synonymous with fooling 
around or morally questionable frivolousness, the word sport in England “during the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries […] came to designate particular pursuits involving forms of physical competition 
governed by rules” (Connor 2011, 22). By the early 20th century, the English word sport lost its association 
with hunting and related forms of play that involved the killing of animals, practices which are tied to the 
concept and affect of sovereignty and wherein “the conspicuously unequal competition between humans 
and other animals” makes mutually rule-bound play unthinkable (186). In this process, sport also lost its 
association with the English language and globalized to denote an interconnected cultural world or rule-
based physical contests. Distinguished from both the aristocratic and folk pastimes of blood sport, deemed 
uncivilized from the point of view of this semantic and social transformation, modern sports reflect a 
modern quest to devise culturally contrived social spheres of rule-based competition wherein regulated 
rivalry takes place in an artificially equalized, consensually participated, insulated, and symmetrical playing 
field pitting exclusively human contenders against one another.  In the words of literary critic Steven Connor, 
sport is “world-forming” in the sense that it “makes a world apart, a field of actions and operations that are organized 
according to a set of rules peculiar to itself” and its governing bodies “act much as ecclesiastical courts used to act in 
Europe. Sports create and operate in parallel worlds” and these parallel words can be so powerful as suck in the civic 
constructs that otherwise organize social, economic, and political relations, a power Connor named the “mundophagic 
nature of sport”, its world-eating expansionism (Connor 2015). Sportive competitions eat the world by the immersive 
rivalries they concoct, a mode of anthropological relation Connor names opponency. Relations of opponency are 
antagonistic encounters under sportive rules and do not necessarily arise from a socially, politically, or 
historically grounded enmity or rationally explainable disputes or feuds. While opponency is deadly 
serious, this mode of anthropological relation is minimally based on the consensual willingness by 
antagonists to subject themselves to a shared field of competitive action under the sovereignty of sportive 
rules. Opponency engenders the cultural figure of winners and champions (individuals and teams), who 
“command a field of [rule-based] action, but [are also] themselves commanded by the field of possibilities 
that are delimited by the game,” which makes champions “subjects who consent to be absolutely 
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I take Keys’ historiographic heuristic ‘the triumph of soccer’ and extend it 

forward from the contained time-space of interwar Europe. I make use of the heuristic 

‘the triumph of soccer’ in order to devise a sportive-cultural “analytics of historical 

change” along lines proposed by Saskia Sassen in Territory, Authority, Rights: From 

Medieval to Global Assemblages (2006). According to Sassen, the historical construction of 

globalization cannot be adequately understood by studying “explicitly global 

institutions and processes” that appeared in the world stage in the last decades of the 

20th. “The new in history,” Sassen writes, “is rarely simply ex nihilum. It is deeply 

imbricated with the past, notably through path dependence.” Paths to globalization are 

 

 

determined, or subjected to this singular aim or arena of achievement” (Connor 2001, 188-189). In other 
words, opponency opens a space for competitive but non-sovereign subjectivities at the individual and 
group level. Champions are said to be ‘crowned’ but they do not gain prerogatives that are permanent, 
inheritable, final, or exceptional. Sportive opponency excludes the possible annihilation or subjugation of 
the opponent. Sportive opponency excludes lethal violence not merely by outlawing otherwise 
advantageous tactics of fighting, but as constitutive for the social institution of wining: one who kills an 
opponent cannot win against them. This mutual “relation of rivalry and dependence may account for the 
intensity and longevity of traditional rivalries in sport, in which self and other get tangled together 
inextricably.” Opponency “expresses this relation of reciprocity in struggle” (ibid, 193). It is this 
anthropological mode of relation that gives sports their trans-sovereign status, as domains of their own. In 
Loïc Wacquant’s terms, this mutually non-sovereign determination distinguishes champions from Weber’s 
charismatic leaders: whereas “charisma stands opposed to all institutional routines,” the champion athletes 
and teams do not negate established norms but stylize and personalize rule-based traditions through 
innovative and aspirational immersion in regulated cultures of opponency (Wacquant 1996, 26). Modern 
sport builds an inseparable connection between rationalization and contingency, upholding of rules and 
winning (and losing). In the insulated space of opponency, the dialectic of winning and losing plays out as a 
substitute for the Hegelian master-slave dialectic: “winning forms subjects; the one who wins automatically 
becomes a certain kind of enhanced subject. And winning also requires and creates losers, which is to say, it 
depletes subjectivity” (Connor 2011, 187). But the loser must remain “almost entirely unharmed” (ibid, 191) 
so to be able to recognize the winner’s victory and moreover, also conceive of defeat as reversible and non-
permanent so that the game goes on. It is this cultural insulation that makes sport like FIFA soccer operate 
as a trans-sovereign space one that is hard to control by public authorities but one that bears heavily upon 
public affairs.  
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above all dependent on territorial nation states and the Westphalian construct that both 

precede and coexist with contemporary globalization and with which “the epochal 

changes grouped under the term globalization has to engage.” Study of globalization, 

according to Sassen, must begin with the “enormous variety of micro-processes that 

begin to denationalize what had been constructed as national – whether policies, capital, 

political subjectivities, urban spaces, temporal frames, or any other variety of dynamics 

and domains.” I follow Sassen’s call for “an analytics of historical change” which centers 

on these specialized de-nationalized domains inside nation-states and then, searches for 

the specific moments and ways in which de-nationalized capabilities “jump tracks.” 

Jumping tracks is Sassen’s analytic metaphor for describing the repurposing process 

through which capabilities originally conceived for a national organizing logic can serve 

as the infrastructure for this logic’s undoing or centrifugal reformulation (or vice-versa, 

those originally conceived for a global organizing logic can serve as the vehicle for 

nationalism). These track-jumping capabilities can be partially dislodged from the 

overarching consistency and homogeneity of territorial nation-states, while still being 

inside them, and orient these national spaces or parts of this sociopolitical space towards 

a centrifugal global horizon. They function as infrastructures of the global by carving 

industrial, financial, governmental, jurisdictional, ideological, or sportive niches of 

globalization inside nation-states. The global is constructed in “good part through the 

repositioning of particular national capabilities.” The entry of global circuits inside a 
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national construct in turn “further strengthens – particular forms of denationalization.” 

For Sassen, then, study of globalization cannot be merely the study of the evidently 

global phenomena but should rely on chronologically longer-term and geographically 

deeper methodologies. Studying specialized micro denationalizations, as opposed to 

processes that are evidently global, “often need to be decoded in order to be evident” 

because for the most part, they are treated as self-evidently belonging to the national 

despite the specialized transformations they might have already undergone or the 

partial but critical ways in which they might have developed into heterogeneous 

constructs serving two contradictory imperatives at once and drawn to centrifugal 

scalings away from “the centripetal scaling of the modern nation-state marked by one 

master normativity.” FIFA’s peculiar globalism and federative ties that constitute FIFA 

are one such infrastructure of the global that are located inside and across nation-states. 

If soccer dramatizes a tension between the global and the national, it is because nation-

states carve those specialized jurisdictions inside their sovereign territories and 

welcome/participate in the global culture of FIFA-soccer that both recognizes and 

surpasses nation-state (Sassen 2006, 1-10). 

A main social form of linkage that functions as the infrastructure of the global is 

the globally networked city and the intercity flows that pass through it, linking that 

urban zone with beyond the nation-state. Urban subnational scales are located inside 

national territories while, at least in part, economically, socially, culturally networked 
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with centrifugal scalings and circuits. This bears heavily on the thinking that goes into 

this dissertation: commercializing of sportive spectacles in the long nineteenth century 

had relied on city-to-city ‘touring’ mobilities that crossed the boundaries of polities to 

realize demand for sportive entertainment scattered across urban clusters. 20th century’s 

peculiar FIFA-led globalization both relied on these previously developed inter-city 

circuits and mobilities but placed these inside mutually exclusive territorial containers 

(sovereign nation-states) and also created new linkages inside nation-states. Teams like 

Bursaspor, newcomers into global linkages during the mid-20th century territorialization 

of soccer mobilities in the form of national leagues. Inside nation-states like Turkey, 

cities are sportively represented by teams bearing the political identity of provinces 

(social fabrics by administrative representations). In competitions between nation-states, 

professional athletes perform the unpaid service of national sportive representation. 

When seen from this perspective, the peculiar combination of commercialization and 

nationalist restructuring under FIFA relied on many compromises that repurposed inter-

city commercial networks for inter-national sportive commercialization. But these 

compromises that structured the FIFA assemblage have come under severe challenges in 

the late 1990s with proposals to subtract the most powerful global nodes of soccer from 

nationally circumscribed intercity tournaments called ‘national leagues.’ These explicitly 

globalist but still highly contested proposals of the contemporary day envision the 

private core nodes of globalized soccer (called ‘super clubs’) to horizontally link into 
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supranational inter-city leagues (‘super leagues’) and monopolize consumption markets 

worldwide regardless of territorial location, thanks to improved communication 

technologies and high quality worldwide live broadcast. The longer historical process by 

which originally intercity tournaments were contained inside territorial nation-states 

were never free of tension, but today, globalist projects explicitly challenge this 

compromise. The historical resilience and mutation of this central conflict permeates the 

dissertation as a whole, both the historiographic and ethnographic parts.  

Globalizing cultural forms rely on juridical arrangements inside nation-state 

apparatuses that repurpose regulatory functions in line with globalizing logics rather 

than the strict imperative of territorial control. Such repurposing partially dislodges 

critical capabilities from centripetal frameworks and orients them to privatized orders. 

FIFA’s private transnational order is one such globalizing arrangement: FIFA 

regulations and their relation to the sovereign law of nations have changed over the 

course of the 20th century but the way they will relate to one another has always been a 

source of cultural and political contention in Turkey and elsewhere. The 2015 FIFA-

scandal revealed that FIFA’s transnational private order has largely relied on political 

and commercial informalities than state-regulated business cultures, a regulatory 

looseness that played a significant role in FIFA-soccer’s peculiar brand of explosive 

nationalist globalism. Informal circuits of value and connectivity, even when 

geographically contained inside national borders, are practically below the radar of 
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public control and are decoupled from the vertical reach of bureaucratic hands that 

make up modern statehood. Private informalities, economic and cultural, are powerful 

candidates for being concatenated with transnational circuits outside the purview of 

nation-states. The heuristic ‘triumph of soccer’ helps me explore the ways nation-states 

carve up FIFA jurisdictions inside their sovereign spaces, which link a national space 

with the cultural and economic flows of FIFA soccer. These linkages create unforeseen 

crises and compulsions and enact cultural political transformations.  

I do not conceive these transformations as resulting from the politicization of 

sport understood as the corrupt or arbitrary interference of political authorities into 

sportive affairs, but as gradual and unforeseen processes resulting from the participation 

of political constructs in the global domain of soccer, which then propel territorial 

capabilities to jump tracks, repurpose and operate as bearers of commercialized sportive 

competitions. Political constructs are thus absorbed into the empire of FIFA, its 

simultaneously sportive, economic, and regulatory flows, while participating in and 

trying to command and control competitive vortexes and their popular appeal. Tensions 

around the cultural meaning and sportive competitiveness of city teams such as 

Bursaspor, at once the representative of an administrative district and a node of FIFA-

linked globalized soccer, provide an ethnographic case for the closer study of this 

entwinement of the national and the global, the political and the commercial, territorial 

and the inter-city that are enacted by way of soccer’s competitive vortexes. Moving from 
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post-Ottoman Istanbul to an industrializing Bursa in Chapter Three, I trace the 

formation of the territorial national league that united cities of the Turkish nation-state 

in an integrated tournament. City teams like Bursaspor were born during the national 

reorganization of intercity mobilities and they were formed through the merging of local 

rivals into civic monopolies representing administrative districts. I analyze here what I 

call the joint-stock politics of the city teams. The concept refers to the ways in which 

capitalists of the city become the financers of sportive investment and gain the status of 

local notables as the city team’s chairmen. In Chapter Four, I analyze the formation of 

Teksas, the team’s main supporter organization, and the group’s culture of intercity 

travel and civic partisanship that parallel the organization of the national league and city 

teams.  

In the ethnographic Chapters Five, Six, and Seven, I analyze the public 

repertoires of conflict and cooperation between supporter organizations born and raised 

in the city’s working class boroughs and the city’s globalized industrial corporations. 

Between Chapter Four and Five, I show how the charismatic leaders of Teksas evolved 

from criminalized outcasts to become civilian extensions of the sport police, which gives 

them more civic legitimacy to pressure the local capitalists to finance civic ambition. In 

the globalizing FIFA political economy, however, competitiveness is more costly. As I 

show in Chapter Seven, professional talent markets are now marked by globally mobile 

free agents, contracts are paid in hard currency and disputes between teams and athletes 
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are resolved at the FIFA Dispute Resolution Chamber in Switzerland. Against these 

globalizing tendencies of FIFA soccer, city teams of Turkey are territorially situated, and 

their congressional structure makes these civic organizations into cumbersome social 

spaces marked more by political conflict than corporate business rationality. In Chapters 

Six and Seven, I show how two trends of globalization, the globalization of big industry 

in Bursa and the globalization of FIFA soccer, strain the civic joint-stock politics of 

soccer. As the sport club is drawn deeper into civic municipal politics to finance growing 

deficits, the increasingly powerful and municipality-friendly Teksas leaders shape a 

confrontational public discourse and action against the city’s big businesses and 

multinational corporations, identifying them as inadequately civic and blaming them for 

their affiliation with the stronger teams of the global city of Istanbul. In this contentious 

setting, the competitive compulsions of public soccer culture, ambitions for victory and 

frustrations of defeat, enacts a schism between grassroots performances of civic 

territorialism and the pragmatics of soccer’s transnational economy, while also 

concocting expectations of globalized urbanity to strengthen the competitive power of 

the city’s soccer team. These turbulent conditions spell defeat for Bursaspor. The deep 

play of soccer and its competitive political economy, I argue, has the power to permutate 

urban, national, and globalized visions of society and polity.
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1. “Drifted towards a Central European Current”: 
Interwar Origins of Commercial Soccer  
 

In 1932, the prolific Turkish nationalist, journalist and lawyer Celal Nuri İleri 

(1882-1936), a contemporary of Mustafa Kemal Ataturk and a republican founder who 

co-drafted the 1924 Constitution, wrote a short essay published in one of the final issues 

of the journal İçtihat (Jurisprudence). Titled Neredeyiz? (Where Do We Stand?). İleri’s 

essay evaluated the progress of nationalist modernization and explored a deadlock. In 

responding to the editor-in-chief Abdullah Cevdet, with whom he had co-published 

İçtihat and advocated in favor of positivism and social engineering since the journal’s 

first issue was published in Geneva in 1904, İleri explained why he had to turn down the 

editor’s offer to write a piece explaining Gustav Le Bon’s ideas on physics and sociology. 

“I couldn’t, for even if I could, I wouldn’t find any readers,” İleri wrote in 1932. In the 

aftermath of the recent linguistic revolution, the change from Arabic to Latin script and 

de-Arabization of vocabulary, he had to either write in the old language and sound like 

a “funny Tunisian pilgrim with a fez,” or write in a mix of Turkish and French and 

“sound like the language of Catholic Armenians,” or write entirely in the new Turkish 

that “not even high-school graduates can read.” Most importantly, İleri reasoned, what 

has recently outpaced the culture of readership in this moment of linguistic transition 

are the Variété pages, the photographic presentations of “soccer or beauty pageants” 
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which are the only “marketable ideas” in the media. “Are there any intellectual issues 

that train the mind today?” Soon, İleri lamented, “our minds will develop calluses” (bu 

gidişle dimağımız nasır tutacak).1 İleri portended that the popular and non-literary culture 

of pageants and soccer would soon derail a conceptualization of modernization that 

understood culture to mean the radical transformation of bodies and minds not simply 

their entertainment or satisfaction. A mass culture and print media driven by the 

popular craze for soccer, he concluded, retarded he pedagogical aspirations of the 

nationalist cause. 

In this chapter, I hope to illustrate that İleri was accurate in his assessment. But to 

understand why and how soccer clouded a project of pedagogic social engineering, I 

start not from politics but commerce. Decentering state-centered approaches to the 

interwar decades of Turkish nation-building, the subject of massive scholarly literature, I 

start not from bureaucratic programs on sportive nationalism but from commercial 

logics which I contend were not neatly harmonized with nationalist parameters. It was 

precisely the success of commercial promotion which militaristic nation-builders 

loathed. A culture of sport spectacles spearheaded an entertainment complex 

headquartered in Istanbul’s inner city sport venue named Taksim Stadium, the 

makeshift Madison Square Garden of interwar Istanbul until its demolition in 1941. The 

stadium hosted track races one day and horseraces another, soccer, boxing, and 

 

1 Celal Nuri, “Nerelerdeyiz?” İçtihat, no. 352, 16 August 1932. 
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wrestling and it did so at the very center of Istanbul, in Taksim Square. In the weekend, 

the venue hosted multiple events throughout the day, starting with unofficial non-

Muslim soccer competitions in the morning, followed by Muslim competitions in the 

afternoon, providing a mixed crowd of spectators an all-day schedule. Just like the 

metropolises of a collapsing Habsburg Empire, Berlin, Vienna, and Budapest, the former 

capital of the collapsing Ottoman Empire experienced a commercialized sports craze in 

the 1920s and 1930s that raised eyebrows for the nation-builders of Ankara. While the 

nation-builders wanted to support physical exercise for political ends and provided 

public grants for nationally affiliated sports clubs to fulfill these goals, they were 

increasingly suspicious about public subsidies wasted for leisure, commercial, and 

private ends at the expense of official goals. After a public hammer descended on the 

hitherto private activities of sports clubs in 1936, a state inspector, who audited the use 

of sport grants, complained that subsidies were spent off-the-books, voicing particular 

suspicion on the expenses incurred in cross-border sportive travels.2  

Moreover, Istanbul’s interwar sports scene at times revived the imperial and 

multi-ethnic sport culture of Late Ottoman Istanbul and freely trafficked transnationally 

with a circuit of sporting tourneys across Europe, especially in the commercializing 

sports of soccer, wrestling, and boxing. Looking back to the economic culture of popular 

soccer in interwar Turkey from the perspective of inner city commerce, mobilities and 

 

2 BCA 30.10.0.0/145.36.22 (3.2.1938). “Türk Spor Kurumu’nun teftiş raporu.” 
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transnational flows, I hope to convey that the commercial sport boom posed regulative 

nuisances for militarist nation-builders, best expressed by the phrase I use in the title, 

which treated the soccer world in Istanbul as drifting toward transnational currents 

away from centripetal-territorial regulation. It was soccer’s commercial connectivity 

with East and Central European continental routes of sportive mobility that appeared to 

its skeptics to absorb the nation into the orbit of interwar Vienna and a commercializing 

FIFA. 

1.1 The Union Club and the Ottoman Sportive Public (1909-
1914) 

In the only scholarly historiography of the origins of modern sports in Ottoman 

Istanbul before the First World War, Murat Yıldız (2015) highlights three processes and 

institutions. First were elite high schools like the Sultanate School (Lycée Galatasaray), 

American Robert College, and French Lycée St. Joseph and elite high schools of Ottoman 

Greek and Armenian communities. Starting in the last quarter of the 19th century, these 

schools included curricular physical education and sports following British and French 

trends. They played a critical role in introducing Ottoman middle-class youth of diverse 

ethno-religious backgrounds to similar sporting ideas and habits. The second source 

Yildiz lists are Ottoman ministries and public education policies since the mid-19 

century which gradually formed an expanding demographic of literate, modernizing 

middle classes receptible to sports. While military schools were the first public 

institutions that included gymnastic drills and sports in the barracks, towards the turn of 
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the century and especially after the Young Turk Revolution of 1908, teacher colleges in 

the imperial capital taught gymnastics and sports, expanding the scope of sports and 

physical education toward schools not as elite.  

Finally, most importantly for this dissertation, Yildiz points to voluntary athletic 

associations (sports and gymnastic clubs), which were established by elite Istanbulites 

introduced to sports in their high school years. These schooled gentlemen, embodying 

modernist values of an exercising and sporting masculinity, pioneered the formation of 

voluntary athletic associations (sports clubs) in their post-schooling years often as 

merchants and professionals. In doing so, they shaped a likeminded urban community 

of sportsmen via interclub competitions. Club-founding elites endorsed educational-

modernizing missions vis-à-vis their respective ethnoreligious and/or neighborhood 

communities, promoted their missions by print journals, and opened their clubs to 

membership from more diverse social backgrounds by charging affordable dues. Clubs 

introduced young men into sports activities, funded indoor gyms and organized 

excursions to open fields to pioneer a change in leisurely habits. These emergent 

associations thus promoted the expansion of a sporting culture out from restricted 

school societies. Almost all voluntary athletic associations in Ottoman Istanbul were 

formed around ethnoreligious identities such as Greek, Jewish, Armenian, Muslim, and 

others that shaped the diverse Ottoman social fabric. As such, athletic associational 

activity partook in nationalist imaginaries that were rising in the empire and religious, 
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confessional, ethnic, or linguistic variations were reinvented as national communities. In 

addition to the ethnoreligious diversity among Ottoman citizens, sports clubs in Istanbul 

included those founded by resident non-citizens of the Ottoman Empire. Expatriate 

Englishmen of Istanbul, in particular, played a critical role in the dissemination of the 

era’s English sports like soccer, rugby, hockey and tennis. These expatriates lived a 

multi-sited social life as having settled and traded in the Ottoman Empire for more than 

a century while sending male children to boarding high schools in metropolitan 

England, where soccer and rugby were invented in the mid-19th century. Two sports 

clubs founded by Englishmen living in Istanbul’s Moda neighborhood would play a 

pioneering role in the organization of Istanbul’s first organized soccer league. As Yildiz 

notes, however, athletic associational activity also shaped a sporting public in Istanbul 

that crosscut ethnoreligious boundaries. Sports enthusiasts shared similar values about 

athleticism, sartorial styles, competition, and well-being, followed the same domestic 

and international publications, frequented and rented the same venues, and occasionally 

employed fragile notions of a supra-communal Ottoman nationhood, belonging and 

sportsmanship. In the prewar Olympics in Athens and Stockholm, the Ottoman nation 

was represented by non-Muslim and English athletes.3 Inter- and trans-communal 

 

3 See for example the memoirs of the Armenian Vahram Papazian who represented the Ottoman Olympic 
team in the 1912 Stockholm Olympics. Vahram Papazian, Love, Love, Love: Memoirs of the Ottoman Armenian 
Sportsman. The Yerevan: Armenian Genocide Museum Institute, 2014. 
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sporting relations grew with inter-club competitions and spectacles watched by mixed 

publics, first and foremost the Constantinople Football (Soccer) League (1903-1914).  

As Yildiz notes, at their inception “athletic associations in the [Late Ottoman 

Empire] served as popular spaces where Muslims, Christians, and Jews from similar 

backgrounds spent their leisure time having fun, playing sports, exercising, and 

socializing.” (Yıldız 2015: 68) Sports clubs started as exclusive hubs, entry to which was 

stipulated on dues paying club membership and, more often than not, ethnoreligious 

affiliation. Members gathered in clubs’ indoor gymnasiums or nearby open fields to play 

and exercise, seen as civic missions as well as rational recreation. A simultaneous 

current of sporting-commercial activity, however, witnessed the development of sports 

and gymnastics into spectacles in ticketed venues appealing to more than club members 

only. Sports organizations held in entertainment venues transformed “athletic events 

[into] popular, public activities” (204) and sports entered the economy of paid 

entertainment. By the first decade of the 20th century, Istanbul had a developed 

entertainment scene centered in the growing middle and upper middle class and 

ethnically mixed quarters like Kadıköy and especially in Pera, dominated by music and 

theater (Mestyan 2011).4 In the decade leading up to the World War I, gymnastic 

festivals, wrestling, or boxing matches which could be held in indoor venues, entered 

 

4 Adam Mestyan, ““A Garden with Mellow Fruits of Refinement”: Music Theaters and Cultural Politics in 
Cairo and Istanbul, 1867-1892.” Ph. D Dissertation, Central European University, 2011. 
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the world of ticketed entertainment mostly in refurbished theaters and sport club gyms. 

The fact that individuals registered as members in city’s sports clubs were offered 

discounted tickets to some gymnastic shows show that club membership and public 

spectatorship were held categorically separate but interdependent. Performances, then, 

could play a double role as both public spectacle and congregation of club membership. 

The opening of clubs’ private gymnasiums to ticket buying non-member spectators, 

especially in days of athletic festivals, or cooperating with commercially minded venues 

speeded up engagement with advertising, publicity, and event-promotion. In these field 

days, a culture of spectatorship also emerged: sport spectacles were supplied to satisfy 

middle-class demand for leisure, raising revenues. Some shows were fundraising 

initiatives to sponsor clubs’ activities, giving birth to an emergent sports sector funding 

its own activities by organizing spectacles. This also implies an emergent 

interdependence between event organizers, print capital and sports clubs. Department 

stores selling imported sports equipment also functioned as hubs of commerce and 

shared sportsmen sociability.5 

 

5 Until the World War I, the English run Baker Store on Pera played this role as a critical node in life 
histories of Istanbulites from all walks of live who aspired the join an English-affiliated cultural sphere. In 
Burhan Felek’s memoir, the several sportsmen in his conservative Muslim neighborhood “go against the 
will of fathers” and purchase “12 footballs hoes imported from England, from the English store called 
Baker,” which is a critical point in his narrative of crossing boundaries. Burhan Felek, Hayal Belde Üsküdar. 
Felek Yayıncılık, 1987, pp. 149-161. A 1911 catalogue of Baker Store’s sports section can be found in the 
archives of SALT Research Archives in Istanbul. 
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Soccer could not be played indoors. Istanbul’s first ticketed venue for hosting 

soccer matches was built in 1909, named the Union Club. While media reports of soccer 

and rugby games being played in Istanbul go back to the 1880s, not long after their 

growth in England, these early games were played either in open fields or private yards 

(Yüce 2014: 50). The first crowds to form around soccer games in open fields were near 

Moda and Kadıköy, the quarters located in the Asian shores of the Bosporus, which 

developed into a middle-class, multiethnic quarters in the late 19th century and a 

popular destination for leisurely day trips for middle classes who wanted to escape the 

inner-city hubbub or go on hunting expeditions. Kadıköy was also home to sports clubs 

established by the expatriate English community living in the nearby Moda peninsula, 

extending out from Kadıköy and connected to downtown Istanbul through a pier built 

by the British business magnate, the Whittall family. The Whittalls and their larger 

kinship network had urbanized the peninsula by building their family mansions there 

while starting a shipping and insurance agency in Istanbul’s commercial downtown in 

the 1870s, having expanded their businesses north from their initial investments and 

settlement in the Aegean port of Izmir. Whittal family’s settlement in the Moda 

peninsula rapidly developed the area into a recognizably English suburb but one that 

was connected to inner-city by sea travel. Whittal sons who studied in British boarding 

schools around London and experienced the soccer and rugby driven culture of 

muscular Christianity there, had started playing leisurely, unofficial soccer and rugby 
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games in the open fields near Moda since the 1880s. These games gradually became 

objects of public curiosity and Istanbul’s first stadium would soon be erected here.  

At the turn of the 20th century, leisurely soccer games among Moda’s English 

community looked more official. A covenant between four teams, formed by the settled 

English community of Moda, British consular employees and navy staff stationed in 

Istanbul, and a group of Ottoman Greek enthusiasts living nearby, moved beyond 

isolated matches towards a multi-team annual competition in Ottoman Istanbul. The 

covenant was called the Constantinople Football Association (CFA), the first regulatory 

body to organize an annual competition played by the codified rules of the English 

Football Association, set and updated in London. Legally, the CFA was as an 

unincorporated association, a private non-profit agreement among acquainted 

individuals. Given the absence of ticketed venues and match-day revenues, the nascent 

CFA’s goals were limited to standardizing rules of play and scheduling predictable 

fixtures. Between 1903 and 1905, Sunday afternoon soccer games played on open fields 

between Kadıköy and Moda football teams, started attracting as high as four to five 

thousands spectators standing on foot around the open field, involving enthusiasts 

living in the area as well as visitors from the inner-city made possible by the growing 

interconnection between this suburb and downtown by municipal ferries and the 

growth of the area into a getaway zone for leisurely trips. Demand side of a proto-sports 

market was born. 
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The Young Turk revolution of 1908 gave impetus to soccer competitions by 

promoting associational activity and freedom of press. Associational activity had been 

banned for Muslims under Hamidian reign before 1908 and strictly surveilled by the city 

police and a spy-network in the tense political atmosphere with the Sultanate fearing 

constitutionalist rebellions and coups. In the foundational myth of Ottoman Muslim 

soccer, the first ever Muslim team in Istanbul had to fake an English identity to escape 

Hamidian spies. These elite individuals, led by a Muslim English teacher at the 

American evangelical Robert College, took English nicknames and named their team 

Black Stockings when they wanted to join the unofficial games being played in Moda 

and play with English community in the 1890s. The pioneering individuals were 

arrested, however, when the spies overheard conversations among them about a ball, 

which they assumed meant a cannon ball – connoting possible revolutionary or terrorist 

plotting against the Sultan, not uncommon in the day. Following the constitutional 

revolution and the fall of Hamid in 1908, two major Muslim sports clubs, Galatasaray 

and Fenerbahçe, who had been informally fielding teams in the CFA matches since their 

respective foundations in 1905 and 1907, officially joined the Constantinople League as 

registered associations and the league-covenant was formally rewritten to register with 

the Ottoman Ministry of Interior.6 In an atmosphere when the British interests were still 

 

6 For a similar dynamic of associational activity and courtly surveillance in the fields of theater and music, 
see Merih Erol, “Surveillance, Urban Governance and Legitimacy in Late Ottoman Istanbul: Spying on 
music and entertainment during the Hamidian regime (1876–1909),” Urban History, vol. 40, no. 4, 2013, pp. 
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allied with the Young Turk Revolution and its constitutionalist ideology7, Moda’s 

wealthy British community led by the Whittall family, sponsored the construction of an 

English-style suburban sports clubhouse that could host CFA League games ongoing 

since 1905.  

Union Club would represent an original reference point but a relatively short-

lived social institution in Ottoman Istanbul whereby an elite Anglo-Ottoman friendship 

pioneered Istanbul’s first ticketed soccer league open to a multiclass and multiethnic 

spectatorship. In a private party at the mansion of Dr. Topuzlu –  a wealthy Muslim 

physician, a former student at Sultanate School (Galatasaray) who would later become 

Istanbul’s mayor –  Frederick Edwin Whittall proposed to sponsor the construction of a 

club facility “to develop the game” and “benefit financially as the owners” and to make 

it into a “public and national game like in England,” which referred to making the club 

facility a ticketed venue [financial] open to popular spectatorship [national]. The 

 

 

706-725. Parallel to Yildiz (2015), Erol, here, describes the world of theater and music as having both 
strengthened national formations and formed a modernizing Ottoman public space. 
 
7 Feroz Ahmad. “Great Britain’s Relations with the Young Turks 1908–1914,” Middle Eastern Studies vo. 2, 
no.4, 1966, pp. 302-329. Historian Ali Birinci similarly states that at this time, “in the aftermath of the 
Constitutional Revolution, everyone was both Unionist and identified with friendship with Britain” 
meaning that alliance with the British Empire did not conflict visions of Ottoman modernization. “Türk 
Siyasi Düşüncesinde İngilizperestlik” [Anglophilia in Turkish Political Thought]. İngilizler ve Türkler: 
Osmanlı’dan Günümüze Türk-İngiliz İlişkileri (1789-1939) [The English and the Turks: Turkish-English 
Relations since the Ottomans (1789-1939)] edited by Philip P. Graves and Yılmaz Tezkan. Ankara: 21. Yüzyıl 
Yayınları, 1999. pp. 177-185. 
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Englishman was proposing, here, an institutional pattern that had developed in England 

after the popularization of soccer and rugby since the 1870s. Originally unincorporated 

private societies, sports clubs had gradually developed into economically managed 

venues open to a wider public, built ticketed stands and charged entry fees, making the 

clubs’ wealthier and status-holding members into both regulators and managers of an 

emergent sportive entertainment economy (Collins 2006, 84). The eventually erected 

structure nearby Moda became Istanbul’s first ticketed and enclosed stadium and the 

clubhouse for the Union Club. The Union Club rented its privately-owned venue to 

Istanbul’s other various sports associations mostly headquartered in European Istanbul 

across the Bosporus, which made the suburban Union Club the epicenter of not only the 

CFA league, the venue’s most demanded Sunday afternoon product, but also for 

communal field days organized by ethnoreligious clubs like the Jewish Maccabi and a 

citywide sportive center for the proliferation of entrepreneurial and organizational 

initiatives in weekends.  

The club’s management was controlled by its English sponsors and their 

immediate kinship and/or business milieu who were joined by an exclusive group of 

Ottomans. These were Anglophile courtly elites who were friendly with the Whitall 

family and the British consular establishment, exemplified by the personality of Ziya 

Songülen, grandson of an Ottoman Foreign Minister in a family of diplomats, who was 

raised by English tutors in the family’s mansion in Moda, studied at Moda’s French high 
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school St. Joseph, and went to school in England before working for the Ottoman Public 

Debt Administration, where he was employed when he became a founding member of 

both Fenerbahçe Sports Club and the Anglo-Ottoman Union Club in 1907 and 1909 

respectively8. In 1908, the Union Club leased the land from the city for an initial period 

of twenty years with the brokering of Dr. Topuzlu who vouched for the project. Initial 

investments were made mostly by the Whittals but also with a small contribution by 

Fenerbahçe’s Ziya Songülen, making the Union Club an Anglo-Ottoman partnership. 

The construction was finished in 1909 for a soccer field, a racecourse and a track that 

could allow “thousands of spectators [to] gather around to watch games,” and included 

“a grand stand house, which sat up to 1,000 people, a separate closed grand stand, 

which was capable of seating up to 150 people, and an enclosed club house,” which 

served as the club’s administrative office (Yıldız 2015, 213). Luxury stands and unseated 

around-the-field spaces, all of which required entry fees, combined with a graded 

pricing of tickets, allowed middle class men and women of varying spending power to 

gather in an enclosed stadium and cheer for regular league matches on weekends, 

shaping a pattern of sports consumption and match-going in the leisurely habits of 

urban middle classes. Between 1909 and 1914, until the Ottoman entry in the World War 

 

8 Rüştü Dağlaroğlu, 1907-1987 Fenerbahçe Spor Kulübü Tarihi. Istanbul, 1988, p. 657; Mehmet Yüce, Osmanlı 
Melekleri, p. 195-197. There were two other Muslim founders of the Union Club under Fredric Whittall’s 
presidency. These were former Istanbul Municipal Mayor Cemil Pasha and Mr. Rifat, known as ‘English 
Rifat,’ a nickname for Anglo-aspirant or Anglo-friendly elites. Rifat was a former director of legal affairs at 
the Istanbul Municipality. 
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I as a belligerent against the British Empire caused the arrests or extradition of Union 

Club’s British directors, thus the club’s lease-holders and the league’s economic 

managers, Istanbul grew its first modern sport venue complex with all the modular 

elements of an annual soccer competition, a league-governance, an enclosed venue, 

spectatorship and match-day revenues, and a multi-lingual print publicity provided by 

the city’s sports journals and newspapers in English, French, German, Ottoman Turkish, 

Armenian, and Greek. While the Union Club’s venue became the hosting ground for the 

emergent Istanbul league, the club directors assumed the function of the league’s 

arbiters as opposed to fielding a separate team and the 1909 league charter authorized 

Union Club to decide on disputes between other participants (Fişek 1980, 279-282). 

In nascent form, the CFA League in the Union Club immediately attracted 

partisan spectatorship and promoted a competitive spirit, which led the public opinion 

in Istanbul to question the role of sports clubs – initiating a long debate on the nexus of 

nation building (public good) and competition (spectacle). If the self-declared goals of 

sports clubs were promoting habits of exercise and communal uplift among the young 

citizenry, how did a competitive league, partisanship, and spectatorship contribute to 

that? Can popular entertainment function as a means of national uplift or progress? 

Should wealthier members derive prestige from sponsoring pedagogic houses to 

inculcate moral habits among the less wealthy? Or would clubs become competing 

fiefdoms and prestige derived from sponsoring victories? What would that make the 
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athletes? Roman gladiators instead of Athenian citizens? In this juncture emerged the 

first signs of a commercial autonomy of spectacles from the moral-utilitarian goals 

associated with sports clubs. Should sport clubs serve public goals such as inculcation of 

rational recreation or become shareholders of ticketed spectacles? (Defrance 2013). This 

latter implied that clubs were now competitive organizations tied to one another by a 

relation of opponency, maximizing their capacities on and off the field to defeat one 

another, vying for the most talented athletes, pleasing spectating and partisan crowds, 

and seeking the prestigious status of Istanbul champions. Journalists who saw clubs as 

promoters of ethnoreligious solidarity described the league competition as derailing the 

clubs from their original purpose and incentivizing ‘mixed’ teams based on “talent, not 

ethno-religious background.” (Yıldız 2015, 220) The constitution of the major league was 

not based on ethnoreligious representation as such, given the absence of Armenian 

clubs, who were, alongside several Muslim clubs of lesser status and wealth, denied 

membership in CFA’s major league and placed hierarchically segregated in a minor 

league of the CFA. The two top Muslim-run clubs who brokered their way into the 

league-covenant before World War I, Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe, were both pioneered 

by Ottoman Muslim young adults from elite families schooled in Western style 

curricula. The CFA’s competitive public sphere made these elite societies into publicly 

supported teams with wider fandom. Majority of the period’s athletes belonged with the 

elite schooled bourgeoisie and were not socially differentiated from club founders – men 
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with wide enough leisure time to train and play. Despite club-identities being tied to 

Muslim affiliation and the two clubs representing Muslim strata schooled in 

Westernized curricula, the athletes were mixed and both Galatasaray and Fenerbahce 

regularly fielded non-Muslim and non-Ottoman players some of whom were either 

already schoolmates with their Ottoman Muslim teammates.  

The league’s constitution and composition fit with the macrolevel analysis of 

political sociologist Emrence, who argues that in the coastal areas of the Ottoman 

Empire in the long nineteenth century, “despite the resilience of ethnic and religious 

identities, port cities were run by a middle-class alliance that established strong ties 

between communities” (2008, 302). This was, as Emrence argues, made possible by these 

coastal spaces’ integration with import-export trades, municipal autonomy, a vibrant 

urban press, and growing intra-city transportation that helped construct a relatively 

open public sphere. The CFA League’s genesis and structure is a good example of this 

emerging middle-class alliance: the construction of a ticketed venue by municipal 

politicking whereby personalized trans-communal relations could broker land leasing; a 

wealthy import-export merchant family operating as the venue sponsor; a multilingual 

urban press amplifying publicity; an urbanized population with a sizeable middle-class 

with enough free time and spending power; urban infrastructure allowing leisurely 

transportation for matchday spectatorship; and a competition organized by a 

multicommunal league administration brokered by an Ottomanized English society and 
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Francophone Ottoman individuals with shared social and cultural capital that allowed 

trans-communal deal making. The exemplary Muslim member of the CFA league-

administration was Ali Sami Yen, the founding member of Galatasaray Sports Club. 

Having organized the first Galatasaray soccer team while a student at the Galatasaray 

Sultanate High School, Yen came from a landholding Albanian-Ottoman heritage and 

belonged in cosmopolitan Ottoman elites as the son of the renowned polymath 

Şemsettin Sami who compiled the first Ottoman Turkish dictionary and pioneered the 

codification of modern Albanian. Yen facilitated the change of CFA’s official 

correspondence language from English to French, in effect transforming an originally 

more closed Anglophone society in Moda into a citywide Ottoman institution (Fişek 

1980, 282-290). Ali Sami Yen would later be nostalgic for the Late Ottoman days of the 

Union Club and defined what took place after World War I as an unfortunate malaise 

transmitted from Central Europe, the metaphors he used for what took place in the 

1920s: the formation of a business of soccer, a competitive atmosphere of spectacles and 

payments to talented athletes from lower social backgrounds in search for wins, prestige 

and revenues. While the Union Club relied on a non-profit model, relying on the 

economic patronage of elites, who sponsored sports with revenues they made 

elsewhere, and performing athletes who graduated from elite high schools and later 

careered in bureaucratic or business careers, the CFA League had left an indelible mark 

in subsequent history of sports’ commercialization: it established the conditions of 
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public consumption of soccer competitions in Istanbul. By the time the Ottoman Empire 

was replaced by the Republic of Turkey in 1923, the two Muslim-Ottoman CFA teams 

Galatasaray (est. 1905) and Fenerbahçe (est. 1907) have already become marketable 

names with name recognition and public sympathies in the past 18 and 16 years 

respectively. 

1.2 Taksim Stadium and Inner City Commerce (1921-1940)  

Ottoman belligerence against the British Empire in 1914, the contraction of 

notions of Ottoman government into a narrowly defined Muslim-nationalist sovereignty 

and the demographic displacements of the Great War annulled the sociological 

conditions that made the CFA League possible. According to international law, citizens 

of the British Empire residing in Ottoman territories were either deported or taken into 

house arrest. Nonetheless, the CFA’s remnants would reemerge, albeit more fragilely, in 

the immediate postwar under new conditions. When the Turkish nationalist movement 

emerged in the aftermath of the Ottoman defeat in World War I under the leadership of 

middle rank military officers of the Ottoman army and established a nationalist 

parliament in Ankara in 1920, defying the Ottoman courtly regime’s acquiescence to the 

Treaty of Sevres, Muslim and non-Muslim sports clubs in Istanbul had already restarted 

soccer contests which the city’s sports enthusiasts were familiar since before the war. 

Under postwar sociological conditions, however. As mobilized soldiers returned from 

the front, sovereignty and government fragmented, and intense transnational migrations 
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crossing Istanbul, soccer experienced a second boom, at times drawing its appeal from 

being the theater of inter-communal hostilities between Istanbul’s Greek and Muslim 

residents and teams during the 1919-1922 Greco-Turkish War. A number of open-field 

matches between Ottoman Greek and Ottoman Muslim/Turkish teams as well as games 

played by between Istanbul’s Muslim and non-Muslim clubs against teams of British 

and French soldiers turned into popular contests but also sites of occasional hostility.9 

Despite the massive toll of war and partly boosted by post-war dynamics, Istanbul’s 

leisure quarters surrounding Pera and Taksim Square saw the proliferation of an 

unregulated culture of inner-city leisure, of which sports competitions was a part. By the 

time the Republic of Turkey was founded in 1923 by nationalist cadres and even more so 

by the time dynastic sovereignty was abrogated and sovereignty consolidated in the 

national parliament in Ankara, an economy of soccer, wrestling and boxing was 

booming in Istanbul. Driven by commercially minded organizers, young athletes 

looking for status and rewards, and an increasingly sport-centric print media, a culture 

of sport spectacle deeply entered the routines of inner city leisure in the crowded 

Istanbul. The difficulty of regulating or reshaping this culture by a nationalist paradigm 

would frustrate the radical nationalists in Ankara. In interwar Istanbul, the Taksim 

 

9 These games were later interwoven into narratives by which the turmoil and ambivalence of a 
heterogenous urban culture of postwar Istanbul were incorporated into nationalist myths. 
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Stadium, not the Union Club, was the epicenter of this post-war sports boom. And it had 

a different story. 

Nothing better sums the contrast between military-nationalism and competitive 

leisure than the layered architectural and functional history of the Taksim Stadium. 

Opened in 1808 to train a French-style, drill-trained infantry as part of Ottoman military 

modernization, the Taksim Barracks stopped functioning as a barracks after being the 

site of violent confrontations in 1909 between dynasty loyalist and constitutionalist 

fractions of the politically divided Ottoman army. After the closure of the barracks, 

between 1910 and 1913, the empty fields next to the barracks, called the Talimhane 

(meaning, the place of drills for the space’s use by the barracks to practice military drills) 

became home to travelling entertainment companies from Central and Eastern Europe, 

setting up tent in the open field at the heart of the city, staging circuses and acrobatic 

shows, and other forms of live entertainment. Part of Talimhane’s prewar entertainment 

scene included wrestling tournaments organized by a travelling Hungarian promoter, 

who staged matches between wrestlers from Eastern Europe and local contenders for 

every single day throughout the Ramadan month in 1910 and 1911, drawing more than 

couple thousand spectators every day after iftar, as well as taking bets and paying 

money to Ottoman wrestlers.10 The barracks were occupied by French-Senegalese 

 

10 Burhan Felek, “Eski Spor ve Sporculara Dair.” Taha Toros Archives, File No. 21. Accessed online: 
http://earsiv.sehir.edu.tr:8080/xmlui/handle/11498/32800?show=full. 
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soldiers after the victorious Allied forces arrived in Istanbul in 1918. When the French 

army left Istanbul and a formal British occupation took over, the abandoned barracks 

initially developed into a place of horse and hound races and a meeting space for the 

community of Russian immigrants that flocked the city during the Bolshevik Revolution 

and civil war.  

In 1921, during the British occupation, Çelebizade Said Tevfik (modern name, 

Sait Çelebi), an ex-military student who was demobilized (probably due to typhus), 

petitioned Istanbul’s municipal government to take over the lease to the barracks and 

develop the abandoned structure into a sports complex. Sait Çelebi was familiar with the 

business of spectacle from an early age. He had entered the world of sports before the 

war as a junior member of Fenerbahçe Sports Club and frequented matches at the Union 

Club as a regular ticket buyer. During the war, he worked in the organization of boxing 

and wrestling matches in venues in Pera/Beyoğlu, including in the clubhouse of the 

American YMCA.11 In 1919, Çelebi started a career in sports journalism by publishing a 

biweekly magazine Spor Alemi (Sports World). In addressing municipal authorities in 

1921, the journalist framed his initiative as seeking public good. A stadium in the 

European quarters would “help existing sports clubs and keep them alive” and “rescue 

the people and youth of Istanbul from coffeehouses, backgammon, and smoking shisha 

 

11 Sait Çelebi, “Sporun Bedavacıları,” Öz Fenerbahçe, no. 18, 12 July 1948, p. 3. 
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in cafes.”12 In a later and less official account, however, he explains the move as a 

commercially calculated investment. Seeing the lively culture of horse and hound races 

organized by Russian immigrants in the barracks’ empty inner yard, “our magazine 

thought that a stadium built around Beyoğlu would attract a lot of customers.” Having 

been given the barracks by the Istanbul municipal authority, Sait Çelebi “invested three 

thousand liras” to “remove the stone pavements in the middle and installed more than 

1.5 centimeters-thick layer of soil” to transform the inner yard into a soccer pitch.13 As an 

entrepreneur, he was hoping to get returns for his investment by creating a ticketed 

venue in a central location.  

Leading soccer competition of the day was the Sunday League formed in 1920 

and named after the non-Muslim holiday, a league of ten clubs, two Greek, one English, 

two Armenian, two Jewish, one Italian, and two Muslim clubs Beşiktaş and Üsküdar. By 

its naming after the Christian holy day, this competition symbolized the re-erection of 

the prewar CFA but was now played in Taksim in the former drill space just outside the 

barracks. This postwar version of the prewar CFA had replaced prewar Muslim 

participants Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe with two newly founded Muslim soccer clubs, 

Beşiktaş and Üsküdar, and lesser non-Muslim clubs like the Armenian club Dork, which 

was earlier refused entry to the pre-war CFA. Across the Bosporus in the Union Club, a 

 

12 Zafer Toprak, “Türkiye’de Sporun Tarihi – Spor Alemi Dergisi ve Türkiye’de İdman,” Tombak, no. 20, 
1998, pp. 5-9.  
 
13 Mehmet Yüce, İdmancı Ruhlar, p. 67. 
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barely organized Muslim-only Friday League had been taking place since 1919 among 

the six sizeable Muslim clubs including Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe. The densely 

populated inner-city hinterland of Taksim Square, made even more crowded by 

transnational migrations and passerby tourists, the venue’s accessibility by foot and not 

only by ferry rides in leisurely weekend trips, and proximity to the vibrant 

entertainment and consumption in neighboring Pera made Taksim Stadium an 

incomparable commercial space. Its potential rival, the Union Club, moreover, had been 

left unmaintained and unstaffed and without much economic power after the forced 

deportation and disruption of the import-export businesses its English owners. The field 

was commandeered by the wartime government of nationalist Committee of Union and 

Progress (CUP) under martial law, which dethroned the Union Club from its prewar 

glory as the well-funded epicenter of Istanbul’s sporting consumption.  

After leasing the barracks in 1921, Sait Çelebi wanted to monopolize Istanbul’s 

soccer market by drawing the popular Muslim teams, Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe, into 

the inner-city. He met with the directors of Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe about his plans 

but a group of dissenting members in both clubs decided to boycott Sait Çelebi’s 

initiative. Although the print entrepreneur promised to divulge the details of this 

conflict later in a memoir, an account of the exact terms of the disagreement I could not 

find and Sait Çelebi never published a book length memoir. The same article hints at the 

possible causes, however. The publisher/venue-manager sarcastically writes that the 
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same individuals who boycotted his enterprise later “happily played under the Greek 

flag” when Sait Çelebi had to hand the lease to a Greek entrepreneur to cover the costs 

of his failing investment. This suggests that part of the conflict had to with a ‘Greek flag,’ 

symbolizing here that Sait Çelebi’s initiatives would be framed not in an ethnonational 

but an open public matrix. Incorporation of Istanbul’s Muslim-affiliated associations into 

the leisurely routines of British occupied Istanbul and integrating them with 

ethnoreligious diverse and morally questionable inner city world would not please the 

nationalists, who were at the time waging war against the Greek national army to the 

south of the Marmara Sea, a struggle which they conceived as against British-sponsored 

ambitions of Christian minorities against Muslim-Turkish sovereignty.14 Among 

members of Istanbul’s sports clubs, there were those who were more explicitly identified 

with the nationalist movement in Ankara as well as those who were either undecided or 

dynasty loyalists. Sait Çelebi himself was a dues-paying member of Fenerbahçe and part 

of the club’s executive committee in 1920 under the chairmanship of the Ottoman crown 

 

14 The reason why the account is not complete is due to a possible political implication of the story. The year 
1921 was a turbulent year marked by a major political divide in Ottoman Istanbul between those were loyal 
to the Sultan’s authorization of Sevres Treaty and thus accept a British-led international governance of 
Istanbul and those who saw the Treaty as a document of defeat, dissented to acquiescence, and cooperated 
with the nationalist resistance organized in inland Turkey and led by Mustafa Kemal. Similar divides were 
also reflected in the sports community and organizing a commercially minded sports league or joining 
sports leagues with non-Muslim and non-Ottoman citizens were surely suspect from the point of view of 
Ankara. For the military cadres in Ankara, sports clubs were, in the tradition of the Union and Progress 
Community, youth clubs with a function to cultivate nationalist ethos and mobilization and not organizers 
of entertainment events. Çelebizade had made his loyalties known to the Sultan during the national 
resistance and was likely associated with ‘Istanbul’s culture of collaboration’ by the nationalist movement in 
Ankara. 
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prince – a position he would never again hold in the club. The clubs’ eventual boycott of 

Sait Çelebi’s initiative led to a deadlock: without the popularity of Fenerbahçe and 

Galatasaray and the clubs’ cooperation, the initiative would be deprived of teams that 

were popular since the CFA years. Proving critical on the long-run, however, 

Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe were also deprived of fundraising opportunities centered in 

Taksim and mediated by the organizational and publicity skills that Çelebi had been 

successfully building since the war years.  

After the clubs’ boycott, Sait Çelebi handed the barracks’ lease to a Maltese Greek 

merchant who had arrived in Istanbul during the occupation. A year later, in 1922, when 

the political tide changed and the nationalist forces were certain to defeat the Greek 

army and British occupation forces were anticipated to withdraw from Istanbul and 

recognize nationalist sovereignty in Ankara, the Maltese merchant left Istanbul and 

handed back Sait Çelebi the rights to the barracks after “raising three hundred thousand 

liras in a year” attesting to the commercial potential of the venue, Sait Çelebi’s farsighted 

approach to sports business as well as regret of having missed a profitable deal due to 

nationalist fragmentation of the urban sports public. Until late 1923, Sait Çelebi 

managed Taksim Stadium in collaboration with his print capitalist friend/partner and 

another dues-paying Fenerbahçe club-member Ali Naci Karacan, whose Akşam 

newspaper in the 1920s is credited as the first Turkish daily newspaper printed in 

Istanbul to feature sports news in its cover page with content produced by Sait Çelebi. 
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Karacan’s Akşam is also referenced as the forerunner among newspapers in Istanbul’s 

Muslim print capital headquarters in declaring allegiance to the nationalist movement in 

Ankara unlike Sait Çelebi’s Spor Alemi. While Spor Alemi would remain a popular and 

apolitical sports journal, the partnership of Çelebi and Karacan allegorizes the 

contradictory unity of popular soccer and emerging nation-state, conflicts and 

compromises between the dynamics of a growing sports market and the presence of a 

new leviathan in Ankara.  

The two print capitalists soon handed the lease to a textile merchant Abdülaziz 

Bey who managed the venue until 1926. The profit-seeking owner Abdülaziz improved 

the infrastructural conditions with hot showers and changing rooms to attract popular 

boxers and wrestlers away from competing but less spacious venues in nearby 

Pera/Beyoğlu. Looking to frequently schedule matches, the new owner scheduled more 

soccer games among weaker Muslim clubs, offering them monetary awards, as well as 

among non-Muslim clubs. The merchant’s three years of his management is identified 

with the dissipation of the market outward to a wider circle of sport clubs and athletes 

and thus weaving economic transactions escaping the control of the top clubs.15 Setting 

up a boxing ring or a wrestling mat in the middle of the inner yard when soccer matches 

weren’t scheduled, the entrepreneur regularly filled the venue with a diverse basket of 

 

15 Rüştü Dağlaroğlu, Fenerbahçe Spor Kulübü Tarihi 1907-1957. İstanbul Matbaası, 1957, p. 467. 
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activities, including equestrian and track races, serving customers most days of the week 

as a multipurpose complex. Being an accessible venue and providing equipment, the 

inner-yards of the barracks also became the training grounds for the city’s many athletes 

and teams, who aspired to glory. Venue managers and promoters like Çelebi cultivated 

personal ties with athletes across the city: in short, between 1921 and 1926, Taksim 

Stadium’s non-club-owned and for-profit ownership helped boost and expand a 

commercial sports market which could slip away from the control of sports club elites in 

the way the prewar CFA was owned and controlled by the Union Club. The venue often 

scheduled prime-time soccer matches in late afternoon/early evening, preceded by 

daytime minor sports events like track races. Boxing and wrestling, the two sports 

ranked second in popularity to soccer, especially added to the venue’s business. 

Abdülaziz Bey was the older brother of a Turkish boxing championg of the day, Sabri 

Mahir, who had played soccer for Galatasaray in the prewar CFA League and became 

one of the league’s rare athletes to career in the postwar sports economy. During and 

immediately after the war, Mahir traveled extensively to Europe to participate in prize 

fights and eventually settled in Berlin and opened a boxing venue, which developed into 

one of Weimar Berlin’s highest profile commercial gyms. Working as a trainer and 

entrepreneur, Mahir trained world heavyweight champion Max Schmeling (1930-1932) 

as well as actresses like Marlene Dietrich (Jensen 2010, 82)16 Mahir’s family ties to 

 

16 Erik N. Jensen, Body by Weimar: Athletes, Gender and German Modernity. Oxford University Press, 2010, p. 
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Taksim venue and transnational boxing connections to Europe helped the Spor Alemi 

journal and the venue to expand their coverage and connection to a transnational scale 

by transmitting Mahir’s match stories in Europe as well as hosting touring fighters 

(Eroğul 2010: 90-101).  

Installing turnstiles to block unpaid spectators, laying out courtside seats, using 

promotional campaigns such as offering free entry to ‘ladies’ and priority seating to men 

who come to games accompanied by women, hiring municipal guards to police stadium 

order, Taksim Stadium management aimed to provide a regular stream of revenues by 

securing an ordered, business friendly spectacle attractive to middle-class consumers of 

Istanbul. The venue neighbored the period’s emerging bourgeoisie residential quarters 

Nişantaşı as well as the multiethnic leisure/commerce center Pera. Remaining 

photographs of Taksim Stadium from 1922 to 1940 depict a social space marked by men 

wearing French hats and women in dresses, prominent symbols of Istanbul’s upper and 

schooled social strata as well as standing crowds behind the goals.17 The ordered form of 

 

 

82. 
 
17 In Orhan Pamuk’s biographic first novel Cevdet Bey ve Oğulları set in the 1930s in a wealthy family 
mansion in Nişantaşı alludes to Taksim Stadium as a space for regular leisurely attendance for the 
protagonist, who is modeled after the novelist’s merchant father. When protagonist Refik runs into his 
school friend when exiting a soccer game, his friend complains that the constant fights on the pitch are 
making soccer games ‘tasteless’ and he wants to stop attending but his addiction to Fenerbahçe means he 
will come again next week. Can Yayinları, 1986, p. 443. For a photographic archive, I rely on the Facebook 
group Spor Tarihimiz (Our Sport History), a collective of enthusiasts and amateur historians of sport in 
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spectacle the manager/publicists tried to cultivate was referred to as ‘scientific,’ meaning 

games played according to globally codified rules without pitch invasions or physical 

referee bashing. Spor Alemi would publish educational essays on spectatorship, 

describing how a secure distance separating spectators from the playing-field was 

indispensable for maintaining rule-based matches and neutral refereeing, contrasting 

codified soccer with the fight-prone games played in unenclosed fields.18 Moreover, the 

managers would advertise their events not only in their journals but also use giant signs 

on the barracks’ outer walls facing Taksim Square’s crowded pedestrian traffic. Çelebi 

would tout match tickets from outside the box offices of the stadium to passerby 

pedestrians and even shout the latest sports news like rumored transfer talks.19 In 

reminiscing about Sait Çelebi after the publicist’s death, journalist/Fenerbahçe director 

in the 1930s, Kemal Onan, nicknamed ‘the John Kemal,’ praised him as “a successful 

organizer” and a frenetic guardian of the turnstiles. Recounting a story from the late 

1920s, Onan explains how even after he transferred over the lease, Sait Çelebi was 

critical for the commercial success of sports events and hired by subsequent lease-

 

 

Turkey. Since the group’s foundation in 2014, the page collected a remarkable archive of more than 10,000 
photos from print newspapers and journals as well as from personal collections. 
 
18 Spor Alemi issue, 9 August 1923, quoted in Eroğul (2010, 126). 
 
19 Eşfak Aykaç, Türk Futbolunda 50 Yılın Anıları, p.12. 
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owners to advertise and manage the turnstiles, prevent free riders and help maximize 

revenues. In a parable about Sait Çelebi’s entrepreneurial defense of market rationality 

over bureaucratic meddling, Onan tells the story of Sait Çelebi stopping a customs 

officer trying to force his way into the stadium by showing his official id. Çelebi told the 

functionary there were “no contraband goods” inside and this was a stadium gate not a 

customs gate, guarding a ticketed spectacle and not national borders.20 Sait Çelebi’s 

name, then, was associated by observers and participants of Istanbul’s sports scene with 

the institutionalization of a business rationality and the realization that in the postwar 

atmosphere of economic depression, cooperating with, rather than boycotting 

publicists/organizers, had the benefit of enlarging the market for clubs and athletes. Sait 

Çelebi described himself as a sports entrepreneur, organizing events and particularly 

boxing matches to ensure the financial survival of his journal which printed hundreds of 

successive issues in more than a decade, a rare success for weeklies.21 By the mid-1920s, 

Spor Alemi was one of the highest circulating journals of any kind across Turkey. 

Publishing around twenty issues per year in its initial years, later in 1925 and 1926, the 

journal published more than fifty issues per year which marked the peak of its 

 

20 Kemal Onan (Con), Fenerbahçe Sevgisi Fenerbahçe Hastaları. İstanbul: Dizerkonca Matbaası, 1961, p. 8-9. 
 
21 Sait Çelebi, “Mecmuamı Yaşatabilmek için Organizatör Olmuştum,” Öz Fenerbahçe, no. 16, 28 June 1948, p. 
3. 
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popularity before its decline in the late 1920s alongside many print enterprises, affected 

by the 1929 Great Depression and the ban on publishing in the Arabic script.  

From its inception to its closure in 1931, the journal subscribed to leading sports 

journals in France, Germany, Austria, and England, cut and pasted photos from them 

and shared original international reportage by linking with high schooled athletes who 

moved from Istanbul to Europe for higher education. It also commissioned sportsmen in 

Anatolian cities like Konya, Trabzon, and Izmir, who reported on nascent organizations 

and competitions there, while simultaneously integrating Istanbul’s hinterland into 

consumers of the ‘top’ competition in Istanbul. It was instrumental in the formation a 

sports public space, centered in Istanbul networking westward across Europe and 

eastward across the smaller urban centers of Turkey. The journal published order forms 

readers could mail to the journal’s headquarters in Istanbul for purchasing imported 

equipment, suggesting Çelebi’s cooperation with merchants in Istanbul who supplied 

imported sport equipment during the 1920s before protectionist measures in the 1930s. 

When sports events expanded to automobile races in Istanbul, the journal became a chief 

advertising platform for foreign automobile companies trying to reach Istanbul’s 

middle-class consumers. The merge of interests (and personalities) of print capitalists, 

venue-owners, event organizers and equipment merchants combined with the 

centralization of soccer, boxing, and wrestling in one shared, accessible venue paved the 

way for Istanbul’s first successful sports business complex. This complex would prove a 
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structural force to be reckoned with when the emergent nation-state building in Ankara 

began a quest to regulate, control, or, in its most radical fancies, outlaw commercialized 

competitions. Taksim Stadium would be bought in 1926 by a shareholding partnership 

between the three top clubs, Galatasaray, Fenerbahçe, and Beşiktaş, who retained the 

management of Sait Çelebi instead of boycotting his initiatives. 

1.3 A League or a Nation? 

Having boycotted Çelebi’s original proposal in 1921, Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe 

led eleven other Ottoman-era Muslim sport clubs and formed a federative body to 

formalize a postwar soccer league. This would be managed by the federated clubs and 

played in the Union Club. The clubs applied to register with the Ottoman Ministry of 

Interior in November 1921 with the name Temporary Committee of Sports Alliance, 

with a charter written in the Ottoman legal framework.22 The application to the Istanbul 

ministry drew reaction from the nationalist movement centered in Ankara, where, on 

paper, existed a sports federation explicitly affiliated with the nationalist forces. When 

nationalist victory was certain, a compromise was reached.23 The nascent postwar 

 

22 For the first charter see, Kurthan Fişek (1980, 523-526). The charter defined citizenship of members as 
Ottoman, not Turkish. 
 
23 On the foundation of the TSSA, I use a mix of Turkish secondary sources but the formal details about 
dates and registered names are from a Ph. D dissertation by İbrahim Kaçmaz, “Türkiye İdman Cemiyetleri 
İttifakının Kuruluşu ve Gelişiminde Rol Oynayan Siyasi, İdari ve Sosyal Faktörler.” İnönü University, 2000. 
The dissertation itself largely relies on another unpublished dissertation by Harun Özmaden, “Cumhuriyet 
Dönemi İlk Spor Teşkilatı Türkiye İdman Cemiyetleri İttifakı’nın (1922-1936) Yapılanma Sürecinde Beden 
Eğitimi ve Sporun Fonksiyonları, Fonksiyonlarda Değişmeler ve Toplumsal Hayata Etkileri.” Marmara 
University, 1999. I also rely on (Fişek 1980). 
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Muslim sport federation officially registered in May 1922 with the new title involving 

the name ‘Turkish,’ likely as a nod of loyalty to the emergent nation-state in Ankara, and 

formed the Turkish Sports Societies Alliance (TSSA). The inaugural Istanbul-based 

organization of the TSSA was far from a display of nationalist show of force, however 

and the leisurely festival would raise every eyebrow in Ankara in the Summer of 1922. 

Organized in the Taksim Stadium thanks to the “entrepreneurial efforts of Sait Çelebi, 

critical factor in this historic festival’s success,” this mix of a soccer tournament, track 

races, tug of war contests, boxing and wrestling matches spanned two full days, Friday 

30 June and Sunday 2 July 1922, covering both the Muslim and the Christian holy days. 

The festival was organized under the official guardianship of the Ottoman Crown Prince 

and later Sultan-Caliph Abdülmecid Efendi and his son Ömer Faruk Efendi, who was at 

the time Fenerbahçe sport club president. Dynastic guardianship could have perhaps 

been interpreted as due formality, but the prize offerings certainly not. The most 

noteworthy prize was an expensive “silver antique” offered by Mahmud Muhtar Pasha, 

an ex-Ottoman navy commander and persona non grata for nationalists in Ankara.24 

Known for his admiration of English sartorial styles, conservative dislike of nationalists, 

and advocacy for amity instead of antagonism between the Ottoman and British 

 

 

 
24 Dağlaroğlu, Fenerbahçe Spor Kulübü Tarihi 1907-1957, p. 319-320. 
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empires, Mahmud Muhtar Pasha was a close friend of the Whittall family whose 

mansions neighbored one another’s in suburban Moda. Mahmud Muhtar Pasha would 

later be retrospectively prosecuted and penalized by the nationalists in 1929 after a 

special parliamentary inquiry for unlawfully contracting with British manufactures 

during his Ministry of Naval Affairs in 1912.25 The inaugural TSSA event was far from 

what nationalists in Ankara would have welcomed as national given, as a contemporary 

British observer noted in 1924, “the present unpopularity of everything British in 

Angora circles”26 for the nationalist movement had antagonized the postwar settlement 

under British imperial authority. The inaugural TSSA festival is remembered as a 

fundraising achievement and expanded the following year into a more ambitious event 

co-organized by the city’s two major sports journals, Çelebi’s Spor Alemi and its 

competitor Türkiye İdman, with trophies offered and named after the journals 

themselves. The tournament in the summer months of 1923 brought together top four 

Muslims teams, leading Armenian and Jewish teams, and two English military teams, 

thus aggregating citywide demand to transcend ethnoreligious or political boundaries 

and staging a lucrative organization. At a time of severe economic depression in Istanbul 

and across Turkey, private organizations undertaken by publicists enabled the clubs to 

 

25 M. Aydın Kocaman, “Basında Ali Cenani Bey ve Mahmut Muhtar Paşa,” MA Thesis. 2006. Dokuz Eylül 
Üniversitesi. 
 
26 Quoted in Kate Fleet, “Money and Politics: The Fate of British Business in the New Turkish Republic,” 
Turkish Historical Review, vol. 2, no. 1, 2011, pp. 18-38, p. 37. 
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tap into the entertainment economy around Taksim, home not only to domestic 

consumption but also attracting passersby tourists and foreign nationals residing there. 

This was the commercial vision of Çelebi from the beginning as demonstrated by his 

narrative of regret cited earlier that could commercialize ethnoreligious belonging while 

also aggregating mixed markets of consumers.27 While the oscillation between the clubs’ 

boycott in 1921 and the collaboration in 1922 and 1923 is partly about rapidly changing 

political tides, it demonstrates not only the continuity of a prewar ambivalence about the 

relationship between nationalism and commercial spectacles but also the indomitable 

ascent of an entertainment/publicity complex and market considerations into structural 

forces in a metropolitan leisure economy, which club directors and the emerging nation-

state could not simply neglect. 

TSSA eventually became the sporting organ of the new Turkish nation-state until 

its abolition in 1936. Shaped by a series of revisions after 1923, reflecting constant friction 

between state-making and sports organizing, TSSA regulations developed into a nested 

and layered legal form, an awkward unity of militaristic instructions for territorial-

national mobilization and a federative charter for clubs to organize and regulate sports 

competitions. This nested format of TSSA statutes can be interpreted as the regulatory 

analogue of the Taksim Stadium’s architectural form, consisting of a redundant barracks 

 

27 For a discussion of the economy of jazz performances in the leisure sector in Pera in the 1920s, see G. 
Carole Woodall, ““Awakening a Horrible Monster”: Negotiating the Jazz Public in 1920s Istanbul,” 
Comparative Studies of South Asia, Africa, and the Middle East, vol. 30, no. 3, 2010, pp. 574-582.  
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façades filled with a vibrant inner-yard turned by entrepreneurs into a commercial sport 

venue. Although the original TSSA charter had registered with the Ottoman Ministry in 

22 May 1922, the victorious nationalist movement left a visible stamp on it by adding a 

preamble (izah-ı maksat) after the declaration of the new republic in October 1923 and the 

charter’s reformulation in the newly erected national legal framework. As legal theorists 

explain, preambles are “historical narratives of a state, a nation, or a people,” “outline a 

society’s fundamental goals” and delineate “future aspirations.”28 At least on paper, the 

preamble aligned the TSSA within the constitutional rhetoric and aspirations of the 

emergent Turkish nation-state in Ankara and defined the TSSA in opposition to 

commercialized leisure. The preamble starts with a passage written in 1913, copied from 

the by-laws of a prewar paramilitary youth club established following the Ottoman 

military defeat in the Balkan Wars of 1912-1913. Explaining military defeat as rooted in 

the inadequate nationalization of politics and society, and excessive cosmopolitanism 

and dandyism, the nationalist takeover of Ottoman government in 1913 had promoted 

youth clubs as instruments for inculcating nationalist sentiment and preparing civilian 

men for conscription in the context of an anticipated world war (Aksakal 2008; Ginio 

2016). Following the Prussian teachings popular among the cadres of the Ottoman Land 

 

28 Liav Orgad, “The Preamble in Constitutional Interpretation,” International Journal of Constitutional Law 8.4 
(2010): 714-738, p. 717. 
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Forces29, these paramilitary clubs would prioritize noncompetitive exercises and appeal 

to lower socioeconomic strata of men, as means by which the army could logistically 

link with civilian human resources (Grüßhaber 2018).30  

The copied 1913 text that was pasted in the first page of TSSA regulations is 

overtly militaristic and eugenicist. It talks of the degeneration of the Turkish race given 

that “most conscripted soldiers [in the Balkan Wars] were sick and diseased.” The 

“social causes of this racial decline” is “passivity, looseness, and like of leisure.” 

Continuing with a contemporary directive written in 1923, a territorially integrated 

public sports administration as opposed to voluntary associations is defined as the cure 

to military defeats: “Europe’s doctors, scientific education experts, military and political 

chiefs are paying special attention to forming wide, extensive, energetic sports 

administrations [teşkilat] that are able to attract every class of people and influence not 

only health but also morality” (Fişek 1980). The adjectives wide and extensive denote 

aspirations to raise the number of associations affiliated with this national sport 

 

29 For the role of German nationalist views in military circles within the Turkish nationalist movement, see 
Gerhard Grüßhaber, The “German Spirit” in the Ottoman and Turkish Army, 1908-1938: A History of Military 
Knowledge Transfer. De Gruyter, 2018. For the role of non-competitive physical activities in German 
nationalism in the 19th and early 20th centuries and their variance with British sports, see Christian 
Eisenberg, Eisenberg, Christiane. "The middle class and competition: Some considerations of the beginnings 
of modern sport in England and Germany." The International Journal of the History of Sport 7.2 (1990): 265-282.  
  
30 For a good review of the moment from the perspective of its implications on physical culture see Eyal 
Ginio, The Ottoman Culture of Defeat: The Balkan Wars and their Aftermath. Oxford Scholarship Online, 2016. 
See especially Chapter 4, “Children in the Ottoman Culture of Defeat.” Also, Musfafa Aksakal, The Ottoman 
Road to War in 1914. New York: Cambridge University Press, 2008, especially pp. 21-31. 
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federation and expand the federation’s scope territorially nationwide and socially across 

class divides. In contrast, the charters of the CFA and the original 1922 TSSA had, by 

statute, limited themselves to the municipal jurisdiction of Istanbul, as urban 

organizations (Fişek 1980). Defined as an expansive organization, TSSA was expected to 

work in tandem with the arborescent nationwide networks of two public organizations 

imagined by nation-builders in Ankara to reshape and control the social fabric: Ministry 

of Education and the Armed Forces (Altınay 2004).  

The TSSA would portion the national territory into sports zones (mıntıka) and 

each mıntıka would be governed by mıntıka committees elected by sports clubs within 

those territories. In each sports mıntıka, there would be sport-specific regional bodies 

named after a sport and a territory. In the case of soccer in Istanbul, this body was 

named TSSA Istanbul Soccer Committee. While governing sportive competitions in their 

own mıntıka, each mıntıka would vertically unite at the top of a national pyramid, under 

the TSSA Central Committee headquartered in inland capital Ankara. The TSSA thus 

involved a mix of democratic formalism and national integration inserted into the 

charter from the statutes of the Union des Sociétés Française de Sports Athlétiques (USFSA), 

after which the TSSA modeled its statute. TSSA would also serve the double function of 

connection internationally with its equivalents across borders and cooperated with 

nationalist control. It would connect regions within the nation-state via annual national 

championships held in the nation’s capital and trophies rewarded exclusively by the 
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TSSA, where regional champions would annually meet in Ankara. This would create a 

multilegged ladder extending from across the regions of a territorial nation-state 

towards the pyramidal apex in the capital. It would also engage in so-called 

international contacts (beynelmilel temaslar) and connect national champions with 

champions of other nations to stage representative matches (temsili müsabakalar) where 

contenders would stand in for the nation-state.  

By its territorial vision of formal equality within a national territory and 

expansion outward from coastal metropoles to less urbanized areas, the TSSA officially 

ruled out the organization of private or closed urban leagues under its legal umbrella. 

Any club that fulfilled the TSSA criteria for affiliation would be allowed participate in 

the TSSA competitions held in that TSSA region. TSSA would have two allegedly 

interdependent sets of national goals. A set of moral-utilitarian goals like keeping young 

men away from substance abuse, wasteful idling or gambling in table games in 

coffeehouses, and competitive immersion in a mode sports that overprioritized 

championships so that sports would protect young bodies and minds from the injuries 

or exhaustion caused by a culture of overexertion of the body and remind the youth that 

a strong body was a means to a healthy mind rather than an end in itself.31 These moral-

 

31 This would be articulated more in the 1930s and assume a more radically plastic discourse. The language 
used in the TSSA was that it aimed to “establish that physical exercise is not an end but a means to 
intelligence and science,” retaining the sense that it aimed at elite education raising professionals and not 
manual workers. 
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utilitarian goals would nonetheless be matched with a set of competitive goals, 

preparing national athletes and teams for international contests and seek to achieve 

sportive recognition for the new nation-state, and establishing integrative domestic 

competitions for cementing intranational sportive ties. In 1924, TSSA was legally 

categorized by the national parliament in Ankara as an “association for public good,” a 

status conferred upon a select number of civilian associations such as the Red Crescent, 

making them legitimate recipients of public subsidies and partners in public policy 

(Yüce 2015, 111-114). Founding father Mustafa Kemal was defined as its legal protector 

and honorary president.  

By outlawing members to receive rewards other than by TSSA organs and 

making emergent statesmen the protectors and sponsoring members, the organizational 

architecture aimed to institute public control over a potentially erratic world of 

competition and commerce, where athletes and teams could translate popularity and 

individual talent into money outside the purview of educational/disciplinary visions of 

the nation-state and rival elites could expand their influence by turning their private 

wealth into award money. TSSA strictly banned “for profit venue owners,” figures like 

Sait Çelebi, from membership in in affiliated clubs, trying to restrict the influence of 

merchants of athletic spectacle. Its vision pointed to public allocations or personal 

sponsorship (hamilik) to cover the necessary costs of travel, board, equipment, and 

facility construction/maintenance necessary for realizing TSSA’s goals. Like its 
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conservative counterparts across the world, the TSSA instituted an amateur code, which 

restricted the number of times sportsmen could de-affiliate with a club and re-affiliate 

with a different one, and authorized its organs to sanction athletes who broke the rules, 

making athlete mobility suspect, aiming to suppress (rather than regulate) money-

incentives for talented athletes. It ruled out the possibility of legally categorizing sports 

as a sector of commercialized leisure involving remuneration for athletic services either 

by appearance fees or enforceable labor contracts between sportive employers and 

talented performers.  

TSSA immediately came into conflict with Istanbul’s de facto sports economy, 

governed until then by private interclub deals and contracts. Money related conflicts 

dominated the sports public from 1924 onwards, between Istanbul’s popular clubs and 

the TSSA as well as among the clubs themselves over their varying reactions to TSSA 

policies. Budgetary restrictions of the TSSA and vested interests of market actors in 

Istanbul incapacitated the emergent statesmen’s ambitions to coordinate Istanbul’s 

Ottoman-era clubs within a territorial-nationalist program. As early as October 1924, 

Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe refused to let soccer players affiliated with their clubs to 

board a diplomatic journey to Moscow to play for the Turkish national team against the 

Soviet Union which the emergent statesmen in Ankara thought would symbolically 

strengthen the recently signed treaty of Turkish-Soviet non-aggression. The clubs 

instead preferred to play a private match among themselves previously scheduled for 
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the same day in Taksim Stadium and the revenues from which the two teams would 

share among themselves.32 Since the TSSA Soccer Federation President was also the 

former Galatasaray President and had personal status within the club membership, he 

was able to pool Galatasaray players to represent the nation-state in Moscow, creating a 

lose-lose scenario where the commercial game was cancelled and the national team was 

deprived of talented Fenerbahçe players (Yüce 2015, 107-118). Soccer competitions in 

Istanbul in the 1920s were rarely realized in the way they were imagined on paper by 

the TSSA-center. Twenty-four clubs were scheduled to take part in the first TSSA-

authorized Istanbul soccer league in 1924, the beautifully bureaucratic name of which 

was now “Annual Soccer Championship of Istanbul Region” (İstanbul Mıntıkası Futbol 

Birinciliği). This tournament would include every sport club registered in Istanbul, 

regardless of the club’s market size or strength, as long as the clubs fulfilled the 

minimum criteria for TSSA-affiliation. The twenty-four-team competition was 

considerably more crowded than the six-team prewar CFA League or the ten-team 

Friday League envisioned by the original 1922 charter. TSSA Istanbul Soccer Committee 

divided the twenty-four teams into four strength categories. The Istanbul-champion 

would be determined by a final-four among the winners of four groups. This meant that 

the six strongest teams which were grouped together in Group A would play against 

 

32 In the absence of labor contracts, a club’s player in this context denotes athletes who are dues paying 
members of a club and carry club-affiliation cards as showing their athlete status. 
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each other only once and at the group stage. The deciding final-four tournament would 

inevitably remain an unbalanced competition almost guaranteed to be won by the 

winner of the strongest Group A. Rather than hierarchical segregation, this was akin to 

‘positive discrimination’ in favor of weaker clubs which did not contribute to the 

organization’s market given that they lacked popular fandom. In the way the 

tournament was set up, one team from among the weakest six teams would be 

guaranteed to qualify for the final four as the winner of Group D. What’s more, 

revenues, regardless of the participants’ vastly different fan bases - or in sport parlance, 

market sizes - would be pooled in the TSSA budget. This meant that gate receipts from 

popular matches would not belong to popular clubs according to private revenue-

sharing deals reflecting market sizes. Instead, revenues from TSSA official contests 

would belong to the overarching territorial sport administration, only to be allocated by 

an executive committee to fund organizations in sports other than soccer. This was a 

regulation to incentivize aligned clubs to operate as multi-sport Olympic training houses 

and restrain the outgrowth of spectacle sports like soccer. This crowded 1924 TSSA 

Istanbul Soccer Championship was boycotted by Beylerbeyi and Beşiktaş clubs, the 

directors of which protested being grouped alongside unreputable sports clubs and 

forced into noncompetitive and unpopular matches. As the stronger clubs resented the 

financially disadvantageous levelling effect of an overarching territorial-bureaucratic 

integration, smaller clubs couched in less elite public schools or formed in lower income 
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neighborhoods and included working class players with restricted leisure time, failed to 

field eligible teams on the decided times and places. Hence, the market incognizant 

approach of the TSSA interrupted its own ambitions already in its first year of existence. 

The first TSSA Istanbul Soccer Championship was eventually revised and played as a 

brief knockout tournament among eighteen teams, which significantly reduced the size 

of the organization. In the revised version, the schedule was rearranged so that clubs 

with bigger markets played highly attended competitive higher rounds in the Taksim 

Stadium and avoided unpopular fixtures against the weakest.  

Market sharing disagreements also strained the relationship between the 

commercial managers of Taksim Stadium and the TSSA soccer federation. Refusing the 

stadium’s terms for shares from receipts, the TSSA Istanbul Soccer Committee boycotted 

the enterprise and scheduled the TSSA Istanbul Championship to be played in the 

Union Club. The power of publicity lay with the Spor Alemi journal, however, whose 

owner Sait Çelebi partnered with the venue-owner: “sports writers did not even 

mention these matches [in the Union Club] and preferred to advertise less significant 

games to be played in Taksim Stadium” than those organized by the TSSA, a frustrated 

nationalist newspaper wrote (Yüce 2015, 142). Less significant games, here, refers to 

what came to be called gayrifedere (non-federated) matches, denoting organizations 

outside the legal authority of the TSSA, between Istanbul’s sport clubs which did not 

affiliate with the national organization. The term non-federated implied the ongoing 
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private matches involving sports clubs identified with Istanbul’s non-Muslim minorities 

or expatriate foreign societies of Istanbul. The presence of expatriate and non-TSSA 

aligned clubs in Istanbul and a non-Muslim market for sports consumption meant that 

the TSSA’s formal ambition to segregate clubs into national and non-national, did not 

induce a smooth break from the remnants of a diverse Ottoman social fabric shaping a 

citywide sports economy. Non-federated clubs provided lucrative partners for Muslim 

clubs in private matches so that clubs could cooperate across the TSSA segregation and 

aggregate citywide demand for tickets and draw Muslim and non-Muslim, national and 

non-national customer alike. In 1925, TSSA Istanbul Soccer Committee fined both 

Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe with an official warning and five liras penalty for 

organizing soccer matches with non-TSSA aligned teams, Galatasaray having organized 

a game against an expatriate English team and Fenerbahçe against a non-aligned 

Ottoman-Greek club both staged in the Taksim Stadium (Yüce 2015, 129-130). Not only 

confrontations and penalties, but also compromises and revisions gradually reformed 

the TSSA to accommodate commercially grounded revisions. A more revenue-conscious 

mindset shaped the second TSSA Annual Soccer Championship in Istanbul next year. 

This time over, teams were grouped in a diametrically opposite logic than the year 

before. The four six-team groups did not descend from the strongest to the weakest, but 

the stronger and popular teams were seeded (meaning they were distributed across the 

four groups), making it more likely that the championship would lead to a high-in-
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demand final four played among the stronger teams. The final four was scheduled for 

the Taksim Stadium and ‘less significant’ rounds for the Union Club, once again 

demonstrating a hierarchy of market sizes mapping onto the spatial binary of the 

Taksim Stadium and the Union Club. Nevertheless, these all-inclusive organizations 

were still an economic burden for top clubs because they had to field teams in games 

with no market value. In the following 1925-1926 season, TSSA Istanbul Championship 

was once again ambitiously scheduled to be played in the form of a fourteen-team 

league in the Union Club. Due to fixture disruptions, the championship ended up being 

played as an eight-team knockout tournament with Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe seeded 

and joining only after qualifiers played among the other twelve teams. These unpopular 

qualifiers were played in the Union Club determining the six second-rate clubs to join 

the two big market clubs for the higher rounds in Taksim Stadium, reflecting a win-win 

for stronger clubs and promoters, and a segregation of the stronger from the weaker. 

Moreover, the proposed national championships scheduled among the regional 

champions, to be played in Ankara, were more than once cancelled in the 1920s due to 

TSSA’s lack of funds to cover travel, accommodation, and board for teams and athletes 

from across the regions, attesting to the incapacity of public patronage that justified 

commercial engagements. 

Big market clubs’ insistence to keep at bay economically unprofitable 

organizational demands by the RPP-controlled Ankara government was also related to 
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the hyperinflationary conditions of postwar 1920s, the class diversification of athletes, 

the weakening of personal sponsorship, and the gradual recognition of a commercial 

realism that sports clubs could only retain their operations by collaborating with market-

forming actors such as Sait Çelebi. Clubs would be even less compromising after the 

1929 Great Depression. The majority of athletes playing in the pre-war Ottoman CFA 

League were alumni of the city’s elite high schools, sons of military officers, courtly 

elites, professionals, bankers, or merchants, and had more leisure time and spending 

power to compete in the league without the need for professional careers in sports. 

Throughout the long 19th century, the Ottoman economy had undergone intermittent 

but secular growth, but the stability of this pattern depended on integration with global 

markets as brokered by the geopolitical alliance with the British Empire – which came to 

a halt with the protectionist policies of the military-nationalists in 1913 and the ensuing 

war years. Capitalist integration had created a multi-confessional Ottoman bourgeoisie 

in Istanbul33 whose sons frequented the elite and Westernized high schools like the 

public Lycée Galatasaray (Sultanate School), American Robert College, and French 

Lycée St. Joseph, cradles for the Ottoman birth of modern sports and the first group of 

Muslim and non-Muslim athletes of the CFA. Fenerbahçe soccer team in the early 1920s 

still, exceptionally retained a higher average of socioeconomic status among its senior 

 

33 Edhem Eldem. “(A quest for) the bourgeoisie of Istanbul: Identities, roles, and conflicts” in Urban 
Governance under the Ottomans: Between Cosmopolitanism and Conflict edited by Ulrike Freitag and Nora Lafi. 
Routledge: 2014, pp. 159-186. 
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soccer players, remembered as the “only team where all players were college 

graduates”34 a past-tense phrase used by its nostalgic utterers to highlight its status as a 

historical threshold to something different. The economic situation in postwar Istanbul 

was radically different than the prewar years and commodity prices had gone up 

tremendously in the five years of constant warfare from 1913 to 1918, with annual 

inflation rates reaching 600% in 1917, the highest recorded anywhere in the 20th 

century.35 “The cost of living index prepared by the Ottoman Public Debt 

Administration for Istanbul increased more than twenty-fold from July 1914 to the end 

of 1918” (Pamuk 2005, 129).36 Looking back in 1948, Beşiktaş director, lawyer, and 

Istanbul city councilmen Abdülkadir Karamürsel (b.1900 d.1948) narrated the world 

historical move from the ‘times of the Union Club’ and ‘times of Taksim Stadium’ in the 

following way: 

“I remember the Constitutional Era [1908-1913] … a mecidiye [0.2 liras] was 
 enough for a family’s weekly living and now you can’t even buy a loaf of bread 
 for that …After the war a lot has changed. Back in the time, sportsmen would 
 provide their own shoes and jerseys. The clubs did not have such expenses, or 
 these were handled among friends. But the world changed, it moved. When we 
 reestablished the [Beşiktaş] club [in 1919] we had to first buy socks, shoes, and 
 clothes for everyone.”37  

 

34 Rüştü Dağlaroğlu, 1907-1987 Fenerbahçe Spor Kulübü Tarihi. Istanbul, 1988, p. 25. 
 
35 Şevket Pamuk, “Ottoman Economy in World War I.” The Ecconomics of World War I, Stephen Broadberry 
and Mark Harrison. Cambridge University Press, 2005, pp. 112-136, p. 129.  
 
36 Ibid., p.  
 
37 Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası: 18-24 Şubat 1946: Çalışma Programı, Raporlar, Konuşmalar. Istanbul: 
İbrahim Horoz Matbaası, 1946, p. 190. 
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Karamürsel thus defined the postwar sports scene as one in which sport clubs 

underwent a class differentiation from collegiate institutions of likeminded men towards 

one of income gaps between wealthier and less wealthier teammates as well as an 

emergent managerial differentiation between directors governing/financing and athletes 

representing/working for the clubs. The story of one of most demanded soccer players of 

post-war Istanbul, Refik Osman Top, hints at money concerns playing a constitutive role 

for athlete’s subjective motivations. Upon transferring from Beşiktaş to Galatasaray in 

1924, Top received a lifetime ban from TSSA competitions for changing clubs, a 

euphemism TSSA regulators used to refer to money-motivated transfers. In protesting 

the TSSA Football Federation, he wrote a poem in a sports journal defining the status of 

an athlete in analogy with working class professions: “what endless trouble is that of the 

leather ball / I wish I was instead a glass cutter or a carpenter” (Yüce 2015, 108). All of 

the eight athletes penalized by the TSSA for changing clubs in the 1924-1925 season 

belonged to minor club societies of the time. This happened at the backdrop of increased 

access minor teams had to matches in Taksim. Between 1923 and 1926, the venue’s for-

profit owners promoted more events to sustain their businesses and this had created 

more time and space for minor clubs from across Istanbul to display their talent to a 
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larger audience. The widening of the market provided options for talented sportsmen as 

well as a transfer of market shares to newcomers. This was boosted, perhaps 

unintentionally, by the militaristic mindset that shaped TSSA interventions, which gave 

a ‘national’ impetus to minor Muslim/Turkish clubs against big market clubs – 

underlying some of the anti-minor club boycotts over match schedules outlined above. 

Moreover, sport clubs like Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe were originally formed as elite 

schooled societies but the clubs had their eligible rosters reduced by TSSA regulations, 

which policed the registration of school-aged men as club-affiliated athletes – the 

stipulation legally qualifying a Turkish citizen for an athletic license before participating 

in TSSA authorized competitions. In banning school-aged men from athletic licenses and 

the transfer of athletes from other clubs, the TSSA policies simultaneously compelled 

and banned stronger clubs to poach talent from minor clubs representing 

neighborhoods. Neighborhood clubs were sponsored by borough elites and their dues-

paying members were more likely to be working class men with less free time than 

college graduate rosters. Galatasaray, an elite school society having fielded its own 

students and alumni since the CFA, was especially hurt by these regulations and relied 

on transferred players. Yet, the formation of a citywide talent poaching market also 

drew top clubs into an economy of competitive auctioning and provided demanded 

athletes with options of bargaining, mobility and higher earnings, triggering class 

anxiety among club directors over losing control over the movement of talented athletes. 
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Conservative clubs directors would express their class resentment with pejorative 

statements, negatively depicting the figure of a popular athlete “wearing the most 

expensive clothes and frequenting elite bakeries and drinking whiskey at night bars,” a 

“bracelet-wearing, manicured” type.38 Looking back to interwar years, club elites would 

hyperbolically say that athletes used bargaining opportunities to engage with transfer 

talks with multiple clubs and undermined social hierarchies.39 To put it differently, 

TSSA’s allegedly interdependent functions of moral control and competition 

contradicted one another and produced unintended consequences for both club elites 

and nation-builders: if stronger clubs wanted to comply with regulations, they had to 

restrain competitive ambitions. Or, if stronger clubs wanted to retain control, they had to 

either reform burdening regulations or break away from public authority. 

1.4 Commercial and Transnational Origins of the Big Three 

 

“Europe, unfortunately, has been dragged into a current that was born in Central 
Europe.” 

Ali Sami Yen, founder of Galatasaray Sports Club 
 

It was in this context that a selection of club directors crosscutting popular clubs 

considered strategies by which to establish a new mode of sportive regulation that 

 

38 Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası: 18-24 Şubat 1946: Çalışma Programı, Raporlar, Konuşmalar. Istanbul: 
İbrahim Horoz Matbaası, 1946, p.182. 
 
39 Ibid..  
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centered on professionalism: immobilizing and controlling the services of talented 

athletes by enforceable contracts and ending bidding wars between the clubs. This was a 

perspective of market control rather than the prohibitive amateur regulations of the 

TSSA and equivalent codes exercised by national sport federations across Europe. 

However, the proposals for professionalism in Istanbul should also be understood in the 

context of transnational connectivity and these proposals were often framed as soccer 

modernization programs to imitate the success of Viennese teams that were seen as the 

frontrunners of interwar European soccer. In less than a decade after the end of the war, 

professional soccer leagues existed not only in the highly industrialized and urbanized 

England, ongoing since the late 19th century, but also in the metropolitan centers of the 

Habsburg Empire at the periphery of industrialized Europe: in Prague, Budapest, and 

above all, Vienna, the center of interwar European soccer. These metropolises not only 

looked more similar and comparable to Istanbul and functioned as points of reference 

for commercial thinking among Istanbul’s soccer entrepreneurs but were also 

commercially networked with the former Ottoman capital through transnational 

sportive mobilities that centered around inter-city tourneys. 

In 1926, three individuals, on behalf of two strongest clubs, took over the lease to 

the Taksim Stadium. The new owners Zeki Rıza Sporel (representing Fenerbahçe) and 

Yusuf Ziya Öniş and Fazıl Öziş (representing Galatasaray) “built two wooden stands of 

1,000 capacity each as well as a balcony of 100 capacity and the surroundings of the 
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pitch were surrounded by wooden fences,” and later expanded the stands’ capacity to 

“1500 each and the balcony was doubled in size.”40 In 1929, the rising team Beşiktaş 

joined the deal with the club director Ahmet Şeref buying a third of the venue’s shares. 

This instituted joint-ownership by clubs by the commercially entrepreneurial among 

their membership and asserted elite club control over the venue. Starting with the lease-

takeover in 1926, the TSSA Istanbul Championship was played in the form of 

hierarchically tiered leagues instead of inclusive territorial tournaments. One quota was 

reserved for the winner of Tier 2 to promote to Tier 1 and the last placed team in Tier 1 

to relegate to Tier 2, instituting the “promotion and relegation system” observed in the 

English professional league. The number of Tier 1 teams varied only between six and 

eight for the next decade. This segregated the strong from the weak, formalized market-

size differences and ruled out extremely imbalanced fixtures. In 1929, however, the 

Republican People Party (RPP), led by military cadres of the nationalist movement 

wielding increasing influence on the organs of the emergent state, initiated another 

territorial competition open to every TSSA club in a region to coexist with the 

segregated leagues: the Istanbul Shield. RPP’s militaristic leadership viewed TSSA 

Istanbul Soccer Committee to be commercially compromised. Before the 1928 

 

40 Daglaroglu, 1957, P. 467 writes that the lease had been bought in a three-way partnership already in 1926. 
An alternative account writes that Beşiktaş entered the deal by buying 1/3 shares three years later in 1929. 
Mehmet Ali Gökaçtı, Bizim İçin Oyna, p. 101. The latter is more likely to be true given Beşiktaş started 
regularly appearing in tour organizations after 1929 best reflecting entry to the position of power among 
clubs. I have not been able to corroborate the accounts and rely on the latter. 
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Amsterdam Summer Olympics, the TSSA had received a public grant to cover the costs 

of preparing a national soccer selection for the Olympic tournament. Despite opposition 

from the RPP, the preparation would include more than one-month long cross-border 

tourney that included intense railway travel: the national soccer team would tour 

Eastern and Central Europe to engage in competitive games against teams scattered 

across the territories of the former Habsburg Empire. Since TSSA received the status of 

association for public benefit, statesmen required justificatory reports on how the funds 

were used to ensure political oversight (Akın 2004). The national team’s early 

elimination in the Olympics later in the summer after a 7-1 defeat against Egypt 

reignited conflicts over the TSSA’s mandate. Former military officers and physical 

educators in the RPP piled political pressure on the decision-making autonomy of the 

TSSA Soccer Federation. The RPP explained defeat as caused by tolerance of commercial 

initiatives, the culture of spectacle and club-partisanship it promoted, prioritizing 

private allegiance to club interests over a national ethos, and a culture of rakishness 

among celebrity athletes under the influence revenue-driven organizations and sports 

journals. The conflict ended by athletes receiving life-long bans from the national team.41 

The introduction of RPP-imposed Istanbul Shield would re-insert the public program of 

 

41  Efdal As, “İktidar-Spor Kurumları İlişkileri Bağlamında İki Dünya Savaşı Arasında Türkiye 
Cumhuriyeti’nin Katıldığı Olimpiyatlar (1924 Paris, 1928 Amsterdam, 1936 Berlin)”, Cumhuriyet Tarihi 
Araştırmaları Dergisi, vol. 12, no. 24, Fall 2016, pp. 156-204. 
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the party-state in Ankara into the affairs of Istanbul’s leaguers as a corrective against 

soccer’s tendency to cross the boundary from nation-building to league-business.  

Reintroduction of non-league fixtures at the height of the Great Depression 

immediately reignited boycotts of the TSSA and revenue-sharing conflicts among clubs. 

In 1929, the three owners of the Taksim Stadium and commercial promoters started 

voicing proposals that pushed for more segregation They  proposed that in weekend 

days, when a big market club is scheduled to play against another, smaller clubs should 

not play any other fixtures in the Taksim Stadium. League fixtures until then were 

scheduled in successive two-hour slots on Fridays. Instead, the big three who now 

jointly-owned the main venue demanded that the valuable weekend day to be fully 

allocated to the service of an oligopoly: the two top clubs scheduled to face each other, 

the big three proposed, would play three consecutive matches covering a total of six-

hours, first fielding their best team, then their second and third best teams, practically 

monopolizing weekend consumption hours and relegating lower-in-demand fixtures 

among weaker TSSA clubs to less lucrative weekdays or to the non-marketable Union 

Club. The proposal demanded that the entire gates from these three games be shared 

equally and only between the two clubs, as opposed to the TSSA’s rules of pooling 

revenues in a regional chest.42 The proposal would revive the two-team festivals 

 

42 “Üç büyük kulübümüz ayrı bir lik mi yapacaklar?” Türkspor, issue no. 2, 1931, p. 23. “Lik ve şilt 
maçlarında Fenerbahçe Galatasarayla, Galatasaray Beşiktaşla, Fener Beşiktaşla maç yaptığı günler hiçbir 
kulüp maç yapmayacak ve o günler oynayan iki kulübün birinci, ikinci, üçüncü takımları çarpışacak, çıkan 
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previously organized by journalists and involved daylong, multisport athletic festivities 

in a single venue with two shareholders. The proposed reform would be still couched 

within the TSSA Annual Championship but insert a business exception into its format, 

nesting the economic demands of big market clubs within a national framework while 

insulating a commercial core from territorial intrusions. Unless their terms were 

accepted, the three clubs threatened, they would abandon the TSSA and form a private 

closed league by partnering with non-federated Greek, Armenian, and expatriate teams 

Italyan, Pera, and Kurtulus and revive the tradition of the prewar CFA Sunday League. 

Although the breakaway never materialized, the fixtures of such a private league would 

probably be distributed over Fridays and Sundays to tap into leisure consumption 

markets during both the Muslim and the non-Muslim weekend – a repertoire already 

practiced in transnational tour organizations that did enact partnerships across 

ethnoreligious boundaries. In the season 1930-1931, Fenerbahçe and Galatasaray refused 

to field teams for the final game of the RPP-initiated Istanbul Shield after their demands 

to exclude eliminated competitors from the final game’s gate receipts were turned down 

 

 

hasılat yalnız oynayan iki kulüp arasında taksim edilecek. Haber aldığımıza göre eğer ihtilaf 
halledilemeyecek olursa bu üç kulübün daha bazı kulüpleri aralarına alarak bir lik teşkil etmeleri de 
muhtemeldir. Bilhassa bu like İtalyan, Pera, Kurtuluş gibi akalliyet kulüplerinin iştiraki ihtimal dahilinde. 
Asıl mühim olan nokta saha mes’eli olacaktır. Malumdur ki Taksim stadumu bu üç kulübündür. Kadıköy 
ayrıldığı takdirde tabiatile sahalarını da vermeyeceklerdir. Bu vaziyet karşısında diğer kulüpler hangi 
sahada maç yapacaklar.”  
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(Yüce 2015, 229). The directors of the top teams were in effect demanding what has more 

recently come to be known as a “break away” and exit national frameworks in favor of a 

private cooperative agreement (cartel) involving the strongest competitors. This would 

eliminate market leaks caused by TSSA’s territorial ambitions that not only forced 

imbalanced fixtures with low market value but also divided Istanbul’s middle class 

market by ethnonational segregation. As the proposal makes clear, top teams like 

Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe, thanks to their citywide popularity, elite membership, and 

long-standing reputation, commanded a large pool of young athletes and could field 

three separate soccer teams on a single day. Moreover, partnering with non-Muslim 

sport clubs could be more lucrative, especially given the popularity of soccer within the 

Ottoman-Greek society, which made up more than thirty percent of Istanbul’s interwar 

population. 

The following season, Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe indeed boycotted both the 

TSSA Istanbul Championship and the RPP-introduced Istanbul Shield. They instead 

teamed up with a new sports journal Olimpiyat and formed a private league named after 

the journal. Olimpiyat was owned by the Galatasaray member, Taksim Stadium 

shareholder, and İŞ BANK manager Yusuf Ziya Öniş and run by Öniş’ close friend Eşref 

Şefik Atabey, a leading boxing organizer and correspondent for Sait Çelebi’s Spor Alemi. 

Eşref Şefik Atabey was an outspoken figure in pointing to professional leagues of 

Vienna as the organizational model to imitate. According to Eşref Şefik, only the salaried 
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could achieve the sportive success Ankara was wishing to see in international 

competitions – what was needed for achievement was not military discipline but market 

discipline. Eşref Şefik proposed to intensify fixtures against the stronger clubs of Central 

Europe and the formation of an elite squad, composed of paid athletes full-time drilled 

as part of their profession. This elite team would collaborate with businessmen and offer 

educational opportunities and post-retirement jobs to the most talented.43 In the 

rhetorical assertiveness of the journalist Eşref Şefik, a correlation was established 

between business thinking and the appealing goal of international achievement, which 

was measured especially in games against Viennese clubs that frequented Istanbul. 

Against the RPP’s diagnosis of defeat in the 1928 Olympics as rooted in money and 

commerce, those who were pro-professionalism diagnosed the opposite to be the cause: 

prohibition. They were instead proposing a business model of specialization and 

contractual discipline which would be made possible by a collaboration between big 

business, a select number of big market clubs and sports entrepreneurs. This would 

transform an elite segment of clubs in Istanbul into specialized stables training national 

champions who would then compete neck and neck with the best of Europe. 

The proposals for commercialized path for sportive development came at the 

back of a critical development in the nexus of business and nation-state. Since its 

 

43 Sevecen Tunç, “Ateş-Güneş Kulübü,” Toplumsal Tarih, no. 13, Fall 2011, pp. 159-175. 
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foundation by Celal Bayar’s leadership in 1924, the private İŞ BANK had quickly 

developed into the founding creditor and shareholding investor of a national industrial 

network, the core institution of a nascent, economic developmentalist wing of the newly 

found Turkish nation-state. İŞ BANK was not only investing in subsidiaries in textile 

manufacturing, port development, or sugar factories but also crediting and investing in 

Istanbul’s culture industry including sports. İŞ BANK had invested in Turkey’s first 

radio company in 1926 and bought 20% shares in the popular daily Milliyet. İŞ BANK 

“accepted free ads in exchange for newspapers’ debts and offered low interest credit” 

and “equitably distributed its announcements and advertisements” to all newspapers to 

maintain good relations with the Istanbul press that also drove the publicity for the 

soccer league. In fact, the Fenerbahçe and Galatasaray affiliated lease-takeover for the 

Taksim Stadium was also an İŞ BANK affair. Fenerbahçe affiliated lease-owner Zeki 

Rıza Sporel was not only the celebrity top scorer of interwar soccer in Istanbul, but also 

the owner-manager of İŞ BANK’s textile manufacturing subsidiary Yüniş. Sporel 

managed Istanbul’s interwar sport equipment department store in the commercial 

downtown where he sold both imported and domestically manufactured sport 

equipment. The store Milli Spor Yüniş regularly bought advertising billboard spaces in 

the Taksim Stadium alongside foreign sport equipment corporations like Dunlop and 

also İŞ BANK who advertised its savings accounts and penny bank campaigns. İŞ BANK 

“engaged in cultural, art, and sports life with the main motive of making money.” 
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Beyond owning 40% shares in Turkey’s first radio company and majority shares in the 

profitable and big theater houses in Ankara, “in the budgetary year 1929, the bank 

profited 3664 liras from the soccer, boxing, athletics, and water sports competitions” it 

directly organized and the bank made payments to athletes for private events. 

(Kocabaşoğlu 2001, 150-153). While the figure of profits is negligible, its hints at an 

entrepreneurial mode of organization and not a pattern of sponsorship of sports by 

funds raised elsewhere. Publicist and boxing administrator, Eşref Şefik, was personally 

involved in the İŞ BANK’s sport operations and worked in the establishment of a live 

radio broadcast for its radio subsidiary and commented the first live soccer game on 

radio in 1934. Şefik and Çelebi established a live radio broadcast infrastructure in the 

Taksim Stadium. In 1933, Galatasaray members Yusuf Ziya Öniş and Eşref Şefik were 

dismissed from Galatasaray club membership by the clubs’ anti-professional fractions 

after conflicts over fielding paid soccer players: joined by a circle of İŞ BANK affiliated 

members of the club, these two founded a new sports club Güneş which not only 

transferred talented soccer players from across Istanbul but also functioned as a 

recording studio for İŞ BANK’s radio subsidiary. 

 To the frustration of the customs officer trying to sneak in without paying, Sait 

Çelebi was not trading contraband goods, but Taksim Stadium was certainly networked 

across borders. Since the last quarter of the 19th century, transnational athletic tours in 
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various sports had joined a longer economy of mobile live entertainment.44 Tourney 

organizations involving celebrity athletes, organizers, publicists, and venue-owners 

shaped a transnationally mobile show business tapping into consumer demand in 

successive crowded metropoles as they traveled from city to city.45 In interwar 

continental Europe, Vienna and Budapest became epicenters of a commercialized hub of 

transnational soccer traffic. Having come out of the World War I as metropolitan capitals 

of defeated empires not unlike Istanbul, sports clubs in Vienna and Budapest, which had 

rapidly grown in popularity since the 1880s, were suffering from postwar economic 

depression and British-led isolation. The environment of economic stagnation, causing 

Westward outmigration of top athletes, speeded up sports commercial thinking in 

Vienna to create revenue sources for clubs. Organizer/publisher Austrian-Jewish Willy 

Meisl, referred to as ‘the father of European sports journalism,’ and his brother Hugo 

Meisl, a transnationally linked soccer coach and Austrian Soccer Federation 

administrator, played a critical role.46 Continental Europe’s first officially professional 

 

44 For a cultural historical account of entertainment tours across the Mediterranean into Ottoman ports in the 
late 19th century, see Malte Fuhrmann, “Down and out on the quays of Izmir: ‘European’ musicians, 
innkeepers, and prostitutes in the Ottoman port-cities,” Mediterranean Historical Review Vol. 24. no.2, 2009, 
pp. 169-185.  
 
45 Matthew Taylor, “The Global Ring? Boxing, mobility, and transnational networks in the Anglophone 
World, 1890-1914,” Journal of Global History (2013), no. 8, pp. 231-255. 
 
46 For the role of coaches in weaving transnational networks during the interwar years, see Matthew Taylor, 
“Football’s Engineers? British Football Coaches, Migration, and Intercultural Transfer, c. 1910-c. 1950,” Sport 
in History, vol. 30, no. 1, March 2010, pp. 138-163. 
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soccer leagues were formed in Austria in 1924, followed by Czechoslovakia in 1925, and 

Hungary in 1927, concentrated in their respective capitals. Furthermore, the Mitropa 

Cup, German neologism for Central European Cup, became Europe’s first regular 

transnational club tournament and was established after the initiative of Hugo Meisl in 

1927 and continued until 1939, forming the cultural and economic core of continental 

European soccer until Nazi aggression.47 In this entrepreneurial atmosphere, 

transnational barnstorming tours proved instrumental for top soccer teams of the former 

Austria-Hungary Empire. Unlike the existing national professional league in 

industrialized England, these commercially minded initiatives in an economically 

depressed Central engaged outwardly to aggregate fragmented markets spread in urban 

centers across national borders in post-imperial Central and Eastern Europe. The era’s 

celebrity Viennese clubs like Admira Wacker and Rapid Wien as well as “Hungarian 

football clubs such as FTC, Ujpest, and Hungaria commenced productive tours all 

around the globe,” going as west as New York.48 Throughout the 1920s and until the late 

1950s, when club-to-club organizations were eventually crowded out by nation-to-

nation frameworks of cross-border engagement, Istanbul stood on the eastern flank of a 

 

47 Jürgen Mittag and Benjamin Legrand, “Towards a Europeanization of Football? Historical Phases in the 
Evolution of the UEFA European Football Championship,” Soccer & Society, vol. 11, no. 6, November 2010, 
pp. 709-722, especially 710-712. 
 
48 Gyozo Molnar, “Hungarian Football: A Socio-Historical Overview,” Sport in History vol. 27, no. 2, 2007, 
pp. 293-317, p. 300; Brian D. Bunk, “Sardinero and Not a Can of Sardines: Soccer and Spanish Ethnic 
Identities in New York City during the 1920s,” Journal of Urban History, Vol. 41, no. 3, 2015, pp. 444-459, p. 
448. 
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transnational soccer circuit centered in Vienna and passing through urban centers of 

Central and Eastern Europe, linking Prague, Zagreb, Belgrade, Timisoara, Bucharest, 

and Sofia. For transportation, Central and Eastern continental metropoles were well 

connected to Istanbul by railways. Economic modernization and German-Ottoman 

military collaborations in the late 19th century and throughout World War I had 

significantly developed railway infrastructures linking Istanbul with the same route of 

traffic.49 In allowing its top clubs to regularly schedule soccer fixtures with teams from 

Central and Eastern Europe, the TSSA Football Federation joined its equals across 

Eastern and Central Europe and partook in a regional space outside the regulatory reach 

of Northwestern Europe’s sporting administrators and British and French conservatives 

that tried to hold international sports competitions amateur. Around the sporting orbit 

centered on the the Viennese soccer boom since the 1920s, national sports governing 

bodies were more accommodating of commercial rationality as well as payments to 

athletes in stark contrast to the stringently amateurist IOC elites.50 Eşref Şefik’s calls for 

Turkey to imitate the professional regulations of Austrian Soccer Federation made sense 

as a public discourse precisely in the context of this transnational integration of Istanbul 

clubs with Central and Eastern European rivals: encounters between Istanbul’s top clubs 

 

49 Sean McMeekin. The Berlin-Baghdad Express: The Ottoman Empire and Germany's Bid for World Power, 1898-
1918. London: Allen Lane, 2010.  
 
50 For a historical review of the Viennese soccer boom, see also David Goldblatt, The Ball is Round, pp. 
193‒2001. 
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and the world-famous Viennese squads did not only excite public spectatorship but also 

gave birth to the idea that professionalism was a necessary measure for improving 

national performances given the global consensus that Viennese soccer represented the 

modern form of playing the game. As Şefik put it, professionalization processes, 

wherever they took place, first in England, later in France and finally in Central Europe, 

moved soccer from its earlier formal origins of scrimmage (yumak) towards “grids, 

passes, passing lines leading to a very lively and connected form of play (örgüler, kurlar, 

kur hatları vesaireleriyle çok canlı ve irtibatlı oyun oynamağa)”51 This collective harmony 

among players woven by passes was made possible by shared training time and stability 

of rosters professional contracts would enable, affixing players to clubs and teammates 

over sustained practice sessions, and allowing the “necessary technical and 

administrative stability” that helped “the nations of the world reach a certain level of 

development” in sports.52 The cultural influence and admiration of Viennese 

developments among Istanbul’s top clubs also manifested by the employment of 

Austrian trainers as well as praises of the celebrity local players Zeki Rıza Sporel and 

Alaaddin Baydar for the similar pass combinations they could weave among 

themselves. Popular comparisons of Sporel and Baydar with Austrian star players were 

substantiated with assessments that these local stars were competitive enough to play in 

 

51 Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası: 18-24 Şubat 1946: Çalışma Programı, Raporlar, Konuşmalar. Istanbul: 
İbrahim Horoz Matbaası, 1946, p. 175. 
 
52 Ibid, p. 174.  
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Vienna’s top teams, expressed by apocryphal legends about how the team First Vienna 

transferred and fielded Zeki Rıza Sporel in a Mitropa Cup Final match. Close friends 

and fellow Fenerbahçe club members Sporel and Baydar belonged with a higher echelon 

of Istanbul society and were amateurs, however. A comparable stability of shared 

training/drilling time needed for the development of teams specialized in passing 

combinations could only be bought by contracts if talented athletes of lower 

socioeconomic status were to be mobilized for higher levels of international competition, 

buying time from work obligations. 

Tours of European teams, or international contacts (beynelmilel temaslar) as they 

were officially named in TSSA phraseology, became financial locomotives of Istanbul’s 

top clubs and cemented organizational cooperation among the big market clubs. That a 

fundraising rationale made such games more attractive to clubs than blind national-

territorial allegiance had already been evident earlier when despite an official TSSA 

boycott of the Taksim Stadium between 1924 and 1926, Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe 

continued partnering with the stadium and scheduled twenty-one revenue-oriented 

private matches played in Taksim against teams from Sofia, Prague, Krakow, and 

Vienna. These matches were not only lucrative events that sold out but also the 

organizational cement that allowed big market clubs to practically experiment with a 

business rationality. As an article in the sports magazine Gol described in May 1926, it 

was these “international matches that introduced clubs to economic thinking” (Yüce 2015, 
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70). Between 1923 and 1946, at least 221 club-to-club transnational games were played in 

Istanbul compared to the merely 9 games played between national selections wearing 

national uniforms during the same period. 139 of these 221 games were played by 

Galatasaray, Fenerbahçe or a mix of the two teams, followed by Beşiktaş.53 According to 

the TSSA charter, these international contacts were subject to authorization by the TSSA 

Istanbul Soccer Committee, but the electoral system of the TSSA meant that the soccer 

committee of TSSA Istanbul Region consisted of the same individuals as those directing 

that sports’ leading clubs, which is precisely why the nationalists in Ankara thought 

TSSA’s Istanbul soccer committee was commercially compromised. The committee only 

needed to authorize the games, however: it was the clubs themselves and/or 

collaborating organizers like Sait Çelebi who corresponded with their counterparts 

across national borders, promising to cover travel, accommodation and board for the 

incoming team during their journey to Istanbul but clubs could apply for public support. 

Even when the TSSA was replaced in 1936 by a much more centralized-militaristic 

organization directly connected to the RPP, top clubs continued these tours in the same 

 

53 I include in this count the games played by Güneş, a club formed by a group of members splitting from 
Galatasaray and existed in the football scene between 1933 and 1940. I used and crosschecked four sources 
to compile these numbers. 
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format with an added bureaucratic process of clearing permission via correspondence 

with the ministries in Ankara.54   

The tour organization had a revenue-sharing contract at its center. Covering the 

costs and profiting required more than one game, a minimum of two if the club 

independently contracted an incoming team. More often, a top club in Istanbul 

contracting a visiting club would lead an organizational cooperation, with the tourney 

including multiple matches and partners. The incoming guest team would usually play 

n+1 number of games in Istanbul, n (usually two or three) against the n number of clubs 

who partnered to share the down-payments and agreed on a revenue-sharing deal, plus 

one against what was called a muhtelit, a mixed team involving players from each of the 

joint-organizers. Furthermore, some of the transnational games were played by teams 

called Istanbul muhtelit, which officially categorized the teams as representing the city. 

This mixed team would be a supra-club selection, but these mixed teams often wore the 

colors of an organizing big market club, suggesting that the social existence of a civic 

identity above and over clubs was still under the patronage of a big club rather than a 

territorial body. This could have been used to avoid violating the amateur code because 

 

54 The Republican archives include several correspondences for clearing permission, all of which were 
approved. This would be a vertical correspondence undersigned by the Turkish Football Federation to the 
Prime Minister’s Office, to which the later version of the TSSA was appended. See for instance, “Türk futbol 
takımlarının yabancı futbol takımları ile maç yapmalarının devletçe bir sakıncası olmadığı,” BCA 30-10-0-0, 
145, 37, 10. 16 December 1938. The football federation asked for a vague and extensive permission to 
schedule games in the coming 1939 year “with some English, German, Czech, Hungarian, Yugoslavian, 
Romanian, and Greek teams.”  
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the tour-organizing big market clubs brought in talented athletes from weaker clubs to 

appear in these transnational games on per-match deals. The official naming as regional 

mixes would cloak a talent market under the guise of territorial solidarity. These deal-

making styles also allowed leading clubs to draw a larger pool of aspirant athletes into 

beneficiaries of these tours and give the appearing muhtelit a citywide character, 

allowing a select number of big market clubs – more restricted in their dues-paying 

membership – to become exclusively governed, attract peripheral talent, and be 

popularly followed at once. Each tour was a private contract on its own but profits came 

to be shared among then n number of organizing partners.55 Until the replacement of 

Muslim Friday as a one-day national weekend with an official one-and-a-half-day 

weekend starting Saturday noon in 1935, a three-game tourney often scheduled three 

 

55 I derive this structure from breakdowns of costs and revenues of later organizations in Öz Fenerbahçe, no. 
12, 31 May 1948 and (Dağlaroğlu 1957, 141). The organizational format remained the same even if per match 
revenues almost tripled after the opening of the Inonu Stadium in early 1947, which sold 25,000 official 
tickets per match, replacing the limit of 5,000 tickets Taksim Stadium would sell given the spatial limitation 
of the barracks’ inner-yard. An issue of the Öz Fenerbahçe journal published a breakdown of costs and 
revenues of a typical transnational club tour in 1948. The English club team Queens Park Rangers were 
hosted in Istanbul in May 1948 for four games, one against Beşiktaş, one against Galatasaray, one against 
Fenerbahce and one against a team composed of a mix of players from these clubs (muhtelit). According to 
the journal, the match against Beşiktaş brought 21,000, against Galatasaray 25,000, against Fenerbahçe 
42,000, and against the mixed team 27,000, creating a total of 115,000 liras. After subtracting the taxes and 
the rent paid to the stadium management and the costs of the guest team’s travel and lodging, the net profit 
was 15,000 liras, which the three clubs shared 5,000 each, demonstrating an egalitarian revenue-sharing 
cooperation among the top thre. A first-hand account by a Fenerbahce administrator mentions figures for a 
similarly profitable tour organized by Fenerbahce’s initiative, inviting the Hungarian champions Újpest FC 
in September 1946 to play three games against the three Istanbul giants Galatasaray, Beşiktaş, and 
Fenerbahçe, creating 7,200 lira profit per club, “a great amount for the time.” Yet, the director adds, these 
organizations involved risky down payments made organization, timing and advertisement critical, making 
tours into critical occasions for business minded cooperation among popular clubs, publicity and box office 
management, represented above all by figures like Sait Çelebi and Ali Naci Karacan.  
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matches for a Friday, a Sunday, and the Friday after that, to correspond to two Muslim 

and one non-Muslim holy days, attesting once again to a citywide market consideration 

for tapping into markets across ethnoreligious divisions of leisure time consumption. 

Moreover, despite having suspect ‘national’ status under an ethnoreligious regime of 

citizenship, Istanbul’s leading non-Muslim clubs like the Greek Pera/Beyoğluspor and 

Armenian Kurtuluş also joined several tour organizations in Taksim Stadium, especially 

after the 1930 rapprochement between the Turkish and Greek nation-states. A 

Galatasaray game against Olympiakos of Athens, Greece played in Taksim Stadium on a 

Friday, 22 May 1931 was reported to have raised a record of 6972 Liras in gate receipts,56 

potentially due to its appeal to Istanbul’s Greek Orthodox middle-classes, after which 

year Istanbul’s top Greek club Pera/Beyoğluspor became a regular participant in at least 

one tour organization per year partnering several times across the ethnoreligious 

boundaries with Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe.57 A game reported to have broken the 

record for most revenues in a domestic TSSA tournament in 1934, a tiebreaker for the 

championship between Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe, was reported to have raised 2842 

liras, less than half the figure of almost 7,000 (Yüce 2015, 312). The difference must be 

due not only to higher demand for transnational games and appeal to non-TSSA aligned 

 

56 I take this from an amateur historical collective of Spor Tarihimiz on Facebook.  
 
57 For a historical review on the effect of the rapprochement on the growth of sportive relations between 
Greece and Turkey, see “Sport, Politics and International Relations in the Balkans: the Balkan Games from 
1929 and 1932,” The International Journal of the History of Sport, vol. 25, no. 13, 2008, pp. 1771-1813. 
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sports societies but also to the games’ private contractual nature, bypassing public TSSA 

regulations which required that in TSSA-authorized competitions, venue-owners 

provide free entry or reduced tickets to anyone who could present a TSSA-aligned club 

affiliation card. Planned to incentivize mass membership in sports clubs among the 

youth in line with TSSA’s territorial goals, the free pass regulations contradicted a 

market rational separation of professional teams and mass spectatorship – making part 

of the spectators eligible for free entries. The way the free entry system was designed 

‘stole’ potential revenues from big market teams: an individual could become a member 

of any TSSA registered club to get a TSSA member-card which then applied to all zonal 

games. Soon after the end of the World War II, Istanbul’s sport society would petition 

the ministry in Ankara for the restriction of passes.58 

Soccer glory and ‘greatness’ was increasingly measured in high-in-demand 

encounters against Austrian and Hungarian giants. For aspirant clubs, joining the tour 

organization was a wager towards securing the status of a ‘big club’ with popular 

fandom. This is exemplified by the story of how Beşiktaş joined the ‘big two’ 

Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe and capped its place in a cartel of three, henceforth to be 

known as ‘the big three.’ In 1978, a journalist member of Beşiktaş Sports Club wrote a 

 

58 Petition dated 14 October 1949, in Zübeyt Aydın, Cafer Geyik, Halil İbrahim Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor 
Genel Müdürlüğü Merkez Danışma Kurulu Kararları 1942-2010 [Central Advisory Committee 1942-2010], 220, 
http:// https://sgm.gsb.gov.tr/Public/Edit/images/SGM/dokumanlar/MDKK_1942_0953.pdf. By 1949, TSSA 
was renamed and reconstituted as the General Directorate of Physical Education (GDPE) but the same 
tensions between regional committees and Ankara continued. 
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club history based on media research and interviews. The account includes a narrative 

on the organization of a tour in 1942, likely orally transmitted, representing the 

dynamics of interclub cooperation and competition that went into tour organizations. 

The only transnational tour in the war-torn 1942 was organized as a two-team 50%-50% 

partnership between Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe and contracted the Austrian team 

Admira Wacker.59 In the narrative, Beşiktaş wants to join the Admira Wacker tour but is 

refused by the directors of Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe who don’t want to share the 

already reduced market. In response, Beşiktaş, thanks to the financial and social capital 

of a wealthy member, privately contracts the Romanian team Rapid Bucharest to visit 

Istanbul. After agreeing a contract with the Romanian team, the businessman publicizes 

the game by renting an airplane and dropping advertising leaflets across Istanbul. 

Realizing the hype and fearing competition, Fenerbahçe directors then approach 

Beşiktaş to join the organization and play Rapid Bucharest when the team comes. 

Beşiktaş directors will accept them as partners on the condition that Beşiktaş joins the 

Admira Wacker tour. Fenerbahçe agrees only on the condition that Beşiktaş will receive 

20% of the revenue and not an equal one-third. After negotiations, Beşiktaş is accepted 

 

59 Controlled by Nazis at the time, club directors in Vienna aimed to match a diplomatically motivated tour 
a year earlier, of a team composed of a mix of English civilians and New Zealanders soldiers stationed in 
Cairo, which was brokered by a cultural attaché in the British Consulate when the Allies and Axis powers 
vied for influence over Turkey to break its neutrality and enter the war on their side. Even with the added 
diplomatic mission, the financial organization for the tour remained the same as Fenerbahçe assumed the 
costs of travel, accommodation, and board for the incoming British team in 1941. Club directors had to 
promise the foreign ministry to ‘take well care of the guests’ but the organization seems to be club-run and 
not state-funded or organized. Başbakanlık Arşivi Fon 30 10 0 0. Kutu No: 145 – Dosya No: 40 – Sıra No: 10. 
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as an equal shareholder. Beşiktaş joins the Admira tour and Fenerbahçe in exchange 

joins the Rapid tour played that year on May 1942.60 The narrative hints at the role of 

these transnational organizations both as symbolic thresholds towards the status of 

‘national representatives’ and as economically minded organizations requiring club-to-

club market sharing agreements. While almost all tours in the 1920s were organized by 

the prewar ‘greats’ Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe, the 1930s saw the irregular 

participation of rising clubs, with Beşiktaş gradually matching the two greats by the late 

1940s, especially after buying 1/3 shares to the Taksim Stadium in 1929 and later 

poaching land from the government to develop an independent venue in 1932. Tour 

partnerships were occasions where organizing clubs could keep the entire profits to 

themselves as opposed to domestic league games for which the TSSA charter ruled 

revenues to be pooled to subsidize territorial goals. On touring weekends, TSSA Istanbul 

Championship would be postponed, the big three opening a private market amidst 

public frameworks. Moreover, the big three with transnational market connectivity 

would often lobby to rearrange the TSSA league schedule to allow time to embark on 

outwardly tours that involved seven to ten games in multiple European cities with costs 

 

60 Vâlâ Somalı, Türk Sporunda 75 Yıl: Beşiktaş Spor Tarihi, 1978, p. 56. 
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covered by hosting organizers and that could take as long as two months to return 

from.61 

 At the height of nationalist’s accusations against the TSSA’s Istanbul Soccer 

Committee, transnational engagements were placed under increased centralist control of 

the TSSA Central Committee, reflecting a wider anxiety over soccer’s exceptionally 

popular and revenue-raising dynamic that escaped the regulatory goals of the RPP. 

Despite bureaucratically referred to as international contacts, the tour organizations did 

not have the official status of nation-to-nation matchups. In 1931, a new class of activities 

categorized as beynetteşikilat (inter-federation) on top of the already codified beynelmilel 

(inter-national) engagements was added to the list of activities requiring authorization 

from the TSSA Central Committee in Ankara as opposed to the TSSA Istanbul Soccer 

Committee. Expanding the Central Committee’s reach to more than the rarely scheduled 

national team games to include beynetteşikilat engagements exposes the displeasure 

nation-builders felt about revenue-driven organizations and the way they weaved 

subnational connections and facilitated unregulated cross-border influences. The 

beynetteşikilat clause implied skepticism of global soccer and FIFA more generally, 

concerning the world soccer federation’s accommodation of professionalism at its 1925 

General Congress after pressures from South American and Central European waves of 

 

61 See for example a description of an offer received by Beşiktaş to tour France in 1929. “Futbolcularımızı 
çağırdılar,” Milliyet, 4 Kanunisani 1929, p.3. 
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commercialization. In doing so, FIFA broke away from the regulatory bounds of the 

International Olympic Committee (IOC) to stage its own World Cup in 1930, to the 

dissatisfaction of British public school conservatives of the amateurist English Football 

Association (FA) in London, who boycotted and quit FIFA in 1928 in response 

(Tomlinson and Allison 2017: 69). As the conservative-amateurist Ali Sami Yen, 

President of the TSSA Central Committee, expressed the conundrum, according to the 

TSSA statutes, regulations of national federations in each sport were authorized and 

advised to update themselves and conform to the regulations of that sport’s 

international federation. However, this license to join sport-specific transnational circuits 

of regulations created the possibility for the Turkish soccer federation to “point to 

certain norms and take advantage of an international status quo.” Unfortunately, Yen 

would lament, “Europe drifted toward a current centered in Central Europe,”62 

underlying that the commercialization waves in former Habsburg metropolises were 

shaping a parallel world of sportive regulation that everywhere undermined national 

federations originally established to safeguard sports clubs from commercial influences. 

In 1926, the TSSA Soccer Federation had followed the footsteps of the FIFA Congress 

and added a clause to its internal bylaws that clubs could field up to three paid players 

despite the overarching TSSA regulations strictly outlawing a talent market in sports. 

 

62 Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası: 18-24 Şubat 1946: Çalışma Programı, Raporlar, Konuşmalar. Istanbul: 
İbrahim Horoz Matbaası, 1946, p.183. 
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The conflicts over a revenue sport declaring its autonomous market outside the ideals of 

an isomorphic national bureaucracy showed both the gradual departure of soccer 

towards the commerce of spectacle and the nationalists’ defensive guard against letting 

the nation sail with foreign currents it cannot control, not allowing a commercial vortex 

centered in Vienna drawing the young nation-state’s sports clubs in its orbit. The 

transnational touring mobility and integration with a Vienna-centered commercial 

influence was precisely the vectors of mobility that had a grip on the body parts of the 

nation-state pulling an already decentralist limb in Istanbul, disfiguring the nation-

image of radical nationalists’ in Ankara.  
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2. Framing National Mobilities: “the Directorate” vs 
“the Champions” 
With the Ottoman defeat in the Balkan Wars in 1912-1913 and later, with the 

Ottoman entry into the World War I alongside the Central Powers, Ottoman public life 

came under rising Muslim-Turkish nationalism. In response to the imperial army’s 

defeat against the Bulgarian nationalist army, the nationalist Committee of Union and 

Progress (CUP) renounced the viability of a multi-ethnic Ottoman constitutional order 

and aimed at decisively transforming the empire’s remaining territories into a Turkish-

Muslim nation-state. The Committee of Union and Progress (CUP) was led not so much 

by the alumni of civilian high schools that fed Istanbul’s sporting societies but by the 

alumni of military academies, who became officers, military educators and physicians in 

the Ottoman army. And military officers thought about sports differently. Since the 

Prussian victory in the Franco-Prussian War in 1870 and as part of growing 

collaboration between the Kaiser Reich and the Ottoman Empire, the Ottoman army had 

hired Prussian advisors to modernize the Ottoman army. In their schooling years, CUP’s 

officer corps were trained by these Prussian advisors and idolized generals such as 

Colmar von der Goltz and his ideas that war-making and mobilization could boost 

national solidarity and reshape a new society. These ideas would be very much alive in 

the interwar era during the veteran-led construction of the Republic of Turkey 

(Hanioğlu 2011).  
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A key cultural aspect of this Prussian influence on the Turkish nationalist cadres 

was the militarist emphasis on physical education and exercise as a means to bridge the 

gap between the military organization and civil society, expand the social reach of a 

militaristic public authority in order to transform the leisure habits of the Muslim 

majority. Building an exercising and Muslim-Turkish nation would shake off a 

sociological lethargy and dynamize minds and bodies through physical exercise. As the 

military historian Grüsshaber (2018: 105‒135) demonstrates, the nationalist officers 

admired the “educational monopoly” that “the German state had gained over all its 

underaged subjects through the introduction of compulsory schooling” and the 

existence in Germany of “a central youth organization under state control” such as the 

Bund Jungdeutschland (BJD). For the first time following the Balkan Wars in 1913 and 

later throughout the German-Ottoman alliance during the World War I, the nationalists 

officers would attempt to put this ideology into practice by attempting to form an 

Ottoman equivalent to the BJD, which was co-administered between a German and an 

Ottoman military physical educator who would serve as inter-imperial liaisons in this 

line of military-political cooperation. These were the German officer Heinrich von Hoff 

and the Ottoman military physical educator Selim Sırrı Tarcan. Tarcan was also the 

Ottoman representative in the International Olympic Committee. For this reason, Tarcan 

is compared by Grüßhaber to his German counterpart, Carl Diem, who was both an 

executive member of the militaristic BJD and an intermediary between the German 
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imperial chief of staff and the bourgeois sports clubs that originated in metropolitan 

private sport clubs founded by commercial and professional middle classes (Eisenberg 

1990, 1994).  

Turkish nationalists viewed the heterogeneous social fabric of port-cities and 

their reflections in civic life as forms of harmful cosmopolitanism benefitting the 

“cultural supremacy of non-Muslims” and “Europeans” to the detriment of the 

Muslim/Turkish majority (Emrence 2010). Instead, the nationalists looked to expand a 

territorial state’s administrative capacity to mobilize the Turkish/Muslim peasantry 

across Asia Minor, Muslims immigrating from surrounding polities to Turkey and 

Muslim communities in smaller inland towns as the true representatives of the Turkish 

nation-state in sportive and in civic life. Starting in 1923, the Muslim-majority sport 

societies in Istanbul entered the political orbit of the Turkish nation-state with the 

establishment of an ethnoreligious sport confederation, TSSA, Turkish Sport Societies 

Alliance, officially recognized as an alliance of national federations and as the new 

nation-state’s sportive roof after the Turkish nation-state succeeded the Ottoman 

Empire. As Barbara Keys (2013: 25-44) notes on her work on comparable interwar 

tensions in the Soviet Union, membership by a national sport federation in its 

international federation often ensured a “national association’s monopoly position over 

the sport in question in its country” given that a national federation claims jurisdictional 

overlap with nation-state boundaries and citizenship. TSSA’s monopoly over national 
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representation meant that Istanbul’s non-Muslim sport clubs and athletes were left out 

of the national pact. They were now referred with the colloquial phrase gayrifedere (non-

federated), meaning unaffiliated with the territorially representative TSSA and deprived 

of the right to represent the new polity in international sport competitions. The term 

gayrifedere almost exclusively denoted clubs established by Istanbul’s non-Muslims, 

particularly the local Greeks and Armenians, which the nationalist founding fathers did 

not view as constitutive members of the national republic. While athletes representing 

the Ottoman Empire in pre-war Olympics were predominantly non-Muslim and non-

Turkish, the Olympic team that represented the Turkish nation-state in the 1924 Paris 

Olympics was exclusively Muslim. Nevertheless, Istanbul’s indigenous Christian and 

Jewish residents continued to be famed and spectated champion athletes in Istanbul’s 

sports public centered in Taksim Stadium. As detailed in the previous chapter, despite 

official segregation vis-à-vis the territorialization and ethnicization of the global political 

order, Taksim Stadium in interwar metropolitan Istanbul frequently brought federated 

and non-federated, Muslim and non-Muslim, citizen and non-citizen, clubs and athletes 

together as rivals, teammates, and commercial partners in joint organizations especially 

in the revenue-bringing transnational sportive tourneys that pit local sportive heroes 

against touring competitors from Europe in the fields of boxing, wrestling, and soccer. 

The coexistence public-official segregation and private intermingling provoked anxieties 

for the state-builders in Ankara that envisioned a national ethos of social homogeneity 
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and morally evaluated Istanbul negatively as a decadent cosmopolitan and metropolitan 

remnant of empire. 

By the 1930s, as power consolidated in the national parliament in Ankara and 

Ottoman dynastic rule in Istanbul irrevocably abolished, sport policy makers, more 

capable after a decade of state-building, took an ambitious further step than simply 

creating Turkish federations and officially segregating the sportive world with 

ethnonational taxonomies (Akın 2004). Not content with the initiatives of the TSSA, the 

governing Republican People’s Party (RPP), particularly its militaristic factions 

composed of war veterans, commissioned the German sport functionary Carl Diem in 

1933 to delineate a state-centralized sport administration. Diem travelled to Turkey and 

spent four months there in the Fall 1933. Diem’s visit took place in a context when the 

nationalist veteran officer corps of the World War I, some schooled in the Germany 

Empire’s war academies, were gaining political power over the cultural policies of the 

nation-state. In 1930, Turkey’s Ambassador to Germany (1924-1934) Lieutenant General 

Kemalettin Sami had become the President of the Turkish National Olympic Committee 

(TNOC) and Turkey’s delegate at the International Olympic Committee (IOC) where he 

was joined by Carl Diem himself, who was Germany’s delegate. At the TNOC, 

Kemalettin Sami was joined by a graduate of the Potsdam War Academy and Iron Cross 

holder Ekrem Akömer, who served as TNOC’s General Secretary (Schäfer-Borrmann 

1998). In the ten years Kemalettin Sami was stationed as an ambassador in Berlin 
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between 1924 and 1934, the veteran officer functioned as a “bridge” between an older 

generation of Ottoman military officers who “established relationships in Berlin” during 

the Ottoman-German inter-imperial alliance in World War I and a “younger cohort of 

Turks [in the interwar] who supported the Nazis.” (Baer 2018: 23). The veteran takeover 

of the TNOC leadership from Ali Sami Yen – the founding member of the Galatasaray 

Sports Club in Istanbul –  symbolized a wider transfer of Turkey’s sportive affairs from 

the hands of a network of sports club pioneers, who were alumni of Francophone or 

Anglophone elite civilian schools in Istanbul, to the hands of a network of military 

academy alumni.  

Diem’s contacts in Turkey belonged with the latter group.1 From the profiles of 

the Turkish nationalists with whom Diem regularly corresponded until his death in the 

late 1950s and from the content of the correspondences, it is clear that the transnational 

connections that brought Diem to interwar Turkey were part of a longer durée of 

Ottoman/Turkish and German exchanges since the 1870s. Most of Diem’s Turkish 

interlocutors were products of state-funded educational exchange programs to 

 

1 From Diem’s personal correspondence, we understand that he was friendly with figures like Cemil 
Gökdağ, a senior bureaucrat in the Ministry of Education and an ideologue of state-controlled sports and 
physical education; Selim Sırrı Tarcan, Turkey’s first IOC representative and a military physical educator 
who was not very friendly with Istanbul’s middle-class sports clubs for the accusations he directed against 
their federations for tolerating shamateurism; Ekrem Akömer, a Germanophile world war I veteran and an 
interwar sports administrator in the military who also represented German chemical companies and was 
known for his admiration of the Hitlerjugend; and Zeki Velidi Togan, a right-nationalist historian whole 
belonged with the pro-Nazi political circles prosecuted in 1944 for collaborating with the German secret 
service. In correspondences, Diem also implies his friendly conversations with other lower ranked army 
officers and functionaries who probably spoke German. 
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Germany, just like Hasan Cemil2 who personally approached Diem as a member of 

parliament in 19333 and who was also a Kriegsakademie graduate and a translator of the 

leading cultural works of German nationalism such as Fichte’s Address to the German 

Nation. Most could communicate in German. These included younger military physical 

educators that came of age in interwar Turkey, such as Mehmet Arkan, who studied at 

the Reichsakademie für Leibesübungen (The Imperial Academy of Physical Exercise) during 

the Third Reich.   

During his visit to Turkey in 1933, Diem wrote two reports for the Republican 

People’s Party (RPP). The first one “Proposals for the Development of Physical 

Education” was dated October 1933 and a second one, “State Leadership for Physical 

Education in Turkey” November 1933. In evaluating Diem’s reports, the RPP deputy 

Rahmi Apak wrote positively about the proposal’s ambitious scope for state control. 

“The higher a nation’s level of civilization, the better that nation does in reaching the 

earlier age,” Apak wrote, building a correlation between deeper central state penetration 

into society and military efficiency.4 Stronger state monopoly over the leisure time of 

underaged subjects was perceived as a measure of a nation-state’s progress, which 

 

2 Hasan Cemil [Çambel] was a critical cultural figure who also translated Fichte’s writings on German 
nationalism to Turkish. 
 
3 BCA 490.1.0.0/1116.75.2 (14.11.1938). “Beden ve gençlik terbiyesi teşkilatı kurmak için Almanya’dan 
gelecek olan Dr. Carl Diem'in gelişi hakkında yazışmalar.” 
 
4 Rahmi Apak, “Gençlik Teşkilatı Hakkında Rapor,” 25. BCA 490.1.0.0/1107.43.1 (18/11/1937). “Rahmi Apak, 
Naili Meran ve Carl Diem’in gençlik teşkilatları ve spor eğitimi üzerine hazırladıkları raporlar.” 
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implied that the existing sports movement carried out by voluntary and private sport 

societies in Istanbul was a potential competitor in shaping the minds and bodies. The 

authority of voluntary clubs and that of their private federations, could imminently 

deviate from politically coordinated ends, stop functioning as educational organs and 

focus on competition for leisurely or commercial ends. Sport clubs had to be governed 

by unitary statutes decided at a centralized sports bureau, in Diem’s plan. Only this way 

would clubs became the organs of a state-coordinated obligatory physical exercise 

program, making it possible to “organize and administer the youth to spread the new 

regime and make the regime stand as in countries like Soviet Russia and Italy” and by 

“creating a new man that is appropriate for this regime as it is said in Hitler’s 

Germany.”5 One cultural invention for carrying sport activities away from cosmopolitan 

ports to inland towns was the People’s Houses, established by the RPP in 1932 in inland 

towns along the railway routes, envisioned as state-run culture houses that would 

connect the cultural policies determined in Ankara with the predominantly rural 

population across Asia Minor. Projects like the People’s Houses “embodied the project 

of replacing any autonomous pre-existing associations” in Turkey with those fully 

controlled by the RPP (Karaömerlioğlu 1998: 68).  In sports, these pre-existing 

associations were the sports clubs founded before the foundation of the nation-state, 

 

5 Rahmi Apak, “Gençlik Teşkilatı Hakkında Rapor,” 4-5. BCA 490.1.0.0/1107.43.1 (18.11.1937), “Rahmi Apak, 
Naili Meran ve Carl Diem’in gençlik teşkilatları ve spor eğitimi üzerine hazırladıkları raporlar.” 
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whose sporting activities the political center found not fully obedient to militaristic 

goals. While the TSSA was officially recognized as the nation-state’s sporting 

representative, Turkey’s participation in the 1924 and 1928 Olympics were both marked 

with frictions between the leading clubs of the TSSA and the military physical educators 

led by Selim Sırrı Tarcan who were involved with the Ministry of Education in Ankara.  

After staying three months in Turkey in 1933 and conversations with his Turkish 

equivalent Selim Sırrı Tarcan, Diem wrote that the TSSA had to be “redesigned 

according to the Führerprinzip” by “establishing a public sport administration led by a 

Sportführer.”6 This redesign, Diem proposed, should start with the promulgation of a law 

of national education which would give the Minister of Education the title of 

Jugendführer (Leader of the Youth). The minister would then appoint a Sportführer to lead 

the nation on his behalf and also appoint a public sport administrator under every 

governor (vali). These public sport administrators, which Diem named with a German-

Turkish linguistic construct Sportvali, would be pyramidically responsible to the 

Sportführer. This nationwide pyramid of public sport administrators would cooperate 

with the RPP’s People’s Houses where they already existed or establish new clubs by 

public decree where they didn’t. Diem wrote that the “most important task in the 

following time period will be rapidly covering the entire nation through forming new 

 

6 “Der Türkye Idman Cemiyetleri Ittitaki muss entsprechend auf Führerprinzip hin umgestaltet werden.” 
Carl Diem, “Vorschläge Über den Ausbau der Körpererziehung in der Türkei. Bericht, erstattet auf Grund 
der Studienreise September-Oktober 1933 im Auftrage der Türkischen Volkspartei,” p. 7. 
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sport clubs […] through the representatives of the RPP”7 which would engender a 

newfound network of sport clubs and competitions outside the jurisdiction of TSSA 

federations. The design of sport administration according the principles of state 

leadership (führerprinzip) would act like the administrative railways connecting the 

political center with towns or villages across the nation: “any idea thought in Ankara 

would immediately provoke the same excitement in even the farthest province […] a 

scream in the national parliament should echo in the ears of Kırklareli [westernmost] 

and Beyazıt [easternmost] governors.”8  

This unitary communication and organization could thus create a new pool of 

nationally trained public athletes so that an athletic success story could function as a 

measure of achievement in expanding the social depths and distances to which public 

monopolies could penetrate. In these totalitarian visions, sport movement in Istanbul 

represented the tastes of urbanite professionals who had ample leisure time to play 

sports for sports sake: the plan was to transform sports from being a luxury for a select 

few or a profession for monetary gain but an article of necessity for the masses (Akın 

2004: 74). This public administrative pyramid under the Sportführer would regularly 

 

7 Diem, “Vorschläge Über den Ausbau der Körpererziehung in der Türkei,” 22. BCA 490.1.0.0/1107.43.1 
(18/11/1937), “Rahmi Apak, Naili Meran ve Carl Diem'in gençlik teskilatlari ve spor egitimi üzerine 
hazirladiklari raporlar.” 
 
8 Ibid. 
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convene as the “Turkish Sports Committee,”9 in Diem’s proposal. It was here that 

sportive affairs would be decided by consultation between public sport administrators 

and national sport federation presidents who are specialized in specific sport branches 

rather than territorial government. While these sport-specialized federation presidents 

would be appointed from within the social circles that formed the private sport clubs in 

Istanbul, these sportsmen specialized according to sport would be subordinate to public 

administrators in a hierarchical chain of command with the national Sportführer having 

the final say. Diem’s proposals were closely realized in the Law of Physical Education 

promulgated in 1938, which established the public administration body named the 

General Directorate of Physical Education (GDPE) and just like the original proposal, 

located this body under the Ministry of Education, making sport clubs civilian 

extensions of a national program of education and shaping of leisure time. The Turkish 

Sports Committee proposed by Diem would take the name the Central Advisory 

Committee (CAC), erecting a long-lasting institutional architecture that was both tied to 

and positioned above urbanized private societies and the intercity and cross-border 

sportive ties they weaved inside a similarly minded international ecumene of 

sportsmen. 

 

9 Carl Diem. “Staatliche Führung der körperlichen Erziehung in der Türkei: Gesetzesvorschläge, 
Sportordnung, und Stoffverteilungsplan,” 14. BCA 490.1.0.0/1107.43.1 (18/11/1937) “Rahmi Apak, Naili 
Meran ve Carl Diem'in gençlik teskilatlari ve spor egitimi üzerine hazirladiklari raporlar.” 
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2.1 London Olympics 1948: Framing Nationally 
Representative Mobilities 

After remaining officially neutral throughout World War II, engaging in 

diplomatic, military and logistic relations with both of the warring alliances, Turkey’s 

ruling factions agreed on joining the emerging Western bloc shortly after the Axis 

powers were defeated. In a context when Turkey’s ruling elites needed to demonstrate 

compatibility with a post-Nazi European interstate order, the 1948 Olympics was seen as 

a valuable stage. Attending a GDPE-CAC meeting shortly before the Olympics, the 

reigning Ministry of Education told CAC members and present federation executives 

that “our nation is a gentlemanly nation.”10 Members of the sports societies in Istanbul 

with democratic aspirations and pro-Allies sympathies in the World War II used this 

context as an opportunity to argue that the GDPE was a child of Nazi sympathies and 

anti-democratic aspirations of the war-time government, demanding the abolition of the 

directorate. In September 1945, shortly after the Potsdam Conference officially sealed 

Nazi surrender and Allied victory in the Second World War, the first issue of the weekly 

Futbol came out with an op-ed by Fikret Adil, a Galatasaray sport club member and 

prominent pro-Allies journalist and cultural critic who was also a regular correspondent 

in Sait Çelebi’s Spor Alemi journal. Titled “Turkish Sports: A New Direction is Needed 

for Advancement,” Fikret Adil condemned the interwar militarization of sports as a 

 

10 Minutes of the CAC meeting 28 June 1948, Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 163. 
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“German-inspired tyranny on the sports field” and looked back to the days of the 

Anglo-Ottoman Union Club where clubs had formed a commercial contract to freely 

organize sport leagues and resolved conflicts and governed sports via private ties.11  

Nevertheless, the institutional architecture of the GDPE and the CAC, headed by 

a minister-appointed General Director, a position Diem had called the Sportführer, did 

not simply wither away. Founded in the context of anticipated war in Europe and ascent 

of totalitarian and mobilized regimes, the GDPE’s largely unrealized short-term target 

had been to implement weekly hours of obligatory physical education for underaged 

male and female citizens across the national territory as a means of pre-conscription 

training. This would make the nation ready for mobilization for war at earlier ages. 

Researchers agree that this ambitious military project was unrealistic and failed, 

foremost due to the lack of adequate financial means and the weakness of state capacity 

to vertically administer a predominantly rural society in such an expansive manner 

(Tarakçıoğlu 2014). Nonetheless, interwar policies had a lasting impact on postwar 

Turkey in the form of an often-tense interplay between a public administration 

architecture and social, cultural, ideological, and commercial ties across an intercity and 

cross-border sportive ecumene. While statutes in the GDPE Law that demanded 

obligatory pre-conscription training were amended multiple times shortly after the law’s 

 

11 Fikret Adil, “Türk Sporu: Yükselme için yeni veçhe verilmesi lazımdır” [Turkish Sports: A New Directions 
is Needed for Advancement], Futbol, 17 September, 1945, 1, 8. 
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promulgation and eventually abrogated in 1962, the GDPE and the CAC remained 

active until the early 1990s and they still exist under the rebranded title General 

Directorate of Sport, which is a ministerial undersecretary position today under the 

Ministry of Youth and Sports. This committee’s regular meetings with federation 

executives constituted a critical administrative interface for contentious encounters 

between the sportive and political worlds. 

The GDPE’s CAC was composed of five appointed civilians with background in 

sports clubs in Istanbul, but also in the port of İzmir, and five bureaucrats representing 

the sport related interests of their home departments in the ministries of Education, 

Health, National Defense, Interior, and Social Security. Officially defined as the ultimate 

decision-making organ of the GDPE, the committee could trump the authority of sport 

federations in critical decisions, including the composition of Olympic teams or 

regarding the scheduling of cross-border sportive tours. While the territorial capabilities 

of the state apparatus could not easily execute military preparedness policies across the 

entire nation, when bureaucrats did not consent to the international schedules set by 

sport federations, the GDPE could impose sanctions on this relatively restricted sphere 

of cultural relations, sometimes by refusing to provide public service passports that 

hindered their mobility for international sportive meetings or competitions.12 Excessive 

 

12 “Vehbi Emre başkanlıktan sonra FILA üyeliğinden de ayrılacak,” Milliyet, 21 March, 1971, 10. 
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GDPE overreach caused troubles of international prestige during the post-war decades 

when sportive autonomy was an ideological criteria for membership in democratic 

civilization. When the GDPE General Director, rather than the Turkish Olympic 

Committee General Secretary, undersigned an Olympic correspondence between Turkey 

and the IOC, the event drew a negative reaction from the American IOC General 

Secretary Avery Brundage before the 1956 Melbourne Olympics.13  

2.2 “Directorate” and “Champions” 

The 1948 London Olympics was the first postwar summer Olympics where an 

ideological clash between an ideology of democratic sports culture pit itself against the 

totalitarian sports cultures associated with the recent memory of the 1936 Berlin 

Olympics but also the Soviet Union. A detailed analysis of disputes that took place 

during Turkey’s preparation for the 1948 London Olympics will shed light on the 

sociohistorical axes of tension between sportive and bureaucratic authority in postwar 

Turkey. I will focus on one particular dispute, which led to the removal of the boxing 

team from the wider Turkish Olympic team and took place between the Turkish Boxing 

Federation (TBF) President Melih Açba and Mehmet Arkan, a ministerial bureaucrat 

who was schooled in Nazi Germany. I take this one from the meager GDPE archives not 

only because it was recorded in more detail than others but also because several points 

 

13 Türkiye Milli Olimpiyat Komitesi, “History of Turkish Olympic Committee,” accessed June 6, 2019, 
http://www.olimpiyatkomitesi.org.tr/Upload/Menu/121771_history.pdf  
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of conflict are simultaneously expressed in it. The respective biographies of the 

disputants Melih Açba and Mehmet Arkan reveal a great deal about the divergent 

mobilities these individuals crossed before meeting face-to-face in this GDPE-CAC 

meeting, the different types of achievement and divergent transnational pathways from 

which they derived their authorities. On this day in June 1948, Mehmet Arkan was 

present in the GDPE-CAC meeting room as the representative of the Ministry of 

Education. Arkan was an alumnus of the Gazi Education Institute established in 1926 in 

Ankara; a flagship institution of the Turkish nation-state named after Mustafa Kemal 

Ataturk’s title Gazi (war veteran), opened shortly after the relocation of the 

administrative capital away from Istanbul. The Gazi Institute was central to Turkish 

nation-building. It aimed to train cadres to teach at the centralized, unified, and 

compulsory schooling system expected to shape young bodies and minds, aptly defined 

by the anthropologist Ayşegül Altınay as the flagship ministry of Turkish nation-

building together with the Chief of Staff. In 1932, the Gazi Institute introduced a 

specialized diploma in physical education to train physical education teachers for public 

schools. Soon, with the establishment of the GDPE as a self-standing public 

administrative body in 1938, Gazi Institute alumni would also staff GDPE’s provincial 

branches as civil servants (GDPE Regional Directors) working under the governors as 

liaisons between that locality’s civilian sports clubs, military sports activities, 
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workplaces, and public schools to integrate and co-regulate these differing sources of 

sportive activity under a territorial-administrative framework.  

Mehmet Arkan was in the first cohort to graduate from this specialized physical 

education program at Gazi Institute in 1935 and graduated top of his class. In this 

capacity, Arkan attended a three-year post-graduate study in physical education in 

Germany on a state-provided scholarship, so he could engage with and learn from the 

latest innovations there.14 Upon graduation and in the context of growing interest in the 

Third Reich’s youth organization among factions of the ruling RPP and especially 

among military physical educators, linking Kemalist Turkey with Nazi Germany (Asker 

2014: 151‒164), Arkan went to Berlin to study at the Reichsakademie für Leibesübungen 

between 1935 and 1938, in the institution originally founded by Carl Diem during the 

Weimar Republic but taken over by the Nazis in 1933. Arkan actively engaged with 

other Turkish students on state-scholarship in the Third Reich’s universities and 

socialized in the Association of Turkish Students in Berlin, where Turkish students 

under the patronage of senior veterans of the World War I “romanticized the World War 

I alliance between the Ottoman Empire and Germany” (Baer 2018: 28). In 1937, when 

Arkan was in Berlin, he brokered continuing correspondence between the GDPE and 

Carl Diem who was both ousted from his prestigious posts in the Weimar Republic and 

 

14 Gazi Üniversitesi Spor Bilimleri Fakültesi, “Tarihçe: Cumhuriyet Döneminde Yapılan Çalışmalar,” 
accessed June 9, 2019, http://sporbilimleri.gazi.edu.tr/posts/view/title/tarihce-141696?siteUri=sporbilimleri 
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still embedded in the Nazi-governed institutions.15 On his return to Turkey in 1938, 

Arkan started working under the Ministry of Education and represented the ministry in 

the GDPE-CAC meetings. Like other senior physical education bureaucrats of the GDPE, 

with whom he shared the similar career of attending physical education academies in 

Europe on state-scholarship, Arkan would later serve in the GDPE, including as the 

General Director, later in his career. 

Açba’s biography, on the other hand, exemplifies a social route for Istanbul’s 

sports club members who were introduced to sports in the city’s elite civilian high 

schools but also partook in citywide championships and achieved popularity in Istanbul 

within the media-venue-commercial complex of Taksim Stadium. Born shortly before 

the World War I, Melih Açba (1913-1988) graduated from the Galatasaray High School 

in Istanbul and was a member of the Galatasaray Sports Club, the club affiliated with the 

school’s alumni. Like many Muslim students of the prestigious school and founding 

members of the leading sport clubs, Açba came from a well-off family that was part of 

the Ottoman elite. Belonging to a family of Abkhazian notables from the Caucasus who 

migrated to Istanbul in the 19th century after conflicts with an expanding Russian 

Empire, Açba’s father was a renowned professor of medicine who had earned the 

 

15 In the folder containing intermittent correspondence between Carl Diem and the Republican People’s 
Party, correspondences between Berlin and Ankara are mediated by a certain M. A in Berlin, which I 
assume to be Mehmet Arkan who was studying in the Berlin Physical Education College at the time. BCA 
490.1.0.0/1116.75.2 (14.11.1938). “Beden ve gençlik terbiyesi teşkilatı kurmak için Almanya’dan gelecek olan 
Dr. Carl Diem'in gelişi hakkında yazışmalar.” 
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respect of the pioneering Muslim sportsmen of Galatasaray High School. His father 

Rasim Açba had played the role of a patron-protector when Galatasaray’s soccer-loving 

students socialized with English and Greek sportsmen but the Ottoman police banned 

Muslim citizens from fielding teams against the city’s expatriate English clubs.16 Upon 

graduation from high school, Melih Açba boxed competitively in Istanbul in the 1930s, 

including in the Taksim Stadium in radio-broadcasted sports events. Açba did not make 

a professional career in boxing but he nonetheless fought highly publicized fights 

against international boxers that entered popular cultural memory. Throughout his 

boxing career in Istanbul, Açba was trained and promoted by Istanbul’s leading 

interwar boxing executive and Turkey’s sports radio commentator Eşref Şefik Atabey, a 

fellow alumnus of the same high school and a more senior member of Galatasaray 

Sports Club. Among the highly memorable matches announced from the radio station 

set up within Taksim Stadium was Açba’s win against a Romanian champion in the 

1930s.17 His mentor Atabey was also the most vocal advocate against the reigning anti-

commercialism of the GDPE. Already by the beginning of his sport career, then, Melih 

Açba was a participant in Istanbul’s commercially managed boxing scene and socialized 

 

16 Galatasaray Sports Club’s founding member and president of the Turkish Olympic Committee, Ali Sami 
Yen, refers to Açba’s father as one of the two “honorary presidents” of this movement. “Galatasaray’ın 1 
no.lu futbolcusu Ali Sami Yen konuşuyor.” Taha Toros Arşivi, File No: 57, accessed May 29, 2019, 
http://earsiv.sehir.edu.tr:8080/xmlui/handle/11498/30072 
 
17 I take this from the recollections of the sports journalist Şemsi Sılkım (1923-2013). “Büyük gazete 
patronlarının hepsi göbekli idiler,” Yeniçağ, 22 August, 2010, accessed June 4, 2019, 
https://www.yenicaggazetesi.com.tr/buyuk-gazete-patronlarinin-hepsi-koca-gobekli-idiler-14580yy.htm. 
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with those who led the commercialization of sports against militarist discontent. Açba 

later went to the United States to study business administration at the University of 

California Berkeley, where, finding the stipend his family provided him inadequate 

during the depression, he started prizefighting against local boxers to sponsor his 

studies.18 Açba also won a prestigious Golden Glove in the welterweight category in the 

1940 boxing championships organized by the amateur New York Athletic Club.19 When 

Açba was in California and boxed across the United States including in New York, his 

sister Mihri Açba, dubbed the first Muslim female painter of Ottoman Istanbul, had 

already moved to New York in 1927 and participated in the metropole’s artistic scene 

until her death. Mihri Açba painted a celebrated portrait of F. D. Roosevelt which was 

featured by the New York Times.20 When Açba returned to Turkey after college in 1942, 

his international success story traveled back with him and added to his already achieved 

local fame in Istanbul. Açba soon succeeded his mentor Eşref Şefik Atabey and took over 

the post as the president of the Turkish Boxing Federation (TBF). Açba served as the TBF 

President from 1942 until 1949, during which time the federations’ main activities were 

 

18 “Melih Açba (İstanbul 1913),” Milliyet 23 October, 1982, p. 13. 
 
19 “Golden Gloves 1940s,” New York Daily News, 5 August, 2014, accessed May 15, 2019, 
https://www.nydailynews.com/sports/more-sports/golden-gloves-1940s-article-1.1888777  
 
20 I owe this detail to a wonderful presentation by art historian Gizem Tongo, “Osmanlı İstanbul’unda Kadın 
Ressamlar ve Bugüne Kalanlar” presented at the conference Kimin Kanonu? Geç Osmanlı – Erken Cumhuriyet 
Döneminde Kadın Sanatçılar, organized by Nazım Hikmet Kültür ve Sanat Araştırma Merkezi, 6 March 2020, 
Boğaziçi University, Istanbul. 
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to correspond with cross-border equivalents, schedule intercity tours and matches, and 

request approval and hopefully funding support from the GDPE. Açba’s sportive 

authority, then, was derived from elite-level competition across borders and the 

charisma of champions, which the Diem-inspired physical educators believed hindered 

the instrumentalization of sports as a mass cultural activity, undertaken for the benefit 

of physical well-being of a general human economy rather than specialized individual 

prestige. 

Before the 1948 Olympics, Açba, like many other federation presidents who 

resided in Istanbul, had to travel to Ankara and report to the GDPE-CAC meetings to 

have the boxing federation’s annual programs reviewed and approved by the CAC’s 10-

men council. The same bureaucratic approval routine applied to the determination of 

the Olympic team before the 1948 London Olympics. In the CAC meeting in June 1948, 

Açba presented his Olympic boxing team selection for GDPE-CAC review, following the 

Athletics and Cycling federation presidents. Açba explained that he selected a team of 

seven boxers, one each in the 52, 54, 58, 62, 67, and 73 kilogram categories excluding the 

heavy weights. The CAC, however, was skeptical. CAC’s civilian member Burhan Felek, 

a figure representing a compromising coworking relation between sport clubs and the 

GDPE, immediately asked Açba whether any of the athletes he chose had participated in 

the recent tourney to Iran for a national boxing match, which was set up by Açba’s home 

club Galatasaray. The GDPE General Director Vildan Aşir Savaşır, presiding over the 
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meeting, requested the ministry representatives to share the report filed to the Ministry 

of Education by the embedded overseer who accompanied Açba and the boxers to Iran a 

few months ago. The report explained, Savaşır said, that the boxers fought sportively 

well in the match against Iran but the champion boxer Vural İnan in particular, who 

Açba had proposed to include in the Olympic national team, misbehaved on the way 

back. Furthermore, the CAC members questioned Açba’s modus operandi in selecting 

the team to travel to London to represent Turkey. According to surviving minutes and 

thanks to the fact that this conversation was recorded in more detail than others, we get 

a glimpse of the exchanges between the former boxing champion and the 

representatives of ministries and the Chief of Staff: 

“[CAC civilian member] Ulvi Yenal: Were the boxers subjected to a  
 qualifying contest? 

 
[TBF-president] Melih Açba: I know these boys personally, each of them is a 

 gem. They were not subjected to qualifiers. 
 
[Ministry of Education representative] Mehmet Arkan: The federation 

 president is acting only on the basis of his personal ideas and opinions. This 
 type of behavior is inappropriate. 

 
[CAC civilian member] Burhan Felek: I agree with Arkan. I highly respect 

 the federation’s president’s expertise but organizing qualifiers before the 
 preparation camp for the Olympics is a protocol. 

 
[TBF-president] Melih Açba: I practiced this sport for many years. I know  one by 

 one who will audition [in the case of a possible qualifier]. If I’m brought to 
 this position as a person with responsibility, I should be confided in. Given 
 that neither the boxers nor other federations weren’t allowed [to schedule 
 contests against] other nations, naturally I must rely on my own judgement. 
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[CAC civilian member] Hamza Osman Erkan: How should we believe you? 
 You talk about two boxers in the same weight category, but you  haven’t even 
 tested them against one another. 

 
[TBF-president] Melih Açba: It is a wrong idea to have these kids fight   

 [one another] before going to the Olympics. 
 
[CAC civilian member] Burhan Felek: The committee shares the opinion   

 that a competitor’s ability is best judged by contests. 
 
[TBF-president] Melih Açba: There have been two contests, one against   

 Iran, and one  between the two clubs Fenerbahce and Galatasaray. But   
 since the federation doesn’t have enough funds, these contests were   
 organized by clubs and by my personal effort. 

 
[Ministry of Education representative] Mehmet Arkan: The foreign boxer   

 in the team cannot  represent us in the Olympics because Armenians in  
 Beirut are [lobbying] against us. 

 
[CAC civilian member Burhan Felek]: How many boxers do you plan to   

 include? 
 
[TBF-president] Melih Açba: Team victory is what matters in Olympics.   

 We intend to  participate with seven boxers, if [the Committee will]   
 reduce the number, it’s best not to  participate at all.  

 
[Ministry of Education representative] Mehmet Arkan: I’m personally   

 against the participation of Garbis [Zakaryan] 
 
[GDPE General Director] Vildan Aşır: The boxing team also includes an   

 athlete who is  currently serving in the military. What does the    
 representative of the Chief of Staff think about this? 

 
[Representative of the Chief of Staff] Colonel Fikri Oğuz: The Chief of   

 Staff is upset at the violation of some procedures. This will damage   
 military discipline and trying to get a leave  permission [for the boxer in   
 question] will be troubling. To speak the truth, the [proposed] boxing   
 team includes one soldier and one foreigner, and their participation is   
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 unlikely. It is perhaps best not to participate in boxing at all and    
 strengthen other teams.21 

 

To begin with, the interrogation-like recording of the minutes allows us to catch 

a glimpse of the administrative rituals that sportsmen had to go through as they 

negotiated their decisions vis-à-vis the GDPE oversight. Despite the fact that these 

meetings were expected to take place monthly on a regular basis, the spatial distance 

between Istanbul and Ankara often caused delayed and sport federation executives did 

not regularly attend the CAC meetings. The CAC met in a room in an office in the 

Ministry of Education building in Ankara, but the CAC’s civilian members and sport 

federation executives were often members of sport societies in Istanbul and resided in 

these port-cities. To illustrate the demographics of federation presidents in popular 

sports, Melih Açba (boxing) and Vehbi Emre (wrestling) were both graduates of 

Istanbul’s European-language elite high schools, spoke multiple Western languages, and 

took managing jobs at banks, corporations, or Istanbul agencies of foreign corporations 

as their professional careers.  

The residence and employment of these executives in Istanbul and the fact that 

their positions as federation presidents were spare time jobs meant that these 

businessmen created extra time and space to travel to Ankara for attending CAC 

 

21 Minutes of the CAC meeting 28 June 1948. Zübeyt Aydın, Cafer Geyik, Halil İbrahim Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik 
ve Spor Genel Müdürlüğü Merkez Danışma Kurulu Kararları 1942-2010 [Central Advisory Committee 1942-
2010], 166-168, http:// https://sgm.gsb.gov.tr/Public/Edit/images/SGM/dokumanlar/MDKK_1942_0953.pdf  
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meetings, but sometimes missed them to the frustration of bureaucrats stationed in 

Ankara. Moreover, the GDPE’s foundation, in line with Diem’s report, established the 

organizational rule that the federations were officially recognized in one honorary 

president and one honorary vice president, who were paid a symbolic compensation for 

their part-time efforts to head the federations. All recognized federations, however, 

regardless of the vast differences in the quality and quantity of their activities were 

obliged to “use the services of the Ministry’s workforce in managing that sports’ 

businesses.”22 National federations did not have separate offices divided by sport-type. 

A bureau of sport federations located inside the Ministry of Education building served 

the secretarial and business needs for all federations. In dealings with athletes, clubs, 

and competitions outside major urban centers like Istanbul, the federations would rely 

on private acquaintances or “sport branch agents,” which was the name for individuals 

employed as functionaries, sometimes members of a sports club in a small town or 

province, who oversaw competitions in that province by mediating between local clubs, 

a sport’s national federation executives, and the GDPE bureaucracy. In short, sport-

specific federations were inhibited from developing into full-fledged autonomous 

institutions (economically and administratively) not only by the lack of funds or the 

underdevelopment of their volume, but also by statutes. The post of a federation 

 

22 Carl Diem. “Staatliche Führung der körperlichen Erziehung in der Türkei: Gesetzesvorschläge, 
Sportordnung, und Stoffverteilungsplan,” 13. BCA 490.1.0.0/1107.43.1 (18/11/1937) “Rahmi Apak, Naili 
Meran ve Carl Diem'in gençlik teskilatlari ve spor egitimi üzerine hazirladiklari raporlar.” 
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president undertaken by figures like Melih Açba was like a (private) head placed on a 

separate (public) administrative body.  

This structure offered a peculiar way to bridge the jurisdictional divide between 

the global sport and the territorial nation-state without fully collapsing it, so that an 

orbit of transnational connections and the arboreal nation-state stood in partially 

integrated way. International sports relations were arranged by club-to-club 

transnational communications and approved by their sport-specific federations while 

they could also apply for GDPE’s public grants. However, the flow subsides from the 

public-national to private-international domain have more than once caused scandals 

such as in the context of the national soccer team using public subsidies to organize a 

suspect pre-Olympic European tour before the 1928 Amsterdam Olympics or incidents 

of outright fraud such as when the accountant working for the TSSA sport federations 

disappeared after withdrawing the deposited GDPE grant from the bank’s branch office 

in Istanbul before the 1924 Paris Olympics.23 A report on federation reimbursements by 

a public auditor for the Ministry of Finance in 1938 suggests that the ministerial 

authorities expressed worry about unaccounted expenses and irregular bookkeeping 

and that these transnational tours crossed the boundary from diplomatically styled 

serious national representation to leisure-oriented frivolous competition for private 

 

23 Burhan Felek, “Olimpiyat Hatıratı,” Taha Toros Arşivi. File No: 21, accessed May 29, 2019, 
http://earsiv.sehir.edu.tr:8080/xmlui/handle/11498/32813 
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ends.24 The encounters at the GDPE-CAC thus tried to impose standardized oversight 

mechanisms over the private relations of sport to make sure that these mobilities were 

framed as national in the sense of belonging not merely to the inner circles of private 

sport societies. As Açba’s defense in the CAC shows, the boxing qualifiers he organized 

through the private social ties of sports clubs were deemed by GDPE-CAC members 

anti-procedural and arbitrary. CAC members insisted on a separate national audition 

outside the private purview of sport clubs that could be open to a wider circle of 

candidate boxers. 

After attending meetings in January and justifying an annual budget for that 

federation’s activities to take place in the coming budgetary year, these sports executives 

had to go through the GDPE’s secretarial staff in trying to secure financing for their 

sportive needs as they came along, including the booking of travel and board for 

international contacts or buying equipment for domestic competitions.25 A problem that 

frustrated federation executives was that the calendar of international sporting events 

did not always follow the fiscal year abided by the public administration. When trying 

to book and confirm participation in an international sporting event towards the end of 

the year, the federation president had to wait for the parliamentary approval of the 

 

24 BCA 30.10.0.0/145.36.22 (3.2.1938). “Türk Spor Kurumu’nun teftiş raporu.” 
 
25 Petition dated 19 April 1948 by the Wrestling Federation President to the GDPE. Aydın, Geyik, and 
Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 155.  
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yearly budget in February. In attempting to book meaningful sporting travel and seal 

federation-to-federation fixtures, however, the federation executives were sometimes 

pressured by the routines of public budgetary calendar, as we understand from a 

petition written to the GDPE by Naili Moran, the Athletics Federation President, asking 

for approval in April 1950 for an event to take place next year in 1951 without waiting 

for fiscal temporality. The federations’ annual programs had to be first reviewed and 

eventually approved towards the later months of the fiscal year and the budgets 

available even later than that.26 In some cases, the federations presidents in different 

branches of sports would collaborate among themselves via personal agreements and 

attempt to transfer funds from one federation’s budget to the other for urgent down 

payments.27 In this arrangement, the CAC meetings became a deliberative space for 

regular encounters between the emerging public sport administration and the 

specialized representatives in respective sports, who were often retired champions 

themselves and dealt with the state bureaucracy on behalf of a civilian sportive 

constituency. These meetings saw constant disagreement between federation presidents, 

 

26 Petition dated 12 April 1950 by the Athletics Federation President to the GDPE. Aydın, Geyik, and 
Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 248. 
 
27 In a petition to the GDPE dated 16 September 1947, the President of the Basketball Federation asked the 
GDPE to have the CAC allow the President of the Athletics Federation president to use the revenues raised 
by basketball tournaments and transferred to the GDPE central budget as per procedure. Aydın, Geyik, and 
Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 133. From a previous CAC resolution dated 9 December 1946, requiring such 
exchanges to be formalized by written petitions to the GDPE, we can surmise that these relations took place 
informally on a regular basis. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 92.  
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CAC-members, and Ministry representatives over the GDPE regulations. Originally 

conceived as an organ of totalitarian sports policies, the CAC developed into a 

sociopolitical space for mundane frictions and struggles over regulatory oversight over 

sport. Ministerial liaisons occasionally trumped but always troubled the everyday 

decisions and managerial urgencies of sport federations.28 While the GDPE governed 

physical education at public schools through the ministry’s regular channels, the CAC 

was exclusively reserved for these inter-jurisdictional relations between the private 

interior of sport clubs and federations and ministerial authorities. CAC, in other words, 

developed into a summit interface between transnational elite sports and the territorial 

nation-state. 

If CAC functioned like a higher board of approval, especially vis-à-vis cross-

border sportive engagements, the well recorded dispute between Melih Açba and the 

GDPE-CAC transcribed above exemplifies the substantive sociopolitical themes of 

conflict. These themes of conflict particularly echoed with the experience of more 

popular and already commercialized sports such as wrestling, boxing, and soccer. To 

begin with, the transcribed dispute above reveals a clash between divergent sources of 

 

28 I derive these organizational patterns from the statues of the GDPE, the annual budget proposals the 
GDPE submitted to the Ministry of Finance, the evaluations of the budget written by a parliamentary 
committee, and the eventual spending reports of the GDPE which I accessed digitally through Turkey’s 
parliamentary database and the official gazette. I also rely on the minutes of CAC meetings used throughout 
the paper in Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek ed. Gençlik ve Spor and the archival file of a 1938 report of a public 
audit of federations’ use of public grants, which gives a picture of financial relations between the sport 
federations and public authority. BCA 30.10.0.0/145.36.22 (3.2.1938). “Türk Spor Kurumu’nun teftiş raporu.” 
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authority. Melih Açba grounds his sportive authority in his past championships and 

career as a famed boxer as well as his private familiarity with the athletes. Açba, here, 

defends an inductive knowledge based on the experience of having boxed at elite level, 

which he shares with the active younger boxers who stand in a master-apprentice type 

relation to Açba. In return, the GDPE-CAC members insist on a standardized protocol of 

decision-making that could erase the particularities of boxing as a specialized field of 

athletic expertise shared by the sport’s insiders and trump Açba’s authority by 

demanding the impersonal national mechanism of open-to-public qualifiers to 

determine the Olympic boxing team. This impersonal mechanism is not specific to 

boxing but could be uniformly replicated across various specialized branches of sport. 

This tension between the private judgement of former champions and regulatory 

demands by non-sportive experts was not limited to the CAC meetings. It reflected a 

macropolitical divide between the GDPE’s hierarchical territorial bureaucracy and the 

popular urban cultures of mediatized competitions, which produced famed champions 

as well as nurtured personal relations between retired and active athletes, who shared 

technical knowledge and social ties that were “internal” to the sports world.  

Two years earlier, during the National Sport Council in 1946, one of the most 

conflict-ridden discussions took place over a proposal by GDPE’s physical education 

bureaucrats, Ministry of Health affiliated physicians, and anthropologists who wanted 

to install a public network of sport inspection centers staffed by doctors and 
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anthropologists who are paid through GDPE staff allowances. These nationwide 

network of inspection centers under GDPE jurisdiction would require young athletes 

not only to undergo annual medical screenings before receiving official licenses to 

compete but oblige every school-aged citizen to go under anthropometric measurements 

before enrolling in sport clubs. The results, the ministerial doctors and anthropologists 

insisted, would determine the category of sportive competition that a young athlete 

would excel and allow a public hand to scientifically measure and allocate young bodies 

to the field of sport appropriate to their physiological and anatomical makeup. These 

inspection centers would institutionalize a scientific sieve for allocating candidate 

athletes to specialized categories of competition categories and de-necessitate the private 

judgements by retired athletes and social relations inside sport clubs. The proponents of 

these inspection centers derided the techniques of selection inside the sport societies and 

referred to it with the derogatory term “empirical,” against which they defended their 

proposals as “scientific.” While the regulations concerning obligatory medical screening 

was welcomed by the sportsmen community, the proposal for scientifically 

bureaucratized selection procedures with fierce antagonism in the 1946 National Council 

on Sport.29 

 

29 Beden Terbiyesi Genel Müdürlüğü, Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası, 97-105. 
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2.3 Ethnonationalism 

Furthermore, Mehmet Arkan’s fierce objection to Melih Açba’s selection of the 

Armenian boxer Garbis Zakaryan by referring to propaganda against Turkish 

nationalists carried out by the Armenian diaspora in Lebanon shows the power of 

ethnocentric tendencies within the GDPE’s militaristic bureaucrats. Despite Zakaryan 

being born and raised within the territories of the Republic of Turkey and a Christian 

citizen of the Republic as guaranteed by the Lausanne Treaty, Arkan and the 

representative of the Chief of Staff in the room repeatedly referred to the boxer as a 

foreigner (yabancı). Zakaryan had regularly participated in officially sanctioned domestic 

tournaments before that meeting and was a licensed boxer with the Galatasaray Sport 

Club and was included in a national selection in 1949.30 A biography of Zakaryan based 

on oral history interviews conducted with the boxer himself suggests that Açba tried to 

find a way to include Zakaryan in the national team against protests by the CAC but did 

so by suggesting Garbis Zakaryan to consider changing his name to Galip Sakarya, 

which was a Turkish construct phonetically reminiscent of his original Armenian name 

Garbis Zakaryan. The TBF President Açba seems to have suggested that this was a 

nickname rather than an ethnic renaming, given that the Turkish first name he proposed 

to replace Garbis’s name, the Turkish word galip, meant the victor/the champion. 

Perhaps, this was a way for Açba to stand behind his original decision to include the 
 

30 “Türkiye Suriye Milli Maçı,” Cumhuriyet, 17 November, 1949, 4. 
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Armenian boxer rather than simply giving in to bureaucratic intimidation without an 

outright confrontation with the Chief of Staff representative in CAC. In an interview 

with Zakaryan decades later, the boxer’s friend sitting in the interview table rightly 

interjects and asks, “but what about the surname Sakarya? [a Turkish city name], is that 

also a nickname?” Zakaryan, almost seventy years after the event, nevertheless restrains 

from commenting on the ethnocentrism that the CAC might have explicitly propagated 

as a political organ. Zakaryan was well aware of the ethnic nationalist environment, for 

shortly before the events, he was threatened with a knife when fighting a popularly 

spectated match against a Turkish boxer in the port city of Izmir, where the Muslim 

crowd booed him with the derogatory term gavur (infidel).31  

Despite this environment, Açba’s inclusion of Zakaryan in the unapproved and 

eventually overridden Olympic team selection suggests that the private social relations, 

authority, and evaluations based on shared technical specializations and dynamics of 

competition in specific sports were comparably more inclusive, perhaps meritocratic, 

skill-centric before ethnocentric, motivated by competitive goals for championships over 

the priorities of bureaucratic nationalist control. Despite the Ministry of Education and 

Chief of Staff representatives focusing exclusively on Zakaryan in the transcribed 

 

31 Emina Temel, Garo Nerdesin (Istanbul: Eton, 2017), 124-131. 
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recording, Açba’s original selection also included an ethnically Greek boxer, presenting 

a Turkish national team of seven including two non-Muslim citizens.    

2.4 Kafile Disiplini: Mobility and Oversight  

Thirdly, the representative of the Chief of Staff opposed the selection of a boxer 

who was serving his compulsory military service under the nation-state universal 

conscription for all male citizens. Once again, the friction shows that the international 

calendar of competitive sports and the competitive sports’ tendency to single out 

champion athletes from the levelling ritual of mass conscription was viewed as 

potentially disruptive for the educational-military monopoly the military nation builders 

wanted to establish over the life-stages of masculine formation. Ideologues of the GDPE 

viewed spectacular championships and individual charisma as harmful to collective 

order, creating a sense of individual worth and elite talent standing out from peers. In 

their worldview, the ideal physical cultural performances were those of mass 

participation that staged non-competitive exhibitions where hundreds of young men 

and women could collectively stage gymnastic shows. High-performance sports, Diem 

had written, should not be an end in itself but only be used for tempting the youth to 

spare more leisure time to physically exercising activities against lethargy and non-
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physical pastimes.32 The military objections were also grounded in a parallel 

jurisdictional turf wars: the military chief of staff had its own internal sports statutes and 

competitions and the immediate postwar years offered a short window in which the 

army-to-army sportive contests provided a parallel world of international sportive 

relations that was under direct military control. Only one year later in 1949, the Chief of 

Staff would participate in the 1949 Military Games in France and publicized this event 

with a detailed report. This report, published by the Turkish Chief of Staff, is a telling 

cultural artifact itself. It glorifies a militaristic sportive culture defined by order and 

discipline during cross-border journeys from the first day of departure from Turkey to 

international waters to the final day of return, crowned with successful results against 

European army sport teams. The report represents the Chief of Staff’s idealized image 

for international sporting relations that contrasts with those organized by existing 

federations: it is a document that asserts the power of the army to organize competitive 

sports but do so with discipline.33 The officer who headed the army team to France, the 

military physical educator Hüsamettin Güreli, had also studied at the Reichsakademie für 

Leibesübungen during the Third Reich. After the conflict between Melih Açba and the 

 

32 Carl Diem. “Staatliche Führung der körperlichen Erziehung in der Türkei: Gesetzesvorschläge, 
Sportordnung, und Stoffverteilungsplan,” 13. BCA 490.1.0.0/1107.43.1 (18/11/1937) “Rahmi Apak, Naili 
Meran ve Carl Diem’in gençlik teşkilatları ve spor eğitimi üzerine hazırladıkları raporlar.” 
 
33 T. C. M. S. B. Genelkurmay Başkanlığı, Fransa’da Ordulararası 949 Atletizm ve Futbol Şampiyonalarına Ait 
Rapor (Ankara: Genelkurmay Basımevi, 1950) 
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GDPE before the London Olympics, Güreli replaced Melih Açba as the boxing 

federation president that same year. A couple years later in 1952, after a similar conflict 

against the soccer federation at the CAC concerning the participation of professional 

soccer players in the 1952 Helsinki Olympics, the military would appoint its own 

representatives to the soccer federation and field an entirely different squad than the 

originally proposed squad that consisted of celebrity athletes of the Istanbul soccer 

league. Hüsamettin Güreli would also become the GDPE Director shortly after the coup 

d’état on 27 May 1960, showing a continued contestations between the sportive and the 

military circles. 

Finally, the CAC members’ scrutiny of the boxer Vural İnan due to his 

misconduct during a return trip from an international boxing match in Iran 

demonstrates a wider bureaucratic anxiety over maintaining a disciplined morality 

among champion athletes during cross-border journeys, expressed with the phrase kafile 

disiplini (convoy discipline) frequently uttered by GDPE-CAC members. Peacetime 

reignited the competitive sports craze across the world, and also accelerated the 

frequency with which sportive squads travelled across borders for federation-to-

federation and/or club-to-club competitions, especially to nearby nation-states in 

Southeastern Europe and the Middle East. This explosion frustrated the CAC which 

officially held the mandate to regulate cross-border sports mobilities. That the GDPE felt 

an unease about its inability to regulate clubs and federations was visible already a year 
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after the war’s end. In December 1946, the CAC’s civilian member Burhan Felek wrote a 

communique to the GDPE presidency, requesting a reminder to “federation presidents, 

who seems to be unaware that participation in international contests are subject to 

approval by the CAC” and requested federation presidents to submit a detailed 

document listing every cross-border event and national selections in the past year of 

1946 for a retrospective review. This would be complemented with a “list of foreign 

contacts for the year 1947 due immediately for the next meeting,” so that the CAC could 

review the program before the calendar year started. Moreover, Felek requested that all 

match-contracts signed by clubs and federations with counterparts across borders to be 

“based on the principle of reciprocity, so that any nation we visit should visit us back.”34 

Nevertheless, in March 1947, in the context of preparations for the London Olympics, 

the CAC encouraged federations to actively seek international contests, once again 

illustrating the conflictual dynamics of public oversight and international competition.35  

Relaxed permissions to engage federations across borders would not last long, 

however. In March 1948, Istanbul’s popular soccer team Beşiktaş travelled to Athens to 

play a combination of club games and a game against a Greek national squad as agreed 

between the federations of the two countries. This was to be a diplomatic game, 

promoted by the Truman administration in the USA to build friendly ties between 

 

34 Minutes of the CAC meeting 11 December 1946. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 96. 
 
35 Minutes of the CAC meeting 10 March 1947. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 100-101. 
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former belligerents so that the postwar Greece and Turkey could both collectively join 

the Western bloc and form the Southeastern flank of the NATO pact (Irak 2013). In the 

CAC meeting next month, the General Director explained to the committee that the 

GDPE received two contradictory reports about the tourney, one by the convoy’s 

overseer and one by the team’s technical manager, with another file due from the 

Turkish consulate in Athens. While the convoy’s overseer submitted a report describing 

the team’s conduct positively, the manager Refik Osman Top sent a mail to the 

Cumhuriyet newspaper and attributed the causes of poor performances to the attitude of 

athletes and club directors who treated the tourney to Athens not with a sportive 

diplomatic seriousness but a leisurely frivolousness.36 In response to the mediatized 

event, the CAC-members agreed on the necessity to “officially define sanctions for 

outgoing convoys (kafile)” which would “penalize individuals and teams with the 

heaviest penalties when [incidents are] confirmed by witnesses and the Turkish 

[consular] authorities.”37 A new GDPE regulation now obliged “clubs, regions, or 

federations that arrange contacts with foreigners” with “selecting athletes in a way that 

would protect national dignity and sportsmanship.”38  

 

36 “Refik Osman Top’la Konuşmalar,” Öz Fenerbahçe, 29 March, 1948, 11; “Beşiktaş Atinadan döndü,” 
Cumhuriyet, 18 March, 1948, 3. 
 
37 Minutes of the CAC meeting CAC 16 April 1948. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 149. 
 
38 Minutes of the CAC meeting CAC 17 April 1948. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 150. 
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Heading to the London Olympics, this conception of kafile disiplini in cross-

border travels created unintended consequences for federations. A major issue facing 

the GDPE and the sport teams before the Olympics was funding. Public allocation was 

limited and despite negotiations with two successive Ministers of Education, the CAC 

received less than half of the public grant it hoped for. A directive from the government 

to the GDPE asked for the restriction of the Olympic squad/convoy to a maximum of 

eighty individuals including athletes, trainers, and other staff.39 As a solution, CAC’s 

civilian member Burhan Felek shared proposals that he received from private 

individuals in Istanbul, who offered to contribute to costs in exchange of accompanying 

the convoy to London. The Ministry of Education in the room strictly refused, revealing 

similar offers he received, and reasoned that private as opposed to public sponsorship 

would encourage donors to feel bigger than the group, undermining discipline in the 

national convoy. The CAC then passed a resolution banning private sponsorship of 

nationally representative mobilities.40  

While narrowing the rosters for the Olympics, the demand to keep cross-border 

sportive tourneys smaller and publicly framed was a protocol that federations regularly 

heard from the CAC. The pre-Olympic program filed by the Wrestling Federation 

 

39 Minutes of the CAC meeting CAC 24 September 1947, 28 June 1948. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. 
Gençlik ve Spor, 127-130, 163. 
 
40 Minutes of the CAC meeting 28 June 1948. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 163. 
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President Vehbi Emre faces one such troubling limitation. In an earlier meeting, Emre’s 

proposal to organize a pre-Olympic tour of European cities with wrestling cultures was 

rejected for being “too exhausting” and involving too many contests.41 Even the revised 

program was vetoed by the representative of the Ministry of Defense.42 This was a 

repetition of the soccer-based conflict before the 1928 Amsterdam Olympics. After the 

Olympics, when the wrestling team finished top of the medal count in London, Emre 

then scheduled another, city-to-city tourney for the 1949 fiscal year, which involved 

competitions in multiple European metropolises. As Emre mentioned, he had received 

offers from across Europe, where there was demand to watch and challenge the Turkish 

medalists communicated from wrestling federations and match-promoters that would 

set up challenges against the Turkish champions when wrestling still gathered 

passionate crowds. The CAC-member Suat Yurtkoru, a staunch partisan of the RPP and 

an advocate of GDPE’s tighter control over federations, argued that “an Olympic 

medalist team [should not] travel from city to city like commonplace/ordinary (alelade) 

club teams.” Reiterating the CAC protocol that international sporting relations be 

organized on the principle of bilateral reciprocity, small in number and diplomatically 

 

41 Minutes of the CAC meeting 23 December 1947. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 135. 
 
42 Minutes of the CAC meeting 24 December 1947. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 137. CAC 
ruled by majority voting, so the program was approved. Minutes of CAC meetings which report the tally of 
votes over federation requests show that some members tried to prevent sport travels altogether even with 
events organized by international federations. The boxing team could barely attend the 1947 European 
Amateur Championships with a vote of six against four. Minutes of the CAC meeting 17 April 1947, Aydın, 
Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 109. 
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framed, Yurtkoru would ask the CAC to consider sanctioning the wrestling federation 

executive Vehbi Emre for defying GDPE authority.43  

Yurtkoru’s juxtaposition of ordinary city-to-city tours of clubs and the diplomatic 

occasions of international matches also reflected the contrast between the commercial 

logics of tourneys (mediated by organizers with probably private interest) and publicly 

sponsored events for national representation. Commercial concerns required more 

frequent fixtures with a hopping and touring structure that paid visits to as many cities 

on the path as possible to maximize revenues from urban markets of sportive 

consumption. This was, for Yurtkoru, a profanation of the status of national 

representation and mobility – its abuse to realize commercial demand that was the 

source reason for lack of discipline. Keeping tours and match-per-tour quantitatively 

limited would also make it easier to oversee these cross-border travels by individuals 

trusted by the GDPE and the consular authorities in the visited nation-states who filed 

reports to the GDPE on the team’s conduct. The issue of the champion wrestler’s 

freedom to commercially capitalize on the fame earned through their Olympic medals 

via commercial tourneys would heavily occupy the Turkish sportive public until 

 

43 Minutes of the CAC meeting 28 April 1949. Aydın, Geyik, and Ayçiçek, ed. Gençlik ve Spor, 198. 
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Helsinki 1952, ending with the resignation of Burhan Felek from his seat as the Turkish 

Olympic Committee General Secretary.44 

2.5 Conclusion: “GDPE is not like any other institution. It 
won’t outsource organizations like tax-farming” 

In the National Council on Sport 1946, organized by the Ministry of Education to 

bring together sportsmen and bureaucrats to discuss the future of the GDPE, six former 

athletes, including Olympic wrestlers who represented Turkey in 1924 and 1928, would 

petition the authorities to outsource sports competitions to organizers like “those who 

once operated the Taksim Stadium,” referring to Sait Çelebi. The wrestlers grounded 

their demands by narrating a story of an economically failed initiative when they tried 

to self-organize a wrestling tournament with down-payment from the GDPE. The 

tournament’s profits were to benefit Public Orphanages, which justified the public grant, 

but the organization failed financially. This starkly contrasted with another occasion, the 

wrestlers narrated in the petition, when the sportsmen collaborated with organizers and 

publicists associated with Taksim Stadium. In this other example, attendance was so 

high as to require the assistance of the firefighting department to disperse the rowdy 

crowds trying to force their way in through the turnstiles without buying tickets. This 

latter event tallied considerable gains for athletes and organizers alike, raising 4500 liras 

 

44 Selami Özsoy, “Basına Yansımalarıyla “1952 Amatörlük Olayı” ve Türk Sporunda Amatörlük,” Dokuz 
Eylül Üniversitesi Sosyal Bilimler Enstitüsü Dergisi 13, no. 2 (2011), 97-119. 
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of profit as opposed to the loss of 3,000 liras in the first event. “One of the signatories to 

the motion, Fenerbahçe affiliated Olympic wrestler Seyfi Cenap argued that “the 

organization of competitions is outside the competence of federations, which administer 

a sport’s technical side. Organizing big competitions, advertising them, securing the 

welfare of attending spectators is an altogether separate competence. A well organized 

competition brings good revenue. A poorly organized competition ends with a loss.”45  

The response from GDPE bureaucrats was telling.  The “directorate is not a 

commercial establishment that outsources,” (dışarıya böyle şeyler yaptıracak ticari bir 

müessese değildir) one said. GDPE Director Vildan Savaşır used a deeper historical 

analogy: “the GDPE is not like any other institution. It won’t outsource organizations 

like tax-farming,” (iltizama verir gibi organize işlerini veremez) he replied, utilizing the 

bureaucratic-centralist narrative of Ottoman decline which attributed the territorial 

disintegration of the empire to its decentralist policy of  leasing agricultural land to 

commercial landowners to reform its regime of rotating public governors in search for 

quicker tax revenue.  While the 1946 forum would eventually recognize the need for 

commercial regulations for soccer and introducing an official regulation of labor 

contracts between soccer players and clubs, the GDPE director’s analogy signaled what 

was to come. Acknowledging the commercialization of sport but curbing the 

 

45 Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası: 18-24 Şubat 1946: Çalışma Programı, Raporlar, Konuşmalar. Istanbul: 
İbrahim Horoz Matbaası, 1946, p. 248. 
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entrepreneurial agency of private commercial intermediaries. Commercial sport 

organizations would grow, but they would do so under and inside the administrative 

purview and limits of the GDPE without a separation of the sports’ technical, 

bureaucratic and commercial management.
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3. City Teams and the National League: Joint-Stock 
Concatenation of Moneyed Elites 
 

“What makes Balinese cockfighting deep is thus not money in itself, but what, 
the more of it that is involved the more so, money causes to happen: the migration of the 

Balinese status hierarchy into the body of the cockfight” 
Clifford Geertz 

 

A decade had passed since the territorial expansion of the professional soccer 

league outward from Istanbul and the coupling of the social worlds of the professional 

soccer league and small and midsized cities ringed the bells of crisis. In 1970, the head of 

the Association of Sports Journalists of Turkey Namık Sevik penned a critical appraisal 

of this “haphazard expansion’s” consequences. Titled “Football has turned into a 

nuisance for the government: Turkey no longer talks politics, it talks sports,”1 the piece 

claimed to paint the “tragic picture of all this literature about expanding soccer to 

Anatolia.” Sevik’s article focused mainly on the moral hazards of a pattern of reckless 

spending to fund civic sportive ambition at the expense of a realistic self-appraisal of the 

limits of economic power in small and midsized cities. “That a city that has a stadium of 

merely 1500 seating capacity hazards paying for a professional team valued at 1.5 

million liras is the commonplace example of this imprudence, of not knowing one’s 

limits, not having one’s feet extend only as far the size of one’s blanket.” After spending 

 

1 “Futbol iktidarın başına dert olacak hale geldi,” Milliyet, 3 November 1970, p. 10. 
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“tons of money’ and offering “generous gifts” to professional athletes in the preseason 

trading months, carried away by false dreams of championships Sevik diagnosed, these 

clubs were now mired in debt. Wealthy locals who spent the money in the first place, 

“had their money drained” into player trading costs and “turned to banks for loans that 

can never be repaid,” were now trying to compensate their losses by making creditor 

claims on the clubs’ commercial revenues from ticket sales and betting royalties. Privy to 

prioritized contracts signed with the clubs to which they stood as personal creditors, 

wealthy locals and their banks collected their own debts ahead of those that clubs owed 

to the state in the form of taxes and social security premiums, building private routes of 

money and reciprocity that shut out public inspectors. Fiscal authorities were realizing a 

nationwide trend of league clubs underreporting their expenditures in the player 

trading market to evade taxation, and some clubs were burning their books to obstruct 

audits by public inspectors and the Turkish Football Federation. In a concluding section 

titled “Debt and Vote” (Borç ve Rey), Sevik wrote that “parliamentarians wanting to 

appear likeable to their constituencies were busy trying to pass legislation” that would 

cancel sports clubs’ tax debts to the revenue office and overdue premiums to the Social 

Security Institute. Civic sport club constituencies were in turn making public statements, 

declaring that their constituencies will not vote for those who refuse to write off those 

public debts. “Sport will be a nuisance in the coming elections” the journalist reasoned, 
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and those who “once promoted this irresponsible scattering of [the professional league] 

across the surface of the nation” are now worried about finding remedies. 

Expansion of the professional soccer league into underdeveloped but 

aspirational administrative localities of the Turkish nation-state transformed the culture 

of professional soccer into a popular platform for staging a dynamic political interplay 

of representative democracy, civic ambition, and a cultural politics of debt. This 

interplay revolves around a novel cultural organization that the soccer league’s 

territorial expansion gave birth to: şehir takımları (civic teams), which were formed by 

quasi-public groupings and compete in the soccer league as representatives of 

administrative territories which are also electoral constituencies. Şehir takımları refers to 

sport clubs like Bursaspor, the object of my fieldwork, which are named after il 

(provinces represented by their urban centers) and ilçe (satellite counties of those 

provinces) units of administration. Şehir takımları have a uniform nomenclature, adding 

the suffix -spor to the name of that administrative territory. These city clubs compete 

against one another in a nationwide market for professional player trading and wager to 

increase chances of sportive glory, testing their funding patrons’ capacity and 

willingness to outspend rivals. Victories in the soccer league can then be represented as 

a public achievement, hence validating a cultural and financial connection between 

private money and civic glory enabled by a representative political imaginary, according 

to which a soccer team can “bear the personage of the city” (Kim 2012: 14).  
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This dynamic turns civic sports clubs into microcosms of what Jongchul Kim 

calls “joint-stock politics” (2012: 18),2 a historical pattern by which societies of wealthy 

proprietors finance armament races on behalf of public legal persons and construct a 

representative civic tie between sovereignty and a parliament of citizen-creditors. In this 

pattern, business societies create corporate/group identities for themselves and consort 

with one another when loaning their private wealth to public purses in order to finance 

public utilities (war-making). In turn, these consorting business coalitions strive to 

establish modes of trusteeship and control over the borrowing public purse. As a 

consequence, this often contentious social process has the potential to reorganize the 

public culture of sovereignty and citizenship around credit-debt relations and engender 

political notions of liability, contributing to the “conceptualization of the state as a moral 

debtor” (14). Given the double and contested relation between morality and debt, where 

both creditors and debtors are liable to one another, the reorganization of the political 

culture around credit-debt enacts a two-directional oscillation of power: while creditors 

might hold public offices responsible for what they do with borrowed money, “debtors 

can be enormously powerful, too” (Peebles 2010: 226). The same historical pattern also 

provokes popular or “government threats against creditors” (Kim 2012: 16) to safeguard 

 

2 Jongchul Kim, “How politics shaped modern banking in early modern England: Rethinking the nature of 
representative democracy, public debt, and modern banking.” MPIfG Discussion Paper, No. 12/11. Max-
Planck-Institut für Gesellschaftsforschung, Cologne, 2012. https://www.econstor.eu/handle/10419/68470.  
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tax revenues and public spending from private creditors or reinsert state sovereignty 

over creditor consortiums.  

Overall, this pattern of sociopolitical transactions transforms the discursive and 

practical terrains of civic culture into roads paved by the participatory contentions over 

debt and liability. Joint-stock politics “maintains the tension between the state and 

business corporations” (18) but makes this tension into the discursive interface of 

representative democracy in which competing political claims on public decision-

making determines the sharing of debt and liability. To conclude in the manner of the 

worried journalist, a sportive mode of joint-stock politics emerged in mid-20th century 

Turkey and constructed routes of linkage between political representation, sportive 

debts, and civic ambition through the competitive matrix of the professional national 

soccer league. If city soccer teams are gambling on money borrowed from banks and 

wealthy locals, this potentially makes the lenders into trustees and sports clubs beholden 

to creditors that finance sportive arms races, rather than vertically liable to the 

bureaucratic authority of the General Directorate of Physical Education (GDPE). The city 

teams’ joint-stock politics, in other words, intensified local capitalist-to-civic public ties 

inside electoral districts while limiting the nationwide regulatory powers of the GDPE 

bureaucracy over sporting affairs. 
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3.1 Founding Bursaspor: “the first of the city teams” 

To understand what a city team is and its cultural significance, it is best to start 

from the collective representations about Bursaspor’s foundation, the subject of my 

ethnography. Local historiographies, vernacular rumors, personal recollections, graphic 

inscriptions, and local media accounts keep the memory of this birth alive and frame its 

continuous history until the present day. These collective representations guide modes 

of discourse and social action that sustain Bursaspor as a civic institution, a city team 

that representatively bears the city’s personage. Bursaspor’s official emblem shows the 

team’s colors, green and white, inscribed with its date of birth, 1963. At the top, the 

crescent-and-star symbolizes its affiliation with the nation-state, with the Turkish 

Football Federation (TFF). Below is the inscription of the name Bursaspor and five stars 

are painted with five different colors. The five stars represent five local sports clubs 

which merged to form Bursaspor in 1963. Crowning the emblem at the top is Turkey’s 

national flag. The colors green and white were chosen, founders recollect, to reflect the 

city’s physical landscape stretching down from the skirts of Mount Uludağ. The color 

white represents the snow-covered mountain tops overlooking the urban fabric and 

green represents the farmland further down the plain fields. The sport club stretches the 

whole from atop. While driving by the stadium with the grandson of one founding 

member, he tells me that in the near future, the emblem will be engraved on a sloped hill 
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overlooking the city center. Fan groups, he says, are negotiating this with the municipal 

mayor. 

 

Figure 1: Bursaspor Logo 

 

Complementing the emblem is a composition hung on the antechamber in the 

club’s headquarters, titled Bursaspor Kurucu Üyeleri (Bursaspor Founding Members). In 

this photographic and textual composition of the club’s foundations, the chief spot on 

the top left corner is reserved for a man wearing a tux: Fahrettin Akkutlu, the appointed 

Governor of the Bursa Province in 1963 who served for a little over a year during which 

time he oversaw the merger of five local rivals. Next to the governor is a photo depicting 

the meeting where members from local rivals finally abolished their former clubs and 

joined forces under Bursaspor. Below are the names of the thirty-eight individuals, the 

founding members. In this version, pre-1963 rivalries are graphically invisible and 

individual member names are framed in green and white. The governor’s head seals an 
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institutional isomorphism between Bursaspor and the Bursa province: civic monopoly 

over territorial administration lies with the governor and civic monopoly over the right 

to sportively represent the city lies with Bursaspor. 

 

Figure 2: Founding members, Bursaspor Museum. Photo by the author 

 

This origin story papers over a more contentions, piecemeal history. A public 

relations staff working for Bursaspor tells me an anecdote. For a photoshoot for the 

Bursaspor magazine several years ago, he met two of Bursaspor’s founding members, 

now in their eighties. The photographer gave them a green-and-white Bursaspor scarf to 

hold for the shoot. “They wouldn’t stand next to each other,” the photographer tells me: 
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“One man held the scarf on one end and the other and held it on the opposite end. They 

wouldn’t even look at the camera straight. That’s when I understood our troubles go 

way back.” In 1963, when the GDPE and the TFF decided to expand the national league 

from the bounds of three provinces (Istanbul, Ankara, and Izmir Regions of the GDPE) 

and invited participants from the next big urban centers (Bursa, Adana, and Mersin), the 

civic merger was not yet a set roadmap. According to recollections by founding 

members, the GDPE Bursa Regional Director first proposed the league spot to Acar, 

known as Bursa’s “bourgeois team” originally founded by the business community in 

the downtown commercial district. The partisans of their frustrated archrivals Akınspor, 

the story goes, complained about favoritism given that the GDPE Bursa Regional 

Director in 1963 had personal ties to Acar. Akınspor was deemed the “state team” for its 

affiliation with a military commander in the war of nationalist foundation, who was a 

non-local but settled in Bursa after retirement. Between the 1930s and the 1950s, 

particularly during World War II, the retired commander acted like a liaison between 

Bursa’s local sports society and the sportive worldview of GDPE’s militarist fractions 

that wished to see sports clubs promote war preparedness among the youth. Shortly 

before the merger, the relationship between the rivals were particularly tense. Politically, 

the two clubs were affiliated with the opposite sides of the recent 1960 military coup. 

Several notable figures of Acar sport association and Bursa’s business society, who were 

linked by business and kinship ties with the party elite of the toppled-down Democrat 
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Party (DP), had spent time in military detention after the coup. The chairman of Akın at 

the time of the merger, however, was a sports journalist and a publisher affiliated with 

the oppositional Republican People’s Party (RPP) during the polarized bipartisan 

political culture of the 1950s. The publisher Necati Akgün had spent more than one year 

in jail before the coup for his oppositional publications during the authoritarian DP 

government. Amid the sportive rivalry, exacerbated by sociopolitical polarization, the 

new governor invited the directors of the two clubs (and several other smaller clubs) for 

talks of a territorial merger, brokering a peace deal. Willy-nilly, the story goes, the 

feuding parties agreed to abolish their former clubs and associate anew under a civic 

identity, Bursaspor.  

Nonetheless, the merger was not simply a political process, but an economic one. 

In order to join the professional league that would soon kick off, the merger had to 

deposit 60K Liras to a TFF bank account as a security and they had to do so before an 

approaching deadline if the soccer team was to qualify for the upcoming league season.3 

This money would be collateral for club debt lest the club fell behind on future promises 

vis-à-vis the professional contracts to-be-signed with full-time athletes, now that 

Bursaspor soccer was entering a player trading market regulated under GDPE-TFF 

statutes. This deposit system was originally created for the Istanbul Professional League 

 

3 In his memoir penned in the early 1990s, founder Necati Akgün recalls the figure at 40K. In a collective 
interview in the early 200s, Akgün cites the figure at 60K. The former, Akgün, Son Yüzyılın Bursa Olayları. 
For the latter, “Bursaspor’un Kurucuları Röportajı.” 
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(1952-1959), the first officially regulated professional soccer league in Turkey. Drafted 

after consulting with an English sport administrator and adapting the professionalism 

statutes the English Football League, these regulations were legislated by the GDPE in 

1952 and remained more-or-less the same until the 1990s with minor modifications. The 

regulations ruled that 

“the Club that wants to establish a Professional Soccer Branch is required to 
 report to the TFF, via the [GDPE Regional Branch], the total number of Players-
 under-Contract. The Club is required to prove, by an official bank account and 
 documents or via further proof if demanded by the TFF, that the club has the 
 power to pay the aggregate yearly salaries of contracted players plus a 10% extra. 
 This among should not be lower than 10K.”4  

 

The directors of the merging archrivals in Bursa, however, could not 

immediately raise the minimum security. As the deadline approached and the security 

was not deposited, the GDPE Bursa Regional Director and the Bursa Governor offered 

the national league spot to an entirely different team in Bursa. This was Merinosspor, a 

so-called workplace team (müessese kulübü) couched within a state-owned wool yarn 

factory, one of Bursa’s largest industrial establishments, the managers of which could 

easily afford the security from the corporate budget.  

Frustrated with the possibility that a common rival would get the spot, the 

directors of Acar and Akın started a citywide fundraising campaign. Before Merinosspor 

 

4 21 September 1951, Professionalism Regulations.  
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was accepted to the league, one man saved the day: a private industrialist by the name 

of Can Gengörü, a capitalist in the business of silk yarn manufacturing. Prior to the 

merger, the businessman had been a member and a wealthy sponsor for his residential 

neighborhood’s sport club Pınarspor. Gengörü did not give the directors of Acar and 

Akın cash, though. Instead, Gengörü mobilized his creditworthiness in a nationwide 

business network. Gengörü, the founders recall, “had credit” with Istanbul Bank, one of 

Turkey’s major private banks between 1953 and 1983.5 Gengörü procured a letter of 

bank guarantee (teminat mektubu) from the bank of which he was a client. In practice, the 

letter made Gengörü a surety, a backup debtor for the financial obligations that the 

Bursaspor Association, in which Gengörü was a member, was about to assume by 

entering a commercial league. These obligations were the contractual promises to 

athletes: monthly base salaries, per-match appearance fees, costs of travel and board 

during training days, and winning bonuses. And the taxes and social security premiums 

that these professional league clubs were obliged to pay to the public chest.  

A second foundational transaction involved another businessman, a tobacco 

exporter by the name of Salih Kiracıbaşı, who, like Gengörü, had been a member and a 

wealthy sponsor for his own residential neighborhood’s sport club, Çelikspor, affiliated 

with Muslim immigrants from Greece who were settled in Bursa after the 1924 

 

5 “Bursaspor’un Kurucuları Röportajı,” Bursaspor.net, May 2005, 
http://www.bursaspor.net/sayfa.asp?ContentID=Roportajlar&id=%7BABDB3FD5-AC72-45DB-A4D8-
06E98EF5ABF2%7D 
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population exchange.6 As Çelikspor joined the civic merger, Kiracıbaşı lent Bursaspor a 

small downtown building near the Ataturk Stadium, previously operating as the 

clubhouse for Çelikspor. The building would now become the clubhouse for the 

Bursaspor merger. Finally, in order to finance the pre-season cash advances (named 

transfer fees as opposed to monthly salaries) to the first group of athletes who would 

sign contracts and officially turn professionals, a wider fundraising campaign raised the 

cash amount to cover this need for short-term liquidity. Social relations of reciprocity, 

tangible property, and money, which were spatially differentiated according to 

residential communities or socially differentiated according to political affinities, now 

pooled under the common civic banner of Bursaspor. Prior to the merger, each of the 

merging associations was identified with separate personal sponsors: İstiklalspor with 

the factory-owner Mustafa Bulutlar; Pınarspor with the silk manufacturer Can Gengörü 

and a factory manager İhsan Kaplayan; Acarspor with the city’s wealthiest industrialists 

 

6 Well until the 1980s, tobacco trade was a key sector of commercial activity in Bursa. Wholesalers linked 
tobacco cultivation in privately owned farms in the Bursa countryside to intercity and export markets. 
Tobacco cultivation in the Bursa countryside particularly speeded up with immigrant settlers from Western 
Thrace who were tobacco cultivators under the Ottoman tobacco monopoly and who were settled in former 
Ottoman Greek lands in the Bursa countryside after the 1924 Population Exchange and reapplied learned 
skills to make Bursa countryside a major cultivator of tobacco and tobacco trade a major fraction of Bursa’s 
commercial society. Salih Kiracıbaşı and his Çelikspor was identified with the Turkish immigrants from 
Western Thrace in the 1924 Population Exchange and the Muradiye neighborhood in the old city home to 
Western Thrace immigrants. See, Hacer Karabağ, “Osmanlı’nın Tarımsal Mirası ve Erken Cumhuriyet 
Döneminde Kırsal Kesimin Kalkınmasına Yönelik Çabalar (Bursa örneğinde),” Uludağ Üniversitesi Fen-
Edebiyat Fakültesi Sosyal Bilimler Dergisi, vol. 18, no. 32 (2017), pp. 225-257. 
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silk magnate İhsan İpeker and industrial milk power manufacturer Selim Süter; and 

Çelikspor with the tobacco exporter, Salih Kiracıbaşı.7  

The only merging team that was not associated with an industrialist or a 

merchant was the “state team” Akınspor, which was nonetheless identified with a career 

sports promoter, the publisher Necati Akgün, who was not only the editor-in-chief of 

Bursa’s pro- RPP daily, but also the local correspondent for the Istanbul-based Milliyet, 

the nationwide bestselling newspaper and a major driver for the nationwide 

consumption of the professional soccer league. Akınspor’s archrival Acar, the 

“bourgeoisie team,” included Hayri Terzioğlu, a wealthy inheritor of a big landholding 

in Bursa’s outskirts, who served as the DP party boss and the Chair of the Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry in Bursa in the 1950s. Critically, however, Terzioğlu also owned 

Bursa’s second main local daily associated with the DP. In the media sphere, too, 

representatives of print capital situated on the rival poles of the political spectrum 

united in the civic merger. This proved to be quite consistent: every printed and online 

local newspaper in Bursa today operates an entire section titled ‘Bursaspor’ besides 

another section separately titled ‘Sports,’ as if to mean miscellaneous. The merger 

created an organizational form which contains a mix of cooperative and competitive 

social relations among Bursa’s economic, political, and cultural power elite. The logic of 

 

7 Osmanlı’dan Günümüze Bursa’da Spor. Bursa Büyükşehir Belediyesi, 2010, pp. 207-214. 
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sportive cohesion and competition transmuted from ‘a single province within the 

boundaries of which many rival clubs compete’ towards a structure within which ‘one 

team represents the province vis-à-vis rival provinces.’ This merging pattern would 

create the perception that the spending power of a city’s professional soccer team relies 

on a participatory public budget, which stands at the intersection of local contributions 

in cash and credit, and provincial ambition vis-à-vis a modernizing national public 

sphere. Bursaspor was the ‘first of the city teams’: in the following two decades as the 

national league expanded to a three-tier competition, the mergers were replicated across 

the smaller towns and midsized cities of Turkey. The merging arrangement formed 

sporting units that blurred the boundaries between money-funded league competition 

and administrative oversight: it framed a matrix of professional soccer competition 

between electoral districts, pitting administrative territories against one another. 

Bursaspor’s foundation narrative thematizes three principles of organization that 

accompanied the expansion of commercial soccer culture from the metropolitan bounds 

of the former Ottoman capital across the surface of a territorial Turkish nation-state: 1) 

an institutional isomorphism between administrative units/electoral districts and 

contenders of the professional soccer league; 2) sportive representation of localities 

neither by private societies nor by state-owned corporations but by civic associational 

coalitions of multiple business and political cliques (fending off the possibility that the 

city would be represented by the Merinosspor team couched in the publicly-owned 
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wool yarn factory); finally 3) the making of local capitalists into sponsoring creditors or 

sureties for the debts incurred by city teams in the national player trading market (the 

signing of a letter of bank guarantee as collateral). These three factors combined created 

an organizational culture which proved resilient until the contemporary day. This 

organizational culture is a model of inter-elite rotation, wherein club debts and liabilities 

are handed over through the Association’s Congress Elections, a game-like electoral 

culture which is both participatory in the sense of opening civic-sportive leadership to a 

rotating and successive cycles of elite coalition; but also fraught with instability and 

dynamism that have paved the way for path-dependent mode of cultural hegemony by 

moneyed elites inside private associational templates with civic-public banners. 

3.2 A Team per District: Political Isomorphism of City Teams 

The newfound isomorphism between provinces and contenders of the 

professional soccer created the conditions for a popular perception of provinces as 

simultaneously territorial units of administration and social units of urban-sportive 

solidarity. Enabled by this double identity, the professional soccer league was nestled in 

an inter-civic matrix of public administration while also drawing local business 

coalitions into sportive arms races to outspend one another, providing a public cultural 

arena for the cultivation of businessmen identities with a civic-popular mission. In other 

words, this nestling created a two-way street for a conflictual deep play of joint-stock 

politics: while nestling the league in public administration aimed to impose centrally 
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defined rules on professional soccer and curb the private autonomy of commercial 

organizations, this nestling also absorbed public authority inside the turbulent field of 

inter-regional sportive competition, sometimes forcing the bureaucracy to respond to 

winning ambition and losing rancor from many competing localities at once, which led 

to criticisms about poor governance like the one by the journalist I started with. The 

expansion of the professional soccer league from restricted urban tournaments inside 

urbanized clusters like Istanbul and Izmir to developing inland cities and counties 

triggered the nationwide proliferation of civic mergers for which Bursaspor was the 

model. 

Different from voluntary societies formed around an alumni society of a school 

or a neighborhood with an ethnic, class, or other affiliation, civic clubs/city teams are 

marked by an institutional isomorphism between the sportive unit and the unit of 

territorial administration they represent. These mergers were mediated by GDPE’s 

Regional Directors and even the governors themselves.8 The same governor that 

 

8 By institutional isomorphism, I understand a process by which the merger compelled clubs to undergo 
organizational changes and share a territorial mandate that is isomorphic with the GDPE’s public 
administrative partition of the nation-state into state-defined localities, a mode defined by DiMaggio and 
Powell as a coercive mode of institutional isomorphism. “Coercive isomorphism results from both formal 
and informal pressures exerted on organizations by other organizations upon which they are dependent and 
by cultural expectations in the society within which organizations function. Such pressures may be felt as 
force, as persuasion, or as invitations to join in collusion. In some circumstances, organizational change is a 
direct response to government mandate…The existence of a common legal environment affects may aspects 
of an organization’s behavior and structure. Weber pointed out the profound impact of a complex, 
rationalized system of contract law that requires the necessary organizational controls to honor legal 
commitments. Other legal and technical requirements of the state – the vicissitudes of the budget cycle, the 
ubiquity of certain fiscal years, annual reports, and financial reporting requirements that ensure eligibility 
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brokered the merger in Bursa was soon appointed to the Black Sea port-city Trabzon to 

oversee a comparable but much more contentious merger, which, unlike the one in 

Bursa, took two years to resolve.9 Between 1963 and 1984, dozens of sport clubs 

corresponding to il (city center/province) and ilçe (satellite county/sub-province) levels 

of public administration were founded to become urban nodes of a nationwide soccer 

league that expanded from insulated city leagues before 1959 to a nationwide pyramid 

of four tiers by the mid-1980s.  

Among the 38 founding members of Bursaspor, most of who are former 

members of the five merging clubs, the majority were owners of commercial or 

industrial firms (19), some were professionals like bankers, managers, doctors and 

lawyers (7) and journalists (3). These former club constituents, however, were now 

joined by civil servants (8), including the GDPE Bursa Regional staff and the “member 

no.1” Fahrettin Akkutlu, the Bursa Governor. Bursaspor’s founding constituency 

formally united hitherto distinct categories kulüpler (clubs) and bölge (administrative 

territory), colloquially used in the sporting vernacular to differentiate the spheres of 

 

 

for the receipt of federal contracts or funds – also shape organizations in similar ways.” Paul J. DiMaggio 
and Walter W. Powell, “The Iron Cage Revisited: Institutional Isomorphism and Collective Rationality in 
Organizational Fields,” American Sociological Review 48, no. 2 (April. 1983), 147-160. 
 
9 Sevecen Tunç, Mektepliler, Münevverler, Meraklılar: Trabzon’da Futbolun Toplumsal Tarihi. Istanbul: İletişim, 
2011, 169-188. 
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voluntary associations and the overarching public sport administration of the GDPE. 

Hence, the merger not only horizontally merged the rival clubs but also vertically 

integrated them into one territorial monopoly position. City clubs quasi-officialized a 

vertical pathways of reciprocity between the city’s commercial and professional 

societies, the civic spectators, and public administration. From then on, the affairs of 

Bursaspor and the affairs of the city of Bursa were quasi-officially entwined. Financing 

the sportive ambitions of these city teams thus had a directly political tone. To begin 

with, civic sport clubs symbolized the province’s aspiration for strengthening the 

locality’s weight in national affairs through a sporting matrix of competitive 

intercity/inter-district encounters. For local societies of notables, entry in the national 

league was a sportive medium in which the locality joined the national echelon, and the 

nation-state was drawn into a reciprocal relation with a collectivized sense of local 

aspiration. The construction of professional soccer league entry as a political bargain 

between provincial locality and the nation-state surfaces most clearly in two letters 

written by small town constituencies to the office of the Prime Minister in Ankara, which 

protested when the GDPE denied a civic team from entering the national soccer league 

during the multiple waves of league-expansion. Both of these letters in the Republican 

Archives were written from two ilçe units of administration (satellite counties or sub-

provinces one level below province centers such as Bursa) which were small towns with 

mostly agricultural economies.  
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With subsequent league expansions, urban zones much smaller in demographic 

and market volume were incorporated into an expanding national league pyramid. 

Across Turkey, local notables made soccer into a cultural interface of developmental 

ambition and political railways for a two-way relation between local elites and the 

national center. In 20 June 1969, shortly after the second wave of expansion of the 

national professional league with the formation of a third tier in the 1967-1968 season, a 

handwritten letter was sent from Tavşanlı in Western Anatolia, a sub-province of the 

province Kütahya, directly to the office of the Prime Minister in Ankara, protesting 

denial of entry to the league. Undersigned “Tavşanlıspor Fans On Behalf of the Club’s 

1500 Members,” The letter includes a note adding that if the prime minster demands, the 

signatories can send the official club membership files cataloguing the 1500 members 

and their signatures, proving that the protest is collective. Addressing, “Dear Prime 

Minister Süleyman Demirel,” the letter goes: 

“Today, Tavşanlı sub-province and the fans of the Tavşanlı Sports Club fans 
 found out the truth after being fooled before last year’s municipal elections by 
 various promises given by Senators Orhan Akça, Şinasi Osman, Ahmet 
 Canbilgin, and Justice Party’s Kütahya province chief. The promise given by 
 these vote-hunters, whose names are listed above, was the following: 

 
On the condition that the Justice Party won the elections, a Tavşanlı Sports Club 

 would be founded and would be accepted into the 3rd Division of the National 
 League. Tavşanlı Sports Club is now founded but exists nominally and not 
 substantially (ismi var cismi yok). That means the promise stood only until the 
 elections. Now the elections are over and so is Tavşanlı Sports Club. There are 
 more elections coming up, don’t these [vote-hunters] consider that? Dear Prime 
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 Minister, please take our letter into consideration. And we wish to see Tavşanlı 
 Sports Club accepted into the 3rd National Division.”10 

 

While the letter clearly shows that civic club formation initiated a space of 

sportive-political reciprocity and exchanges of promises between aspirant local notables 

and the national political leaders organized as party elites, the response also shows that 

the regulation of professional soccer by the GDPE involved a bargain between 

commercial and political logics. The prime minister’s most senior bureaucratic secretary, 

hususi kalem müdürü, forwarded the letter to the Turkish Football Federation under the 

GDPE, asking for an explanation for why the Tavşanlı Sports Club was not accepted to 

the league. The reply came from not the federation but the GDPE Director himself, a 

powerful bureaucrat named Ulvi Yenal who was not necessarily an opponent of the 

populist prime minister but an ally. Signed by the GDPE General Director Ulvi Yenal, 

the reply to the Prime Minister explained that “since Tavşanlı has a population under 

forty thousand and lacks a proper stadium” for league competitions, the club wasn’t 

accepted.  

Two weeks later, the Prime Ministry received a similar protest from another sub-

province, this time from the eastern Black Sea coast, Akçaabat sub-province of the 

Trabzon province. The GDPE Director responded with the same justification for the 

 

10 “Tavşanlısporun III. Türkiye ligine alınmasına imkan olmadığı.” BCA, Fon: 30-1-0-0, Kutu 106, Gömlek 
670, Sıra 2.  
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denial of entry, this time, however, adding that for more than one team to represent a 

province of public administration in the professional league, that province’s urban 

population must exceed two hundred thousand people. The Trabzon city center was the 

economic and demographic center of the Trabzon province and the province’s total 

urbanized population at the time was barely above a hundred thousand, thus not 

passing the Directorate’s demographic sieve. The Trabzon province representative to be 

allowed in the now three-tiered national professional league pyramid would be from the 

Trabzon city center and not the coastal satellite town of Akçaabat.11 According to the 

1965 national census, only eleven out of Turkey’s sixty-eight provinces hosted 

populations exceeding two hundred thousand. Territorializing the commercial soccer 

league thus forced the ministerial regulatory authority to cope with an expansive, 

participatory, and competitive conception of a territorial nation-state according to which 

each abstractly equal administrative district could demand inclusion in the professional 

league on the basis of a principle of formal equality, while the financial viability of a 

league economy relied on revenue-raising infrastructures (enclosed and ticket-entry 

stadia) and a reliable base of urban consumers and moneyed sponsors, signifying 

unequal levels of urban development that mark the relative social büyüklük (greatness or 

quantitative size) of an administrative district. From the records of the TFF, one can infer 

 

11 “Akçaabat İlçesi Sebat Gençlik Klubünün III. Türkiye ligine alınması konusunda federasyonun görüşü.”  
BCA, Fon, 30-1-0-0, Kutu 106, Gömlek 670, Sıra 3. 
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that demands for league-expansion throughout the 1960s and 1970s were mediated by 

elected deputies in the parliament – with the electoral contract between local notables 

and constituencies exerting a pulling force of expansion and formal equality versus the 

commercially grounded demands for keeping the pro-league exclusive to districts with 

larger populations and more wealth. In a 1965 meeting of the TFF, the executive 

committee noted that “increasing the number of teams in the 1st National League will 

not benefit soccer but the committee will reconsider if respectable deputies (sayın 

milletvekilleri) transmit their wishes for an expansion.”12  

With the proliferation of professional soccer teams representing civic units, 

sportive achievements or failures could quickly spill over to the political field of 

electoral consent and function as measures of popularity for local governors or party-

affiliated candidates running to represent the civic constituency in the national 

parliament. For example, when one of the founding members of Bursaspor, the Kemalist 

publisher Necati Akgün ran to represent Bursa as an MP with the RPP in 1969, he recalls 

organizing rallies in satellite villages shortly outside Bursa’s city center. His electoral 

campaign corresponded with the summer months, the professional soccer player trading 

season. One particularly mediatized story about Bursaspor’s failed attempt to sign a 

 

12 TFF 1965 Yıllığı. Istanbul: İstanbul Matbaası (undated), 23. 
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high-in-demand goal scorer was in the news, and Bursaspor lost out to one of the big 

three: 

“At the time, the transfer story of footballer Zeki occupied the public opinion for 
 a considerable time. And, the month of transfer happened to be shortly before 
 general elections. As a candidate MP for RPP, I went to the Rungus village in 
 Mudanya for a propaganda speech. Majority of the village were onion farmers. 
 For this reason, I reserved most of my speech to the subject of onions. The 
 community coffeehouse where I made the speech was jam-packed. Despite the 
 fact that I was touching upon subjects that were their own problems, it wasn’t 
 very effective. Just as I was thinking what other subject to bring up, one of 
 young men on the back rows shouted: Brother Necati, enough with the onions, 
 tell us about Zeki. Who will Zeki sign with? I understood that the village youth 
 was more interested in Zeki than onions. So, I quickly turned the disc and with 
 great confidence, told them every detail of the Zeki affair. And I was strongly 
 applauded.”13 

 

Perhaps a bit hyperbolic, the anecdote nonetheless emphasizes a collective social 

understanding that the decades after the foundation of Bursaspor and the team’s entry 

into the national league made soccer a critical cultural interface for representative ties 

between local delegates and constituencies. That the anecdote takes place in a village is 

also significant, for it shows the centrality of soccer in cultural imaginations of a 

centripetal urbanism, represented here by the grassroots preference of farmers in the 

city’s periphery to hear about soccer rather than onion prices. While the RPP-affiliated 

journalist writes the anecdote with a degree of discontent, emphasizing soccer’s role as a 

‘distraction from real social issues,’ Bursaspor’s charismatic fan leader Selim Kurtulan, a 

 

13 Necati Akgün, Son 100 Yılın Bursa Olayları Anılarım. Bursa, 1994, p.173. 
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critical protagonist in the subsequent parts of this dissertation, would tell me an 

identical story with an affirmative certainty about ‘Bursaspor’s cultural status up there 

with the mayor’s and the governor’s office.’ Kurtulan, whom we will meet later, would 

describe me how before a general election a businessman candidate asked him to 

accompany his campaign visits to peripheral neighborhoods and villages, but then later 

released him from duty when nobody paid attention to the political candidate and 

everybody wanted to talk with the fan leaders. Sportive interest and ambition, or the 

lack thereof, developed into a cultural interface for civic politics. Not only partisan 

candidates running in a competitive field of party politics but also the territorial 

governors could be pressured into civic partisanship. The vertical tie constructed 

between the non-elected office of the governor and the civic sport association meant that 

urban solidarities in the field of soccer competition could demand partisan support from 

the governor itself, leaving the appointed governor to walk a thin line between his status 

as the representative of the central government and as a civic chief.  

3.3 Associational/Congressional League Clubs 

A second important principle is that the mergers into city teams were possible 

because the horizontally merging clubs shared a legal identity which made it possible to 

de-group and regroup: these clubs were associations (dernek) which simply denotes the 

voluntary coming-together of a group of citizens for a joint purpose, framed by an 

associational covenant that defines their non-commercial legal personhood and is 
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registered with the Ministry of Interior and the Bureau of Associations. These covenants 

set a dernek apart from both unofficial societies and from cooperatives, limited liability 

companies or other commercial personalities. The merging clubs in Bursa, Akınspor 

Association, Pınarspor Association, Acar İdmanyurdu Association, Çelikspor Association, 

and İstiklal Association shared a socio-legal identity as associations and were 

colloquially named cemiyet kulüpleri, member-based sports clubs registered under the 

Law of Associations. Some were founded shortly after the World War I, during the 

formation of the TSSA when voluntary sports associations proliferated and affiliated 

with the Muslim-Turkish national sport confederation without being officially absorbed 

under the public administrative mandate of the emerging Turkish nation-state (Chapter 

1). Others were established shortly after the World War II ended, when interwar policies 

aiming for the militarization of sport clubs took a step back and statutes compelling 

citizens to affiliate with the sport club nearest their official place of residence and 

practice military drills in free time, abolished. Regardless of whether they might have 

served as hubs of political affinities, cemiyet kulüpleri are societies with voluntary 

membership and are not officially linked to the territorial divisions of the nation-state. In 

theory, there can be more than one dernek with overlapping social purposes inside one 

territory.  

Not all sport clubs were dernek. At the time of the merger, the five voluntary 

associations that formed Bursaspor made up only half of the total of ten sports clubs 
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registered in 1963 under GDPE’ Bursa Region.14 The rest were Havagücü (Airforce), the 

sports club couched within the Air Forces barracks in Bursa; Merinosspor and Sümerspor, 

workplace clubs affiliated with state-owned textile factories in Bursa which were 

subsidiaries of the state-owned Sumer Bank; and Güvenspor. Clubs which remained 

outside the merger, excepting Güvenspor, were workplace or military sports clubs, 

known by the phrases müessese kulüpleri and askeri kulüpler that distinguished them from 

voluntary societies or associational clubs (cemiyet kulüpleri).15 The episode in the origin 

story about the aborted possibility of the workplace club Merinosspor entering the league 

on behalf of the city is therefore a significant qualifier: Bursaspor was not only formed as 

a civic club but also as a member-based associational civic club, which was unmoored 

from the control of any one private owner or state-owned economic enterprise but had 

the shape of a citywide society of dues-paying members that could expand via signing 

up new members. Founded by 38 individuals, Bursaspor Association today consists of 

nearly 6,000 members, more than 2,000 of whom turn out in annual congress elections, a 

rate of growth that drastically exceeds that of the population increase in the same 

 

14 1963 TFF Yıllığı, p. 28. 
 
15 Güvenspor in fact had a very competitive soccer team, which won the 1958-1959 season of the Bursa 
Province League and went on to become the national champions in Summer 1959, beating other province 
league winners in the knockout tournament. However, the club was an outcast for luring players away by 
money payments under the table and was multiple times boycotted during the 1950s by its competitors in 
Bursa. Nonetheless, just like it was the case for other merging clubs, Güvenspor’s influential members 
became members of the Bursaspor Association. Semih Sevilen, previously associated with Güvenspor, 
served multiple times in the Bursaspor executive board in the 1970s. See Necati Akgün, Son 100 Yılın Bursa 
Olayları Anılarım. Bursa, 1994, p. 76. 
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territory. Sociologically, associational clubs are unmoored from particular workplaces, 

schools, or state institutions and governed by private networks of business and 

professional societies under a civic roof, resembling a miniature replica of the City 

Chambers of Commerce, which are also governed by elections among the dues-paying 

membership (with the caveat that all commercial firms are obligated to register with 

chambers which are semi-public, see Chapter 7). 

Workplace clubs were founded following the promulgation of the 1938 Physical 

Education Law, which obligated every workplace employing more than 500 workers to 

register with the GDPE and establish a workplace-affiliated sport club for promoting 

physical exercise in leisure time for that enterprise’s workers and their families. Most 

workplace clubs were affiliated with state-owned enterprises such as the manufacturing 

subsidiaries of the state-owned Sumer Bank, railways, or state-owned coal mines and 

steel factories. Military clubs were established according to an autonomous physical 

education statute internal to the Chief of Staff jurisdiction and organized sports 

championships among military schools, forces, or barracks. The division between 

associational clubs (cemiyet kulüpleri) and workplace clubs (müessese kulüpleri) 

underscored differing legal foundations as well as a political cleavage that, however 

imperfectly, overlapped with the divisions between civil society and bureaucracy as well 

as private businesses and state-owned economic establishments. Most workplace sport 

clubs were under state-owned corporations, given that these public corporations made 
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up the majority if not the entirety of workplaces employing more than 500 workers 

before Turkey’s private industrialization boom after 1960.  

Beginning with the 1938 Law of Physical Education, within the administrative 

bounds of the GDPE Bursa Region, and in every GDPE region with comparable 

workplaces, annual GDPE Regional Championships in soccer, athletics, boxing, 

wrestling, and other sports pitted sport teams representing rival clubs with differing 

legal identities against one another, under a code of amateurism that banned the signing 

of official contracts with athletes despite the mushrooming of unofficial bidding wars for 

player trading. Extensively recorded debates in the 1946 National Council on Sport 

clearly show that after the formation of sport teams affiliated with state-owned 

corporations, these workplace teams were resented by associational clubs wherever they 

competed in the same leagues. Using their sizeable budgets, managers of state-owned 

workplaces made under-the-table offers to talented athletes, including secure public 

employment and retirement benefits. By employing these competitive athletes in the 

workplaces to which the sport team was attached, these state-owned corporations 

offered informal rewards while by-passing the GDPE’s amateur code that officially 

banned competitors from remunerating athletes for sportive performance. In turn, 

senior bureaucrats resented the pattern of workplaces using economic power for 

competitive results and insisted that the GDPE Law obligated workplaces to establish 

sports facilities not for scoring wins but for improving the health standards of workers 
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and their families by subsidizing gymnastic exercises in free time to improve the 

national human economy. While this discontent did lead to proposals to enact 

institutional segregation between a GDPE realm of physical exercise and a Sport 

Federation realm of competitive sport, the national power elite included a sizable 

fraction of advocates of the GDPE project and the 1938 Law of Physical Education, who 

resisted the loosening grip of GDPE over voluntary associations and commercializing 

sport.16 This cleavage thus remained while still expressing itself through the unitary 

sportive framework of the GDPE. In the event of the Bursaspor merger, the associational 

common front against the workplace club Merinosspor thus ensured the representation 

of Bursa’s civic constituency in the national league not by a corporate team governed by 

managerial hierarchies but by a parliamentary organization with voluntary membership 

that elected governing boards from its own congress for temporary terms. This sportive 

parliament could expand by signing up new dues-paying members from across the 

social fabric as long as existing members consented. The model of a civic-sportive 

parliament separates professional teams from both the bureaucracy and/or larger 

corporations, a pattern that had lasting impacts on the way commercial soccer interacted 

with political and civic affairs.  

 

16 Birinci Beden Eğitimi ve Spor Şurası: 18-24 Şubat 1946: Çalışma Programı, Raporlar, Konuşmalar. Istanbul: 
İbrahim Horoz Matbaası, 1946, especially see the minutes of discussions over “Moral Questions in Sport,” 
pp. 173-201, and petitions written to the council, pp. 280-358. 
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3.4 Associational Debts and Rotating Chairmanship 

A third and related conclusion is that the nestling of a popularly consumed 

nationwide league tournament in an intercity network of associational clubs shaped a 

path-dependent institutional repertoire: non-commercial associations with a public 

identity became liable for financial obligations in a growing soccer market, creating 

money flows circulating in and out of non-profit associations and between clubs, 

athletes, and the GDPE, since the latter was now the owner of the league’s two main 

commercial revenues that flowed from the league’s spectators and fans across the 

nation. The first of these GDPE-routed commercial sources was betting royalties paid to 

league clubs by the state-owned parimutuel betting monopoly Spor-Toto, which was 

established in 1959 after a transnational traffic involving the GDPE’s interwar adviser 

Carl Diem and the GDPE’s senior bureaucrats, who copied the West German example 

Westdeutsche Toto GMBH, which was established in 1947 and promoted the 

commercialization of soccer betting in post-War Federal Germany through a state-

monopoly that funneled revenues from soccer betting for the funding of public works. 

The second of these commercial league revenues was the matchday revenues from ticket 

sales, which were routed through the GDPE since the GDPE owned all the league 

venues, which it built, modernized, and expanded throughout the 1960s and 1970s by 

similarly funneling the commercial profits of the state-owned betting monopoly to fund 

public stadium works. Bursaspor’s own Ataturk Stadium was one of the first to receive a 
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hefty public investment for capacity expansion and renovation shortly after the city 

team was formed and entered the national league. 

 With the league’s constituent clubs cut from privately forming and controlling a 

a commercial intercity league, the league’s constituents developed into civic clubs under 

the GDPE-mandated status of remaining  voluntary associations (dernek) by law, which 

allowed them to both socially expand horizontally and vertically inside their civic 

borders but ruled out a club-to-club national league contract outside the public roof. 

These associational teams could not be privately owned and thus the main commercial 

transaction that these associational league clubs engaged with was to compete against 

one another for the services of a winning group of professional athletes in the national 

transfer market that opened in the month of July. With the path-dependent conjoining of 

these two organizational forms – private voluntary societies and the publicly-owned 

commercial league – egalitarian associations (civic sportive parliaments) employed 

professional athletes and also shouldered the operational costs of full-time soccer teams 

such as salaries for small cadres of administrative staff or purchasing the goods and 

services required to provide for a competitive soccer team’s activities.17  

In the TFF statutes between 1952 and 1992, this dual pattern was expressed by 

Article 1 which distinguishes between an “amateur club,” meaning non-commercial 

 

17 These include but are not limited to landscaping services for upkeeping turf fields for training, travel and 
board in away games, sportive wear and equipment, catering of food and nutrients, social security 
premiums and medical insurance and of course, taxes. 
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legal identity as a voluntary association, and “a professional soccer department” 

(profesyonel futbol şubesi), which defines the salaried/remunerated group of players and 

trainers that this non-commercial legal identity can hire. As illustrated in the third 

element of Bursaspor’s foundation narrative, this path-dependent mode of conjoining 

the commercialized soccer league with civic associations started citywide financial 

mobilizations to harness private business and wealth power for civic sportive ambition. 

Exemplified in the foundation narrative with an individual industrialist signing as letter 

of bank guarantee on behalf of the club, this harnessing took the particular form of 

conjoining personal credit to cover associational liabilities. 

 

Figure 3: Electoral succession of business-chairmen from 1963 to 2016. 
Bursaspor Museum. Photo by the author. 

A final graphic inscription serves as a representation of Bursaspor history which 

is more dynamic than the representations of the spatial merger and tells a story about 

the civic association’s reproduction until the present day. More than structure, in other 

words, this inscription concerns diachronic processes which has the shape of a 

concatenated series of elite men succeeding one another from 1963 to the present day. 

Also hung on the walls of the clubhouse’s antechamber, a small hallway called ‘the club 
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museum’ that displays the trophies and awards the club won since its foundation, this 

third image maps history in the form of business elite succession, a sportive form of 

representing a civic history, which is materially glued together by a culture of rotating 

suretyship and creditorship vis-à-vis Bursaspor. This culture made and still makes 

Bursaspor and many other associational sport clubs of the Turkish league into 

participatory spaces of inter-elite competition and cooperation, linking the personhood 

of business elites to publicly watched sporting ambition. 

 This rotating culture is closely related with dernek law, which rules out alienable 

shareholding and allows an infinitely expanding dues-paying membership as long as 

the members consent. Law of Associations mandates that every association registered 

with the Ministry of Interior define in its statute an electoral mechanism whereby the 

associational congress (aggregate sum of the association’s dues-paying members) elects 

a temporary board of directors who, as elected directors, are authorized to undersign 

legally binding decisions and debts on behalf of the association for the duration of their 

mandate. “Who is a yönetici? He is the man with the money on the spot,” a Bursaspor 

member told me. “The team lodges in a hotel, someone needs to pay the bill. Players 

need money, someone needs to pay.” In order to become a yönetici, one would need to 

prove one’s readiness to cover the short-term costs of the club so that for the duration of 

one’s term, the association accumulates a series of debts to his person, with small, on-
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the-spot payments such as covering team dinners can be unrecorded gifts rather than 

loans secured by debt instruments.  

Elections were a cultural ritual for this congressional politics of personal credit 

and associational liability. For instance, a former industrialist (who later bankrupted and 

retired) who used to own a furniture factory and served in the club’s board of directors 

for eight different terms between 1987 and 2004, explained to me that before a Bursaspor 

Congress Election, an eyeball estimate cost of entry would be established for those 

members of the Bursaspor association aspiring to take place in the executive board for 

the coming term. The amount would be determined based on ad hoc auctions – a mix of 

private consultations and gossip among socially connected businessmen members of the 

club’s general assembly – and weighing the contemporary state of the player transfer 

market and the short-term money needed to build a competitive roster for Bursaspor in 

the coming summer transfer window. Organized towards the end of the season and 

shortly before the approaching transfer window of the summer months, the elections 

would raise the short-term liquidity needed to lure athletes by advanced payments 

while the season-long inflow of commercial revenues of the club (tickets sales, betting 

royalties, and sales of broadcasting rights) would be mortgaged to the highest bidders of 

the electoral race. Practiced similarly across the associational teams of the national 

league, this would also shape a culture of cash-based player transfers and the players 

would often rely on the competition in the restricted time window to maximize their 
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cash advances and learn to expect not receive their annual monthly salaries in full, since 

the club’s year-long revenues would be mortgaged to the club directors. 

Candidates for board chairmanship, determined either by personal ambition or 

consensual nomination by an affinity group of businessmen who put forward one of 

their members as their presidential candidate, would be expected to top the largest 

promised cash injection by a significant margin if they wanted to legitimately emerge as 

a potential head over and above their affinity group or other potentially emerging 

circles. This would earn a chairman recognition both in the eyes of the affinity group 

(the electoral list) and the urban public at large as news spread via local newspapers and 

word of mouth. The electoral list often included a former professional footballer of 

Bursaspor (someone who is preferably a Bursa local) who was not expected to invest a 

fee but serve as a managerial liaison between the businessmen and the professional team 

– the roster of players and the technical staff managing their training and matchday 

schedules.  

In the absence of private ownership of clubs, this did not mean public ownership 

and instead, the abovementioned system of private credit and mortgaging linked these 

teams to moneyed elite members of the associational congress, functioning as a wealth 

threshold among the wealthier and not as wealthier members of the association. The 

instruments used to secure these loans and mortgage future revenues were not only 

technical debt instruments but became the social-financial means of building the 
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diachronic civic-historical ties that bind predecessor board members to successor board 

members as the controlling board changed hands through annual or snap elections 

when a board resigned under pressure from the fans. One particular debt instrument 

played a key role in the organization of this financial-social succession: temlik akdi. Temlik 

akdi, a debt assignment contract, is a private law debt contract between two parties 

where one party agrees to assign its future revenues (from a third party) to the other. 

Critically for the case of associational clubs, temlik contracts stand out for not requiring 

the consent or knowledge of these third parties. Moreover, they are not promissory 

notes like cheques or IOUs in that they wire a debtor’s revenue from the third party. 

When associational clubs’ elected boards of 15-men pooled money to inject cash, they 

would authorize a temlik contract between themselves as creditors and the association 

they resided over and secure wire the club’s commercial revenues from Sport-Toto and 

matchday revenues from GDPE-mediated ticket sales without needing to have the 

consent of these league regulators. Thus, once elected boards injected the loans and 

mortgaged revenues, club’s revenues would flow to their bank accounts, giving the 

creditors/board members a form of temporary ownership and control.  

What diachronically linked successive board members and chairmen in a 

common civic history is this system of loan-renewals/electoral handovers of power. 

These diachronic handovers were organized by an informal culture of inter-elite trust 

marked by two principles. One was that a candidate board had to buy the club’s 
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outstanding debt to the board members that were stepping down. Second was the so-

called ibra decision by the association’s financial congress, which is a decision to 

financially acquit and relieve the temporary board from personal responsibility over the 

debts undersigned by a club, with their personal signatures, during their term in office. 

Ibra ruled out public audit and inspection, which could in theory take place in the scope 

of the Law of Associations. With these two conventions, the electoral handover of power 

collectivized debts on the long-run while placing the circulation of credit in a chain of 

inter-personal rotation. This mix of collectivization and inter-personal transfer 

incentivized businessmen to spend in the short-term, responding to the competitive 

urgencies of the temporarily restricted player transfer market window or cover the 

operational costs during their term in office, while responsibility lied with a social 

conception of ‘the club’ as a serial concatenation of businessmen consortiums and 

chairmen that formed an associational history, depicted in the civic cultural imaginary 

as a hybrid of electoral political history and dynastic succession.  

This form of social action of acquitting predecessors creates a form of “civic 

collateral” in which joint liability de facto is held by the pool of former and future 

chairmen/board members and unpaid debts can be collateralized by the tacit knowledge 

that ever new consortiums will take over and the crowded 15-men board composition 

allowed this participatory game. Associational acquittal of personal board members 

makes the sport club into a cultural site of inter-elite trust, incentivizing upwardly 
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mobile and aspirational entrepreneurs to step up and mingle with business notables 

while pooling injections from an expanding circle of businessmen to finance the city 

team’s sportive ambition in turns. In Caroline Schuster’s terms, it makes the Bursaspor 

Congress a “social unit of debt” (2015, 8) organized by bicycling loans, the renewals of 

which also meant the club’s gradual expansion alongside civic business network. In 

Schuster’s terms, the mode of bicycling loans to constantly finance the club deficit with 

the next electoral cycle creates a financial cultural representation of civic history: “the 

past was not easy to leave behind, since it was bound up with the financial past tense of 

being in arrears” (71). While associational congresses can be extremely conflict-ridden 

and elections very competitive, and at times transparently reflecting political 

polarizations of the national political sphere, it would be wrong to see associational 

clubs as only reflections of extra-sportive groupings. The vast majority of contentious 

handover processes were followed by congressional votes to acquit the resigning board 

members, a motion that keeps the conflict an internal private matter rather than calling 

for a public audit by the state. These unwritten conventions that guide financial 

transactions at times incapacitated the bureaucracy’s powers to regulate the professional 

league despite control over the two main sources of league’s revenues.  

Nonetheless, even when these short-term cash injections were secured as 

personal credits, businessmen stepping up for board membership would treat soccer as 

a site of loss and knew that part of these sums would become donations that are likely to 
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be never collected, an awareness which would shape the ad hoc calculations of these 

wealthy individuals as to how much they are willing to potentially enter with in the first 

place. While the businessmen could count on a partial loss, the system of registering 

liquidity injections as loans would create a secured social tie between the director and 

the club in which the creditor-directors would have sovereign decision making power 

over the proportion of the total credit to demand back and the proportion of the total 

sum to donate (by means of waiving their claims). In other words, the control over the 

city team, while not subject to capitalist ownership, would be exercised by a sovereign 

right of creditors to earmark money transactions and privately decide the difference 

between a donations and a loan (the political and the economic) while exercising both 

economic transactions simultaneously, attesting to the hybrid commercial-public 

organization of professional soccer.  

Moreover, the civic status of Bursaspor allowed club members not serving on the 

board of directors or even non-member businessmen to contribute economically. For 

instance, before critical games of the football team – businessmen from outside the 

elected board could promise win bonuses to players to fire up motivation. An old 

employee of the club recalls that in a time of relatively unregulated stadiums, 

businessmen could even visit the dressing room during a game’s half-time to boost 

motivation by pledging a per person (adam başı) bonus to the players to turn a game in 

the second half. Similarly, businessmen sponsor a week’s travel costs to an away game 
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or other auxiliary costs to participate in the civic affairs of Bursaspor. Such small 

contributions towards auxiliary costs are critical for keeping the budget afloat after 

deficit spending in the player transfer market. During my fieldwork, too, in the 2016-

2017 season, such earmarked contributions for covering specified expenses were 

mediatized. Various sizes of advertising spots on uniforms, socks, stadium gates, 

billboards and other spots mobilize citywide games of individual contributions to 

advertising revenue even when the local business or individual in question do not really 

sell mass marketed products. City team management is one which tries to harness as 

many modes of giving as possible to extend the participation of the city’s various 

business societies and individuals. 

3.5 Absorbing the Big Three into a Nationwide Arms Race 

Transactional conventions practiced for the personal sponsorship of professional 

soccer teams affiliated with associational clubs were likely invented in Istanbul. Elite 

participants of Turkey’s first regulated league, Istanbul Professional League (IPL, 1952-

1959), first and foremost the big three, were also voluntary societies. Associational city 

clubs like Bursaspor mushrooming during the territorial league expansions after the 

1960s often modeled their associational covenants after Istanbul’s big three, which had 

already had experience in exercising a two-sided identity as voluntary associations 

which were shareholders of a commercial league economy and liable for enforceable 

contracts. Founding members of Bursaspor recall collecting copies of the big three’s 
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associational covenants in order to adopt their organizational frameworks, which meant 

that measures such as deciding on rotating boards of fifteen members in biannually held 

elections diffused outward from Istanbul alongside the league’s territorial expansion. 

With the covenants, a series of transactional conventions also diffused. But professional 

soccer’s financial crises showed itself simultaneously in Istanbul and smaller cities given 

the above-described logic of hypercompetitive league system drew public budgets 

across the Anatolian hinterland into financialized overspending, consequently making 

achievement more costly for Istanbul’s big three as well, who now had to compete with 

civic solidarities. The patterns of this admixture of associational liability and 

personalized credit to sponsor sportive arms races reflect on club histories and coverage 

in the sports pages in the late 1960s, especially in news relating to contentions between 

competing fractions among the big three associational membership. An episode from 

1968 to 1970 detailing one divisive conflict among Beşiktaş association’s membership 

reveals the patterns that weave together popular sportive ambition, associational 

liability, and personal credit. These conflicts transform the mediatized competition of 

the soccer league into a theatrical platform for participatory public controversies on the 

tension between short-term aspiration and long-term prudence, or a cultural politics of 

debt and liability. 

Former Beşiktaş director, sports journalist, and club historian Vala Somalı 

defines the club’s decade between 1967 and 1977 as the decade of crisis. Despite the 
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associational covenant foreseeing regular elections repeating every two years, Beşiktaş 

association witnessed twenty-four associational elections between 1967 and 1977.18 This 

signifies a turbulent period marked by destabilizing contentions over management and 

recurrent handovers of executive board membership and shortage of liquidity. Besides 

the biannual congresses that regularize cycles of elections, associational sport clubs 

organize snap elections in response to mediatized scandals about inept management, in-

stadium protests by spectator crowds, or intra-associational criticisms concerning the 

professional soccer team’s underachievement in the league. Once an elected board is 

publicly judged to be inept at leading the soccer team to success, the association 

constituency, media critics, and/or supporters demand that the board and the chairman 

to resign. The board may or may not respond the demand. If they will, a new board will 

be elected. This mode of social action is related to the associational legal form of sport 

clubs.  

Elections serve a second function, however, as fundraising campaigns. Those 

competing for board positions, often critics of the incumbent, make a social wager to 

prove their superior skills of management and ability to get things done better. For 

decades under question, these populist wagers involved a promise renewed loans. 

However, since the incumbent may have also been elected by a similar wager, in the 

 

18 Vala Somalı, Beşiktaş Tarihi, 1978, p. 120. 
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case that an incumbent board resigns, by that point the club is indebted to the directors 

who are stepping down. Thus, a board member who leaves office will turn into a 

creditor vis-à-vis the association and their successors. This former board member will be 

owed either personally or on behalf of the bank which extended the club credit via the 

personalized suretyship of that board member who used his creditworthiness in the 

financial sector.19 Thus, the electoral board handover will involve a negotiation over the 

management of debts. Conjoined coexistence of personal credit and joint-associational 

liability particularly surfaces in stories detailing these contentious processes involving 

the resignation of one board and their replacement with a successor in the associational 

congress.  

In the 1967-1968 national league season, the Beşiktaş board of directors was 

chaired by Hakkı Yeten [1910-1989], the club’s celebrity top scorer in the interwar years 

in the Taksim Stadium and also a military alumnus who later studied law and became a 

lawyer. Halfway into the 67-68 soccer league season, Yeten would resign in the face of a 

mediatized campaign promoted by an oppositional fraction in the association’s 

constituency. This rival oppositional fraction was led by a member of the association 

 

19 As Bruce Mann (2002) writes in his work on credit-debt relations during American independence, 
suretyship often involves social affiliations (trust, kinship, or honor) to create backup debtors. However 
social the origins of surety might be, however, this relationship of surety is always “potentially a credit-
debt” relation in that the inability of the original debtor (in this case the sport club) to service its debts 
would makes the surety the substitute debtor. And, in return, the contract of suretyship creates a credit-debt 
relation between the original debtor, making the sport club indebted to the very social member who might 
have vouched for a credit motivated by social membership in the association or for genuinely civic goals. 
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who was also a high-profile politician, Talat Asal, at the time the Party General Secretary 

of the ruling, pro-business Justice Party. The opposition criticized Yeten for being 

commercially backward minded and under-ambitious. According to the critics, Yeten 

was using his chairmanship to stall an infrastructural investment project, which would 

erect a brand-new stadium with 30,000 seating capacity. The stadium would be funded 

by the GDPE through a public tender and leased to Beşiktaş for the club to use the venue 

as the home ground in the commercial league in the same way its big three rivals 

Fenerbahçe and Galatasaray had secured venue modernization boosts through similar 

GDPE tenders, which were paid by the commercial funds raised by the state-owned 

parimutuel betting corporation, Spor-Toto. The infrastructural expansion would help 

Beşiktaş stop playing its home games in the club-neutral, GDPE-owned İnönü Stadium 

which was a shared venue used across the board for Istanbul-based league games, 

which the club did because the small field on the Bosporus under its private control 

lacked enclosed and thus marketable seating space for higher revenues. This would help 

the club replenish its economic power in a context where the league’s newcomer city-

teams, organized as civic clubs, were using their civic monopoly statuses to pool 

competitive budgets and challenge Istanbul-based teams in the trading season and 

raising the transfer market. Yeten allegedly stalled the construction project because he 

preferred a more modest investment targeting a venue with 10,000 capacity, a mentality 

his rivals found stagnant and unambitious, doomed to be washed away with the rising 
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competition from inland Turkey. Yeten’s own fraction, however, praised his term in 

office for having combined sportive and financial success thanks to his prudent 

approach and aversion to big money sponsorship that could be procured via personal 

loans from politically connected businessmen. His supporters praised Yeten’s record as 

a chairman for having signed economical contracts and built a team of younger and 

promising soccer players instead of stretching the budget through bombastic transfer 

stories and arms races to outspend rivals. Yeten’s supporters underlined that this 

mentality not only led Beşiktaş to a national title in 66-67 season, but that sportive 

success also boosted gate receipts. This patient management targeting medium term 

sportive returns helped pay off “the club’s 1 million liras of outstanding debt using 

commercial revenues and save an amount of 300K that stood in the club’s safe as an 

emniyet akçesi (money for hard times)” while still remaining competitive in the soccer 

league.20 The opposition, affiliated with the developmentalist politics of the Justice Party 

at the time, argued that the club needed a “Western mentality of management and 

modern facilities,” a metaphor for a businesslike ambition to invest and enlarge the 

club’s assets, and connect the professional soccer economy with the infrastructural 

investments that spearheaded the Justice Party’s developmental agenda and the rising 

economy of public tenders to private construction contractors funded by Spor-Toto 

 

20 Somalı, Beşiktaş Tarihi. In his club history published in 1978, Somalı reprints several op-eds he penned 
during this several year contention and explains his support for the Yeten group. 
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profits, that gave the Justice Party-controlled GDPE a newly found entrepreneurial 

agency of stadium expansion. Amidst an intensified campaign accusing Yeten for 

holding the club down for personal whims, in January 1968, the governing “Hakkı Yeten 

group,” as the fraction was patronymically named, stepped down and refused to rerun 

in the annual elections and was replaced by the so-called “Unified Group”21 that had 

been challenging Yeten’s mandate for the past several years, led by the high profile 

politician Asal. 

Following his resignation, it was now Yeten’s turn to take the seat of the 

opposition, attesting to the cyclical recurrence of electoral patterns. Six months later, 

during the preseason transfer window in June 1968, when clubs started ambitiously 

competing to lure talent by offering them higher transfer fees and wages, Yeten wrote a 

critical op-ed in the sports pages of Milliyet targeting his successors. While Yeten’s 

successors were planning to spend considerable amounts in the transfer market, their 

predecessor warned the readership that Beşiktaş association under Talat Asal’s 

management was turning into a short-sighted gambler. The former celebrity top scorer 

revealed to the public opinion that upon their election, his successors “secured over a 

million liras under an assignment contract.” Overspending in the transfer market, they 

gambled for short-term success hoping to gain personal [and political] popularity but 

 

21 I take this naming from reports on the previous election of 1967 which Yeten won by a single vote margin. 
“Beşiktaşta Yeten Başkan,” Milliyet, 13 February 1967, p. 8. 
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mortgaged the club’s future.22 And, they were losing the gamble. The ambitious 

spending spree a year ago had not translated to sportive success and Beşiktaş finished 

third place in the 68-69 soccer league, eight points below champion Galatasaray. A 

report from July 1969 explains that several businessmen directors under Talat Asal’s 

chairmanship had mobilized their personal credit with the financial sector and taken out 

a loan on behalf of the sport club worth of 2.5 million liras from a commercial bank in 

Istanbul to pay for the transfers.  

These were no generous gifts, however: they were secured loans. Beşiktaş 

Association now owed these director-cum-creditors and future club revenues were 

mortgaged. The directors secured these loans by authorizing a private assignment 

contract (temlik akdi) between their bank and the association, on behalf of which these 

individual members could undersign contracts as elected board members. The contract 

gave the assignees (the bank and the loan-taking client) priority rights over other 

possible claimants over club revenues. As the elected executives of the association under 

the covenant, the board members were legally authorized to undersign contracts on 

behalf of the legal personality of the association that would be binding after their 

resignation unless a congressional motion refused to financially acquit their term of 

management, an unpopular scenario for the association’s constituency which would 

 

22 Hakkı Yeten, “Büyük para ve büyük iddiaya rağmen koparılan fırtına iyi sonuç vermedi,” Milliyet, 18 June 
1968, p. 8.  
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initiate a public investigation that could potentially lead to the takeover of the 

association management by appointed public trustees from the hands of the 

membership.23 The assignment contract (temlik akdi) promised to transfer the 

association’s future revenues (the promises the club was owed, alacaklar) to the assignee 

so that the private contract functioned as collateral to secure the personally vouched 

credit.  

These future promises assigned to the creditors referred to the main sources of 

commercial soccer revenues that professional league teams received throughout a 

season: gate receipts (ticket sales) and royalties. The secured amount, the report 

maintained, was defined as 50% of all gate receipts and 100% of royalties received from 

Spor-Toto, the state monopoly of pari-mutuel betting. The assignment contract would 

funnel association’s revenues directly to the creditors until the debt was repaid given 

that a temlik contract has priority over other enforceable debt instruments such as bills of 

debt (borç senedi) or routes of public debt enforcement (icra) through attachment orders 

(haciz). After the payment of cash advances (transfer fees) to expensive deals during the 

preseason transfer window, the critics like Yeten now maintained, the club was 

strangled and falling behind on monthly salaries, tax debts to the treasury, and 

insurance premiums to the Social Security Institution because the commercial revenues 

 

23 Though this report does not explicitly explain this, it implies that the bank loan was under the personal 
suretyship of these board members, meaning that while the source of the money came from banks, the 
sureties would be back-up debtors of the loan if the association as a legal person failed to service the debt.  
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were funneled to the assignees.24 As the soccer team failed to achieve in the league, this 

sportively and financially downward trend triggered public discontent, validated 

Yeten’s criticism and delegitimated Asal’s chairmanship, leading to the eventual 

resignation of Talat Asal and with the chairman, the creditor-directors who were elected 

as a united electoral coalition. Several months into the second league season under 

Asal’s chairmanship, the unpopular board was replaced in a snap election in early 

December 1969.  

A new caretaker board stepped in an uncontested election but did so with a 

public statement asking for guarantees if they were to step in and fill the managerial 

void. These five men would take over club management until the annual elections in 

March 1970 and “raise the 149,000 liras needed to cover overdue payments that had 

immediate deadlines but they would resign if, in the following months, the club’s future 

incomes are seized [by third parties] or if one of the resigning directors seized future 

revenues.” 25 In other words, the caretaker successors would take over the management 

and buy part of the overdue debts from their predecessors and relieve them from public 

pressure. In return, the resigned predecessors would waive or delay some of their claims 

and make sure that the bank loan they brokered did not strangle the club’s budget in the 

 

24 “Toto gelirinin tamamı ve maç hasılatının yarısı temlikli olan Beşiktaş krize girdi,” Milliyet 20 July 1969, p. 
12. 
 
25 “Beşiktaşı yönetecek 5 kişilik komite seçildi,” Milliyet 8 December 1969, p 10. 
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immediate future. In response, one of the resigning board members explained that the 

money he invested from his pocket was not secured by any debt instrument and that he 

didn’t “even have a bill of debt” (elimde bir senet bile yok) and that only several big 

lenders were privy to assignment contracts, revealing that the quantitatively larger the 

contributions became, the likelier it was that sponsors were to be granted safer forms of 

securities such as temlik contracts, which required the approval of the club’s senior 

council but was almost always granted to elected board members who secured sizeable 

liquidity through their links with the financial sector. That is, while personal loans could 

be partially donated in the form of gifts, the larger the quantity the less likely it would 

be treated as a gift and more likely to be treated as credit with a repayment date. The 

news story also reported that the senior council now authorized a new batch of private 

temlik contracts between the association and the caretakers who would soon take office. 

The convened congress approved the singing of these new batch of temlik contracts and 

secured the 100K liras per person they would immediately inject to clear the club’s late 

payments. Part of this aggregate 500K raised during the board handover would 

presumably pay off some of the debts the club owed to the resigning board members (or 

towards the bank loan they brokered) while urgently paying the overdue athlete salaries 

and bonuses. From a news story from two years later, we see once again that a new 

election cycle in 1972 initiated yet another loan cycle with the same transactional 

conventions Two wealthy individual members of the association were newly elected to 
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the board and, upon their election, loaned a total of 2 million liras, 1.5 million to be spent 

in the approaching player trading season. And the association secured these loans by 

mortgaging future club revenues via temlik contracts.26 And so on and on. Hence the 

cyclical social life of electoral handovers of debt and board membership under the 

organizational form of associational clubs. 

For those electors districts whose city teams joined the national league, ambitious 

spending was the norm than exception. A review of Milliyet sport pages, which 

regularly published league balance sheets at the end of every player trading season in 

July, shows that associational city clubs from small and midsized cities spent 

ambitiously, often matching or exceeding the amounts spent by the big three. In 1970-

1971 season, the league’s top spender was Eskişehirspor, Bursaspor’s archrival in the 

same years. In 1971-1972, four different associational city clubs outspent Galatasaray, 

one of the big three. In 1972-1973, Beşiktaş and Galatasaray were outspent by seven 

teams from the provinces, mostly associational city clubs. Throughout the 1970s and 

1980s, entry of associational city clubs representing a civic aspiration allowed citywide 

participatory fundraising campaigns to pool resources and channel liquidity into the 

transfer market hoping for sportive achievement. This mode of spending for a civic 

 

26 See a similar news clip from 1972: “Directors Mehmet Üstünkaya and Selahattin Aksoy have given 2 
million liras from their personal credits to the Beşiktaş club. The club will spend 1.5 million of this money 
for transfer and 500K for other activities. Divan Kurulu (Club Council) has assigned up to 2 million from 
[future] gate receipts to secure debts to these directors.” See, “Beşiktaş transferde 2 yöneticinin verdiği 2 
milyon lirayı harcayacak,” Milliyet, 27 June 1972, p. 10.  
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purpose rapidly pushed up prices in the national transfer market, providing multiple 

bidders to high-in-demand talent. By the turn of the 1980s, sportive balance of power 

tipped in favor of civic associations. Nonetheless, this nationwide sportive arms race 

made the professional league into a site of moral anxiety over irresponsible spending. In 

1979, a Milliyet sports cartoon depicted the Ministry of Finance losing his mind over this 

pattern and saying: ‘what if IMF finds out?’ during a time when the government was 

negotiating a standby deal, making the economy of professional soccer league into the 

public cultural symbol of deficit public spending.27  

 

27 “Kulüpler transferde 200 milyon lira harcadılar,” Milliyet, 1 August 1979, p. 14. 
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Figure 4: "Clubs spent 200 million liras in the transfer market." Milliyet, 1 
August 1979. The image shows the Minister of Finance worried: “Damn! We are done 

if the IMF hears this.” 

Originally constructed to strengthen vertical integration between the urban 

nodes of an intercity league market and subject the league the public oversight of the 

GDPE, when emergent city teams, sponsored by aspiring notables among the local 

commercial society, gave rein to financialized spending sprees, the outcome resembled 

more like a difficult to regulate sportive tornado (an arms race) that absorbed civic 

solidarities into costly intercity rivalries rather than placing professional soccer under 

the GDPE tutelary authority neatly exercising oversight. The nationwide diffusion of 

civic-sportive ambition combined with the transactional conventions of personalized 

credit organized around private debt assignment contracts (temlik akdi) even crippled the 
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public powers of taxation. In December 1970, Milliyet reported that a freshly founded 

city team on the Black Sea coast, Samsunspor (est. 1965), accumulated an overdue tax 

debt of more than 2 million liras, but when the local revenue office in Samsun filed to 

enforce the tax debt by seizing the association’s commercial revenues, funds were not 

accessible to fiscal authorities because the private debt assignment contract that secured 

the original credit, one that was personally brokered by an association member who was 

the bank’s client, funneled the club’s entire commercial revenues to the assignee and 

thus left the public enforcement out in the cold. Assignment contracts of private law 

were more flexible, personalized, and quicker than attachment (haciz) orders processed 

through public courts. To shame the private transactional route that mortgaged 

associational revenues to a triangular deal involving the bank, the local businessman, 

and the association, eight members of the Samsunspor Congress, as if lending a hand to 

the revenue office, sued the creditor contract and challenged the legitimacy of the credit 

agreement authorized by the club’s businessmen directors and signed between the bank 

and the association. 28 While the GDPE had subordinated the commercialized national 

league under its authority, by the early 1980s, the public interpretation was more that 

the competitive compulsions of soccer absorbed the public state apparatus into its vortex 

than the other way around. While the GDPE’s associational culture ruled out private 

 

28 “Defterdarlık Samsunspor’a 2 milyon lira haciz koydu,” Milliyet, 23 December 1970, p. 8. 
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proprietorship/capitalist shareholding of soccer teams, the GDPE statutes nonetheless 

were clouded by an informal and private culture of debt/liability handover which kept 

the flows of FIFA soccer at an elbow’s length from being regulated by the public 

administration.  

3.6 Theoretical Conclusion 

Professional team sports competitions are particularly apt for the athletic 

enactment of a joint-stock politics and for the cultivation of a related conception of 

representative government entrusted with the management of public budgets while 

leading executive programs driven by civic ambition. This is not only due to the 

dramaturgy of sportive opponency in which a cooperating sportive entity (the eleven-

men soccer team) is dressed in collectivist cultural insignia (colors, flags, uniforms) and 

competes against analogously representative teams, creating a simulation of warfare. An 

elective affinity between professional team sport competitions and joint-stock politics is 

also rooted in market dynamics, what the anthropologically oriented economist Walter 

C. Neale called the peculiar economics of team sports in a seminal paper (Neale 1964). 

Illustrated by sport economists as well as business and social historians of sport, when 

sport teams rival one another in a competitive market for player trading, this tends to 

shape a scenario where each ambitious competitor is driven to deficit spending while 

trying to finance sportive ambition via promising monetary awards to talented athletes. 

This is especially true when integrated intercity, international, or global player trading 
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markets matches sportive competitors whose budgets have public identities (whose 

capacity to spend are backed by a civic justification) and sportive victories can be 

represented as legitimate public cultural utilities for which deficit spending seems 

acceptable (Sloane 1971). In analyzing this pattern, sport economists describe a price 

logics that is analogous to armament races. In arms races, scoring a victory is dependent 

on not only spending more but comparatively more than one’s rival. In other words, 

victory depends on outspending a rival’s relative spending in the short term. This 

interactive, gambling-like contention draws both rivals to stretch the limits of their 

power and potentially indebts each competitor, making “prudence and club 

management a marriage that is seldom consummated” (Syzmanski and Zimbalist 2005: 

193).  

Sport economists and sport business historians employ concepts such as arms 

races or “soft-budget constraints” (Andreff 2007) to explain this spiraling pattern that 

resembles the cost of war-making. An alternative analogy is that bidding wars between 

approximate rivals resemble inter-elite auctions for rare artworks. Even when competing 

teams raise commercial revenue through third parties aiming to profit from sport’s 

popularity, such as advertisers or broadcasting corporations, the rates of increase of the 

amounts sunk in bidding wars for athletes outpaces the rates of increase in revenues 

from commercial sources and increased investment on athletic assets does not result in a 

proportional increase in revenues. Such bidding wars are only cooled down when 
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competing spenders create cartelistic organizations, first and foremost by employer 

monopsonies that restrict a player’s capacity to negotiate with multiple suitors and 

initiate competitive bidding (Rottenberg 1956). However, the cartelistic organization of 

team sport leagues is only possible when competitors complement vertical ties with 

target audiences (civic localities/markets where managerial decision-making can be 

liable to popular ambition) with horizontal ties between them (cartel rules designed to 

reduce inter-civic strife for the collective interests of colluding entities). In the words of 

Mark Granovetter (2005), cartelistic avoidance of price wars is more likely if competitors 

are “socially homogeneous” given the superior efficiency of social sanctions to enforce 

rules, or if competitors see themselves as a “moral community” and there are “economic 

and noneconomic (for example, friendship and status) goals that they pursue 

simultaneously” (40).  

Modern team sports competitions are globally differentiated precisely by the 

terms and degrees of economic cooperation between competing teams. Cartel-form 

leagues were originally born in professional baseball in the United States in the late 19th 

century, as profit oriented team-owners invented regulations that cool down sportive 

arms races. In what are known short handedly as the baseball model leagues or the 

American models of team sport leagues, cooperating rivals which privately own their 

respective teams avoid mutually unprofitable arms races by a series of measures. These 

include a common agreement against financializing their spending power; restricting 
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the entry of newcomers into the league by making league-entry conditional on the 

consent of a cartel of team owners rather than being open to all teams of the nation; and 

contractual clauses that restrict in-demand athletes (potential objects of bidding wars) 

from freely negotiating with multiple suitors and drawing rivals into bidding wars. 

These cartel-like team sport tournaments also vertically integrate with feeder systems – 

providers of new talent – either through a schooling system that bans payment to 

athletes or with a minor league, which is controlled by the major league and operates 

under the trusteeship of the major one without linking via competition. 

 In sport studies literature, this cartel logic of the American league model is 

contrasted with the European model. In what are known short handedly as the soccer 

model or the European model of team sport leagues, a public framework absorbs every 

sportive competitor in the nation into one vertically integrated competition. Teams 

representing localities across the surface of a bounded national territory compete under 

territorially framed, nationwide federations that are only closed to competitors from 

outside the national community but open to any team inside the nation. Through what is 

known as the promotion-relegation system, these so-called European model 

competitions place all teams within the nation under one giant national pyramid, 

divided by tiers of connected leagues with transition between them. For the course of a 

year-long season, the many teams of the nation play in closed leagues but at the end of 

every soccer year, winners of a tier promote to the higher tier and losers of a tier relegate 
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to the lower tier. This creates a “a system where teams have incentives to spend more 

than they can afford in order to reach the next level or avoid being sent down a level” 

(Szymanski and Zimbalist 2005: 193). When this system is patched onto political 

histories where “so many teams [are] run by owners [or non-owning directors] 

interested in the glory of winning trophies and prepared to spend what it takes, or 

controlled by local politicians seeking electoral glory […], the financially prudent find 

themselves falling behind in the league competition” (199). The European soccer model 

invites a pattern of debt-driven ambition and is deemed to be a “hypercompetitive 

system in comparison with a closed system” (47), which structurally spirals the “money 

spent by teams gambling on the possibility of avoiding relegation, achieving promotion, 

or gaining entry to lucrative competitions” (134). When “so many teams are engaged in 

overspending, the financial viability of entire leagues is being called into question.” 

(193).  

The historical interval from the 1960s to the 1980s is when the nationalization of 

the Turkish league absorbed the American-model closed league of the Istanbul inside a 

nationwide arms race, making financial prudence and sportive ambition difficult to 

coexist. But it was precisely this dynamic that made the teams’ budget deficits a 

participatory social-financial space with rotating entry for an expanding circle of 

industrial capitalists in the context of Turkey’s rapid capitalist industrialization after 

1960 with the transition to an import-substitute development.  Bursaspor and the many 
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city teams founded following this first civic merger proliferated to weave a nationwide 

pattern of league-fights where urbanizing districts tell themselves stories about their 

industrializing selves.

4. Buses, Tickets, and Knives: Intercity Mobility and 
Sportive Violence 
When hardcore Bursaspor fans are asked about why they name themselves  

Teksas, the more-or-less standardized response is an orally transmitted narrative that 

describes an away-game travel and mobile troublemaking in the intercity national 

league sometime in the 1960s, recounted to me multiple times with slight modifications 

as it happens with orally transmitted social narratives. I’ll use a version recounted me by 

the Teksas leader Recep Kurtuluş, aka Darko, who explained in hyperbolic, mythical 

fashion: 

Teksas is the only tribün group that is established in the same year as the club, in 
 1963. In 1963, for a match against Zonguldakspor [a city in Turkey’s Black 
 Sea littoral] in the national league’s second tier – the game is to be played  in 
 Zonguldak – büyüklerimiz (our seniors) travel to Zonguldak. It’s a five-hour 
 drive [today], but back in the day, in the absence of vehicles, it’s a trip of three 
 days. Our older brothers arrive, and during the game, after a non-neutral call by 
 the ref, our older brothers who travelled to Zonguldak from here, pick up a fight 
 with Zonguldakspor fans. Since our guys prove more dominant, the police forces 
 of that region say, enough, what is this, how can a fight take twenty, thirty 
 minutes, and said, you guys turned the city into Texas. You know, in America, 
 Texas is a place famous for its murders and executions those days. So, our guys 
 find it appropriate [and adopt the name]…We are the first supporter group to 
 date back to the club’s foundation because league-teams located in [more 
 populated cities] like Istanbul, like Galatasaray, Fenerbahçe, Beşiktaş, they 
 wouldn’t be able to form [an analogous out-traveling organization] for the reason 
 that they already had fans [residing] in other cities [outside Istanbul]. Bursa 
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 doesn’t have supporters in other cities, in Istanbul, in Ankara, in Trabzon. It has 
 supporters only in its own city. So, we travel ourselves [from Bursa]. 

  

According to the narrative, the name Teksas is a metaphor for disorder and 

lawlessness originally used by public authorities to denounce popular altercations but 

was later proudly assumed by travelling supporter groups as an accolade signifying an 

intimidating and violent reputation in the eyes of rival crowds and public authorities. 

Orally transmitted narratives about origins have a “social function of maintaining and 

expressing solidarity” and “symbolize [the group’s unity].” Furthermore, they are 

“assertions about social structure” and “anchor the present in the past” (Cohen 1969: 

345). Seen in sociological light, the narrative underlines the constitutive role played by 

away-game travels and collective and mobile troublemaking for belonging in Teksas. 

According to this narrative, a combination of recurrent intercity mobility and physical 

and/or dramatic agonism against intercity rivals constitute the ethos and organization of 

tribüncülük (belonging in organized, male-to-male supporter sociality) and deplasman 

(away-game travels) of which leaders like Darko are organizers and walking archives. 

4.1 Travel 

In the life-story narratives of amigos, too, intercity mobility is constitutive of 

their identity as senior members and/or leaders of the Teksas tribün. Referred by the 

noun deplasman or the verb deplasman yapmak, consistently travelling to league games 

and tailing the Bursaspor professional soccer team sets a dedicated supporter apart from 
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an ordinary one. When asked about his initiation into Teksas, tribün leader Darko 

recounted another hyperbolic parable demonstrating deplasman’s status as a brotherly 

weekend escapade whereby young adolescent males congregate with peers and slightly 

older (non-parental) seniors, abi, to evade parental authority and leave the social space 

of ‘home.’ When he was a teenager, Darko tells me, he drugged his father’s water with 

sleeping pills and ran away to his first deplasman expedition to Gaziantep, 1000 km away 

from Bursa. When he returned from this intense bus journey taken in the course of a 

weekend, he found out that his dad has been asleep for the past two days! Another 

Teksas leader Mehmet Güzelsöz, the revered Mehmet Abi of Teksas known in his 

troublemaking days as kolsuz ‘the armless,’ tells me that he also ‘escaped’ to his first 

deplasman at the age of ten and it was also outside his father’s permission. Similarly, the 

infamous Teksas leader Selim Kurtulan’s narrative of developing into a leader starts 

when he converted away from his father’s parental oversight. His father being a low-

rank staff in a local conservative newspaper, Pasha had access to free tickets to the press 

section of the stadium in Bursa, but he wanted out of this leisurely spectating 

opportunity to join effervescent male peers attending the games in the unseated terraces 

behind the goal – where games are watched in packed crowds with collective chanting. 

Kurtulan’s career steps to becoming a leader, today capped by his title Pasha Selim or 

‘the Amigo,’ began when he was twelve years old and embarked upon his “first 

deplasman in 1983 to Trabzon and we lost 3-0, İskender scored all three goals,” he 
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recounts to me with a precision befitting the recollection of biographic thresholds, 

marking his passage from a spectator boy to an away-going man of the tribün. As Pasha 

Selim proudly explained to me, since 1983 when he was merely 12, he has not missed a 

single game Bursaspor played outside the borders of the city, except during his 

intermittent imprisonments or detainments by the police. As  Mehmet Güzelsöz explains 

in an interview, belonging in the Teksas subculture is a matter of loyalty, defined as 

taling the team’s nationwide touring schedule alongside a brotherly crew, being “a man 

who follows the team to wherever the team travels season after season,” measured by 

the emotions of “love, respect, and loyalty (sadakat) […] for your circle of friends,” 

demonstrated by a personal record of having attended games “home and away for 3, 5, 

or 10 seasons in a row.”1  

Those who identify with Teksas express this enduring attachment to Bursaspor 

in familial categories, with home and away games often mapping into inverse scenarios 

of a young man’s relation to family and kinship. Home-games in the Bursa Ataturk 

Stadium represents a father-son bonding, aestheticized with one of the most popular 

stadium songs that describes a child’s first encounter with the team when taken to the 

stadium by his father, describing Bursaspor fandom as a paternal heritage:  

babamın omzunda gelmiştim yanına 
aşık olmuştum ben sana Atatürk Stadı’nda 
 

1 “Teksas Büyük Bir Markadır,” Bursasporluyuz, 19 September 2016, https://www.bursasporluyuz.org/teksas-
buyuk-bir-markadir. 
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I first came near you on my father’s shoulders 

and fell in love with you in the Ataturk Stadium 
 

Deplasman songs, however, emphasize rifts in the socialization of a young man 

into the world of kinship and marriage, with popular deplasman songs describing liminal 

durations, marking the failure to transition from paternal tutelage to marrying a beloved 

girl and forming one’s own patrilineal household. A popular YouTube video recorded 

on a deplasman bus by a travelling crew of Bursaspor supporters is a nationwide hit and 

titled Kız İsteme Bestesi (Song of the Marriage Proposal). The song describes the ritual of 

the proposal conducted as a familial visit to the young woman’s paternal household, but 

the beloved’s father associates the potential son-in-law with the tribün culture, seen as a 

morally questionable camaraderie of those unfit to wed one’s daughter. Refused for his 

thuggish lifestyle making him a potentially absentee husband and scorned for not 

owning a house or a stable job, the young man devotes himself back to the non-familial 

camaraderie of a travelling bus after his rejection2:  

şimdi ne mi yapmaktayım 
yollara bakmaktayım 
elimdeki sigaramla 

deplasman yolundayım 
 

And if you ask me what I’m doing now 
I am looking towards the roads 

 

2 Nazif Aykut, “Kız İsteme Bestesi – Tribün Hayattır,” YouTube, 26 October 2010, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lzjnK072aPI. 
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With my cigarette in my hand 
I’m on the route to deplasman 

The song ends with a final line sung as a chorus, cursing the beloved’s father, the 

symbolic figurehead for kinship order, who denies the young man the desired marriage. 

The chorus of the deplasman bus thus speaks in the name of a young man unmoored 

from kinship, in between a departure from parental guardianship and arrival in his own 

sovereign, post-marital household. His time has arrived to leave his father’s roof, but he 

has failed to do so and thus treats the deplasman escapade as a negation of the kinship 

order in favor of the bused camaraderie. The image of the deplasman bus is reminiscent 

of a totem, prevalently engraved in the tribün insignia in banners and flags that mobile 

groups carry across the cities of the nation-state in their travels. As totems do, the 

deplasman bus symbolizes the stakes of internal solidarity of effervescent male-to-male 

gathering more than interest in sport spectatorship as such. Buses are thus symbolic and 

mobile infrastructures in which tailing a beloved team along intercity highways is a 

mode of intense male camaraderie that sets apart travelling cliques from ‘ordinary’ 

spectators, working men who might merely attend the team’s home games and save 

time for familial obligations in the weekend. The deplasman bus is a “symbol of the 

values and friendships which exist between the lads.”3 

 

3 For a comparable Durkheimian take on the English subculture of ‘lads’: “[…] this love which the lads feel 
for their team is simultaneously also a love for the feeling of solidarity which they experience every time 
they attend the game and participated in the communal practice of drinking and singing. Just as Durkheim 
suggested aboriginal tribes worship their society through the totem, so the lads reaffirm their relations with 
other lads through the love of the team; they effectively worship the masculine group of which they are a 
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In Bursa, the social origins of the Teksas subculture of ‘travel and antagonize’ in 

which today’s Teksas strongmen came of age are unanimously traced to a spatial 

epicenter, to Bursa’s so-called garajaltı mahalleleri, literally meaning neighborhoods 

below the bus terminal. This colloquial phrase denotes half a dozen adjacent low-income 

mahalle (neighborhoods or residential communities), self-constructed by immigrant 

settlers during the postwar industrial expansion of Bursa. It demarcates a sociocultural 

boundary between the city’s historical urban fabric ‘above’ the intercity bus terminal 

built on the sloped neighborhoods on the skirts of Mount Uludağ, and the communities 

‘below’ the bus terminal developed illegally on flat farmland by immigrants. The phrase 

is not a generic term for immigrant settlements, however, and specifically signifies 

communities predominantly from Macedonia and Kosovo, who arrived in Bursa via 

continuous waves of migration in the 20th century, a migration flow which particularly 

sped up between 1952 and 1967.4 Bursa’s urban growth via this specific, so-called 

Albanian immigration and the construction of the intercity bus terminal in 1962 were 

coeval with Bursaspor’s establishment in 1963 and the team’s entry into the national 

 

 

part and the love for the team is a transposed love for the lads’ own social group.” Anthony King, “The 
Lads: Masculinity and the New Consumption of Football,” Sociology 31, no.2 (May 1997), 332. 
 
4 Halim Çavuşoğlu, “Yugoslavya-Makedeonya’dan Türkiye’ye 1952-1967 “Kitlesel” Göçü ve Bursa’daki 
Göçmen Kesimi,” Karadeniz Araştırmaları, no. 10 (2006), pp. 107-147; Raif Kaplanoğlu and Ozan Kaplanoğlu, 
“Yugoslavya-Makedonya Kitlesel Göç (1952-1967),” in Bursa’nın Göç Tarihi. Nilüfer Belediyesi: Bursa, 2014, 
pp. 259-272. 
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soccer league shortly after. Over the following decades, settlements below the bus 

terminal expanded with subsequent waves of immigration in a rapidly industrialized 

Bursa and an influx of Kurdish immigrants from Southeastern Turkey starting in the 

1980s further enlarged the area population-wise and made garajaltı mahalleleri into an 

ethnically heterogeneous conglomerate of proximate communities scattered across the 

former farmlands on the Bursa field.  

The leading strongmen of Teksas trace their biographies to this cultural space 

named ‘neighborhoods below the bus terminal’ and define a fictive kinship that frame 

their common belonging. Pasha Selim resides in Gazcılar/Kiremitçi, the neighborhood 

formed by the first wave of Kosovar immigrants and for this reason, stands immediately 

outside the historic downtown and marketplace. Pasha spends his free time in a 

coffeehouse in this neighborhood which he uses as a sort of home-base, a pattern that 

applies to all other Teksas strongmen, too, each being identified with a home-base 

coffeehouse, where they command respect as frequenters. Pasha’s home-base is spatially 

above the bus terminal despite being socially ‘below,’ but this is due to the fact that the 

infrastructural construction of the bus terminal and intercity highways happened a few 

years after the first informal settlements, between 1957 and 1961. The bus terminal and 

the intercity highways that emanate from/lead to the terminal thus divide the continuity 

of these immigrant neighborhoods, with majority having remained ‘below’ 

retrospectively, the highway marking the main artery of urban segregation during 
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Bursa’s spatial growth ever since. Strongmen Darko’s home-base coffeehouse where he 

met me is thus situated shortly across the highway, only a few minutes walking distance 

from Pasha’s home-base, in an adjacent Kosovar-Albanian neighborhood Gülbahçe, 

where “we are all Albanians and kinsmen,” a coffeehouse frequenters told me. The 

infamous Duka (the Duke) and Mehmet Abi, and their two younger proteges are socially 

associated with the more spacious Papazçeşme, which is adjacent to Darko’s Gülbahçe 

and stands on a wider flatland. Sedat, Pasha Selim’s ‘right-hand man,’ and Şarap Necmi 

(Necmi ‘the wine man’) reside and speak in the name of Zafer neighborhood which is 

similarly shortly across the highway from Pasha’s home-base. Zafer, in particular, is 

considered the epicenter of both fervent Bursaspor fandom and Bursa’s ethnic Albanian 

Kosovar community and stands as a social center for all the neighborhoods surrounding 

it. I was repeatedly told by everyone I spoke: ‘if you want to research Bursaspor fandom, 

go to Zafer mahallesi.’  

The region is associated with a strong sense of municipal networking. The 

Metropolitan Municipal Mayor Recep Altepe was born and raised not far from Pasha 

Selim and was first elected the municipal mayor of the sub-metropolitan Osmangazi 

district (2004-2009) which houses these set of crowded neighborhoods of the 

Yugoslavian Muslim immigrants. This was Altepe’s step to become the mayor of Bursa’s 

metropolitan municipality (2009-2017). Pasha, the Duke, Sedat, and Darko are self-

identified ethnic Albanians, whose families settled from contemporary Kosovo or 
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Macedonia between 1952 and 1967. Mehmet Abi and his younger protégé Enes (aka the 

Little Amigo), on the other hand, are ethnically Kurdish. Their families immigrated to 

Bursa more recently, in the 1980s and 1990s, and settled in the outskirts of existing 

Kosovar-Macedonian settlements. For these leading organizers of Teksas subculture, the 

phrase garajaltı mahalleleri denotes their common spatial origins and an aggregate social 

base from which they draw sympathizers, members of entourage and match-going 

fellow travelers. During conflictual processes, these strongmen often utilize the phrase 

as a unifying identity above their segmented entourages against the sponsoring elites of 

‘the club,’ the Bursaspor Association. The latter are represented first and foremost by the 

semi-public body the Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry, but also the deputies 

who represent Bursa in the national parliament, appointed governors representing the 

central government, Bursa’s elected municipal council and municipal mayors, and the 

private societies of industrialists. According to the 2018 census, the said neighborhoods 

below the bus station host communities sized somewhere from 3,000 to 11,000 residents 

and five of these neighborhoods are home to all the terrace leaders I could identify.5 This 

means that a relatively small but densely populate area, which houses about fifty to 

hundred thousand Bursa denizens, has consistently produced Teksas leadership in a 

 

5 “Osmangazi Nüfusu – Bursa,” Nufusu.com, https://www.nufusu.com/ilce/osmangazi_bursa-nufusu. 
Accessed 20 January 2020. 
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metropolitan area of about two million residents that make the imagined aggregate pool 

for Bursaspor fandom.  

The leader’s own narratives construe the social history of Teksas less as a mass 

culture of popular fandom than a tightly knit network of leadership that passes down 

personally from elder to younger brothers in a fictive mono-gender lineage, according to 

which a leader, his protégé and entourage form a lineage-like clique. In this seniority-

based lineage, rising the ranks to authority and leadership takes a mix of coercion and 

consent, a notorious reputation for violent capacity but also a social capital that allows a 

strongman to materially and socially support a loyal entourage and subsidize leisurely 

travelling opportunities for as wide a following as possible. Consistent intercity travel is 

a social mechanisms for recruitment into one’s entourage by the repeated, week-in 

week-out exposure in the intimate space of the bus and travel fellowship. Those who 

identify with the deplasman-going tribün subculture often distinguish between the mass 

culture of fandom and relations internal to the tribün: “one says Bursaspor is as large as 

the three million residents of Bursa but it’s actually ten thousand people and we all 

know each other,” tribün affiliates like to say, differentiating an exclusive inner core 

from an anonymous, citywide pool of potential spectators. Belonging in this exclusive 

core requires burdensome (cefakâr) investment of time and energy. Core members 

explicitly underline that the tribün is unfit for a working man’s life: tribün members are 

either students, unemployed or owners of small or midsized firms in retail, wholesale, 
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or services and rarely participate in the industrial manual workforce that shapes the 

work-leisure routines of the working class majority in the city’s more than dozen 

Organized Industrial Districts (OIDs). While they are far from belonging with the city’s 

industrialist elites represented by ownership of manufacturing firms that collectively 

employ more than 50% of Bursa’s workforce, today’s Bursaspor tribün leaders have 

social and economic ties to the local municipal government and the local party bosses of 

the ruling Justice and Development Party (JDP).  

If it costs a record of participation in numerous intercity bus travels to claim 

status, intercity travels have real costs: buses and drivers are rentals. Biweekly return 

trips to localities across the nation, some of which are as far as 1,000 km from Bursa, is a 

costly endeavor for a social organization that seeks to mobilize adolescent and young 

adult males born and raised in Bursa’s lower- or middle-income neighborhoods and 

who do not have large allowances from their parents. Viviana Zelizer persuasively 

argued that the cultural signification of money in the form of parental allowance is a 

moral earmarking that subsumes transfers of cash and dependents’ leisure time 

consumption within a parent-circumscribed autonomy (Zelizer 1994). A central role of a 

Teksas leader is to provide leisurely escapades for fictive dependents, services which 

exceed the market purchase power of parental allowances and create a space of leisurely 

activity that both socially and spatially evades parental supervision while connecting a 

teenager with a civic network of away-going brothers. Understanding the economy of 
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mobility is thus essential to grasping the culture of intercity travel and the way it 

nurtures peer-to-peer masculine bonding that is civic and outwardly rather than 

familial.  

Teksas leaders describe their initiation to the culture of tribün and deplasman as a 

process of being ‘led’ by avuncular abi (older brother) figures who resided spatially 

proximate within the same or adjacent neighborhoods but who are five to ten years 

older than them without being kinsmen. Darko, for example, defines himself as being 

raised by Mehmet Abi, as an exceptional story of brotherly guidance defying the ethnic-

communal conflicts between their neighboring Kurdish and Albanian communities. 

Mehmet Abi and Pasha Selim, residents of different neighborhoods, both define their 

formation as initiated by the late Fuat Abi “the potato wholesaler” and Tuncay Abi (aka 

dayı, maternal uncle), owner of a meatpacking firm in his early 60s who was serving as a 

substitute member of Bursaspor’s board of directors during my fieldwork. These 

avuncular figures were either owners of small or midsized businesses who could spare a 

surplus to pay for fictive (or actual) sons and nephews, or they cultivated a capacity to 

fundraise by procuring gifts/sponsorships from political or business elites from socially 

farther out, especially those individuals who serve in the Bursaspor Board of Directors. 

This social capacity is handed down from a leader to his proteges who take their place as 

the predecessors grow older. In the course of my fieldwork and writing, the bi-

cephalous leadership of Teksas identified with Pasha Selim and Mehmet Abi visibly 
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shifted to their respective proteges Sedat and Enes who are more than twenty years 

younger than them and born in the 1990s. So did the two orchestrating seats installed for 

tribün leaders to perform their role as amigo, as orchestrators of in-stadium chants in 

home games and the leadership in the organization of buses. By sustaining civic ties 

upward and sideways, sand securing their reproduction over generations, the so-called 

amigo figure connects the local spaces of neighborhoods with the civic culture of 

Bursaspor fandom around which multiple citywide social (and political) relations are 

interwoven. 

Over the decades following Bursaspor’s foundation in 1963, organizing and 

funding intercity travels became critical for the solidarity of the travelling male crew and 

the peer-to-peer and leader-to-follower bonds internal to the organized supporters’ male 

bonding. When Teksas was indicted in 2002 by a public prosecutor for violent 

misconduct, the indictment charged the amigos of Teksas as leaders of a criminal racket 

and pointed to extortion of wealthier individuals to pay for intercity buses as this 

racket’s financial bloodstream. Despite being legally criminalized in a series of 

indictments and the 2011 Law on Sport Violence, informal economic exchanges between 

organized supporter groups and wealthier club directors were not so-much the part of 

an underground economy but part of a civic public culture through the decades of 

Bursaspor’s growth into a city team. During home games, organized, lower-income 

groups behind-the-goal collectively chanted vocal demands addressing the elite seating 
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zones in the stadium, yönetim otobüs kaldır! (Directors: Treat us to Buses!). Answering to 

these demands made a club director-businessman popular.  

Neither during the court trials they faced nor in public interviews have 

prosecuted Teksas leaders denied the reality of this exchange. Instead, they often 

defended themselves by arguing that if this economic exchange is criminal, they have 

accomplices among some of the city’s wealthiest who paid for the buses, and underlined 

a conception of the city team as weaving a tie of joint-liability across the city’s social 

stratification, pronouncing grassroots discourses of civic solidarism established by 

shared partisanship in the intercity league.6 Mehmet Abi told me in our interview that 

the exchange between the Teksas leaders and sponsoring Bursaspor directors used to be 

conducted on cash before its criminalization: “Today, it is the municipality [who 

provides the buses], but back in the day, buses would be on the basis of yöneticiler 

(directors). Say, 5 buses [of fans] will travel to Istanbul. The cost of a return trip per bus 

is known. You would pay the money to the tur [intercity bus operating companies.] 

You’d go [and say to the directors], we need 5 buses, or we need 10 buses.” The count of 

buses is a sort of currency on which Teksas leaders have developed an exchange 

framework to personally bargain with sponsors on behalf of a following, the tribün. 

 

6 See for instance, Pasha’s first interview after his release in 2003 with the national daily Radikal: “Both the 
tickets and the bus, we take it from the club. How can we afford them ourselves? We are not wealthy 
people. We don’t have trillions in the banks. The real corruption is on the other side.” “Tribünlerin 
Efendileri! … (5),” Radikal, 6 March 2003, www.radikal.com.tr/hayat/tribunlerin-efendileri-5-662789.   
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Given that many of these self-made terrace leaders resided adjacent to the city’s main 

bus terminal, where every intercity bus operator had their sales offices, this spatial 

proximity must have contributed to a bargaining capacity in negotiating with the tour 

companies. Given the city’s isolation from the railways infrastructure built in interwar 

nation-building, in the postwar decades from 1950 to 1970 when an American-inspired 

visions of development prioritized an automobile and highway-centered modernization, 

Bursa’s business classes developed intercity bus operator corporations that became 

national leaders.7 Already by the 1950s, the city’s middle classes developed a culture of 

intercity travel with a combination of buses and ferries for day trips to Istanbul to attend 

the games of the Istanbul Professional Soccer League.8   

In their roles as organizers of away-game travels, tribün leaders not only procure 

the buses but also spread the word around and promote away-game travel in their 

respective communities to recruit peers and younger males into the subculture. As 

Pasha Selim explains in an interview with a local television, the life of a Teksas leader 

parallels the temporality of the league fixture, a weekly repetition over the course of the 

season from early August to early June, restarting every other Monday, as leaders spend 

the weekdays promoting, organizing and preparing for the weekend deplasman journey 

 

7 For a great analysis of the role of intercity automobility in Turkey’s Cold War modernization, Begüm 
Adalet, Hotels and Highways: The Construction of Modernization Theory in Cold War Turkey. Stanford University 
Press, 2018.  
8 Necati Akgün, Son 100 Yılın Bursa Olayları Anılarım. Bursa, 1994, p. 4-5. 
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and start preparing for the next deplasman as soon as the buses arrive back in Bursa.9 

Before the introduction of an electronic ticketing scheme which abrogated the form of 

printed tickets which were standardized slips without seat numbers that could be 

passed down or black marketed anonymously, the amigos received batches of tickets for 

home games which populist board of directors could gift them or sell the extras. A 

leader who can gather 10 as opposed to 5 buses of travel-willing young men boosts his 

power vis-à-vis rival equals and the amount of money he can negotiate for – which also 

means the size of a gathered following on behalf of whom he negotiates with a potential 

sponsor and the volume of economic and social traffic between himself and the 

sponsors. A 35-year old man, a son of a retired textile factory worker who now works for 

the club for a minimum wage and has been on away game buses multiple times during 

his younger years, explained to me that as organizers, the tribün leaders aim to procure 

as many buses as possible which also help them invent informal ways to pocket 

personal commissions from their role as intermediaries: 

“[the organization] is only possible by cefa (hardship) and a bedel (cost) that is 
 paid – it is not easy to travel along the team for all the 34 weeks of each season. 
 Of course, [the amigo] will get something for himself in exchange. No one would 
 go through that much trouble only as gönüllü (voluntary activity). He will get 
 paid for 8 buses, put 45 people in each bus, and accept an extra 35 people on 
 board [for a small fee] and keep the money to himself. He will get 500 tickets, 
 distribute 200 of them [for free] and convert the remaining 300 into his pocket 
 money.” 

 

9 Line Tv Bursa, “İNSAN 25 – 09.11.2016- SELİM,”, YouTube, 10 November 2016, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOkU3ngGr7g&t=52s, Accessed 25 January 2020.  
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According to my interlocutors who have travelled on an amigo-organized buses, 

the organizers make a cut from allocating bus seats and match tickets to a pool of 

potential match-goers. This pool is concentrically shaped along a spectrum of kinship 

distance, expressed in the above excerpt with the trope of ‘200 distributed and 300 sold 

tickets’ or ‘45 free-of-charge riders and 35 paid riders.’ At the one end of this spectrum is 

the close-knit clique immediately around the leaders, composed of proteges or fictitious 

‘nephews’ who receive these as gifts, and in exchange aid the organizational functions 

including the transportation of Teksas banners, drums or other instruments, which are 

loaded to buses and carried across the nation for decorating the away-game territories in 

rival stadia and orchestrating in-stadium collective chants as well as roadside or circum-

stadium performances on the roads to and back. At the other end of this kinship 

spectrum are those who are socially farther out, who can anonymously appear in an 

announced departure time-place (back in the day announced by the word of mouth, 

today by social media and WhatsApp) and pay to ride the bus and provide a cash flow.10 

 

10 Developed by Marshall Sahlins (2017 [1972]) and elaborated by C. A. Gregory (1982: 17), the conceptual 
framework of kinship distance evokes a spectrum of socioeconomic relations whereby the closer the kinship 
distance, economic exchanges assume the form of interpersonal trust-building by the exchange of gifts, and 
the farther the kinship distance, economic exchanges assume the form of market transaction between 
strangers. As David Graeber reworded Sahlins in a 2017 preface to the new edition of Stone Age Economics: 
“Everything depends on social distance, hence the famous division between: Generalized Reciprocity 
(basically, what Mauss called “communism”) between close kin, or people who one treats as if they were 
close kin; a kind of middle zone of Balanced Reciprocity governed by fairness, whether in the exchange of 
sisters or the tit-for-tat murders of the blood-feud; and finally, Negative Reciprocity, which actually means 
those so beyond the pale that rules of reciprocity simply do not apply.” (Graeber 2017: xvii) 
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In this mix of gift-giving and marketing of excess bus capacity and spare tickets, the 

deplasman bus becomes a vehicle for the economic reproduction of amigo-centric social 

ties –  a means of solidarity for a core group who gradually develop into co-organizers – 

as well as an informal market for sportive transportation appealing to occasional riders 

that creates unregulated cash flows and leisurely participation. 

 Often, an age-based seniority system leaves teenagers to travel long hours on 

foot or sitting on the narrow aisle or other empty spaces, functioning as a rite of passage 

that validates the discourse of burdensome (cefakar) sociality as an entry fee. According 

to my interlocutors, organizers have long made a living off of their status, but they are 

entitled to it as a compensation for the time spent in their role and capacity as reliable 

providers of overcrowded yet affordable travel for teenagers and young adults who can 

afford these with their restricted allowance from parents and enjoy a sense of leisurely 

autonomy. During fieldwork, I heard prices on the grapevine that were as low as 8-10 

liras per trip to relatively proximate destinations, which is less than the cost of a meal in 

a fast food chain. This concentric structure, with clique leadership in the core and 

participatory openness on the perimeter, is the founding morphology of Teksas. It is 

thanks to this openness at the looser perimeters of sociality that in conflictual processes 

and calls for solidarity mobilization, masculine crowds as large as ten thousand 

partisans can cross ethnic, residential, and class boundaries and gather under the 
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common banner of ‘Teksas’ which looks like a civic sportive army, ‘the Green Army,’ as 

one stadium banner puts it.  

A younger fan in his 20s, who travelled to many games in the past decade and 

still regularly does, explains that amigos are appreciated for their generous provision for 

others, but are also known to be self-seeking entrepreneurs. Pasha (whom many 

fearsomely refer to as ‘the Amigo’) has the reputation for being the most feared, violent 

and rent-seeking whereas Mehmet Abi (deferentially called the Older Brother Mehmet) 

has the reputation for being more avuncular, care-taking, non-violent, conciliatory, and 

generous. Mehmet Abi had his one arm and one leg amputated after an industrial 

workplace injury as a young worker and is known not for a capacity for coercion but for 

skills of cultured leadership, eloquence, and reliable generosity. In the nationwide tribün 

subculture, he was known as kolsuz, ‘the armless.’ Can, a twenty-three-year-old follower 

of Mehmet Abi tells me in awe that the Older Brother Mehmet has read more books than 

the whole of Teksas combined, and his father is a traditional healer and can recite the 

Quran. Pasha Selim, on the other hand, is a boorish man who once even stabbed 

Mehmet Abi during an internecine strife, my younger interlocutors add. During meal 

breaks on roadside diners, Pasha Selim is known for sometimes ignoring the needs of 

fellow travelers who do not have enough cash with them, saying ‘those who can’t pay 

shouldn’t come,’ a phrase identifying the amigo figure as a self-seeking entrepreneur 

who treats the travelling bus as a touristic service. In contrast, Mehmet Abi is known for 
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‘leaving no one without a bowl of soup.’ In interviewing the two leaders separately in 

their respective home-base coffeehouses, I could hardly ignore the difference in 

demeanor: Pasha Selim is a manic figure who suddenly raises his voice in the middle of 

a sentence and starts banging the table and cursing an enemy, in contrast to Mehmet Abi 

who sounds like a soft-spoken intellectual, plays the Turkish interpretation of a rather 

sophisticated card game Barbu, hears me with great interest when I explain that I play 

the same game’s French original with Italian graduate students in the United States, and 

asks me to explain the differences between the French and Turkish versions before 

letting me ask him questions. The commonly used binary tropes pitting ‘the Amigo’ 

against Mehmet Abi, who are leaders of rival lineages within Teksas, is a cultural 

discourse by which participants of the Teksas subculture describe the two-sided 

constitution of leadership, by a mix of coercion and consent, a mix of gift-giving and 

private gain, but also by the coexistence of an aspiration for civic respectability, on the 

one hand, and a reserve of brute force and rogue subculture, on the other. 

Nevertheless, Pasha Selim stands out as an especially mythical figure also 

associated with a Robin-Hood like generosity and represents acts of leadership that 

includes lootings of roadside gas stations for cases of beer during intercity travels, 

known as gas station busting (benzinlik patlatma). The violent and defiant ethos Pasha 

represents is essential in appealing to a sense of youthful insubordination and 

transgression. Another away-game frequenter, a thirty-year old man who identifies as 
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from Elmasbahçe, a neighborhood below the bus terminal, explained to me that many 

deplasman going teenagers first identify with Pasha and the mythic stories about his 

many stabbings, glorying him as a heroic and formidable social bandit. But then, if they 

grow into adults themselves, they start seeing Pasha as a mad man and start siding more 

with the older and wise leadership of Mehmet Abi. During lootings on intercity 

highways, leadership requires the daring generosity of a social bandit who commits 

petty crimes on behalf of the whole. When leading multi-bus convoys to intimidate the 

cashier and loot the store, leaders provided legal cover for fellow travelers by leaving 

their ID cards behind and accepting personal legal liability for the collective act, 

providing a wider circle of travelers the enjoyment of a transgressive luxury without 

consequences while winning a mark of personal charisma and a personal acquaintance 

with the security bureaucracy. Upon arriving back in Bursa, leaders would then go to 

the mayor’s office first thing on Monday and report the id cards as lost, trying to 

obstruct indictment. The deplasman bus, then, can become a masculine space of 

sumptuous law-breaking thanks to cultivated tactics of petty crime by an experienced 

leadership. Mythic stories by leaders describe a variety of incidents about the 

collectivization of criminal action: “when the police used to arrest one of us,” the retired 

but infamous Amigo Chico explains, “we would hand ourselves in, in the hundreds,” as 

to make it impossible to identify individualized liability.11 As I explain in Chapter 5, this 

 

11 Teksas, “Söz Teksasta: İsmet Vardar (Çiko),” YouTube, 31 March 2020, 
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collectivized liability – alongside the retiring Chico – were swept by a new security 

paradigm of leader liability and centralized leadership. 

Now in his mid-30s, a college graduate born to working class parents in one of 

the neighborhoods below the bus station, Hasan worked for Bursaspor as a salaried staff 

in public relations, but spent his late-teens and twenties regularly on deplasman journeys 

led by amigos. “Amigo [Pasha Selim] is a weird man,” he tells me, and explains: 

“One year, Fenerbahce was going to play Inter [Milan] in Istanbul. My girlfriend 
 at the time was a big fan of [Milan’s Portuguese star player] Louis Figo and 
 asked me if I can take her to the game. Amigo procured for us two tickets and 
 one for himself and we went to Istanbul to attend the game. Before we crossed 
 the gulf with the ferry, the amigo disappeared and then came back with a loaf of 
 expensive Vakfıkebir bread. I couldn’t understand why. He said I’m going to take 
 it to my mother-in-law. Then we boarded the ferry and like a mad man, he 
 started crumbling it and feeding it to seagulls, shouting ‘people always give you 
 cheap simit, I brought you Vakfıkebir bread for a change.” 

 

He told me this story as part of a narrative about away-game trips being 

occasions of excessive enjoyment and conspicuous consumption for low-income young 

males, a culture made possible by the connections terrace leaders were able to build over 

years, their access to municipal governors, businessmen, and sometimes their 

equals/rivals in other cities and provide affordable or free vehicles and tickets. Pasha, in 

the parable, appears as an erratically generous figure, serving the seagulls an expensive 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yv04QrYckDM, Accessed 4 April 2020. 
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bakery instead of their usual cheap simit thrown at them by most ferry riders. In contrast 

to Mehmet’s generalized caretaking symbolized by ‘soup,’ Pasha is a provider of rare 

but extravagant gifts, such as a looted case of beers or free entry to a Champions League 

match played in Istanbul. Speculative rumors about Pasha describe him secretly 

attending elite, high-stakes and clandestine gambling parties in Istanbul. Pasha seems 

harder to connect with in contrast to Mehmet Abi who commands personal respect from 

a wider circle of respectful followers. Nevertheless, in restricting kinship familiarity with 

his person, Pasha, who is rarely addressed as an abi (fictive older brother) and more 

often as amigo, opens more seats for anonymous travel and customer-like experience. 

Some other senior abi of the tribün consider Pasha as having gradually developed to a 

figure solely concerned with menfaat (interest), a key and popularly used term 

distinguishing private gain from gifts, sharing or pooling.   

Home Away 

Familial Camaraderie 

Ease Hardship 

Locality Mobility 

Mass Exclusive 

Anonymity Leadership 

Day Night 

Structure Liminality 
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Cheaper/Match-time only Expensive/Time-Consuming 

Figure 5: Binary oppositions. Deplasman is to home as masculine camaraderie 
is to domestic family. 

 

4.2 Antagonize 

If the economy and organization of biweekly intercity return trips are essential to 

the sustenance of long-term social ties among the fictive brothers of the tribün, these 

intercity odysseys have also engendered an ethos of violent competition across sportive 

jurisdictions between home and visiting crowds. Violent fights before, during, and after 

league games peaked in the 1980s and early 1990s, with national media shaming these 

events by publicly displaying the photos of light weaponry found on arrested 

supporters (if and when they were arrested), and these images framed the moral panic 

framed as tribün terörü, placing the culture as a nuisance for public order analogous to 

terrorism which denotes the Kurdish separatist nationalist movement rising in the exact 

same decades. The image of the wooden club, machete, chopper knife, or hatchet 

bearing young male crew became synonymous with professional soccer fixtures and 

provoked a national dialogue for reform.  

Today, Teksas leaders treat these violent days as a bygone era but also regularly 

remind their audiences, including the occasional journalist or anthropologist who visits 

their abodes for interviews, the heyday of their mobster charisma by sharing or tweeting 

newspaper clips from the mid-1990s depicting them as criminal celebrities or mythically 
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recounting anecdotes of the golden age of violence, rarely repenting this past. 

Recollections by those who actively participated in this violent scene periodize this 

subculture as an historical ‘era’ and define the years roughly between 1978 and 1995 as 

‘the times of overnighting’ (sabahlamalar dönemi) or ‘times of warring’ (cenk dönemi) 

which ended in the mid-1990s with a peace treaty agreed between leader figures and 

brokered by sport club executives and the security bureaucracy, initiating a peace era 

(barış dönemi). This violent milieu engendered the Teksas leaders of today with pirate-

like nicknames such as Pasha Selim, Darko Recep, and the Armless, who eventually 

aged into intermediaries ‘older brothers’ serving as willing antidotes to a moral panic 

which they once actively provoked, which I detail in the following Chapter 5. Others, 

like Chico and the Duke, lead figures of overnighting, retired. The days of overnighting 

not only shaped paths to charismatic leadership won by a reputation for violence using 

light weaponry, but also a framework of mutual recognition and treaty-making between 

bandit-like leaders of rival league teams, who fostered intercity social ties across 

sportive jurisdictions, which can be put into different uses such as in the example of 

Pasha procuring a free ticket to a game in Istanbul for a fictive Teksas nephew. 

Outbreaks of violence between supporter groups have been a concern for public 

authorities ever since the foundation of the national soccer league. With three waves of 

national expansion in 1963, 1966, and 1984, the professional league was expanded to a 

competition of four tiers involving more than seventy teams distributed across the 
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national territory, translating into around thirty professional league games per weekend 

across the nation. This territorial expansion also resulted in a thickening web of intercity 

sportive traffic. Dozens of city teams were established during this expansion, 

representing their civic jurisdictions. Between 1960 and 1980, outbreaks of violence were 

associated with matches between these emerging city teams located in neighboring 

urban districts that were in a state of economic and social power competition for 

developmental favors from the government and bureaucracy. Fights in games between 

city clubs made national headlines in 1967 during a league game played between two 

neighboring inland city clubs Kayserispor and Sivasspor, leading to the death of 47 

visiting spectators and injury of hundreds.12 Games between nearby provinces in 

particular, travel between which was easier, shaped regional rivalries with considerable 

attendance by bussed deplasman travelers.  

During this era, Bursa’s archrival was the neighboring city Eskişehir: these two 

sizeable inland industrial cities challenged the big three in Istanbul sportively as well. 

Bursaspor, founded in 1963, and Eskişehirspor, founded in 1965, were paradigmatic city 

clubs that became focal points of sportive solidarity between merchants, industrialists, 

and workers glued by rivalries against nearby civic unities. As a senior police officer 

who worked in Bursa between 1959 and 1973 recounted to me, the sometimes violent 

matchdays pitting Bursa against neighboring Eskişehir were publicly interpreted at the 

 

12 For a detailed account, see Kenan Başaran, Sivas-Kayseri. Istanbul: İletişim, 2017. 
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time as an extension of the competition between the two city’s chambers of commerce 

and industry for obtaining development aid to the cities’ respective organized industrial 

districts. These civic rivalries across Anatolian Turkey were named şehircilik (city 

partisanship) or şehir milliyetçilği (city nationalism). These were intermittent and 

spontaneous outbreaks, however, and were limited in volume given that the national 

league fixtures allow a maximum of two games per season per bilateral rivalry.  

For today’s Teksa strongmen like Pasha, Bursa’s rivalry against Eskişehir belongs 

to a previous generation, of which they learned by stories such as the one recounted 

above as the origin story of Teksas. These earlier times are referred by today’s Teksas 

leaders as “the days of Amigo Yaşar.” Yaşar [1935-2004], who orchestrated in-stadium 

chants between 1960 and 1985. Amigo Yaşar, different than his successors, was part of 

the industrial workforce. He had migrated to Bursa from a nearby satellite county in the 

mid-1950s and worked until his retirement in the city’s main state-owned textile plant. 

While today’s strongmen narrate their status as continuous with this longer history, they 

trace their sociogenesis to the violent days of overnighting. Sociologically, none of the 

current leaders have had life-long careers as workers in Bursa’s manufacturing 

industries. 

 Despite considered a mythic figure as the first ever amigo in Bursaspor history, 

Amigo Yaşar (1934-2004) was far from the figure of an intimidating strongmen. 

Migrating to Bursa town-center from the nearby countryside in 1952 and starting to 
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work in the city’s main publicly owned wool fabric factory Merinos, Yaşar made himself 

a name in the eyes of the city’s business elites as a favorable entertainer in the city’s 

amateur league in the 1950s. In 1963 when Bursaspor was established as the civic merger 

to play in the national league, the Bursaspor chairman and tobacco merchant Salih 

Kiracıbaşı approached Amigo Yaşar with an offer to recognize him as the official 

Bursaspor amigo. Yaşar defined his position more “like a clown” those days and 

describes his task as being “likeable to the rich and the poor.”13 In 1983, the nation’s 

highest selling newspapers could report that a basketball team in Istanbul, owned by the 

national beer corporation Efes Pilsen, hired the services of Bursaspor’s Amigo Yaşar 

(1934-2004) in exchange for forty cases of beer and travel expenses, to travel to Istanbul 

and cheer the crowd for a single game. The category amigo appeared as a paid 

cheerleader hired by sport club elites for boosting spectator experience.  

During the national league expansion, Milliyet reported that “a market for 

amigos have taken off” and that “the amigo for Sakaryaspor transferred to Düzcespor in 

exchange for 12,000 liras and resigned from his job at a factory in Sakaraya.”14 As early 

as into the fifth year of the national league in 1966, the figure of the amigo was 

represented in the national press as both a troublemaker and a club-embedded organizer 

 

13 “Amigo Yaşar Röportajı,” Bursaspor.Net, 9 August 2002, 
http://www.bursaspor.net/sayfa.asp?ContentID=Roportajlar&id={BC78C17C-F384-437A-975C-
128E9F156FC0}, Accessed 10 February 2020. 
 
14 “Amigo Transferleri Başladı,” Milliyet 14 January 1969, p. 2. 
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of entertainment. Before a game between Beşiktaş and the rising Eskişehirspor, two 

amigos representing the two teams would greet each other and exchange flowers 

representing fair play and nonviolence. Milliyet celebrated that the scene confirms that 

“the institution of the amigo is thus nationally organized and licensed” (Böylece 

Amigo’luk yurt çapında teşkilatlanmış ve tescil edilmiş oluyordu), praising the institution as 

an organ of regulation.15 Only nine months later, after a national league game between 

two city clubs played in the midsized town Bolu, the same newspaper would report that 

a “group that called itself amigos showered the game’s referee for forty five minutes 

following the game,” this time associating the same category with violence.16  

Nevertheless, despite mobilizing the entertaining repertoire of collective verbal 

bickering that weaved sportive rivalry into reciprocal insults, amigos prior to the 

overnighting era did not derive their legitimacy from a comprehensive dialectic of 

grassroots violence and security but from in-stadium entertainment. Paralleling their 

paid hires by wealthy club directors, the amigos appealed not exclusively to a 

subculture concentrated in a special territory within the stadium, but to the entire 

stadium crowd adorned like mascots and had the license to step onto the middle of the 

pitch before game time to lead performances similar to pregame and halftime shows 

organized in commercialized sport leagues. The last of the living entertainer-amigos of 

 

15 Şükrü Gülesin, “Stad Bile 6-0’a Hazır Değildi,” Milliyet, 31 November 1966, p. 6. 
 
16 “2. Ligde Tehlike Çanları,” Milliyet, 29 August 1967, p. 8. 
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Bursa is Ardiles, a man who is today in his 60s, nicknamed after the star Argentinian 

midfielder of the 1970s, which also marks his rise to status before the coming wave of 

violence in the 1980s. Rather than functioning in the stands behind the goals where 

Teksas organize, Ardiles today tries to entertains a higher income audience by dances 

and chants in the seated zone and charges a small fee to spectators who want a selfie 

with him in his mascot-like uniform as I could observe during fieldwork. Narratives 

about Ardiles’ comparable parasitic attachment to the travelling team are stylistically 

different than those about Teksas leaders like Pasha Selim, however. These comical 

stories describe nonviolent and solitary ruses. In order to travel to an away game, the 

story goes, Ardiles once secretly infiltrated through the airport gates and found his way 

into the plane flying the team, without possessing anything close to a boarding pass, and 

locked himself in the plane’s toilet and caused a crisis, which satirically illustrates a 

solitary cheerleader and a conman sneaking into the team convoy.  

Narratives about Ardiles chasing wealthy club directors for cash are not stories 

of extortion. Referred by one of my interlocutors as a prime sinyalci (a slang for a 

conman), Ardiles, the story goes, went around selling tickets to wealthy elites of 

Bursaspor allegedly for raising funds for a child’s circumcision ceremony but he was 

busted, driving his audience into laughter, when he tried to sell the same ticket twice to 

the same businessman with a different pitch in the same day. Entertainer-amigos were 

referred by a standardized classification that adds the title amigo to their first name such 
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as in Amigo Yaşar (Bursapor), Amigo Orhan (Eskişehirspor), Amigo Orhan 

(Galatasaray) or Amigo Birol (national team). In contrast, tribün strongmen of today 

have pirate-like, personalized nicknames such as Pasha Selim (Bursaspor), the Duke 

(Bursaspor), Chico (Bursaspor), Cowboy Fatih (Ankaragücü), Chairman Optic (Beşiktaş), 

Jean-Marie (Trabzonspor), Pepe Metin (Fenerbahçe), Chief Safa (Fenerbahçe), Prophet 

Hüseyin (Galatasaray), Chief Sebo (Galatasaray), and Bogeyman Erol (Galatasaray). 

This change of nomenclature represents the ambivalently violent status of a new 

generation of charismatic masculine figures crossing the boundary from petty 

troublemakers to enemies of public-national order, as tribün terrorists, as the national 

media branded them. This contradiction is acknowledged in an anecdote recounted by 

Kıro Metin of Teksas about fellow troublemaker Chico, two contemporaries of Pasha 

and Mehmet Abi, who were absent from games during my fieldwork. In a series of 

interviews on Teksas.TV, a YouTube channel which became very active while I was in 

the process of writing, Kıro Metin and Chico were much more explicit about the details 

of their petty criminal pasts compared to the interviews I conducted with active leaders 

who have internalized the norms of public discretion. Kıro’s and Chico’s interviews 

attest to the way criminality and legitimacy are superimposed on one another within the 

collective memory that structures Teksas as a two-sided social identity. In a deplasman to 

the city of Denizli, a fight breaks out between the home supporters and Teksas and 

Chico and crew are arrested by the gendarmerie. When security forces intervene 
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physically, Chico assaults the commander and shouts in his face, but commits a slip of 

the tongue. Chico shouts to the commander: “We are as much a vatan haini (traitor to the 

nation) as you are” when he actually wanted to say “we do as much vatan hizmeti 

(service to the nation) as you do” to underline his military service in the days of counter-

insurgency.17 With displays of militarist pride and nationalist sentiment during the 

violent cycles of Kurdish national insurgency and military counter-insurgency that 

defined Turkey’s 1990s, the infamous amigos blur and rework the boundary between 

the nation-state and public order. As Herzfeld (1988) writes in his work on mountain 

banditry in Crete, modes of outlaw nationalism from outside the sociological bounds of 

a bureaucratic modus operandi of law and order, appropriated and enacted by outlaw 

masculinities, must invent discursive and performative covers to come to terms with the 

contradiction stemming from their simultaneous dedication to and disregard for an 

state-centric image of nationalist sovereignty. Teksas’s own biography of transition from 

warring overnighters of questionable morality – associated with the intake of stimulants, 

late night sociality, violent conduct, clashes with the police, carrying of light weaponry, 

regular internment and penalization – to charismatic leaders of masculine sportive 

jurisdictions (intercity roads and stadium terraces) expresses a similar contradiction. 

 

17 Teksas, “Söz Teksasta: Metin Çakır (Kıro Metin),” YouTube, 6 April 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n6ymh9VXWL4. 
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This ambivalence derives from the darker culture of overnighting, the warring era 

between 1978 and 1995. 

In contrast to the bilateral rivalries between nearby cities categorized as a matter 

of civic partisanship, overnighting’s origins are traced to a darker subculture of 

belligerence, the origins of which are outside Bursa and which Teksas leaders joined by 

intercity mobilities. Overnighting originated in the mass attended matches in 

metropolitan Istanbul played among the big three, events known as Istanbul derbies. 

Derby games between Istanbul’s big three have long held a special status as highly 

demanded spectacles, as explained in Chapter 1. However, these popular fixtures have 

become rarer after the territorial expansion of the professional soccer league. The 

subsequent development of a nationwide league drained much of the soccer market 

away from the metropolitan Istanbul. Before national integration with the Anatolian 

hinterland, the Istanbul Professional League (IPL, 1951-1959) was an urban affair 

restricted to the metropolis. Moreover, between 1920 and 1956, transnational tour 

organizations exclusively involving the big three against European visitors supplied an 

extra schedule of events for Istanbul residents to watch the big three in action against 

elite opponents. Parallel to the IPL fixtures, the big three played barnstorming visitors 

from Europe and embarked on brainstorming tours to Europe and were thus privy to 

the ceding remnants of a transnational market. This club-to-club, metropolis-to-

metropolis, and transnationally networked economy was crowded out when continental 
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European soccer was reorganized around the sovereignty of national leagues and 

nation-to-nation fixtures.18 Following postwar European developments that 

strengthened nation-to-nation ties and intensification of intra-national traffic, the IPL 

became the Turkish National League with newcomers like Bursaspor. A significant 

chunk of the league season now saw the big three travelling to smaller cities despite the 

big three’s dissatisfaction with the changes as reflected by their oppositional vote in TFF 

elections against the TFF President Orhan Şeref Apak, the father of the national league.19 

Territorial-national reorganization made emergent city teams in industrializing 

urban areas, such as Bursaspor, into shareholders of a national soccer market. Now, the 

rare barnstorming visits of popular big three to smaller cities were regularized in a 

seasonal league fixture. This means that when Bursaspor, or other small-market teams, 

participate in the top-tier of the national league, each of the big three are obliged to come 

to town once a season and share with these provincial newcomers a part of the 

nationwide demand they attract, which distributes a market share from a metropolitan 

Istanbul market to a territorially distributed national market. From the perspective of the 

big three, who voted against national integration but lost to vote to the small-market 

majority, they now had to spend much of the season playing weaker teams that did not 

benefit them revenue-vise. Moreover, while integration drained the big three’s market 

 

18 See Anthony King, The European Ritual: Football in the New Europe. Ashgate 2003. 
19 Türkiye Futbol Federasyonu, Futbol Yıllığı 1965, p. 16. 
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revenues, city clubs like Bursa and Eskişehir, thanks to pooling citywide resources, 

outcompeted weaker teams of the former IPL, which, unlike the big three, gradually 

dropped out of elite competition and were replaced by an ever growing number of civic 

monopolies. By the late 1970s and early 1980s, newcomer challengers touted as the 

representatives of an Anatolian revolution against the big three won national titles and 

tournaments and almost equalized with the metropolitan oligopoly.20  

Territorial integration, however, meant that the rapidly growing urban demand 

in Istanbul was supplied fewer games per season and most of these were against the 

Anatolian teams. While the total supply of professional soccer games in Istanbul was 

drastically reduced, Istanbul’s population grew from one million to six million between 

1959 and 1985, as the city rapid industrialized. In this context, the six Istanbul derbies 

per season were the only live events by which the big three could translate their 

popularity into matchday revenue that would be exclusively shared among the three 

and by which they could finance their rising costs they incurred in the arms races for 

talent against city teams budgets. To maximize revenues in these high-in-demand 

events, the Istanbul derbies were scheduled in the city’s most marketable and highest 

capacity inner-city venue, İnönü Stadium, the successor of the Taksim Stadium which 

 

20 An econometric evaluation of the national league’s internal competitiveness, dated 1998, shows that in the 
decade from 1978 to 1988, the league grew particularly competitive and this period stands as an exceptional 
interval marked by the declining sportive dominance of the big three. Ferda Halıcıoğlu, “Türk Futbolunda 
Rekabetin 40. Yılı,” Referans, 17 June 1998. 
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had historically cemented the big three’s commercial cooperation. When in 1940, Taksim 

Stadium was demolished by an urban renewal project and replaced by the GDPE-

planned İnönü Stadium, spokespersons for a revenue-based mode of design had already 

slammed the GDPE for having built an expensive structure with limited seating that 

does not allow the big three to capitalize on an economy of scale from rising interest in 

soccer. Fierce critic of the GDPE, the journalist and Fenerbahçe club director Kemal ‘the 

John’ Onan called the structure a “castle than a stadium” in the late 1940s, and described 

the wish for a 100,000 city stadium in the style of FIFA soccer’s commercializing centers 

like Vienna and South America.21 The originally 15,000 capacity İnönü Stadium was 

owned by the GDPE and was club-neutral, meaning not privately owned or leased by 

any one of the big three. Revenues in these derbies were shared equally among the two 

participating teams on a matchday, after about 1/3 went to the public authorities as taxes 

and other cuts. Despite the availability of live broadcasting technology under the state 

monopoly TRT by the early 1970s, the executives of the big three lobbied against the 

televising of derby games in the Istanbul metropolitan area until the growth of private 

television in early 1990s.22 Especially during the two decades from mid-1970s to mid-

1990s, which overlap with the violence of overnighting, the big three aimed to maximize 

ticket revenue by increasing the number of tickets sold per derby match. The ceiling 

 

21 Kemal Onan, “Biz şato değil Stat istiyoruz!”, Öz Fenerbahçe, 31 May 1948, issue no. 12, p. 4. 
22 See for example, “F. Bahçe G. Saray maçını TV naklen veremiyor,” Milliyet, 29 October 1973, p. 10. TRT’s 
offer to broadcast the major derby is turned down by the Turkish Football Federation as to not damage 
matchday revenues for the two big clubs. 
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could be riskily stretched given that the unseated structure of the stadium could 

accommodate condensed crowds.23 By the mid-1970s, derby days were associated with 

unmanageably large-sized crowds that much exceeded the official 25,000 seating 

capacity and gathered around İnönü Stadium and queued for tickets early morning on 

Saturdays. Moreover, ticket prices were fixed by the public hand of the GDPE, so the 

excess demand did not simply raise ticket prices and eliminate consumers with less 

disposable income by market allocation. Furthermore, to prevent the hoarding of tickets 

and surcharged resales in a black market, the GDPE applied the strict policy of 

restricting tickets sales to the matchday morning only and sale points to a restricted 

number of box offices physically attached to the İnönü Stadium. These box offices 

opened shortly after dawn on matchdays and were managed by a small cadre of GDPE 

civil servants. At its origins, overnighting started as a camping routine for arriving early 

to these massive ticket queues by Saturday dawn. These camping routines appeared 

against the backdrop of a historic trend of shrinking supply of top-level soccer spectacles 

to a growing demand for leisurely sport consumption in Istanbul. These scenes were 

covered in newspapers as a crisis of urban governance throughout the 1970s, prior to the 

outbreak of the overnighting. By the late 1970s and especially in the 1980s, however, 

 

23 “Maçların TV’de Yayınlanması,” 25 February 1978, Milliyet, p. 13. According to a report in 1978, a derby 
game between Beşiktaş and Fenerbahçe scheduled in İnönü Stadium brought both clubs 615,000 Liras each 
in net revenues from ticket sales. This was more than six times TRT’s offer of 95,000 Liras per team for the 
right to broadcast the game live on TV, which the club directors turned down. 
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overnighting described an emergent subculture of after-midnight camping that was 

more than just for tickets.24  

Overnighting describes a campout routine that transformed queuing for tickets 

before derbies into a sophisticated and violent game of territory grabbing around the 

İnönü Stadium, which then gradually disseminated nationwide by the intercity 

mobilities of the national league. Overnighting, sabahlama, describes a military 

simulation for honor and trophy played among strongmen-centered cliques known as 

tribün groups, which cemented their fraternal group-formation via these violent games 

on top of bused travels. In its origins around the İnönü Stadium, the ultimate goal of this 

war game was to be to the first to get tickets from the box office, enter the stadium 

before rival crowds do and grab the roofed seating zone known as kapalı, which 

participants of this violent scene describe as a trophy of distinction or a matter of “honor 

for the tribün” (tribünün namusu).25 Given that the three-team-cartel had a shared 

economic interest in maximizing derby revenues, they chose to play in the club-neutral 

İnönü Stadium. Neutrality meant that no formal rules existed for allocating tickets or 

seating territory, except for an exclusive and higher priced section called numaralı 

 

24 In reconstructing the patterns of the era, I rely on a mix of first-person recollections recorded on online 
soccer forums and interviews and conversations with old timers of Teksas during fieldwork. I also rely on 
two secondary sources in Turkish: Artun Ünsal, Tribün Cemaatinin Öfkesi. Istanbul: İletişim, 2005 and Murat 
Toklucu, Taraftarın Senle, Istanbul: İletişim, 2001. 
25 “İlk Amigolarımız,” TribünDergi, 28 March 2011, 
http://www.tribundergi.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=75968&start=10&st=0&sk=t&sd=a; “Anılar,” 
TribünDergi, http://www.tribundergi.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=48254&start=45.  
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(numbered seating zone), the elite section of the stadium with seat numbers that also 

housed the press zone and the şeref tribünü reserved for bureaucrats and club directors. 

The remaining three sections of the stadium were up for grabs with no seating number 

and without major price differentials. Organized groups aiming to grab the kapalı 

territory on Saturday game-time (noon or early afternoon) would gather first in 

designated pubs on Friday evening and later group in public parks or cemeteries that 

were walking distance to the İnönü Stadium, anticipating the opening of the box office 

at dawn.26 Each tribün group gradually ‘owned’ one nearby park or cemetery as a home 

base. Given the team’s association with the borough less than a mile away from the 

stadium, supporters of Beşiktaş often played a defensive game camping out nearest the 

stadium. Galatasaray and Fenerbahçe tribün groups camped in public spaces farther out, 

but this could alternate. The build-up starting Friday evening involved hours of alcohol 

and stimulant intake and mobilizing an organized manpower.  

The defining moment of overnighting was the move known as a baskın (raid): an 

attacking group would try to catch a rival group by surprise and violently disperse the 

opponent before the box offices and gates were about the open. A seniority system made 

teenagers into lookouts (erkete) that regularly toured the surroundings and informed of 

approaching raids. Overnighting thus transformed the camping routine into an urban 

 

26 “Bir tribünün öyküsü: Kapalı Tribün,” arenakartalları, 30 December 2014, 
http://besiktasarena.com/besiktas-jk-tribun-ve-liderleri/bir-tribunun-oykusu-kapali-tribun. 
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warfare simulation that made the leisurely spaces of the inner-city into a site of 

skirmishes and chases between young male groups ranging from dozens to few 

hundreds. By game time Saturday noon, the group that won this fight of violence and 

stamina would grab the kapalı territory as a trophy and the violence would often, but not 

always, decrease with increasing police presence after dawn. To enter the stadium, 

groups had to pass through police-controlled checkpoints, barricaded corridors and 

turnstiles that imposed a degree of queued segregation, however inadequate to the task. 

Fights also broke out inside the stadium following the exchange of verbal and physical 

assaults and matchday police tried coercively quenching them, sometimes intensifying 

the violence.  

When participants historicize the overnighting era between 1978 and 1995, they 

tell a story of spiraling escalation of violence over two decades driven by the reciprocal 

raising of stakes, according to which a week’s losers would seek revenge and try to up 

the capacity of violence and manpower next time. Groups gradually turned to light 

weaponry such as wooden clubs, iron chains, knives, hatchets, axes, and occasionally 

firearms. Intensifying the means of violence by a literal arms race and a cycle of injuries 

and retaliations is best captured by the account of a participant of the overnighting 

fights around analogous derbies in İzmir in the mid-1980s: “each tribün internally knows 

this: fists and punches evolved into clubs, clubs into small knives, small knives into big 

knives, big knives into firearms and those who know will know this, firearms into 
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Molotov cocktails, and that into chlorine bombs. Each tribün group added its own to this 

violence.”27 Recollections suggest a patterned regularity given the use of a standardized 

slang across team rivalries. Emanet for weaponry, erkete for teenager lookouts, mevzu for 

clashes, baskın for raids, vurmak for stabbing, and sabahlama for the whole routine.  

Tightly knit belligerent cliques of Bursa Teksas joined the sabahlamalar in the 

1980s and became agents for the popularization of this violent subculture in Bursa. 

These were often the same individuals who were organizers of away game travels and 

identified with a fan subculture of extended time investment and hardship tailing the 

mobile intercity rhythms of the soccer league. Several affiliates of the Teksas tribün had 

earlier traveled to Istanbul on weekends and participated in the overnighting fights 

there for leisure, but leading figures explain Teksas’s participation in this national 

league of honor to have mainly diffused from Istanbul to Bursa by a culture of camped 

anticipation of incoming bussed groups before Bursaspor’s home games against the big 

three. A Teksas overnighter recollects that “sabahlamalar started in the late 1970s between 

the supporters of the three Istanbul teams but then influenced Anatolia and supporters 

of Bursaspor, Ankaragücü and Eskişehirspor started gathering overnight and 

anticipating the arrival of Istanbul team supporters.” According to this recollection, a 

Bursaspor tribün clique of three hundred started regularly overnighting before home 

 

27 “Anılar,” TribünDergi, http://www.tribundergi.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=1&t=48254&start=45.  
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games against the big three starting in 1983, by gathering in a small park across the 

Bursa Atatürk Stadium and the stadium’s box offices, a park that just like those around 

Istanbul’s İnönü Stadium, became the home-base for belligerent overnighters of Bursa. 

“We would place erketeler (lookouts) here and there and wait for the crews from 

Istanbul. [Fenerbahçe’s] then infamous Kasımpaşa clique under the command of Pepe 

Metin would come and fight us,” he writes.28 These defensive fights against bussed 

crowds from Istanbul were constitutive of a warlike solidarity that gave birth to current 

Teksas leaders like Pasha when they were in their late teens and early twenties. 

Moreover, these territorial fights fed into an ideology of protectionism captured by the 

neologism şehr-i müdafaa (city defense), which defines sportive-civic partisanship as a 

constant struggle to reduce the size of territory in Bursa Atatürk Stadium grabbed by 

partisans of the big three in home games against the big three. This is a struggle to 

defend Bursa against the big three’s market expansion through the imagined walls of a 

sportive jurisdiction, a soccer analogy for economic protectionism. Analogous to the 

derbies in Istanbul, the degree and risk of violence was highest in league games where 

the inflow of bussed spectators from Istanbul pushed total demand above the supply of 

seating space. The big three are not merely Istanbul’s local teams but find support across 

the nation going back to the broadcasts of the IPL games in national radio and 

 

28 “Sabahlamalar ve tribün mevzuları,” post by user N4POL1, 13 December 2007, 
https://www.frmtr.com/anadolu-takimlari/1397867-sabahlamalar-ve-tribun-mevzulari.html, Accessed 15 
February 2020. 
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nationwide reporting of league news in the print media. Already in the 1950s, before the 

establishment of Bursaspor in 1963, soccer afficionados of Bursa travelled to the 

relatively nearby Istanbul on weekends to attend IPL games, especially Fenerbahçe 

games, as spectators and the city’s most popular team before the Bursaspor civic merger, 

Acar, which was associated with the city’s commercial society, carried the same colors of 

Fenerbahçe. Acar was not only symbolically but also socially linked to Fenerbahçe via 

the business and kinship ties that a fraction of Bursa’s elite business society had with the 

similarly business-affiliated Fenerbahçe in the 1950s. The nationwide market reach of the 

big three translates to bigger crowds wherever they visit for league fixtures, resulting in 

rising local demand for tickets in addition to bussed supporters who travel from 

Istanbul. According to Mehmet Abi of Teksas, overnighting against crowds from 

metropolitan Istanbul had the function of “showcasing our power,” cultivating an 

underdog challenger ethos and a David-like willingness to fight Goliath that structures 

Teksas values today, to “break the hegemony, this power, this oligarchy over Turkish 

football.”29 Having functioned as the coming age narrative for today’s tribün leaders in 

Bursa, the ethos of violence and confrontation of this historical interval stands for the 

birth and expansion of a grassroots territorial framework that defines belonging in Bursa 

with a sporting ethos of exclusive identification with Bursaspor at the expense of 

 

29 Interview with Mehmet Güzelsöz. 
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multiple loyalties Bursa locals might hold as part-Bursaspor, part-big three supporters. 

As I show in a later chapter, this territorial sporting ideology has later attained new uses 

in the civic conflicts pitting a partisan tribün fraternal contract against a fraction of 

Bursa’s globalizing business elites through annually recurring threats and boycott calls 

against business elites for displaying identification with Istanbul teams. 

Bursaspor’s home games against the big three thus gave birth to crises of crowd 

governance in Bursa replicating the derbies in Istanbul. Territory fights around the 

Bursa Ataturk Stadium spilled over to the entire urban space with raids, chases, and 

skirmishes between lightly armed overnighters of Bursa and visiting rivals. With police 

forces chasing troublemakers, downtown Bursa could resemble a war zone during 

popular matchdays – a social process of imitation and diffusion that made the moral 

panic about soccer anarchy into a nationwide epidemic. In recollections, narrators make 

sure to emphasize their ability to recognize the infamous strongmen among bigger 

crowds from Istanbul during raids. For example: “By eight in the morning, all tired, we 

are back to sitting in the Small Park [across the road from the Bursa Ataturk Stadium], 

and suddenly we see 300 Fenerbahçe fans approaching and shouting Long Live 

Fenerbahçe. The leading figure wears a red scarf. I pick out Mehmet “the Pus” from the 

crowd.” Fighting narratives describe these skirmishes as led by front-line fighters 

admired by their entourage for a daring capacity for violence. By these recurrent 

encounters, a form of charismatic authority over warlike sociality, a nationwide 
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framework of honor and distinction, and mutual recognition between strongmen 

belonging to rival sportive jurisdictions took shape. This historical duration, times of 

overnighting, shifted the cultural frame of authority over the stadium from working 

class amigos of a previous era who derived their status from cooperation with club elites 

in exchange for being paid entertainers, towards infamous persona who derived their 

charismatic authority from within the underground fights for distinction, whose metrics 

of prestige are internal to the nationwide tribün subculture, including a collective 

memory of criminalization and violence across colors. As Mehmet Abi explains to me 

when I ask about today’s intercity social ties that exist between tribün strongmen across 

Turkey, “after all, you ended up in jail or a hospital together, the events break out and 

you become one in a fight with that man [birbirine giriyorsun adamla], the police detains 

you both, takes you to custody, you spend 5 hours, 10 hours, 2 days, 3 days, or 5 days 

together,” and “you become friends inside [the jail]” Brother Güven of Teksas adds to 

our conversation.  

The violent ethos, however, did not remain within the socio-spatial bounds of 

midnight fight clubs. It expanded to the wider urban fabric during matchdays and 

nationwide routes of mobility that shape the ordinary flows of the intercity soccer 

league. In 1993, after a cup game scheduled in a neutral stadium in Izmir and played 

between Bursaspor and Fenerbahçe, the groups that travelled to Izmir from Istanbul and 

Bursa crossed paths on the return journey, near the vicinity of the city Manisa, and 
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engaged in a roadside fight involving firearms and multiple stabbings of Bursaspor 

supporters.30 Moreover, knifed, clubbed, or stone-throwing cliques targeted athletes, 

managers, directors, policemen, referees or journalists and provoked a crisis of 

governance.31 In 1993, before a home game against Galatasaray, a group of Bursaspor 

supporters attacked the private vehicle of a Galatasaray board member, breaking the 

windows and trapping the wealthy businessman inside a smashed car in a mediatized 

scandal. The club director was then rescued by the police, an event which the national 

media intensely shamed.32  

In a context where travelling collectives regularly carried means of violence, the 

economic transactions between travelling supporters and club elites also crossed the 

boundary from voluntary treats in exchange for prestige to encounters reminiscent of 

extortion and intimidation. A former member of the technical staff who was employed 

by the club for more than a decade recounted me a story, similar versions of which 

businessmen unhappily tell when grounding their contemporary disinterest in 

becoming involved with Bursaspor affairs:  

“In one deplasman to Antalya, we were sitting in the lobby of the hotel where the 
 kafile [the professional team convoy] was lodging and a member of the hotel 
 security team came up to us. He said there are Bursaspor supporters outside the 
 hotel asking to see the kafile başkanı [the member of the board of directors leading 

 

30 “Bursalı taraftarlar yaralandı,” Milliyet, 6 April 1993, p. 22. 
 
31 “Hakem taşlandı, Beşiktaş seyircisi 1 saat tribünlerden çıkamadı,” Milliyet, 10 February 1986, p. 15 
 
32 Atilla Gökçe, “Gurur ve Utanç,” Milliyet, 22 December 1993, p. 34. 
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 that week’s away-game trip]. The kafile başkanı was with us in the lobby and told 
 the hotel security to tell the supporters outside to go away. And then the security 
 said, well sir, maybe you should tell them yourself since they have large sized 
 knives with them and won’t go away. The kafile başkanı [a textile industrialist] 
 told me that there is no way he will deal with these men. So, he gave me a pocket 
 full of cash and kindly requested me to go outside and hand them the money. I 
 walked up to the hotel’s outside door and handed them the money. Since I was 
 staff and not a businessman, the men outside would not trouble me for more. I 
 gave them the money and they left.” 

 

Exemplified in the reported incident above, the mobile and violent capacities of 

the supporter fraternities shadow the mobility of the team and that of the club elites, 

rather than being exclusively oriented for the stadium and game-time. In the slang used 

in tribün subculture, the vehicles transporting supporter crews are colloquially referred 

as the deplasman otobüsü (away-game buses) and the vehicles transporting the 

professional squad and directors are colloquially referred as the kafile (the convoy) or 

takım otobüsü (team bus). This discursive couple orient organized social action by mobile 

fraternities, who attach their own bused collectivities to the flows the professional 

league. Bused tribün crews monitor the team convoy’s route, the hotel the team will 

lodge in the destination city, the time the team bus’s arrival back in Bursa, and also the 

factories, business offices or private residences of the club directing businessmen for 

protests, celebrations, or making demands. The proximity of the two travelling units and 

two social layers has been of great concern to policing authorities both in home games 

and at both ends of the travel route during away games. Part of the deplasman routine for 

tribün groups is to track the team-convoy bus on the highway and meet it on symbolic 
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checkpoints that mark the boundaries between sportive jurisdictions. After victories, the 

team bus is welcomed back home on the imagined city walls with celebratory chants 

and fireworks. After defeats, the team bus is protested with curses, stones, and clubs. 

These latter violent events require police forces to keep a security corridor between the 

team bus and protesting supporters. During home games, the team bus route from the 

club’s home facilities to the stadium and then, the team bus’s entry to and exit from the 

stadium similarly occasion risky proximities.  

Securing a safe distance between the two mobile units and safely escorting 

professional teams is essential for the league’s governance and nurtures a public 

discourse that defines tribün fraternities as unpredictable road bandits that might 

potentially disrupt the orderly flows of the league within and across cities. For 

Bursaspor club directors who ride the team bus as convoy overseers (kafile başkanı), the 

proximity of the two traveling units provokes anxiety over the blurring of social 

boundaries, exacerbated by extortive and violent episodes fresh in their collective 

memory. Asked to comment on the reasons of a perceived coldness between wealthy 

locals and Bursaspor, a former club chairman, an export-oriented textile manufacturer 

Remzi Cinoğlu pointed to “severe slurs, curses and harassment from some folks in the 

tribün,” as well what he described as a harassing culture of money demands by some 

tribün members who “accost the club directors on the way to or from the stadium, or at 

his workplace asking for money,” which estranged a significant portion of Bursa’s 
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business elites from positions once identified with civic leadership.33 For Teksas leaders, 

however, these encounters count as legitimate civic protests as part of the joint-stock 

politics of soccer. They function to hold Bursaspor board members accountable, 

positions which Pasha told me are equivalent to the positions of the governor, the 

mayor, and the presidency of the Chamber of Commerce and Industry. If the team is 

losing, then that must be because the civic trustees are cutting costs to redeem their 

loans rather than investing in sporting ambition. When Teksas strongmen describe 

fandom as a persistent shadowing of the team to wherever in the nation, they not only 

speak of a fraternal pattern for leisurely travel and spectatorship but also a cat and 

mouse game shaped by these interactive mobilities involving supporter fraternities, 

professional squads, and club directors within Bursa, across Turkey or even across 

national borders in rare international fixtures.

 

33 enBursa TV, “Remzi Cinoğlu: ‘Bursaspor Kulübü’nü yönetmeye hazırım ama…’” YouTube, 26 March 2019, 
https://youtu.be/xvaCQyldrew  
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5. Charismatic Victory: Amigos and Chairmen 

 Genuine charismatic domination knows no abstract legal codes  
and statutes and of no ‘formal’ way of adjudication. 

Max Weber 

 

 

Figure 6: Raised chairs and installed drums for Amigos to orchestrate 
organized chants during home games. The fact that these are preinstalled materializes 
a recognition by policing authorities and club directors of the consolidated legitimacy 

of the amigo. The zone behind-the-goal, the lowest priced section, is the Teksas 
tribün. Photo by the author. 

English. Tribune: (Dictionary.com)  
1.Raised platform for a speaker, a raised part, or gallery, with seats. 
2.A person who upholds or defends the rights of the people  
 
Turkish: Tribün (General Turkish Dictionary of the Turkish Language Institution) 
1.The sections with seats or terraces in venues such as gyms, stadia, or 

 hippodromes where spectators sit. 
2.The spectators who sit in those seats. 
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On 9 October 2002, Turkey’s national newspapers allocated considerable space to 

a prosecutor’s decision to indict six soccer fans, four of whom were eventually 

convicted. A violent conduct instigated the fans’ arrest: following the final whistle in 

Bursaspor’s home defeat against Trabzonspor a week ago, 31-year-old Bursaspor 

supporter Selim Kurtulan jumped over the fences separating the spectators from the 

playing field and stormed the pitch in Bursa Ataturk Stadium. Kurtulan aggressively ran 

towards the referee and assaulted him before heading for the team’s bench, punching 

and breaking a glass wall there. Known by nickname “Pasha,” Selim Kurtulan was the 

alleged leader of a criminal organization of Bursaspor supporters named Teksas, the 

Turkish for Texas. Hundreds galvanized by Pasha’s pitch invasion rioted behind-the-

goal: they broke the stadium’s plastic seats and threw them to the field in protest, 

damaging public property.  

The best-selling national newspaper Milliyet featured the arrests on its front 

page, a media spot rarely reserved for sports news let alone one from Bursa, outside 

Turkey’s sports capital Istanbul: “fanatic fans charged with forming a gang.”1 Another 

national newspaper praised the prosecutor’s unprecedented move to file charges under 

the rubric of organized crime and described the indictment as historic: “the case that will 

end tribün terörü.”2 The accused Bursaspor supporters, according to the journalists, had 

 

1 “Fanatik taraftara çete suçlaması,” Milliyet, 9 October 2002, p. 1. 
2 “Tribün Terörünü Bitirecek Dava,” Türkiye, 16 October 2002, 
https://www.turkiyegazetesi.com.tr/Genel/a156531.aspx. Accessed 15 August 2019. 
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“criminal records including homicide, robbery, trafficking women and organizing 

gambling,” and were “exercising influence over the club under the title of amigos.” The 

prosecutor argued that the eruption of violence after the recent game was unrelated to 

the team’s sportive defeat but to the recent decision by Bursaspor’s serving board of 

directors to no longer fund troublemaking amigo figures. The amigos had allegedly been 

“procuring funds from businessmen and Bursaspor board of directors,” which they used 

to provide transportation and board for fans traveling to Bursaspor’s away games. The 

charges included extortion of professional athletes and coaches, in the form of shares 

from the athletes’ winning bonuses paid them by the club’s wealthy members.3 Among 

those called to testify were a player’s commercial agent and the club’s Bosnian head 

coach, who allegedly also paid ten thousand German marks to the amigos in exchange 

for appeasing fan protests.4 The four amigos of Teksas, including Pasha, spent thirty-

seven days in jail in early 2003. Amigos were criminalized in the framework of extortive 

power, an ability to selectively exercise their coercive capacity with an eye to earning 

economic rent and social status from the commercial flows and civic culture of soccer. 

 

 

 
3 Ibid. 
4 “Tribün terörüne tutuklama kararı,” NTVMSNBC, 8 October 2002, http://arsiv.ntv.com.tr/news/180854.asp, 
Accessed 19 August 2019. 
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Then again, in 2011, Bursaspor supporters rioted in mass numbers against the 

city police next to the Bursa Ataturk Stadium before a heated home-game against 

Beşiktaş. Against the amigos’ advice to the contrary, Pasha would tell me in our 

interview, Bursa’s then-serving Governor and the Chief of Police insisted on escorting a 

convoy of buses carrying Beşiktaş supporters from Istanbul to Bursa. In a display of 

uncompromising state authority defying the popular expectation among organized 

Bursaspor supporters and violating the Amigo’s grassroots framework of security, the 

Chief of Police stubbornly ignored the ongoing feud Bursaspor fans had against their 

rivals to the north of the Marmara Sea. Instead, the security bureaucrats relied on the 

monopoly over the means of violence to forcefully cordon the visiting fans’ travel and 

attendance in Bursa. The feud was fresh. Following the expiration of a two-way ban on 

away-fan attendance in league-games between Bursaspor and Beşiktaş, a ban which was 

in effect until 2010, the first attempt at police-escorted away-fan attendance had 

miserably failed earlier that season. Four away-going Bursaspor fans were stabbed in 

Istanbul before the game, just outside the Beşiktaş İnönü Stadium only five months 

earlier. Frustrated with the uncooperative and uniliteral decision-making by the Chief of 

Police and the Bursa Governor, Bursaspor supporters gathered that day, on 7 May 2011, 

around Bursa’s Ataturk Stadium, anticipating the arrival of buses from Istanbul so they 

could retaliate. The police forces used pepper gas to disperse the crowd, but a mass riot 

broke out. The league-game was cancelled and scheduled for a later date. It was 
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eventually ruled a 0-3 bye win for the visitors, penalizing the home team for the popular 

riot. Next day, the national media would broadcast videos of confrontation between 

Bursaspor fans and the police. Scenes were reminiscent of anti-state protests in Turkey’s 

Kurdish southeast, scenes rarely associated with Bursaspor which is considered a 

stronghold of Turkish nationalism.  

Held liable for these mass riots, too, Pasha once again spent time in jail when 

eventually convicted in 2013. He was joined this time not only by a small crew of four 

leaders but more than fifty Bursaspor supporters, who were, to their disbelief, convicted 

for terrorism, promoting armed rebellion against the state. Soon, a nationwide criminal 

investigation jailed tribün strongmen, or amigos, across the constituent cities of the 

national soccer league. In Bursa, not only the infamous Teksas and its notorious leaders 

like Pasha, but less belligerent supporter associations also faced police raids and 

interrogation. Association of Bursaspor Supporters (Bursaspor Taraftarlar Derneği) formed 

in the 1990s to open channels of social dialogue between the club’s elite directors and the 

tribün frequenters, a group governed today by a middle aged circle of small-to-medium-

sized business-owners, was one such targeted supporter association. The association’s 

president would protest in a tv interview that even their business-owner executives 

were “treated like terrorists.”5 Teksas’s revered Mehmet Abi, Mehmet Güzelsöz, known 

 

5 Televised interview with Mesut Ağrak, the founding president of the Association of Bursaspor Supporters. 
See, “Mesut Ağrak’tan bomba açıklamalar,” BursadaBugun, 2014, www.bursadabugun.com/video/mesut-
agrak-tan-bomba-aciklamalar-ozel-haber-5454.html, Accessed 3 January 2020. 
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to some as kolsuz or ‘armless,’ was still in jail in relation to the 2011 riots when I started 

fieldwork in 2016, but he was later released.  

Between 2016 and 2018 when I conducted fieldwork in Bursa, Selim Kurtulan, 

aka ‘Pasha Selim’ or ‘the Amigo,’ was an active strongmen in the Bursaspor society and 

stadium. Pasha controlled and occupied one the two main orchestrating seats officially 

reserved for amigos behind-the-goal (see figure). He gave interviews to local 

newspapers and tv and organized affordable intercity travel opportunities for younger 

fans to attend league-games outside Bursa, by procuring travel sponsorship through 

friendly businessmen, but predominantly through the JDP-affiliated Metropolitan 

Municipality of Bursa and the Municipal City Council, the city’s elected organs of local 

government distinct from the appointed Governor (vali). Two of Pasha’s Teksas seniors, 

to whom Pasha refers with the fictive kinship term for seniority, abi, and to whom he 

traces a sort of agnatic ancestry within Teksas history, were serving in the Bursaspor 

board of directors, the club’s executive branch elected by the Bursaspor Congress, the 

club’s constituency of nearly 6,000 dues-paying members. Another of these elected 

executives, Yüksel Çolak, had been detained with Pasha Selim as a result of the 2002 

indictment. Pasha and the male-to-male Teksas ties looked less like a criminal 

organization during my research and more like a semi-official extension of the 

Bursaspor Sport Association. Not a single individual I spoke with doubted that Pasha 

makes a living of his status as an amigo, or as Pasha Selim would himself prefer to put it, 
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as a tribün lideri, a leader of the tribün. In 2016, at the age of forty-five, Pasha was 

officially unemployed with a criminal record but enjoyed considerable influence in the 

city of Bursa and the Bursaspor Congress. Sections of Bursa’s business elite were not 

happy about it. 

Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the phrase tribün terörü, terror in the terraces, 

had caused moral panic in Turkey. The phrase referred to the recurrent pattern of 

mutual violence perpetrated by organized supporters against those of rival teams often 

before, during, and after league-games inside or around the stadiums – and occasionally 

on intercity roads if travelling groups crossed paths. But the phrase also denoted 

violence, intimidation and extortion by the same groups targeting referees, professional 

athletes, players’ commercial agents, trainers, and wealthy businessmen who serve in 

and/or chair the league-clubs’ boards of directors (figures colloquially known as 

yöneticiler and başkanlar, directors and chairmen). Tribün terörü also described occasional 

pitch invasions by home crowds and the transgressive sociality of young male crews 

expressed in petty crimes such as drunk driving of overcrowded buses and looting of 

roadside grocery stores during inter-city travels. As I review in detail in Chapter 4, by 

the early 1990s, altercations between smaller-sized but more tightly knit supporter 

cliques, a subculture colloquially known to its participants as sabahlamalar 

(overnighting), became the norm than exception, gaining national media coverage after 

a high-profile lynching of a 31-year-old engineer in Istanbul in 1991, following an 
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Istanbul derby. By the mid-1990s, a rising policing framework would start having a 

more ambivalent relationship vis-à-vis the infamous amigos of the overnighting era. 

They would be held individually liable for outbreaks of crowd violence and their 

charismatic authority over roads and stadiums made into partners of policing.  

By the time I conducted fieldwork, the pattern of unregulated violence around 

stadiums and during matchdays had mostly disappeared. Patterns of stadium 

attendance and intercity travel for league games are more regulated today by a more 

extensive security regime originally conceived at a European level, under the Council of 

Europe. Turkey gradually implemented the Europe-wide best practices of sport security, 

first set in paper in the 1985 European Convention on Spectator Violence and 

Misbehaviour at Sports Events and in Particular at Football Matches, which gradually 

grew into a Europe-wide framework of surveillance and management of spectators in 

matches across the sporting jurisdiction of the UEFA (Union of European Football 

Associations).6 It is in the framework of this convention’s adaptation in Turkey that 

amigos were turned into brokers of crowd control, sport governors liable for the 

misconduct of those under their charismatic authority: rewarded for orderly crowd 

behavior and sanctioned for crowd misconduct. The real and mythical, bandit-like 

figures of an era of unregulated violence, such as Pasha Selim of Bursaspor, who in his 

own words ‘took [control of] the Teksas tribün as a seventeen year-old’ in 1987, enjoy a 

 

6 “Spectator Violence,” Council of Europe, https://www.coe.int/en/web/sport/violence-convention. 
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fragile but popular legitimacy as adult men, who are today in their late 40s and no 

longer count as social outcasts or petty criminals. They regularly frequent the private 

offices of governors and municipal mayors, have liaisons serving in the clubs’ board of 

directors, and even make deals with politicians at the senior offices of the nation-state.   

In 2013, a news story reported that in the Black Sea port-city Trabzon, a 45-year 

old man known in the tribün subculture as Amigo Jean-Marie, who amicably put a fan 

scarf around Prime Minister Erdoğan and posed with the politician facing the national 

media during a rally, was barred by the sport police from entering league-games on a 

year-long ban for misconduct.7 Jean-Marie of Trabzon is a historical contemporary of 

Amigo Pasha of Bursa. One or more analogues of Pasha exist for almost every club 

competing in Turkey’s professional league pyramid, a tiered system of competitions 

which extend throughout the entire national territory. Known as amigos or tribün 

leaders, these men are de facto leaders, who first rose the ranks as feared troublemakers, 

demonstrated a capacity for violence, and developed a persona enabling them to engage 

with political and business elites. It was precisely these social capacities that enabled 

these troublemaking figures to remake themselves into quasi-governors of crowds in an 

emergent sport-security regime aiming at the orderly procession of commercial soccer. 

But these grassroots capacities were also put to new uses by fractions of local elites 

 

7 “Erdoğan’a kaşkol takan amigo 1 yıl cezalıymış,” Sportstv, 25 November 2013, 
www.sportstv.com.tr/erdogana-kaskol-takan-amigo-1-yil-cezaliymis, Accessed 6 January 2020. 
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seeking to reap the rewards of popularity when seeking to build winning teams in the 

intensifying financial competition inside the global market of FIFA soccer. In their many 

roles and capacities, amigos reap material and symbolic rewards in exchange for 

cooperation. The amigos and their crews are comparable to the figure of the racketeer, 

“who creates a threat and then charges for its reduction” (Tilly 1985: 171). Nevertheless, 

behind the veil of cooperation always lurks the potential outbreak of conflict. 

5.1 Porous Borders of “the Club” 

“suggests that all supporters’ clubs should appoint stewards from among their 
members to look after spectators and accompany groups of supporters to away 

matches” 
EU resolution on hooliganism and the free movement of football supporters, 10 

June 1996 
 

“Supporter representative: Sport clubs will designate enough number of 
supporter representatives from among their fans […] Designated individuals […] will be 

chosen as supporter representatives by the district governor and their names 
communicated to the district chiefs of police. Supporter representatives will help 

security forces implement measures to prevent…” 
2004, Law No. 5149, Concerning the Prevention of Violence and Disorder in 

Sport Contests 
 

It’s 9 AM on a weekday. I’m in the headquarters of Bursaspor Sports Club, a 

four-story building located in the city’s rising, upper middle-class residential quarters 

Özlüce and surrounded by three practice fields for Bursaspor’s senior professional 

soccer team. It’s mid-July. Turkey has recently experienced a failed coup. The 

professional squad is in Austria for a preseason training camp. The league starts in a 

month. Marketing, sales, media, and sponsorship units are busy sealing contracts for the 
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upcoming season. Not much else is going on in the club, except occasional visitors to the 

CEO’s (Genel Müdür) office. Occasionally, staff members congregate here in the floor’s 

most spacious room and hold meetings or communicate on informal terms with the 

CEO. The club’s serving Chairman, too, when he occasionally visits the facilities, meets 

the CEO here and not in the more formally decorated executive board room on the 

fourth floor, which is only used for ceremonial media events like official visits by 

governors or rare meetings between club elites behind closed doors. The CEO functions 

like the Chairman’s executive hand and is the highest ranked non-sportive staff. His 

room, as well as the entire ground floor that is allocated for the club staff are less 

opaque. I go in and out the room and hang there unless the door is shut. It’s only 

towards the end of my fieldwork that a female staff would be assigned to act as a 

secretary, inserting a level of formality. In the inordinately large room reserved for the 

CEO, adorned with a boss’s desk and an ultra-large television screen facing the chair, 

the CEO shares with me a letter from prison. Publicly known leaders of Bursaspor 

supporter collectives and more than fifty, less publicly known rioting fans identified by 

video footage were sentenced to ten to eleven years in prison on the basis of a 2011 law 

against violence and disorder in soccer. The letter’s written by a young man who is in 

prison due to the fan riots against the police in 2011 before a home game against 

Beşiktaş. The inmate complains that no one from the club has been taking care of those 

Bursaspor fans who are still in jail, especially since the sudden death of the popular 
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chairman İbrahim Yazıcı, who chaired the board of directors between 2007 and 2013, 

when Bursaspor won its first ever national championship in 2010, before the chairman 

died of a heart attack after a league game in 2013.  

Yazıcı is singled out as the unrivaled büyük başkan, the great chairman, an 

informal title quite difficult to achieve in soccer. Large portraits of Yazıcı are hung on the 

walls of the association offices run by supporter associations, mostly rented out of legal 

necessity to officially register informal tribün cliques as voluntary associations at the 

Ministry of Interior’s Bureau of Associations. Forming an official association is a 

condition stipulated by the Law for the Prevention of Violence for tribün cliques to be 

officially recognized as taraftar dernekleri, as legitimate and registered stakeholders of a 

sport club’s social mission and designated partners of club-security cooperation for the 

orderly procession of the public culture of the soccer league. Teksas leaders Pasha Selim 

Kurtulan and Mehmet Güzelsöz are among the founding members of the Teksaslı 

Bursasporlular Derneği, but Pasha had to officially delink from membership, as he tells 

me in our interview, after he was jailed in 2002 for invading the pitch and assaulting the 

referee, and for the fact that Pasha Selim is associated with a relentless pattern of 

recurrent troublemaking in between periods of cooperation. Nonetheless, the 

proliferation of supporter associations is viewed as a welcome expansions of democratic 

legitimacy and inclusivity.  
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When I ask about the official association, Pasha describes me an experience-

based political narrative, which positively describes the decentralizing and 

democratizing reforms of the Turkish state apparatus. Pasha was only 20 years old in the 

early 1990s, during the first measures to encourage supporters of soccer teams to form 

officially representative associations. These association members would be accepted to 

membership in the elite club of Bursaspor Association and provide crowd 

representatives a say and a vote in the Bursaspor Congress under a wider umbrella of 

Bursaspor Supporters Association Building social channels of participation and 

cooperation would mitigate the nationwide epidemic of soccer violence. Pasha 

remembers this first attempt and he was part of the effort, but leaders were a generation 

above him, but he negatively recalls the necessity to travel all the way to the capital 

Ankara for a physical visit to the Ministry of Interior to do the paperwork. In 2000 when 

Teksas formed its own official association, it was now enough to visit the local 

associations office in Bursa and do the paperwork here, making it less costly and 

accessible for a wider circle of the sporting citizens of Bursa to enter social traffic with 

local political offices. For others, this expansion of legitimacy speaks of organizational 

decay. “Everything went downhill from there,” the club’s longest serving staff, the 

lawnmower, tells me: “Dernekleşme [formation of official associations] started under the 

chairmanship of Murat Güzel in the 1990s and all of them formed their associations. The 

directors used to be kalite [elite] men. I now look back and think that those who warned 
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chairman Güzel to never let these men inside the club were men with foresight. Back in 

the time, there was nothing like consolidating territory in the kapalı seated zone 

[associated with a seated spectator culture rather than a standing group formation 

distinguishing tribün fraternities]. There was a small clique of Teksas behind the goald,” 

but it was not the same, he recalls. “Then came [Pasha] Selim and his folks,” the club 

lawnmower laments. 

Later, the CEO welcomes two men into the room, known by the nicknames 

Darko (named after a Yugoslavian goalkeeper who once played in Bursa) and Dayı 

(meaning maternal uncle). We start chatting in an informal atmosphere over tea, as the 

CEO introduces me as a sociologist working with the club. The CEO explains that I’m 

the son of Bursaspor’s former club-doctor who worked there between 1994 and 2005. 

Both Darko and Dayı recognize the reference and cordially shake hands with me. Darko 

is in his mid-40s, Dayı in his late-50s. Darko is an active, Dayı is a retired tribün senior of 

Teksas. Alongside several other older brothers of the tribün, Darko, too, was imprisoned 

in 2013 after being charged with the riots of 2011 and was released less than a year ago 

without completing the full sentence. Dayı and his business partner Yüksel, both in their 

50s, retired from the business of fan organizing earlier but are considered older brothers 

to Darko, as those who preceded him in the Teksas genealogy. Some years ago, Dayı and 

his business partner bought a formerly state-owned local meat processing plant and are 

now in the meat-packing business. In January 2016, few months before I started 
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research, the business partners clinched spots in a winning electoral list in the Bursaspor 

Grand Assembly, thanks not to their status as wealthy providers of liquidity but their 

ability to mobilize hundreds of votes in the Bursaspor Congress for one of the racing 

candidates and help the current Chairman get elected. On a leading local online 

newspaper, one which is critical of the ruling Justice and Development Party (JDP) and 

Bursa’s JDP-affiliated municipal government, the main columnist refers to the duo’s 

presence in the Bursaspor Board of Directors as the ultimate symbol of the club’s social 

decline and the changing demographics of club governance. The columnist doesn’t refer 

to these gentlemen with the same adjectives reserved for wealthy chairmen and board 

members. Instead, he calls them with the belittling etçiler (the meat-men).8 Darko, too, 

owns a small business, a new coffeehouse: he inquires if the club could promote the 

upcoming opening for his small shop. That the amigos freely enter in and out the 

clubhouse is often a subject of commentary, bitter complaint for some but victorious 

laughter for others.  

We’re sitting in the pregame accreditation room in the stadium. A laptop 
 connects us to Istanbul, to the Turkish Football Federation – the league’s national 
 regulator. An accreditation interface allows us to print digitally scannable cards, 
 deciding on who can enter the stadium as a club representative, distinct from 
 ticket-buying fans. My co-workers handle the paperwork on the laptops and 
 printers. Active amigos get one each, registered as Bursaspor’s Choreography 
 and Advertising Directors, giving them full access to all parts of the stadium 
 during matchdays. A former club staff, the retired staff-in-chief for accreditations 

 

8 Mehmet Ali Yılmaz, “Bursaspor’daki Sepetçi Vakası,” Yeni Marmara, 15 October 2016. 
https://www.yenimarmaragazetesi.com/makale/bursaspor-daki--sepetci--vakasi.  
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 is often with us during matchdays and he points me to the names of amigos to 
 underline what he thinks is corruption went too far. “You must never give in to 
 the amigos,” he says and recalls a time when the same men beat and injured a 
 defenseless young man in Izmir during an away game when he still worked for 
 Bursaspor. “I  have no sympathies for Fenerbahçe, but I applaud [Fenerbahçe 
 chairman] Aziz Yıldırım for having cleaned all amigos from the club,” he 
 comments. “If the Turkish Football Federation found out that we are giving 
 amigos these cards, that has a ton of penalties.” Later, we are joined for half an 
 hour by Dayı a reserve board member of the club and a retired Teksas senior 
 brother. Dayi gets a phone call. After he ends the call, he turns the room, making 
 an eye contact with me: “the son of a bitch now drives a BMW and still phones 
 me for free entry,” describing the economically upward career of another fellow 
 Teksas brother. He disapproves of the demand and makes sure I see it. There is 
 silence in the room as it is clear to me that this is a small theatre provoked by my 
 ambivalent presence. Dayı knows who I am. And then Dayı tells a story. Some 
 friends this year pooled money and rented one of the luxury lounges. During 
 home games, they host their friends in the lounge. In one game, Dayi explains 
 with joy, they drank a bit too much, implying that they smuggled in liquor 
 against stadium rules. When all other fans in ordinary seating zones had left the 
 stadium, the visiting rival team’s players came on to the pitch to do postgame 
 cooling exercises. By the end of the game, a friend was too drunk. He went down 
 a floor and in the silent stadium, shouted a slur to one of the rival players. But 
 the TFF observer was still present in the stadium and recorded the incident. “For 
 the first time in club history,” Dayı says, “the luxury lounge got the club a 
 penalty fee for spectator misconduct,” followed by a bursting collective laughter 
 from the room. I join the laughter, feeling I must do so in order not to feel like the 
 police in the room. It is as if the laughter celebrates a collective enjoyment 
 derived from  blurring popular and elite boundaries and from having expanded 
 forms of enjoyment and excess from the restricted behind-the-goal spaces of 
 Teksas to the entire stadium, even to the luxury lounges and more importantly, 
 into the very room governed by the club’s administrative staff that is there to 
 regulate flows into and out of the stadium according to TFF statutes, precisely to 
 prevent the narrated incident. 

 

The older and the younger tribün leaders, Darko and Dayı, are visiting the club 

that morning to negotiate whether Darko can be allocated three buses per away game 

for the upcoming season, and “maybe one for basketball games, too.” This refers to 
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organized bus travel to the 17 games per season Bursaspor soccer team will play outside 

Bursa, in addition to the 17 the team will play home – plus those away games which will 

be played by Bursaspor’s basketball team, the only other sport in which the club’s 

professional team draws popular spectatorship. Organizing the buses means not only 

their procurement and scheduling but also cooperation with the sport police in Bursa 

and at the destination. This cooperation includes a promise to keep the travels orderly, 

keeping out alcohol, drugs, and violent conduct. Pasha is said to command five buses 

per game. Darko mentions that Mehmet Abi will also need at least five buses as he is 

about to be released from prison. As per the security regulations first conceived at the 

level of the Council of Europe (CE) in response to the rising spectator violence in the 

1980s and later integrated to a framework of governance in cross-border matches inside 

the Union of European Football Associations (UEFA), 10% of the total number of seats in 

any league-game are allocated to the supporters of the visiting team segregated inside a 

cage or a fenced zone called the deplasman tribünü, safely insulated from the home 

crowd. The deplasman quota is 2,000-4,000 tickets per game depending on the seating 

capacity of the host stadium. League stadiums vary from capacities of 20,000 to 45,000. 

Two thousand traveling fans means forty buses of fifty-passenger capacity each, a 

higher number of auto-vehicles if smaller buses or minibuses are used, but the 

organizers often overfill the buses with teenagers travelling on foot on the aisle or 

sharing seats.  
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The buses’ take off from Bursa and arrival at the destination are policed by the 

coordination between the two Spor Büro (sport bureaus) in the matching cities’ police 

forces, and those supporter representatives registered as stewards. Amigos are akin to 

travel chaperons who are held liable for the acts of those they lead and thus socially 

situate themselves in-between the grassroots fraternal cliques and the vertical state 

hierarchies. Before each season, the leading tribün leaders are hosted in the Bursa 

Governor’s office, with the city’s Chief of Police present, in locally televised events 

ending with a shared press conference where both the governor and the amigos promise 

cooperation and fair play in the coming season. The framework of cooperation is not 

only informal but grounded in the Law on Sport Violence, which foresees regular club-

police-supporter dialogue as a condition of preventing violence. Security reports refer to 

a category of recognized tribün groups as interlocutors in matchday governance. 

Already in a 1995 decision by the Istanbul governorship against the epidemic of pre- and 

post-match violence in matchdays, the Chief of Police declared that from then on, 

amigos would be held personally liable for crowd violence, pointing to an ambivalent 

mix of collective action and leader liability, paving the way for the de jure recognition of 

the infamous figures of the overnighting era as interlocutors vis-à-vis the state apparatus 

and semi-official governors of the commercial spaces and matchdays of the soccer 

league. This originally European-level framework conventions, first experimented with 
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in Istanbul to tackle the violent subculture before and after derby matches between the 

big three, later disseminated to become a national paradigm.9 

Formally affiliated during my fieldwork with the serving board of directors as a 

reserve member of the board, the once Teksas leader Dayı mediates the younger Darko’s 

demands for buses. CEO answers indecisively but promises to seek a solution. 

Throughout the later months as the soccer season unfolded, I no longer saw Darko, but 

Amigo Pasha visited the club regularly, often telephoning the male club staff in the 

purchasing and public relations departments, who addressed him with the seniority title 

abi and personally knew, respected, and feared him from their own history of 

participation in the more exclusive, travelling Teksas subculture. Most of these staff 

members, my-workers during fieldwork, were hired by the club in the past two decades 

as the clubs outgrew its smaller organizational volume, which consisted of an elite board 

of directors, rotating via elections. These temporary director often relied, I was told, on 

accountants, lawyer, and managers employed full-time in the industrial corporations 

owned by these business elites and joined their ‘bosses’ for a temporary tenure at 

Bursaspor Sport Club. A series of new regulations of the Turkish Football Federations in 

the 2000s, including the detailed framework of security and expanding volume of 

commercial operations, now require more bureaucratic-managerial work to link the club 

 

9 See for example, “Zirveden 5 Emir: Futbol Terörü Zirvesi” [Five Resolutions of the Summit: the Summit of 
Football Terror] Milliyet, 15 Mart 1995.  
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regularly with corporate sponsors, broadcasting corporations, the growing sport 

security bureaucracy and other organizations that make up the national soccer league’s 

economy and governance. Some of these spots, as I explain more in Chapter 7, were 

staffed not with a professional group of corporate managers but men with histories in 

the tribün subculture, which made the social border between ‘the club’ and ‘the tribün’ 

more porous. 

Before every away game, Pasha came to the club office to ‘have the petition 

written’ as the Public Relations staff would describe this encounter. Bursaspor 

Association, legally privileged with the parliament-conferred status of an Association 

for Public Good, officially petitioned the Bursa Metropolitan Municipality to fund social 

trips for the association’s activities, which legally qualify as social utilities. “It’s much 

easier this way,” the PR staff explained to me. “We only get to write the paper and we’re 

done,” by which he meant that the club’s petition created legal grounds for the 

municipal budget to pay for renting supporter buses from friendly tour operator firms. 

The more travelling fans Pasha and others can mobilize per away-travel, the more the 

commercial traffic between the municipal budget and friendly tourism contractors. 

Routed to the municipal government, the exact number of buses to be allocated, how 

they will be organized will be dealt through the personal communication between tribün 

leaders, sport police and the municipal offices, without creating much trouble for the 

club itself while also creating a semi-public touring economy. My main co-worker 
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Hakan, another club staff who travelled on the Amigo buses several times for fun 

despite not being a very passionate soccer fan, explains that “these are the rules of the 

game,” expressing the regularity and legitimacy of amigo-governed intercity travel. 

Despite having originally started out as collectively paid rental bus-pooling or arbitrary 

doles (gifts) from wealthier directors of the Bursaspor Association to the less wealthy 

supporter collectives, and once-having caused moral panic over unregulated routes of 

masculine crowd mobility, the availability of subsidized bus travel later developed into 

a regular yet informal market service that is available for anyone to buy as long as one 

knows when and where from buses will depart, which are sometimes announced in 

social media but often circulate by the word of mouth or via WhatsApp to be more 

discreet. Increasingly, though, departure points are also fixed and preordained as the 

street bordering the home stadium, not far from a major police station. For games low in 

demand and trips to nearby cities, I heard on the grapevine prices to be as low as 8 liras 

per person for an away-game trip, which is less than the cost of a meal in a fast food 

chain. This is significantly lower than the price of a round-trip in the commercial market 

even for the shortest intercity connections. 

The organization’s regularity owes to amigo-police cooperation, which ensures 

that buses are police escorted when exiting and entering deplasman jurisdictions and 

approaching stadia from intercity highways. This regularity imbues the buses with 

legitimacy thanks to which the entrepreneurial among the amigos can operate a 
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marketplace for subsidized travel. I witnessed the security-driven regularity most 

clearly in a deplasman game I attended during fieldwork, where a fellow fan I friended 

during the game explained to me that he missed the departure time for otobüsler, “the 

buses” as Bursaspor fans refer to them, and travelled to Istanbul by a commercial bus. 

He was in the game as a single individual without a friendly group and hoping to stick 

around after the game to travel back to Bursa with the much more accessible and semi-

public buses under amigo stewardship, which he managed to do by following the crowd 

without needing a personalized social connection to any insiders. After dropping 

travelling fans to the police checkpoint three hours prior to kick-off, at which point all 

bussed fans are body searched and checked to see if they possess individual tickets by 

the sport police of the destination city, the deplasman buses park in a police-designated 

area during game time. After the game, usually an hour after the final whistle, during 

which time the packed deplasman crowd waits in its secluded cage in the rival stadium 

for the sport police ‘to open the gates,’ smoking an extra pack of cigarettes in the 

process, the amigo-governed buses pull over near the segregated deplasman gate and 

park there, again coordinated by amigo-police cooperation, and pick up the fans to 

transport the crowds back to Bursa. In this hour of waiting for the away-team crowd, the 

sport police oversees the dispersal of the home crowd, and then finally escorts the 

deplasman buses until safely on the intercity highway, making sure to avoid possible 

crowd-to-crowd encounter in the stadium vicinity. During game-time in rival stadiums, 
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Amigos try to consolidate the attending fans into one mass, chanting in order. When a 

more exuberant individual, often a teenager, climbs the fences of the cage, when severe 

slurs are heard, or when anyone makes the police nervous by doing anything other than 

chanting, the accompanying sport police in the cage simply talks and warns the 

orchestrating amigo, who then shout and scare the misbehaving ones to join back into 

the herd. 

5.2 Consolidating the Home Crowd 

Halfway into the 2016-2017 soccer season during my fieldwork, I interviewed 

“the Amigo”, Selim Kurtulan, or Pasha Selim of Teksas. I meet him in his home 

coffeehouse in Gazcılar, near the old bus terminal. Soon after I arrive, he calls out to the 

server and makes sure I’m served a cup of tea. He demonstrates me his status as the boss 

in this narrow street in Gazcılar, the first of the Kosovar-Albanian residential 

communities of Bursa, twenty minutes walking distance from the city’s commercial 

center. Midway into our interview, I ask Pasha to give his own account of Bursaspor’s 

once-in-a-life-time, underdog national championships in 2010 under the ‘great chairman 

İbrahim Yazıcı.’ Pasha Selim replies with certainty, validated by an entourage of five 

younger men, fictive brothers and nephews closely listening to his monologue and 

nodding and repeating his words in the style of a chorus of followers: 

“You know what happened that year? Bring me a Quran and I’ll swear on it. 
 İbrahim Yazıcı [Bursaspor chairman between 2007 and 2013] said “I’ll hold a 
 meeting and we’ll make a deal.” He said, “What is this calamity? Every season, 
 we get these stadium bans [for violent spectator conduct] and the [ordinary 
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 paying] fans are alienated. And we receive these 600-700 billion liras in fines. 
 What’s wrong with you?” I told [the chairman], “go on, hold a meeting and we 
 won’t pay a single lira in fines.” He said, “[if that’s the case] I’ll hold twenty 
 meetings.” So, we’re expecting the chairman himself, but the vice chairman 
 shows up. Haluk Özkıyıcı, I don’t like him. We sit down, ten of our friends, and 
 the club’s chief executive told us that the chairman was supposed to be here, but 
 he had other business. 

 
The vice chairman told us: “you are not true Bursaspor fans [Bursasporlu 

 değilsiniz]. You’re causing the club 600 billion liras in penalties each year, you’re 
 causing 5 to 8 games of stadium closures per season, and you’re eating 
 [violating] the rights of season ticket buying fans.” He said, “shame on you!” The 
 man was right. I turned to my folks. In the room was Batu, Mehmet Abi, Kıro 
 Metin, Yüksel, me, and Darko. Two or three others, I think. The man was right. 
 While I listened to him, I was thinking things through and then they said, “it’s 
 your turn to speak.” I turned to my folks and asked, “can I speak first?” I said, 
 “first of all, I must be candid.” I said to [the vice chairman]: “We don’t like you.” 
 And he said: “I don’t like you either.” I said, “people need not like each other. 
 But when the subject matter is Bursaspor, people need to respect each other.” He 
 said, “you’re right.” I said, “başkan [boss] look. How many tickets [per home 
 game] do we receive now? 300. You will increase that to 600 tickets. How many 
 buses [per away game] do we receive? 4. You will increase that to 7 buses.” He 
 said “done.” And he asked: “What’s for your part?” I said, “go and call the 
 notary and here are my conditions.” I said, “if [in the coming season], the total 
 fines [imposed by the Turkish Football Federation due to spectator misconduct] 
 exceeds 50 billion liras, we will pay the fines above that limit. I turned to my nine 
 friends. I asked them: “do you vouch for this?” They said, “we vouch for it. We 
 will pay the fines.” I turned to the vice chairman and asked: “What will you do 
 on your part?” He said: “I’ll give you all that you asked and on top of that, I’ll 
 give you 300 billion in money.” Think about that! 300 billion, in 2010. [equivalent 
 of $300,000 in 2010]. Instead of paying 600 billion in fines, [for the club] the cost 
 will come down to 300 billion. 

 
I said: “boss, we don’t do this for money. Take that 300, eat it yourself as pocket 

 money.” He said, “you stick to your part and I’ll do what’s necessary. Tickets, 
 buses, these are easy work as long as you only do your part.” So, we leave the 
 meeting. Two or three days later, the chairman called us. He said, “we are on. 
 300 tickets will be 600 tickets, 5 buses will be 7 buses.” That year, we [the club] 
 received only 51 billion in fines. Go look in the club files. The stadium was not 
 even closed for one game! And, we won the championship and won the Fair Play 
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 award, which was worth an award of 1 trillion or 800 billion. That means, as the 
 fans, we contributed 800 billion to Bursaspor’s budget that year. Add that 800 
 billion award to the 600 billion that would be otherwise paid in fines, that’s a 
 total of 1.4 trillion and then, the stadium was never closed, so add that, too, since 
 the club didn’t lose any matchday revenues from stadium closure bans. Let’s say 
 we saved the club from 3-4 stadium closures. If one home game brings 500 billion 
 in revenues, what’s that, 4 trillion? 3 trillion? They didn’t even give us a “thank 
 you plaque.” Club directors organized a dinner and they didn’t invite one tribün 
 leader, not even one fan. 

 
I went to the office of the CEO and saw the two siting there [the vice chairman 

 and the club’s then-serving CEO]. I asked: “where is the 300 billion you were 
 supposed to give?” He said: “who said that?” I turned to the CEO: “müdür, 
 wasn’t he the one who promised?” The CEO said: “yes, he is the one who 
 promised, you should take the money from him.” See, they were even joking 
 around with me. I said to the CEO: “can you call Ms. Sena [secretary]” He said: 
 “why would I?” I said: “go look into the files. I can tell you from the top of my 
 head. We received a total of 51 billion in fines. And 35 billion of that was your 
 fault because you tried to beat the referee. And you didn’t even pay that fine 
 from your own pocket and put it on the club’s account. Who caused the 
 remaining 15 billion? Other people caused that. I said: “fuck the money you’ll 
 give.” I stormed out. We stormed out but go ask around in Bursa and you’ll hear 
 about all those things that İbrahim Yazıcı [chairman] allegedly bought me. Only 
 if you heard the rumors! They have me receiving planes, helicopters, a house. 
 Isn’t that true Ozan? 

 
[Amigo Pasha turns to the young man surrounding the table] 
 
(young man) That’s right abi. 
 
“Didn’t they say that my brother?” 
 
(young man) They said all kinds of stuff, they said Selim got all the money 
 
“Didn’t they?” 
 
(Our Selim abi still lives on rent) 
 
Not even a player…All of them received bonuses. Nor a trainer, assistant 

 trainer…Neither a player’s agent nor a club director…No one said to me, “take 
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 this 1 million and this your children’s right, this is the rightful share of your 
 household.” 

 
(young men in chorus) “Shame on them!” 
 
See, in exchange for this cooperation, we didn’t demand anything. You 

 understand? We were already satisfied with the tickets and the buses. All we 
 wanted was a plaque. 

 
(young man) “He had to be honored” 
 
And look again this season. 12 games have passed since the beginning of the 

 season. Did we get any stadium bans? No. We made our promises again this 
 year. 

 
According to Pasha, civic victory passed through the recognition of tribün leaders 

as commissioned orchestrators of crowd activity home and away, paid in ‘buses and 

tickets,’ part of which the amigos can convert to cash in the short-term but more 

importantly, to status and consolidated leadership in the long-term, which makes 

amigos a power to be reckoned with. If cordoning crowds inside police-approved 

corridors of mobility are what’s expected from tribün strongmen in away-games, the 

allocation to amigos of several hundred home-game tickets, in under-the-table deals, 

refers to an amigo’s ability to mobilize a coordinated entourage to staff the critical zones 

inside the stadium. Controlling tickets in the Teksas tribün means power to shape the 

demographics of the attending crowd and consolidate swaths of stadium-territory 

manned by amigo-affiliated tribün crews. Holding key corners of the stands, tribün 

leaders can exercise efficient control over crowd chants and behavior, and police 

punishable acts or chants, ensuring that the home crowd’s game-time behavior remains 
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within the parameters of matchday security and fair play framed by the Law for 

Preventing Violence in Sport and the TFF Instructions for Discipline in Football. While 

the first law refers to public order and legal sanctions, the second sport-specific statute 

refers to sporting order soccer-specific sanctions imposed by the TFF Disciplinary 

Committee. Violations lead to a mix of commercial and sporting sanctions by the TFF to 

league-clubs, such as barring a team from selling tickets for the next home game and 

play to empty seats. Sanctions can also be money penalties to be paid to the TFF. 

Explained to me with great vigor in the excerpt above, the Amigo defines a mode of 

sportive success – success “as a city” – according to which Bursaspor’s capitalist 

directors should not be afraid to enter bargained deals and delegate crowd management 

to tribün leaders, which is the method that will prevent the club from paying penalties. 

In the 2010 year, the peak year of amigo-chairmen cooperation, Bursaspor even won the 

Fair Play Award by the TFF, amigo reminds me, a cash award paid by the TFF from the 

league’s commercial revenues to the club with least incidents of crowd misconduct and 

foul play – slurs, projectiles thrown at the pitch, violation of designated boundaries by 

overcrowding corridors and exit doors. These chairman-amigo deals, in turn, 

consolidate select amigos’ power over the stadium by expanding the number of buses 

and tickets (volume of mobility and size of territory) outsourced to their management. 

Success follows when the club directors do not refrain from honoring and rewarding 

these grassroots brokers for their part in governance. This is what made Bursaspor 
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Chairman Yazıcı ‘great’: a willingness to make those deals. This is what made Bursaspor 

the national champions. 

Pasha uses an example to illustrate to me the implications of territorial 

consolidation for the prevention of violence. In doing so, he allows me to better 

understand the micro-logics of this governance system and its consequences in shaping 

the public culture of professional soccer. He mentions in the excerpt a recent altercation 

between rival cliques in the Bursaspor stadium, which I also observed in the early games 

of the season. In the match weeks before our interview, several fights among small 

tribün cliques broke out in the stadium, requiring police intervention and even the 

spraying of pepper gas during the game. These took place in the sections of the stadium 

at the opposite end from where Teksas is in charge, a zone where a smaller tribün group 

called Radikal gathers alongside two other cliques named after specific neighborhoods, 

not exceeding fifty men per group according my own observations, sometimes as small 

as a dozen men. “When you group thirty people, forty people from the neighborhood 

and call yourself a tribün group,” Pasha explains, fights are inevitable, because the 

proliferation of smaller but numerous cliques means lack of coordination, decentralized 

fragmentation, and the outbreak of territorial struggle. “That’s bölücülük,” the Amigo 

says, meaning territorial separatism, often used to denote the Kurdish nationalist 

movement in Turkish political semantics. “It’s not destek (support),” the Amigo clarifies, 

proposing a moral binary between separatism and support.  
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He then complains how smaller groups register with the sport police as a 

‘supporter association’ and rent their own buses to away-games, bringing and hanging 

their own self-styled banners and slogans, creating a potpourri of flags and words 

instead of consolidation under the banner and orchestration of Teksas. The Amigo thus 

defines an expanding Teksas, once the name of a particular clique, now denoting a 

territorial-civic roof under which a consolidated tribün unites. “How would I not give 

them a beating,” he reminds the critical role of Teksas monopoly over coercion: “they 

drive fast and arrive early at a deplasman game and hang their own banner,” underlining 

the regularity of a dialectic of differential proliferation and integral consolidation 

stabilized by coercive monopoly. In his discourse, the club-to-amigo provision of tickets 

in mass allows the leader to distribute tickets selectively in a way that transforms the 

tribün from a patchwork of groups from each urban district (çoğu zaman mahalle mahalle 

semt semt vermiyorduk) to one formed by “specific kinds of persons, those who deserve a 

deplasman” denoting a social type that will coordinate with the amigo in maintaining the 

consolidating ethos. 

What amigo calls destek as opposed to bölücülük denotes a culture of ceaseless 

and consolidated chanting and performance during match-time without allowing 

masculine energies to be distracted from group conformity. Seating patterns and the 

culture of chants in home games in the Bursaspor stadium reflect the centrist blueprint 

Pasha describes as not only having the benefit of preventing inter-clique territorial 
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altercations but also enabling the efficient coordination of collective chants and 

consolidating the voice of the stadium as a whole. In home games, spectators arrive in 

the stadium gradually after the turnstiles are opened two hours before kick-off. Often, I 

observed, attendees come in small friendly groups of two to five individuals, almost 

exclusively men. The majority are headed to the behind-the-goal zone which holds the 

Teksas tribün. While tickets are assigned to a particular zone and a single seat in a 

particular row, only the zoning is enforced. The police perimeter outside the stadium 

and the electronic turnstiles allow an attendee to enter only one of the four zones of the 

stadium and there is no internal passageways once inside. But once inside, despite the 

presence of police and private security, ticket seats are not enforced or even encouraged, 

and few follow them in the Teksas zone. As the number of attendees accumulate near 

kick-off, the Teksas zone starts to consolidate into a recognizable shape that does not 

reflect seating numbers. Those who are here for a match-experience of group chanting 

take a seat and wait inside an orbit that frames the chanting zone defined by the 

centricity of two coordinating chairs, the first positioned at ground level and the second 

positioned mid-way to the highest row.  

Friend groups of two to three arrive one-by-one over the following two hours, 

increasing the density of men surrounding the orchestrating towers. Amigos appear in 

the scene 30 minutes or 1 hour before kick-off. Eventually, near the kick-off time, the 

accumulating mass takes a kite-shaped form, at the center of which stand the two pre-
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installed tower-chairs and drums for playing chant rhythms. Those who want to remain 

safely removed from this consolidated pack-form will move to the peripheries on the 

side, where they can physically space and choose to join or not join the chant played at 

the center. Inside the pack, one cannot prefer not to join. One is either compelled 

spontaneously by a stranger next to you pressing your shoulder to jump and sing to the 

rhythm, or one might even be coerced by an amigo who will ask you to move to the 

periphery, for ‘this is not theater’ but a soccer match and you’re here to support the team 

by lending your voice. Non-compliance can be discreetly shamed, implying you’re in 

the wrong place, or a drumstick thrown as a projectile from the amigo tower if you 

insist. 

It is this spatial centricity and social compulsion that allows the amigos and the 

consolidated Teksas tribün to be louder and perform organized vocal and theatrical 

shows that allow one group to rule over the stadium at large. Amigos aim to govern the 

behavior not only of the crowd in the immediate surrounding but also of spectators in 

the other zones of the stadium and the professional team in the field, while doing their 

utmost to intimidate the rival visitor team by booing. Their first target is often the seated 

fans, there to watch the game more than to jump and shout. Before leading a chant, the 

amigos would first announce: “everybody stand up,” or “everybody stand up for the 

love of Bursa,” to prepare the fragmented crowd into a standing collective. When too 

few spectators follow the instruction, one hears shaming discourses singling out seated 
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fans, such as taraftar istifa (time for fans to resign from fandom); ruhsuz taraftar 

istemiyoruz (we don’t want spiritless fans); or, the charge of high treason, ayağa kalkmayan 

Beşiktaşlıdır (they who don’t stand are Beşiktaş fans).  

While the pack-form Teksas tribün will often sign their chants independently, 

Teksas will stage two special performances where the consolidated Teksas group 

assumes an orchestrating centricity vis-à-vis the three other stadium zones 

corresponding to the sides of the rectangular playing field. Before these stadium-wide 

shows, Teksas will first shout: bütün stat (the entire stadium) or ayağa ayağa / bütün stat 

ayağa (stand up stand up / the entire stadium stand up), preparing the rest of the 

stadium for their lead. If this doesn’t instigate the far out groups to act in the expected 

way, booing will follow and then the similar charges of treason or shaming. When 

Teksas can get other smaller cliques ready, they will start with yeşil (green), followed by 

beyaz (white) by the adjacent zone, followed by şampiyon (champions) by the zone across 

Teksas at the symmetrical behind-the-goal stands, and finally followed by Bursa! by the 

final zone. This final, fourth zone is known as the sosyete zone or şıngır mıngır sosyete, the 

zone which is home to the high society, where journalists, higher income spectators, club 

officials, and the şeref tribünü– the elevated balcony where chairmen, mayors, governors, 

ministers, or even presidents attend the games. The successive words, when serially 

shouted, form a unity, with Teksas applauding the entire stadium when the 
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coordination is successful and severely booing the rest of the stadium when the 

coordination fails.  

Towards the end of home games, especially in those games where the score is 

more or less determined and spectator attention is fading, Teksas calls for the tribün şov, 

the performance which Teksas prides itself of having invented. A non-verbal and 

mimetic performance, the tribün şov is a collective show where Teksas leads not by lyrics 

but a physical act and the other zones are expected to imitate the act in serial order. 

Given its demanding physicality, the fourth sosyete zone is considered exempt from this 

more tribün-like performance. The show often starts with simpler moves such as the 

waving of the green-and-white Bursaspor scarves, but can go on for more than 15 

minutes with a diverse set of displays including collectively turning one’s back to the 

game and jumping to the drum rhythm; waving smart phones with their flashlight 

turned on; vertically running up and down the rows in pack-form; or undressing and 

waving shirts when the weather is hot. With these ritual-like chants and performances, 

the amigo-controlled pack consolidates not only its own territory, but manipulates the 

routines of behavior across the stadium, never shying away from booing, shaming, and 

cursing at non-cooperative fractions.  Teksas responds in a particularly joyous mode 

when the fourth stadium zone in the line, the high society zone, follow suit, which caps 

a social victory for Teksas, having confirmed who’s in charge. The carrying of scarves is 

crucial for participation in the show, since many displays involve a move with a scarf. 
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The tribün’s own sporting populism divides the stadium between atkılılar and kravatlılar, 

the scarved ones and the tie-wearing ones, with the popular idiom atkılılar her zaman 

kazanır (the scarved ones will always win). To distinguish the tribün’s persevering 

loyalty as opposed to rotating chairmanship, the tribün proverb says kravatlılar gider 

atkılılar kalır (ties leave but scarves remain). 

 

Figure 7: Spectator distribution shortly after the turnstiles are open. Photo by 
the author 

 

Figure 8: Spectator distribution one hour before kick-off. Photo by the author 
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Figure 9: Teksas tribün shortly before kick-off. Blue circles show the two 
orchestrating highchairs. The red line designates the outer boundaries of the fraternal 

pack-shape. Photo by the author 

 

Figure 10: Ideal social morphology of the stadium according to Amigo’s 
narrative. “We want them to grow, be like Teksas. They should be standing as a group 

to 1,000 to 2,000,” Amigo told me about the other groups that follow Teksas 
orchestrated shows in the other zones. In Amigo’s ideal, three spectating zones hold 

three large and consolidtaed tribün groups, following and cooperating with the 
Teksas lead to consolidate control over the entire stadium. The fourth zone is where 

the chairman sits. 
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Figure 11: Screenshot from the broadcast of a popular game against the big 

three. Selim Kurtulan on the left with the megaphone. In the middle, Sedat, his right-
hand man. In the background on the second tower is ‘Little Amigo’ Enes Aydın. In 

the so-called ‘big games’ against the big three, the coordinating squad is more 
crowded as the stadium tends to sell out only in these fixtures. Tribün is a collection 

of scarves. 

Critically, a series of pre-game rituals also extend Teksas centricity inside the 

playing field to draw the professional team to its orbit. Starting half an hour before the 

kick-off when the home team appears for warm up, amigos start chanting the names of 

each of the 18-man squad, expecting them to approach the Teksas zone one by one and 

salute the consolidated crowd. This is called the yumruk şov, the fist show. Given most 

players are non-Turkish and do not understand the lyrics, the Turkish speaking players 

familiar with the routine often visibly guide the newcomers, particularly the team 

captain, serve like a liaison between the tribün and the professional team. A player who 

does not respond will be booed and his name shouted until he eventually complies. 

Populist players will perform the show very passionately with their own added 

stylizations, while the majority will perform it like a duty with much less vigor. When a 

player is booed, the team captain is expected to go talk to the player and ask him to do 
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the show, which involves running to the rhythm and waving one’s first three times to 

the drum. Shortly before kick-off, as the team first goes inside to the dressing room and 

reappears in match uniforms, the team is now expected to do the same as a collective, 

forming a hand-in-hand line, approach Teksas zone and salute the crowed, which counts 

as a promise to win. These displays, while entertaining, are also expressions of a center 

of gravity Teksas creates, reflecting a consolidated social power vis-à-vis the club and 

the stadium, a power which is expressed by the term tribün baskısı or taraftar baskısı, the 

pressure or the compulsions of the tribün. Tribün baskısı is a social force to be reckoned 

with, involving populist tribunals vis-à-vis the club’s chairmen and board members and 

a bandit-like extortion power that asks for material and symbolic commissions from the 

commercial spectacle. The performances ensure that the flows of the mediatized 

spectacle are routed through the physical and social territories Teksas control. 

Consolidation of an acephalous subculture of many small cliques with many 

small warlords into a legitimate and compelling unity is closely related to the 

framework of liability instituted both by the policing framework and the disciplinary 

statutes of the TFF. While the notable tribün leaders have been held liable for crowd 

violence, reaffirming the leaders’ priority over individual participants, the TFF 

disciplinary statutes sanction clubs over the misconduct of crowd-participants, blurring 

the boundary between the club as the elite association and the club as the sum total of 

the civic-sporting community. Every professional soccer game in Turkey is observed by 
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a TFF-observer, often retired policemen I was told, who file a detailed report on stadium 

violations. When the report details significant spectator misconduct, the TFF charges 

penalty fees to the teams, cutting the club’s share of commercial revenues that are 

pooled by the TFF who sells the broadcasting rights on behalf of the clubs. In extreme 

cases, the TFF bars the crowd-misbehaving team from selling tickets for a game or two. 

While criticized by liberal legal opinion as violating the principle of individual liability, 

what the Amigo Pasha Selim describes in the excerpt above is a political discourse on 

the preferability of a system of joint-liability shared vertically between club elites and 

amigos, thus building a two-way street for joint liability and extending the legal 

personality of the club from a restricted circle of member elites to include the tribün 

crowd. It is this latter conception of the social sporting community which is expressed 

by a special emic category in Turkish, camia as different from kulüp, denoting the joint 

and entangled construction of a participatory sport society, in which the uneven social 

structure of the membership unites in joint sportive liability and joint sportive 

aspiration.  

The morphology of consolidated stadium-seating around the centricity of 

orchestrating amigos and the discursive binary between bölücülük (separatism) and 

destek (support) are moral categories that reinforce the superiority of social linkage tied 

together by logics of entangled vertical liability, captured by the term camia. In Amigo’s 

depiction, success is a result of vertical ties across the camia along an axis of bi-cephalous 
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leadership – with a cooperative great chairman at the top and the cooperative tribün 

leadership at the bottom ladder – shaping a pyramidically integrated solidarity which is 

conditional on having the club being liable for crowd actions and the tribün leaders 

being liable for the actions of spectators. This is not some romantic anti-commercialism 

against a culture of consumption: for the Amigo, entangled liability bring success in the 

money-driven market competition for building the best teams, because it allows a safer 

commercialization so that the club can more confidently market season tickets and raise 

critical sources of revenue. Season tickets are bought with the promise of attending 

every home games of the season, with a single price to cover all the games, but if a team 

receives 5 stadium closure penalties from the TFF per year, the individual season ticket 

buyer is at a loss even if that ticket-holder paid for a seat in the highest priced zone, for 

all the zones are shut down when the TFF bans the team with stadium closure. It is in 

this sense that the Amigo is a sort of road bandit who demands a commission in 

exchange for putting his regional monopoly over coercion at the service of commercial 

protection, ensuring the predictability of commercial flows by holding key corners. 

Rumors I heard was that Teksas gets a commission from every commercial operation 

that uses stadium space. Some years ago, the rumor goes in Bursa, the city’s largest 

industrial establishment FIAT wanted to advertise a newly released model, assembled in 

the Bursa plant by creating a spectacle before Bursaspor’s prime-time, nationally 

televised game against Galatasaray, one of the big three. The banner would describe the 
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car as “having been born in Bursa, and a national pride for Turkey.” Called 

choreographies, these stadium installations require the cooperation of thousands of 

individuals in a single zone for the smooth execution of a physical display. “A tribün 

that looks like a website banner that says you can advertise on this spot,” one Twitter 

user jokingly emasculated the scenery. Another wrote “I wish Teksas, the new 

distributor for FIAT, a good year in sales.”10 Many online users were certain that the 

Amigo got a handsome cut. 

 

 
Figure 12: Teksas tribün organized to hold up an advertising choreography a 

newly released FIAT model produced in the Bursa plant. 2015. 

5.3 The League of Amigos, Sporting Pilgrimage, Diplomatic 
Protection 

Competence in home-crowd consolidation and municipally funded tour 

organization, which provide amigos with a newfound legitimacy as recipients of 

 

10 Tribün Dergi, “Bursa kapalı kale arkasında koreografi: Bursa’da doğdu, Türkiye’nin gururu oldu: Yeni 
Fiat Egea,” Twitter, 8 November 2015, https://twitter.com/tribundergi/status/663420827568906240.  
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protection rent, can be put to different uses. Related to one another by way of Turkey’s 

top-tier soccer competition as tribün organizers of respective national league 

competitors, the amigos did not only fight one another’s respective entourages but also 

familiarized with one another over their career thanks to the regular calendar of intra-

league mobility. These intercity encounters, too, morphed from the violent skirmishes of 

the warring days to a grassroots framework of nationwide tribün diplomacy. A network 

of amigos across the league occupy analogous positions vis-à-vis their respective teams’ 

wealthy boards of directors and often learn from one another. Few months before the 

wave of arrests, a member of Şirin’s entourage recalled, Bursaspor’s arrested amigos 

Selim “Pasha” Kurtulan and Mehmet “the Armless” Güzelsöz had visited “Chief” Şirin’s 

private abode before the Galatasaray-Bursaspor fixture when they travelled to Istanbul 

to attend the game. The narrating man in Şirin’s immediate entourage recalls being 

tasked by his leader that day to pacify home-team supporters who were seated adjacent 

to the visiting Bursaspor fans. The visiting Bursaspor fans would be under Pasha’s and 

Mehmet Abi’s command. Şirin introduced the narrator to the rival amigos and described 

them as “guests from Bursa.” Şirin tasked him to orchestrate the galvanized home-team 

supporters so that no one took a break from chanting for Galatasaray throughout the 

game. Ceaseless and orchestrated chanting in favor of the home team would crowd out 
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verbal or physical assaults targeting the away-team fans from Bursa and prevent 

possible verbal/physical skirmishes between the supporters of the rivaling teams.11  

That is, an informal agreement between the orchestrating figures of rival 

supporters would prevent potential violence potentially caused by verbal or physical 

assault across the partisan territories within the stadium. During the interviews I 

conducted with the Teksas leaders, the amigos made sure to underline their ongoing 

friendly relations with Şirin’s entourage, one pointing me to Şirin’s number in his 

smartphone’s contacts’ page. When another rival team’s amigo, “President Sefa” of 

Fenerbahçe, died of drug overdose during my fieldwork, Teksas released a public 

condolence message and Pasha immediately visited Sefa’s grave and publicized the visit 

on Facebook, and a banner was hung in the stadium that read “RIP Sefa Kalya.”12 In 

regularly communicating with and publicly mourning for rival amigos, the Bursaspor 

amigos thus emphasize their ‘one-call away’ social proximity and shared fate with their 

equivalents across the intercity league. In doing so, the leaders reinforce the social 

capacity and legitimacy of tribün leaders nationwide to build solidarity across the 

professional league’s nationwide coverage, enacting an intercity familiarity that can turn 

enmity into friendship, war into peace. When I asked Selim Kurtulan, he described a 

 

11 “Galatasaray: 0-2: Bursaspor,” ultras/Movement, 23 August 2010. 
ultrasmovement.blogspot.com/2010/08/galatasaray0-2bursaspor.html. Accessed 19 August 2019. 
 
12 “Vefat ve Başsağlığı” Teksas.org, 13 January 2016, https://www.teksas.org/haberoku.asp?haber=15839. 
Accessed 20 August 2019. 
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culture of visits and phone calls to share reciprocal favors that put the amigos of the 

intercity league into a diplomatic kinship system of patrilineal protectors of civic 

jurisdictions that relate to one another by rituals of hosting. Incoming tribün groups, 

save the few ongoing feuds, are hosted pregame in local restaurants with bills to be 

sponsored by the hosts. During my fieldwork, when a bused tribün crew from Eskişehir 

had their bus broken on the way, tribün groups cooperated with a board member to rent 

a bus from Bursa to pick the group stranded sixty-miles outside Bursa. 

 
Figure 13: Taken from the public Facebook page, appropriately titled "The 

Away-Game Bus" (Deplasman Otobüsü). The five tribün strongmen, five logos, and 
five banners of the Turkish League Champions. “Jean-Marie” of Trabzonspor, 

“Pasha” Selim of Teksas Bursaspor, Alen of Beşiktaş, “President Sebo” of 
Galatasaray, “President Safa” of Fenerbahçe. 

 

Competence in touring promotion and crowd control can be put to political uses, 

too. Since 2007, Pasha Selim organizes for tribün frequenters and Bursa denizens more 
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generally to annually travel to Mecca for the Umrah pilgrimage, every year in the 

spring, near when the football season ends. For these pilgrimage tours, Kurtulan no 

longer looks for sponsors exclusively from private businessmen. He directly with the 

Bursa Metropolitan Municipality, governed by Justice and Development Party (JDP) 

affiliated mayors since 2004, the party associated with its founding leader Recep Tayyip 

Erdoğan who came to power nationally in November 2002 when Kurtulan was in jail.13 

The triangular trade is the same: the municipal government sponsors the tours to a 

friendly commercial operator and bills them as social responsibility. The tour operator, 

based in Ankara, organizes the same tours for tribün men. Pasha signs up willing men 

for these subsidized pilgrimage, more than 100 in the year of my fieldwork. After a 

prayer by a hodja to sing farewell in the presence of local media gathered in downtown 

from where the buses depart for the airport, Selim publicly thanks the municipal mayors 

and businessmen who support the organization, trying to especially sign up tribün goers 

with substance addiction. 

Municipal connections have been central to the Amigo’s expanding functionality 

of touring and crowd-managing competencies and the ways in which tribün cliques 

create cash flows through employment in the municipal offices. 

Pre-game preparations before the home league game against Akhisarspor. Like 
 every other home game, I’m in the accreditation room since 9:00 AM, where my 

 

13 “Bursaspor Taraftarı Umre Yolcusu,” Bursada Bugün, 21 Nisan 2019, 
http://www.bursadabugun.com/haber/bursaspor-taraftari-umre-yolcusu-1114554.html 
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 co-workers arrive to set up the computers and printers to register accreditations. 
 Around noon, a tall man comes in. Poorly dressed and highly self-confident. 
 Comes in the room and salutes everyone else in home turf, boss style. He is one 
 of the men who sat with us in the coffeehouse when I interviewed Amigo  Selim 
 Kurtulan several days ago. His name, according to my co-workers, is “Habib 
 the King of the Signalers,” the master of making money out of scam 
 performances. The man sees me and recognizes me from the interview. Gives me 
 a handshake, asks if I recognize him. I answer positively and tell him he was 
 with the Amigo the other day in the coffeehouse. He is pleased to be recognized. 
 Makes a gesture: “see, I’m everywhere, I can enter the accreditation room, I have 
 access.” He shows me a piece of paper with the date 2005 on it. It is printed from 
 the e-government website and lists a series of penalty fees for violent misconduct 
 according to the Law to Prevent Violence in  Soccer. He tells me that he will start 
 a job at the Bursa Metropolitan Municipality next week and he was told that 
 since this 1100 Lira fee (around $300 at the time) is registered on his state ID, the 
 money would be deducted from his first paycheck. “So, I said, why would I pay 
 this? I would better spend it, right? I thought, I should have the abiler [older 
 brothers] pay for it. Then he shows me the back of the paper, where there is a list 
 of dozen names poorly hand typed. I pick out the names of Teksas seniors 
 Mehmet Güzelsöz and Tuncay Selmen on the paper. He tells me some are tribün 
 leaders of Galatasaray in Istanbul. Then he points at my co-workers, the three 
 men in their early thirties who are sitting at their desks and wearing suits as their 
 matchday outfits. Habib tells me: “I don’t like these rich dudes, they put the rules 
 and they all wear suits.” He leaves the room and I share with my co-workers that 
 he called them the rich dudes. A burst of anger. “He’s starting in the 
 municipality for 2800 liras” one tells me his wage. My co-workers are all 
 employed on minimum wage for less than 2,000 a month. And then one of my 
 co-workers teases the sheet of paper: “he should have taken photocopies of the 
 paper so that the paper at least looks new.” When I tell the room that the date of 
 the penalty fee is 2005, the consensus in the room is that this “master of the
 scam” has been walking around with the same story since 2005 collecting money. 

A phone call from the municipality Darko received one day in 2009 signaled that 

tribün competencies can serve even bigger deals. ““One day,” Darko recounts with a 

comical performance, “my phone rang. The municipality was calling. They say, 

Abdullah Gül [President of Turkey, 2007-2014] wants to meet you tomorrow. I didn’t 

take it seriously. I said, I can’t. Tomorrow, I have a meeting with Sarkozy. I hung up. A 
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minute later, the phone rang again. It wasn’t a joke. We were told to be in the 

municipality the next morning.” Darko tells me that once he, Pasha and Mehmet Abi 

arrive at the municipal city hall, a barber was waiting for them. “They had us nicely 

shaved and our hair cut. Then they looked for suits and undressed a security officer to 

give us their suits.” Once dressed and shaved, the three tribün leaders headed to 

Istanbul with a convoy of local politicians and the governor. “On the road, in the van, 

we were told about the protocol [rules],” Darko recalls. “After entering the mansion, we 

were to walk a straight line. First, the vali [governor], then some MPs, then the municipal 

mayor, and we were to walk the tail of the line.” But the moment the amigos entered the 

presidential mansion, Amigo Pasha sped up and passed ahead of the line from the left 

lane and ran straight to the President, reaching to kiss his hands in deference. He 

proactively asked the President: “What can I do for you?” While he was running, the 

governor scolded him, but the amigo turned and shouted back at the governor: “Is it 

you or me that the President called for?” expressing a view of direct vertical share of 

liability between the amigo and the president bypassing the primacy of appointed 

bureaucracy. 

 Inside, the three tribün leaders were approached to suggest a strategy to govern 

the matchday for the upcoming Turkey-Armenia UEFA national match, which was 
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scheduled to be played in Bursa on 14 October 2009.14 The game coincided with later-

failed diplomatic efforts to improve relations between the neighboring nation-states as 

part of Turkey’s EU accession program.15 The effort was led by President Gül on the 

Turkish side. Amigos a gifted Bursaspor jersey with the province’s plate number 16 

printed at the back. As a solution, Amigo Pasha offered, according to the story, to have 

all tickets in the critical behind-the-goal setting territory circulated through his own 

personal networks. His plan was to put on a match-long, non-stop, demanding chanting 

program, administered by the tribün leaders, so that the spectator energies and attention 

are distracted safely away from any political foul language or acts. According to media 

reports next day and later parliamentary minutes in Ankara, the amigos – much to the 

frustration of fan groups with ultra-ethnonationalist affiliations – cooperated with the 

police to conduct body check at the gates and seize Azerbaijan flags that were brought 

by ethnonationalist individuals or groups. The next day, the national TV coverage 

emphasized the unprecedented and unreal showmanship of the Bursa home crowd, 

with thousands of men non-stop jumping and shouting orchestrated chants for the 

whole ninety minutes of the game. No violence occured. When the three tribün leaders 

 

14 “Armenia and Turkey win FIFA Fair Play Award,” UEFA.com, 13 January 2009, 
https://www.uefa.com/memberassociations/news/newsid=792371.html. See, “Zurich Protocols,” Wikipedia,  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zurich_Protocols. 
 
15 “Bursa’da Futbola Siyaset Karıştırmak Yasak, Diplomasi Serbest,” bianet, 14 October 2009, 
http://bianet.org/bianet/dunya/117632-bursa-da-futbola-siyaset-karistirmak-yasak-diplomasi-serbest.  
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were arrested only two years ago after the outbreak of a massive riot before the Beşiktaş 

game, which was caused, as tribün leaders say, for the refusal of the appointed governor 

to cooperate, a Bursa MP defended the three leaders in the parliament by referencing the 

three man’s visit to the President’s office. 16 A decade later, when Turkish-European 

relations reversed from accession talks to antagonism, one could see Pasha this time on a 

different display. Even when the sport police and the Turkish Football Federation 

temporarily banned Pasha from entering stadia in the 2019-2020 season as I write this, 

one could watch Pasha on national tv, while he orchestrated the Turkish spectators in 

Paris during a controversial UEFA national game between Turkey and France, standing 

apart from the rest of the crowd, instigating the Turkish away-fans to salute the national 

team players in the military way in solidarity with the Turkish army’s much-contested 

decision to invade Northern Syria – a spectacle which lead to the French Minister of 

Sport demanding Turkey’s penalization by UEFA and deepened a diplomatic rift 

between the European Union, France and Turkey. Despite the political content 

changing, from Turkish-European conciliation to Turkish-European antagonism, the 

amigos’ form of social action is consistent: the orchestrating figure of the amigo holds 

considerable power to turn disorder into order, conflict into cooperation, violence into 

appeasement, antagonism into peace (and vice versa). 

 

16 Türkiye Büyük Millet Meclisi Tutanak Dergisi, Cilt 5, 23’üncü birleşim, 24 November 2011, pp. 67-69. 
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5.4 Animosity and Handshakes 

Peacemaking and crowd control via amigo-to-amigo ties and amigo-to-chairman 

ties are fragile. In 2009, Amigo Pasha attended the state television TRT’s live-

broadcasted forum on how to prevent sport violence. Hosting a dozen amigos of the 

national league each representing his own club, the live forum on official represented 

the political peak point of the vision of crowd governance via amigo cooperation and 

amigo-to-amigo social ties. Already in the online archives of this official TV forum’s 

spectatorship, however, another voice left its trace: that of the wider demographic of 

Bursaspor partisans who cherish rivalry more than strongmen amity. Bursaspor 

strongman Pasha’s online performance was attacked by spectating Bursaspor partisans 

and many faulted him for softness. This softness denoted the conciliatory tone of his 

rhetoric when arguing on TV against the rival Beşiktaş amigo Alen Markaryan over the 

causes of an animosity between Bursaspor and Beşiktaş tribün groups that would soon 

result in the stabbing of four Bursaspor supporters in Istanbul before the Beşiktaş-

Bursaspor league-game in December 2010. Beşiktaş-Bursaspor fixtures would prove to 

be the limit of the amigo-brokered intercity diplomacy. 

According to online message boards, Pasha put on an excessively compromising 

display during the ten minute long, interpersonal verbal fight which broke out between 

the two amigos, the video recording of which has been clicked 1.2 million times since 

being uploaded as a stand-alone clip to YouTube in 2011 – months after Bursaspor 
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supporters mass rioted against the police in retaliation for the yesteryear’s stabbings.17 

“In these types of shows,” user Cem Esermis wrote on the Teksas.org message board, 

“we need individuals who have tougher dispositions, who know how to speak and 

surprise their antagonists.”18 Another frustrated user Hasanpasa wrote: “what is this 

constant talk of ‘we’re friends and brothers’ [with other teams’ amigos]. You [Pasha] 

made clear that you’ll be the first to make peace if Alen offers his hand […] Why not say 

‘I can’t interfere with the animosity of the terraces! Why not say ‘I will not allow any 

profanities spoken against my [city/team] Bursa!”19 Moreover, Amigo was criticized for 

downplaying the myths of mobile troublemaking when the TV host asked him to 

recount the origins of Bursa Teksas. Instead of singing a pride ode to the ancestral 

troublemakers who ‘earned’ the title Teksas for their feared capacity of bused violence 

on the roads and rival cities, Amigo Pasha diplomatically foregrounded the origins of 

the word Teksas itself and explained to the TV host that the name is a reference to 

cowboy comic books and spaghetti westerns that used to be popular across Turkey in 

the 1960s. : “Why hasn’t [Pasha] told the real story of the away-game travel to 

Zonguldak and instead spoke about Teksas Tommiks [the Turkish translation for the 

 

17 “Bjk Alen markaryan teksasli selim tartışması,” Youtube 7 August 2011, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRExv6uHe8c&t=330s. 
 
18 “Nasılsınız programından görüntüler,” Teksas.org, 28 April 2011, 
https://www.teksas.org/haber_oku.asp?haber=4867&SF=10.  
 
19 “Nasılsınız programından görüntüler,” Teksas.org, 28 April 2011, 
https://www.teksas.org/haber_oku.asp?haber=4867&SF=5#yorum 
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popular comic book Captain Mikki]?” user ous wrote on the Teksas.org forum. “It was a 

disgrace, we’ve been humiliated. A man must properly answer when asked about the 

name Teksas,” user Sinan added. 

The cultural legitimacy of the amigo figure rests on a tightrope, speaking to two 

audiences and two goals at the same time: a mission of peace-brokering performed in 

dialogue with rival amigos and public authorities and a mission of popular agonism 

performed as a spokesperson for the ‘animosity of the terraces,’ a form of leadership that 

rests on voicing the emotions of soccer’s rivalrous polarization on and off the pitch. The 

amigo must possess a persuasively two-sided rhetoric, verbal and nonverbal, not 

overlooking the forces of partisanship in favor of cooperative handshakes with rivals. 

This creates a fragile and continually conflictual ground for leadership in the terraces, a 

charismatic status that must meet the performative tests of inter-city feuds. During my 

fieldwork in the 2016-2017 soccer season, Amigo Pasha was tested more than once. 

While Amigo Pasha explained to me that he was keeping to his side of the bargain and 

maintaining a violence and insult free terrace organization, the competitive vortexes of 

soccer partisanship on and off the field often shook the tower that symbolizes 

coordinating power over the crowd. Fixtures against the perceived archenemy Beşiktaş, 

in particular, mobilize these difficult to govern vortexes of partisanship. 

5.5 Swords and Honor 

“[…] war also becomes the means by which adult men affirm their superiority 
over all the other social categories: Women, the aged, and the young. As a result, war 
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occurs more frequently than is strictly necessary to carry out its corrective functions. 
When war is semi-permanent, it supports a class of “men”, the warriors. It eulogises 

strength and courage, it favours the emergence of a forceful, brutal, often cruel but 
personalised, arbitrary and obtuse authority. Such an authority is unstable however, 

since it is constantly challenged by rival men, an authority rarely transmitted in an 
orderly way from the man who possesses it to someone else since it is based on personal 

exploits which the incumbent must constantly be able to repeat, and not on any 
institutionalised mechanism. In the absence of an institutionalised political power a 

personal power emerges, an authority sought after, and coveted, an object of rivalry […] 
this authority depends upon war, that is on violence, force, strategems, feats, and 

frequently on murder, which is characteristic of all warlike or military rule” 
Claude Meillessoux. Maidens, Meal, and Money (1981, 29) 

 

I’m at the stadium before the home fixture against Antalyaspor. A week ago, on 

10 December 2016, Bursaspor played against Beşiktaş in Istanbul. Due to a history of 

tribün violence in fixtures between the two teams, there were extra regulations in the 

style of the big three derbies in Istanbul. Individual travel was outlawed, and smaller 

tribün crews outside the major amigo centers of social gravity could not procure 

permissions or police-approved bus provisions from the municipality. Anyone who 

wanted to attend the game in Istanbul as a Bursaspor fan had to go through the travel 

organization centralized around the triangle of recognized tribün leaders/amigos, Bursa 

sport police, and Bursaspor Association. The outgoing buses from Bursa arrived earlier 

than normal in Istanbul and were monitored until bused tribün groups safely entered the 

Vodafone Arena. Travelling Bursaspor fans were placed inside the away-team cage long 

before home-fan turnstiles were open so as to ensure flawless isolation of home and 
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away tribün groups. This meant that the travelling men from Bursa had long pre-match 

hours to wait inside Beşiktaş’ Vodafone Arena. 

While Bursaspor supporters waited inside the empty stadium, a couple of 

teenagers climbed up the metal fences and sneaked out of the away-fan cage. They ran 

towards the stands considered home base for Çarşı, the Beşiktaş equivalent for Teksas: 

the unifying banner name with which many smaller tribün cliques identify. These two 

teenagers reached for a sizeable cloth banner with the phrase Çarşı inscribed on it and 

removed the banner from where it hanged in front of the front row of seats, a half 

stadium away from where Bursaspor away-fans were caged. Those watching and 

cheering in the away-team cage proudly took videos of the incident with their smart 

phones. The recording of the banner theft was immediately uploaded to YouTube and 

shared on social media, starting online games of one-upmanship. One recording on 

YouTube had the caption:  

Beşiktaş-Bursaspor maçı TEKSAS Çarşının kalbini namusunu söktü aldı ... pankart 
 gitti g.t gitti. çok bombaaaaaaa  

 
Beşiktaş-Bursaspor match, TEKSAS stole Çarşı’s heart, ripped off Çarşı’s namus 

 [integrity, chastity, honor, modesty] … the banner’s lost, the ass is lost. Fantastic 
 

Beşiktaş won the game 2-1. Again, according to police regulations concerning 

pre-game stadium entrance and post-game exit, the Bursaspor fans had to wait in the 

cage for another hour while the sport police waits for the complete dispersal of the home 

team crowd. Incoming buses, parked either inside the police corridor around the 
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stadium or at a nearby lot determined by the Istanbul sport police, move to the exit gate 

when the home city police approve the dispersal of visiting crowds. Travelling 

Bursaspor fans then exit the stadium through a police corridor and fill the more than 

twenty buses waiting to transport them back to Bursa. Soon after these away-game 

buses left the stadium’s surroundings that day, a loud explosion was heard right outside 

the stadium in central Istanbul. News quickly reported that a suicide bomber affiliated 

with TAK (Kurdistan Freedom Hawks) exploded herself targeting the sport police 

camped outside the Vodafone Arena and tasked with matchday crowd control. The 

attack killed 36 police officers and 8 civilians passing in traffic on the adjacent road. The 

intercity sport rivalry gave way to nationalist indignation. 

After the explosion, Teksas Amigos tried to coordinate insulting videos to be 

taken down from social media and for the inter-tribün hostilities to give way to a show 

of national unity and solidarity against terrorism. Two days after the explosion, leading 

‘older brothers’ of the Bursaspor tribün cliques travelled back to Istanbul to participate in 

a joint demonstration and press statement with tribün groups of rival teams. Dozens of 

men with Bursaspor scarves and team colors joined the terrace leaders and these men 

carrying a mix of Turkish national and Bursaspor insignia left bouquets at the spot 

outside the Beşiktaş stadium where police officers were killed. As part of the journey, 

the Çarşı banner stolen from the Beşiktaş tribün several days ago was returned by Teksas 

Amigos to their counterparts in Beşiktaş in a peacemaking diplomacy. Tribün groups 
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representing rival soccer teams lamented the futility of tribün hostilities at the face of 

terrorism and praised the need for unity.  

While nationalism might have united the rival fraternities for that brief moment, 

professional soccer’s partisan affiliations do not simply disappear. Not only that 

Bursaspor fan videos celebrating the banner abduction, posted online with insulting 

captions and fueling social media wars, were not taken down from the internet, several 

Beşiktaş tribün goers soon staged a retaliatory ambush inside Bursa territory after a mid-

week game Bursaspor played home, two days after the joint press statement against 

terrorism. After this mid-week home game, Amigo Pasha had tasked a group of 

teenagers to pack Teksas’s main banner and transport it to the Teksas headquarters in 

downtown, a small office space. On the way from the stadium to the office, the teenagers 

were accosted by several men in their 30s, Beşiktaş supporters, carrying knives, who 

stabbed one of the teenagers on the groin and stole the Teksas banner, as a retaliation 

against the past weekend’s banner theft in Istanbul. 

Once again, through the diplomatic intercity ties that connect leader amigos with 

one another across the league, the hijacked Bursaspor banner was soon retrieved from 

Istanbul. Several days later, however, before Bursaspor’s next home game, only a week 

after the suicide bombing, when I arrived in the Bursaspor stadium early in the day and 

stationed with my co-workers in the Accreditation Office, the public agenda was still 

focused on this abducted Teksas banner. Named kılıçlı (the sword holding one), the 
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stolen banner is a green cloth with the word TEXAS inscribed on it, with the letter X 

drawn in the shape of two swords with handles at both lower ends of the intersecting 

lines. Despite the kılıçlı being in its usual spot when I first entered the stadium, the 

banner was soon taken down after a heated internecine disagreement, I learned from the 

Accreditation Office gossip. That day, I invested my journalistic energy to understand 

the fate of this particular story: the story of the sword holding banner. 

An insider explained to me that the events of the past week caused an 

internecine disagreement: while Amigo Pasha brokered the diplomatic de-escalation and 

now argued that Teksas should not make a big deal out of this episode and hang the 

sword holding banner back in its sovereign spot, the ‘Little Amigo,’ Enes, the 25-year 

old, hotblooded protégé of Teksas’ other main tribün leader Mehmet Abi (aka Armless), 

argued that the banner was now besmirched and should no longer hang there: göt gitti 

asılmaz daha my interlocutor put it, “the ass is lost and it should no longer hang,” 

metaphorically describing the abducted banner as a shameful assault against the 

imagined domestic community of Teksas and Bursaspor, as if the banner symbolized a 

gendered integrity. The banner had travelled so many deplasman journeys, I was told, 

and is a memory bank of honor, symbolizing the mobile and honorable war-like 

encounters of the Teksas tribün as a civic fraternity. After surfing on tribün social media 

following this violent episode, I found more than only one social media video depicting 

away-going tribün young males sneaking out of their security cages, reaching for and 
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abducting home team banners during their weekend deplasman expeditions. Videos from 

across Turkey uniformly describe abducted banners as a trophy of honor and insult their 

rival’s integrity with the uniform phrase pankart gitti göt gitti (lost the banner lost the 

ass). This inter-fraternal one-upmanship, I gathered, is a league-wide cultural frame of 

inter-tribün masculinity. These war games are the contemporary versions of the 

subculture of overnighting and intercity wars of honor, now morphed into less lethal 

and more social media driven games involving willing teenagers inside travelling 

companies sneaking out from police corridors and steel cages to score one against the 

rival tribün. These acts then circulate on the internet and trigger social media wars of 

emasculation as well as calls for retaliation, setting in motion recurrent cycles of 

masculine feuds, which are particularly heated between tribün groups that perceive one 

another more in a relation of feud-like enmity than diplomatic alliance: in this case, the 

feud between Bursaspor and Beşiktaş tribün. 

While the sword holding banner did return to its sovereign location in the 

Bursaspor stadium, the incident illustrates the dynamic and conflictual construction of 

leadership through cycles of violence and diplomacy across the sportive jurisdictions of 

the national league and the internecine feuds and consensus inside each jurisdiction, 

represented by unifying banners under which stand several leader-centered cliques, 

bused and traveling company-like formations of which I discussed in Chapter 4. The 

incident also shows that even at the height of nationalist solidarity across tribün groups, 
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the inter-tribün masculine hostilities are not easily cooled by a nationalist call to arms. 

Diplomatic brokers, when they excessively downplay the forces of popular masculine 

partisanship, risk being unseated by militant challengers. The militant challengers can 

immediately appeal to the aggressive anticipation for retaliation.  

Though the sword holding banner did eventually return before the next game, 

the militant challenger Little Amigo rallied the retaliatory sentiment and was able to 

remove the banner for one game, for the duration of which Teksas remained 

unrepresented in the stadium. In these same weeks, fringe groups seated farther out 

from the core Amigo-coordinated zones centered around the two control towers 

affiliated with Amigo Pasha and Mehmet Abi (Armless), sung the lyrics of a retaliatory 

chant they wrote as a response to the stabbing, invigorating the polarizing call to arms 

against the archenemy Beşiktaş. This clique of less than a dozen men was able to draw 

the whole crowd to sign along under their lead and outside Amigo Pasha’s coordination. 

This peripheral small clique first chanted: “there is a new chant in town,” focusing the 

stadium crowd’s attention on their lead. And then, they sung their freshly written, 

incident-specific chant in order to teach the rest of the crowd the lyrics so that they can 

join the chorus. After several rehearsals, in less than ten minutes and with more than an 

hour to go before kickoff, a crowd of a thousand men in the behind-the-goal zone were 

now singing along with this fringe group. This was not the coordinated showmanship of 
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Pasha’s controlling tower but the animosity of the disorganized periphery. These fresh, 

incident-specific lyrics were a war cry:  

intikam vakti geldi 
kana kan alacağız 

çıkın lan karşımıza 
sokalım çarşınıza 

 
it is time for revenge 

we will take blood against blood 
come on face us in the open 

and we shall put one inside that Çarşı of yours 
 
 

5.6 The Disgruntled Periphery 

Legitimacy of amigo-governors are not only tested by independent challengers 

inside the subcultural world of travelling fraternities of the tribün and in relation to 

inter-tribün rivalries. The team’s wins and losses, rising and falling performances in the 

league initiate anonymous and mass challenges to the unwritten agreement for crowd 

management, which includes containing spectator protests against athletes, managers, 

and the acting club directors – or against mayors. It is these sportive turbulences that 

link and test the charismatic authority of amigos with the challenges of financial and 

sportive competition inside the globalized FIFA market. When the team is visibly 

declining in sporting performance, the tribün voice is hard to hold back. While the 

Teksas orchestrating tower could successfully cancel out protesting voices in the stands 

in a minor game against a low profile opponent with limited stadium attendance, rare 

games that sell out tested the amigo consolidation of the home crowd. The contentious 
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issue was the three low cost Turkish players the new manager/head coach signed, which 

stood for financial austerity and a chairman-head coach agreement for mid-table 

sportive ambition to float the team until the club’s debt-spiral could be mitigated – avoid 

relegation to the second tier but don’t dream big like a contender. 

In the second matchday of the season, Bursaspor faced Başakşehir, the league’s 

rising challenger against the big three. On paper, the visitors from Istanbul were 

favorites to win: Başakşehir had finished the previous season runners up and 

maintained and improved their team in the market thanks to low levels of club debt. 

Bursaspor, however, was on a downwardly trend in years after a golden age of 

achievement between 2009 and 2015, including the national title under ‘the great 

chairman Yazıcı.’ Deficit spending by successive chairmen had spiraled club debt and 

the new chairman, elected few months before I started fieldwork, thought the club had 

to reduce sporting ambition for several seasons and mitigate club debt. The chairman’s 

vocal preference for financial austerity during the preseason, implicitly endorsed by the 

city’s elite business societies, aroused little excitement and was unpopular. The 

dissatisfaction was visible in the tribün-governed media when I started fieldwork in May 

2016. The public discontent focused on several low-profile signings from the domestic 

market. These Turkish athletes accepted contracts with promises-to-pay in Turkish Liras 

at a time of lira devaluation against hard currencies. While the club’s newly signed head 
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coach vouched for the players, their mediocre reputations did not satisfy the popular 

appetite for ambition.  

The chairman, on the other hand, welcomed the cooperation of the head coach he 

brought to charge. Since the head coach brokered the signing of these three low-cost 

players who he had worked before in his earlier jobs, he backed the athletes and thought 

they would get the job done without burdening the club budget. But the head coach was 

a former Galatasaray player and head coach, and he identified with the Galatasaray 

camia, meaning he saw himself a member of a rival sporting society and the big three. 

The CEO would tell me after the coach’s dismissal that the club could not get the 

manager to comply with the club’s peculiar public relation challenges, whereby the 

consolidated power of the tribün compels sporting actors, ranging from the chairman to 

the athletes, to publicly behave in ways that reaffirm the tribün center of social gravity. 

Despite the club’s requests to the contrary, the coach insisted in his public statements to 

affirm his belonging in the Galatasaray camia. Even in matchdays, he would wear a red-

and-yellow tie representing Galatasaray colors, which frustrated the tribün public 

opinion. The mobile professional did not oblige the tribün baskısı and restricted his 

performative rhetoric to the figure of a temporary and cool-headed professional 

unwilling to share the partisanship and challenger aspiration that are maintained first 

and foremost with an axial confrontation, real and imagined, against the big three. 
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Played on a warm August evening, this first home game of the season would 

probably attract a much smaller crowd had it not been promoted by the municipal 

mayor and Bursa’s pro-government JDP MPs by an announcement that the ticket prices 

were reduced by fifty percent. This was not a marketing but a political decision – 

political marketing –, aiming to mobilize the city’s residents to attend the game and 

create a platform for festively denouncing the previous month’s failed coup d’état. On 

July 15, 2016, shortly after I started fieldwork, a clandestine junta from within the 

Turkish Armed Forces tried and failed to topple down the elected JDP government. 

With popular civilian street protests having played a critical role in decapacitating the 

coup, the government was promoting ‘democracy watches’ across Turkey that 

encouraged citizens to gather in public spaces every evening, condemn the failed coup, 

and celebrate the victory of democracy. As part of this continuous mobilization, the 

Bursa organization of the JDP promoted the upcoming soccer game to function as one 

such ‘democracy watch,’ encouraging residents of Bursa to purchase discounted tickets 

and attend the league game carrying Turkish national flags. In coordination with the 

Bursaspor Association and backing from the central government, the game’s pregame 

and half-time shows would include political messaging against the failed putsch. 

In this atmosphere, Bursaspor chairman, who had been publicly complaining to 

the local media about the lack of citywide interest in match tickets and frustrated about 

the failure to market the stadium’s 42,000 seating capacity during the critical preseason 
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months of June and July, saw an opportunity to revive public interest in match 

attendance and familiarize Bursa residents to the brand new Bursa Municipal Stadium. 

The newly built, municipally funded expensive structure was inaugurated only six 

months ago in January 2016 but failed to create excitement. Against the popular 

expectation, the municipal government razed the old Ataturk Stadium to make way for 

the construction of a shopping mall and built the new stadium away from the 

downtown leisure spaces and residential communities which are home to popular 

Bursaspor fandom. Moreover, the contractor for this expensive building went bankrupt 

midway the project, which delayed the completion. The stadium eventually opened in 

January 2016, forced, the rumor went, by the Prime Minister Erdoğan himself to appease 

tribün discontent that started to turn against the JDP affiliated mayor for failing to 

deliver his promises.  

During my fieldwork throughout the 2016-2017 soccer season, the stadium 

officially remained a worksite and resembled one, too. Interior spaces were mostly 

empty; water or sandwiches were sold on makeshift booths; the surroundings were 

unpaved; the walk from the nearest light rail station passed through an unkempt 

collection of wild grass, entertained only by the ever mobile street vendors selling 

sandwiches; the interiors of several luxury seating lounges were unbuilt. More 

importantly for Bursaspor fans, despite the publicly announced original model having a 

roof, shaped in the form of a green crocodile, the team’s mascot, this adorning figure 
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was missing and the contractor did not want to finish this expensive piece of ornamental 

roof design. Against tribün demands for naming the stadium Timsah Arena (Crocodile 

Arena) and transfer full ownership to the Bursaspor Association, the stadium remained 

municipally owned and named Bursa Metropolitan Municipal Stadium. The delays 

provoked a spontaneous protest campaign against the municipal mayor organized by 

the slogan “Recep Altepe [the mayor], What About Your Promises?” and the phrase was 

seen in banners in matchdays, sprayed on walls and also on Twitter as a hashtag. The 

stadium remains a worksite to this day and only in November 2019, a new bidding 

process was opened by the Bursa Metropolitan Municipality for the construction of the 

crocodile head figure after the mayor was replaced in 2019 by another figure of the same 

party, following the poorest ever electoral performance by JDP-affiliated mayors in the 

fifteen years since JDP municipal take over in 2004. 

When I arrived near the stadium for the Bursaspor-Başakşehir match, it was clear 

that political marketing worked: nearly 25,000 fans were present that day in the stadium 

in contrast to the 13,000 per game average the team would record that season, despite 

the fact that this was not a game against the big three, the only games which regularly 

sell out by drawing in local fans of the national giants. In the remaining of the season, 

the 25,000 threshold was only exceeded only in those three games. The bigger crowd 

meant, however, that contrary to the usual pattern of amigo-consolidation and the 

dominance of the stadium commotion by organized chanting, there was a bigger 
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demographic of ordinary spectators seated safely distant from the main towers of 

orchestration. When Bursaspor conceded the first goal by a defensive mistake by one of 

the low-cost players the head coach brought to Bursaspor, I watched at the Teksas core 

pack. No one in the core group had yet realized that a goal was scored, for they were 

immersed in the energetic displays of changing, some with their backs facing the field. 

But those farther out concentrated in game play immediately started booing, shaping a 

disgruntled periphery.  

After hearing the protesting voices and realizing that Bursaspor conceded a goal, 

the amigo-tower called for support rather than protest. In the second half, when 

Bursaspor conceded a second goal before losing the game 0-2, the grumbling and booing 

turned into a stadium-wide protest with slogans from the periphery dominating. “This 

is Bursa not Akhisar” the chant went, which targeted the head coach directly, who had 

had a successful run with the smaller city team Akhisar several years ago. The chant 

underlined the unacceptability of curbed ambition in ‘a city as big as Bursa,’ which 

should not be treated as secondary to the big three but a contender, which the head 

coach’s Galatasaray-colored tie and the economical transfers both implied. In response 

to the growing discontent epidemically spreading through the stadium by 

mushrooming booing and curses here and there, the amigo-tower tried in vain to shush 

those nearby via scolding and encouraged physically demanding performances to 

contain the protest. Pasha failed that day early in the season and the dissenting voice 
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centered away from the organized pack around the orchestrating towers and drums and 

turned into a mass protest against club management. 

Midway into the season, when one of the head coach-vouched low cost players 

was about to enter the pitch as a substitute, I observed a phone call from a board 

member to the Amigo to make sure the player was not booed upon entering the pitch. 

With smaller attendance on this other matchday, the audible voice of the tribün could be 

easily consolidated to protect the public image of sporting-financial austerity. I was 

convinced that the erosion of ordinary spectator attendance in Bursaspor matches was 

critical for the efficiency of crowd consolidation by amigos. For the 42,000 capacity 

stadium, Bursaspor recorded an average of less than 10,000 fans per game during my 

fieldwork, utilizing less than 25% of the capacity. Declining live attendance is attributed 

to spectator discontent with the elaborate electronic ticketing and registration system for 

profiling and surveilling spectators; protests by Bursa denizens who perceived the 

Municipal Stadium as a clientelist project for JDP-run municipal favor as having 

replaced the Ataturk Stadium; the increased televised consumption of games and the 

relatively recent accessibility of every Bursaspor game on live tv; and most importantly, 

the broadcaster demanded scheduling of Bursaspor’s home games in times that do not 

fit well with the work-leisure patterns of Bursa’s industrial workforce.  

To maximize marketable broadcast time, the buyer of the league’s rights, the 

Qatari beIN SPORTS since 2016, live broadcasts each of the 9 league games per week, 
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but reserves the weekend’s prime-time leisure hours – the Saturday 7 pm, Sunday 4 pm 

and Sunday 7 pm – for the three top games played by the big three. Bursaspor being one 

category below the big three in terms of popularity since it is one of the most populated 

urban clusters that field city teams, Bursaspor games were often scheduled in time slots 

that would not overlap with the big three games – Saturday 1:30 pm and 4 pm, Sunday 

1:30 pm, Friday 8 pm, and Monday 8 pm. These hours, especially the Monday 8 pm and 

Saturday early afternoon hours are the least popular hours for match attendance, 

especially because the city’s industrial and service sector shifts cover the Saturday 

daytime and often Sunday daytime as well, with Bursaspor almost never playing in the 

most popular 7 pm slots of the weekend. When the main tribün-governed website 

Bursasporum.com ran a thread-cum-survey that month asking the fans “why don’t you 

buy season tickets?,” receiving dozens of responses, the overlap with work hours was 

the most cited reason, followed by the other factors I list above  For most league games, 

the stadium looked empty with a tightly organized Teksas pack on one side and 

scattered spectators on the rest of the stadium zones. 

5.7 Sportive Austerity and the Joint-Stock Politics of the City 

The transfer low cost athletes had to closely with the way globalization of FIFA 

soccer strained the joint-stock politics of the city team and the contentious responses to 

this changing landscape by factions among the club elites. The serving chairman during 

my fieldwork, Ali Ay, had been elected after a conflict-ridden resignation of his 
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predecessor: Recep Bölükbaşı. Born to immigrant Kosovar-Albanian parents who 

worked as gas station workers and gardeners upon migrating to Bursa from former 

Yugoslavia, Bölükbaşı had an upwardly business career and joined the city’s business 

elite. After working as a human resources/staff manager (personal şefi) at industrial 

corporations in Bursa’s OIDs, some owned by former chairmen and board members of 

Bursaspor, Bölükbaşı started his own service sector firm Güv-Tem (shorthand for 

Güvenlik-Temizlik, Security and Cleaning) that subcontracts security and cleaning 

personnel for industrial and municipal corporations. Bölükbaşı had an explicit political 

affiliation with the JDP-affiliated Bursa Metropolitan mayor, another Kosovar-Albanian 

figure Recep Altepe and shared an ethnic and civic biography with tribün leaders. In a 

public interview, Bölükbaşı prided himself of not having moved his residence ‘too far 

west of the city’ following his upwardly business trajectory.20 My interlocutors called 

him ‘the mayor’s man.’ 

After a successful season in 2014-2015, Bursaspor scoring most goals in the 

Turkish League and finishing 6th in the table, Bölükbaşı’s management traded out the 

well-performing players of Bursaspor. Three players were transferred by the big three 

for a total fee of 11 million Euros; a Congolese striker was transferred to Spanish league-

club Villareal for a fee of 7.5 million Euros; and the English super club Manchester City 

 

20 “Personelcilikten 14 milyon cirolu Güv-Teme: Recep Bölükbaşı,” EKOHABER, 27 August 2007, 
http://www.ekohaber.com.tr/personelcilikten-14-milyon-cirolu-guv-teme-recep-bolukbasi-haber_id-
2853.html. 
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paid 2 million pounds to transfer a talented 16-year old striker from Bursaspor’s youth 

academy. Rather than using the incoming revenues to balance the budget and repaying 

debts, however, the club signed more than 10 players to replace the outgoing players, 

most of them from the European market, including high-reputation but aging Belgian, 

Hungarian, and Czech players with promised wages of over 2 million euros/year.  

Despite a potentially debt-mitigating season, the club debt grew further after re-

investment in reputable but costly players with the expectation of contending for 

European qualification. Costs of the new signings exceeded the revenues received from 

outgoing players. Refusing to mitigate debt, Bölükbaşı did not finance the deficit with a 

personalized chairman-loan but had the club take out a sizeable, interest-bearing loan 

from the Erdoğan-affiliated commercial Aktif Bank. The credit agreement frustrated and 

damaged the private culture of rotating debt handover, for the particular reason that the 

agreement mortgaged future club revenues to Aktif Bank’s sport business subsidiary 

Asset Sportive Inc. The company, unpopular with tribün groups for owning the league’s 

electronic league pass PasoLig, would earn the right to collect, manage and market the 

municipally funded Bursa Municipal Stadium. Both the stadium’s rebuilding and 

relocation and the unprecedented entry of a bank mortgage without personal suretyship 

were perceived as violating the joint-stock politics that made Bursaspor ‘the city’s team.’ 

Upon the resignation of the ‘mayor’s man,’ a motion organized in the Bursaspor 

Congress by a former chairman Levent Kızıl voted to refuse to financially acquit 
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Bölükbaşı’s term and hold him personally liable for the debts that the association 

undersigned during his term, in a symbolic move to deprive the mayor’s man 

membership in the concatenated history of Bursa elites. 

After being elected with electoral support both from tribün groups and the city’s 

business elites, in order to mobilize the sentiment of civic dissatisfaction, in the first 

Annual Financial Congress, Ali Ay defined the loan agreement with Aktif Bank and 

Asset Sportive as “Bursaspor’s Sevres Treaty,” using a historical analogy of the post-

World War I treaty between the defeated Ottoman Empire and the Allied Powers 

against which the nationalist movement had mobilized to create the Turkish nation-state 

and dismantle the defeated empire. Referencing the Sevres Treaty and the debt he was 

taking over as an ateşten gömlek, with the tile of the signature nationalist novel by Halide 

Edip Adıvar about the mobilization against the Sevres Treaty, Ay contrasted the private 

civic sovereignty over the club through rotating debt handovers and personal suretyship 

with the unwanted intrusion of a ‘foreign creditor’ that mortgaged not only the club’s 

future revenues but also the authority over stadium management, pitting a vision of 

civic-private autonomy against takeover by a non-local creditor and non-associational 

routes of debt and mortgage that de-localized control. Ay negotiated with a different 

consortium of public banks to repay the Aktif Bank. For the new loan, he undersigned as 

personal surety (kefalet), a backup debtor, for more than 10 million euros worth of credit. 

His suretyship for a sizeable credit impressed my business elite interlocutors as a sign of 
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generous daring that few other industrialists would risk under the ongoing currency 

crisis and praised Ay’s business career as one of the fastest growing textile 

manufacturing exporters of the city. Ay’s family firm ranked among Bursa’s top 150 

corporations in the 2017 rankings by the Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry and 

exported high added value fabrics mainly to the European common market. This Euro-

oriented exporter biography is traced by the capitalist to the 1980s when his merchant 

father sponsored him to study chemical engineering in Germany. In his public 

statements, Ay defined his partisan Bursaspor temperament by arguing that he would 

prefer to inject 50 million euros and clear all the club debt but his family was pressuring 

him to restrict the risk he takes on behalf of Bursaspor, discursively playing the two-way 

private-public engagement.  

Having reestablished the civic elite concatenation of chairmanship through 

personalizing the club debts, the chairman tried to downsize spending in the player 

trading market while trying to repair social ties with the city’s wealthy industrialist class 

who he hoped would buy the stadium’s VIP lounges for inflated prices through civic 

repertoires of inter-elite fundraising. It was this personalization of credit, however, that 

also motivated sportive austerity. In the first transfer window he governed in the 

Summer 2016 as I started fieldwork,  Ali Ay decided to trade out the star players with 

market demand, including the team’s captain and best defender to Galatasaray for 4.5 

million Euros, and replaced the outgoing players with more affordable but less 
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reputable athletes. For the three years he governed, the Chairman would prioritize cost 

control. Moreover, the industrialist chairman preferred to repair the chain of rotating 

debt handover and personally settled several IOUs that the club had signed with former 

board members. Throughout his 3.5 years term, Ay would personally undersign or 

repay around 15 million Euros of credit. He was hoping that this would convince the 

absentee industrialists to purchase the stadium’s 75 luxury lounges. Ay was hoping to 

rent these VIP lounges on three-year contracts for inflated prices with payments in 

advance. He was ambitiously expecting to raise 13 million US dollars in the space of 

three months in a mega financial mobilization campaign that would clear the club’s 

debts to the banks and avoid the strangling effect of repayments, which the club cannot 

duck given that a portion of the television revenues were directly wired to the bank by a 

temlik contract Ay also promised to keep track of records of payments for sponsorships 

or donations to prevent scandals like those that broke out under the mayor’s man. 

5.8 Shares of Silence and Frank Violence 

Failures to consolidate the home crowd for organized support against 

fragmented, the spontaneous acts and slogans created an awfully negative public 

relations debacle for the chairman and board of directors during my fieldwork – and a 

step-by-step break-up of the chairman-tribün pact that had proved key for the electoral 

coalition that brought Chairman Ali Ay to power in the 2016 Congress elections. As my 

interlocutors explained to me, Amigo Pasha commands somewhere from 300 to 500 
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votes in the Bursaspor Congress, consisting of the entourage he personally signed up 

over the years as the main tribün groups were accepted to club membership. In the 

Congress elections, these several hundred votes have the power to determine the 

winning electoral list and the pre-election process involves candidates visiting 

neighborhood coffeehouses affiliated with tribün groups and explaining their ambitious 

plans for the team. In Chairman Ay’s winning list were two former Teksas organizers, 

Yüksel Çolak and Tuncay Selmen ‘the uncle,’ which, to the public opinion, was a clear 

sign of Teksas electoral support in addition to the votes the Chairman Ay could rally 

from businessmen peers with a promise to exercise accountability and debt-lability. The 

more this coalition was strained, the more the tribün’s voice was heard, and sometimes 

very loudly. 

The debacle had to do with the return of the Duke. An infamous tribün 

troublemaker of the overnighting era, the Duke, I was told, had been protesting the 

Bursaspor stadium since the 2011 Law on Sport Violence and the subsequently 

introduced electronic ticketing scheme that requires ID registration and enables digital 

surveillance. But the Duke resurfaced in a critical moment and did so with a vengeance 

In March 2017, after a humiliating 5-0 away-game defeat of Bursaspor against the mid-

table Istanbul team Kasımpaşa, Bursaspor’s team bus was stopped as the vehicle 

disembarked the car ferry crossing the Marmara sea on the way back to Bursa. A dozen 

men lead by Duka, the Duke, affronted the bus, standing in front of the windshield with 
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one man cursing the team striker sitting in the front row. The board member in the bus, 

former Teksas organizer ‘the meat-man’ Yüksel Çolak opened the bus door to speak to 

Duka, who he well knew, and calm him down. Duka entered the bus, cursing the team 

‘are you aware of the jersey you’re wearing,’ and asked to see the fan favorite 

Argentinian Pablo Batalla: ‘how dare you think yourself above the team’, Duke cursed 

the Argentinian in Turkish while shouting his name repeatedly into the bus’ aisle. Three 

men led by Duka entered the bus and when the team goalkeeper Harun Tekin stood up 

to the raiding crew, the crew started cursing and assaulting Tekin. An altercation broke 

out and Duka swung a punch to the player’s face. Next day, Teksas tribün leader 

Mehmet Güzelsöz, known to some as kolsuz ‘the armless,’ the wise and nonviolent 

senior brother of Teksas, visited the club facilities with a tray of baklava and joined a 

joint press conference with the purple-eyed goalkeeper, apologizing for and 

condemning the incident. This was the end of the chairman’s tolerance for the tribün, but 

that, too, wouldn’t fare well. 

Amigo Pasha, on the other hand, had to respond to the disgruntled periphery the 

more the team underachieved and performed worse every week. At the end of the 

season, after having mobilized several hundred votes to support the chairman’s 

elections and having protected the team for the first half of the soccer season, Amigo 

Pasha led a party of hundred men to gather outside the gates of the clubhouse and call 

for the chairman’s immediate resignation. In response, not only that the chairman did 
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not resign, he fired all the club personnel he identified as having personal ties with the 

tribün – including the entire purchasing and public relations staff with the added benefit 

of cutting staff costs, he thought. The vertical ties binding the chairman to the amigos, 

the recipe of a winning management according to Pasha, was decisively fractured. The 

camia, my interlocutors would interpret, was now boiling. The chairman’s already 

unpopular management based on austerity would now have no safety valves between 

him and the tribün. Organized silence was broken, the voice was released. 

When strongmen Pasha and Duka (the Duke) were interviewed by a popular 

culture journalist from the national daily Hürriyet in 2007, the two men openly boasted 

about their cooperation with board members to violently intimidate the German trainer 

Jörg Berger in order to force him to leave without demanding compensation. In an 

interview bombastically titled “Their Names are in the Scene, Their Photos on the Walls 

of Police Bureaus: Texas,” the two strongmen described the way they assaulted or 

intimidated professional athletes upon the request of club directors; detailed 

adventurous stories of stashing knives into deplasman buses and hiding them from police 

surveillance; openly threatened to invade the pitch in the case Bursaspor loses the 

upcoming league game against archenemy Beşiktaş; and declared Bursa a no-travel zone 

against possible visitors from Istanbul.21 Upon the publication of the interview, the Sport 

 

21 Şermin Terzi, “Alemde isimleri, karakolda resimleri var: Texas,” Hürriyet, 25 August 2007,  
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Security Council under the Governorship of Bursa fined the strongmen 40 thousand 

Turkish Liras each and banned them from league games for a six month period.22  

Pasha and the Duke also explained their differences. In the 2000s, Teksas split 

into two factions headed by the two strongmen, the Duke being the challenger. “Teksas 

had started treating Bursaspor as its ekmek teknesi (meal ticket). Board members paid the 

fans to cheer in favor of a certain player. We left because we were discontent with this,” 

the Duke explained the origins of his splinter group, named with the English phrase 

Teksas Supporters Club, complained that the commissioned cooperation turned the 

stadium into a leisurely occasion “like a concert.” In the archives of Tribün Dergi, the 

nationwide online forum founded in the early 2000s and brings together tribün 

participants from across Turkey, a heated 2004 exchange between the Supporters and 

Teksas loyalists affiliated with Pasha’s clique illustrates the cultural discourses framing 

the factionalist divide: 

“[user] since1963:  
Who is the TSC [Texas Supporters Club]? Most TSC members are old-timers, 

 among them are those who made Teksas what it is. TSC was founded in response 
 to Teksas leaders prioritizing their own menfaat [interest] over Bursaspor’s 
 interests. Founders of the TSC are those who are samimi [genuine, frank] 
 Bursaspor fans and who support the team without any expectation of menfaat 
 and give all kinds of material and spiritual support; those who preserve the 
 infinite respect among older and younger brothers without having individual 
 ambition to take center stage but who also properly execute icraat [actions] when 
 needed; those absolutely unwavering folks who never forget that they belong to 

 

22 “Şiddet Yasası Çarpmaya Başladı,” Haber3, 22 September 2007, https://www.haber3.com/spor/spor-
medyasi/siddet-yasasi-carpmaya-basladi-haberi-3995671. Accessed 15 July 2020.  
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 Teksas but who are now leaving Teksas after seeing that their long-time friends 
 receive sus payı [shares of silence] despite their status as tribün leaders, and show 
 inaction in the face of Bursaspor’s sportive failures in the recent years. 

 
[user] BuRsAsPoR`Lu: 
TSC did what it should [refers to the violent riot in the stadium after the team’s 

 relegation in May 2004 and violent altercations with the police after the match]. 
 Those who should be ashamed are the ones who pocket the money and remain 
 silent. 

 
[user] Teksaslı_Ugur: 
it is thanks to those people who you suggest to pocket money that Teksas lives. It 

 is thanks to those that people were at ease in deplasman journeys and no one had 
 their noses bleed […] stop disrespecting our older brothers, who you tailed for 
 years […] which club has a reis [leader] who does not receive money? 

 
[user] betoBrs 
when we quarrel in deplasman, it is not that [Teksas leaders] protect us, it is we 

 who protect them…among them, I will only accept ARMLESS as my older 
 brother [singles out Amigo Pasha for criticism] 

 
[user] Prusa 
the real fans should travel to deplasman with their own money. why are you now 

 criticizing [the player] Okan. Weren’t you the ones to chant in his favor only a 
 week ago? [accuses Teksas leaders of having received payments to silence 
 protests against the star player] We travelled to Kadıköy but were not allowed 
 inside the stadium but [Pasha] selim and his crew were inside. These men 
 determine what can be done and what can’t be done. those men who receive 
 money in exchange for tribüncülük, there is no reason for them to exist 

 
[user] Teksaslı_Ugur 
a real fan surely must pay for deplasman with his own money. but remember that 

 there are also lovers of Bursaspor in the group who don’t have any mony, those 
 who never abandon the team wherever it goes. They deserve the favors, there is 
 nothing wrong about it…on Kadıköy, you have a point but as long as brother 
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 [Pasha] selim is here, he won’t leave us out in the cold […] I’ve been in the group 
 for 9 years and I have no problem with the 2-3 pennies brother selim makes.”23 

The splintering TSC spokespersons argued that the commissioned deals between 

Teksas, the security bureaucracy, and club elites are shares of silence (sus payı) which the 

Duke-led faction TSC opposed to straightforwardness or frankness (samimiyet), an emic 

opposition that morally sanctions the vertical cooperation as a violation of the fraternal 

peer solidarity of the tribün, the “infinite respect among older and younger brothers,” as 

the TSC’s self-definition puts it. TSC was born at a previous moment of sportive 

downfall, during the early 2000s when financial crises again led Bursaspor to relegation 

in 2004. According to the TSC, crossing the categories from vocal frankness to the shares 

of silence moves Teksas from the domain of joint-stock politics – from its role as an 

intimidating democratic tribunal – to embedded cheerleading. It erodes the tribün’s 

voice in pressuring the club directors for being uncompromisingly ambitious and 

popularly checked. By pooling money internally for buses rather than through vertical 

sponsorships, the tribün will retain the autonomy of its voice. For Teksas loyalist, 

sponsorships allow a civic openness for folks without resources to join the potentially 

expanding tribün travelers. 

 

23 Translated and summarized from the discussion in June 2004. “Texas Supporters Club,” TRİBÜNDERGİ, 
http://www.tribundergi.com/forum/viewtopic.php?f=10&t=5521&start=40, accessed 27 January 2020. 
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5.9 Elite Banditry 

Expectations for a ‘great chairman’ to be financially generous and not ‘whine 

about debt,’ as Ay was criticized, are matched by expectations of public appearance, 

bodily comportment, and theatrical performance. In public occasions and especially 

during heated moments of rivalrous polarization, chairmen are expected to appear 

combative and willing to display partisanship conforming to the codes of tribün 

masculinity, making themselves the symbolic head of a city-wide sportive society, 

captured by the phrase Bursaspor camiası. In drawing themselves into the orbit of 

competitive polarization, “acting with the reflexes of the tribün,” as the club CEO always 

referred to this attitude, a great chairmen, büyük başkan, is expected to symbolically step 

down from the elite balcony of the VIP stands to join the plebian tumult of the masculine 

crowds. This step down, in return, creates an idiomatic and performative space where 

the tribün fraternities feel a sense of leveling where the elevated elite and the plebian 

crowd share a civic masculine plane of belonging and wealthy elites must respond to 

ground-up compulsions inviting them to challenging tests of words and acts. 

The physical architecture of the stadium and the heated matchday atmospheres 

occasion regular encounters for the simultaneous display of hierarchy and civic 

exchange between chairmen and organized tribün fraternities as well as with the wider 

spectating public scattered across the oval stadium. While Teksas groups behind the 

goal in the oval’s east-end curve, a chairman is expected to physically attend every 
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game, home and away, and sit in what is called the şeref tribünü, the seats of honor, 

which is then surrounded by an immediate second VIP circle, called protokol. Entered 

only with invitations rather than tickets sold in the marketplace, this elite section called 

the protokol is reserved for the clubs’ boards of directors or those who are personally 

close to them. As part of the informal conventions that govern the national league, home 

teams, denoted in Turkish by a term connoting hospitality, ev sahibi takım (hosting team), 

are expected to issue non-marketed invitations responding to the requests from the 

away team, which is also denoted by a term of hospitality, misafir takım (guest team). 

This elite protokol section of the stadium is the immediate circle surrounding the şeref 

tribünü, seats of honor, the first row seats on an insulated balcony, where at the center 

sits the chairmen of the competing teams side by side to perform reciprocal rivalry on 

equal footing. If a minister, prime minster, a governor, a mayor, or the president is 

attending the game, the two club chairmen often have the political figure sit at the center 

and sit on the two sides of these political figures, dramatizing the role of political 

authority as the neutral middle. More importantly, the seats of honor and the 

surrounding protocol section are elevated, designed to be visible from other sections 

where sit ordinary spectators who bought their tickets with money. These VIP balcony 

also receives considerable close-up time during live televised broadcasts of league 

games and close-up photographs by in-field sport photographers serving to the print or 

online press. Unlike the crowded masses standing in group formation behind the goals, 
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the images of these elite sections provide personalized images of seated chairmen as the 

elevated balcony provides public visibility first to the present fans in the stadium and, 

by way of media, to the wider national public. 

Bursaspor’s games against Beşiktaş are peak moments of tribün anticipation and 

axial polarization. In May 2017, when Bursaspor lost 2-0 against Beşiktaş at home in 

Bursa in one of the final games of a tense and underachieving season for Bursaspor, 

which secured a second consecutive title for Beşiktaş, the Azeri businessman Mansimov 

publicly known for his sympathies for the Istanbul team was hosted in Bursaspor’s 

stadium in the VIP section alongside the visiting Beşiktaş board of directors. During the 

game, the protocol section witnessed a physical altercation between the elite 

representatives of Bursaspor and Beşiktaş which spectators could watch take place in the 

elevated balcony. According to reports, the incident was triggered when the Azeri 

businessman Mansimov shouted an offensive word to one of the Bursaspor club 

representatives seating the same section. The photographs and stories of the event 

appeared in the national newspapers next day given this was a national prime time 

match due to the involvement of Beşiktaş, one of the big three. In the local press, fan 

blogs and Facebook and Twitter, the criticism was directed at the Bursaspor chairman 

Ali Ay for not having stood up and taught Mansimov a lesson, instead preferring to 

remain calm and not intervene. A columnist in a popular newspaper wrote that the 

chairman was a fool for ‘having missed a unique opportunity’ which could have helped 
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him ‘shine like a moon’ against the tribün indignation against his frugal style of club 

management. If only he had ‘taken off his coat’ and ‘raised his fist up in the air,’ and 

called the security to escort the businessman out, the columnist wrote. The experienced 

journalist, a chief columnist for the city’s main newspaper and an authoritative voice for 

the city’s established business mangantes that own the newspaper, acknowledged the 

theatrical quality but also the underlined the critical function of polarizing moments for 

leadership. He wrote the following: 

“Or, take off your coat and pour half a liter of water down your back on your 
 white shirt to appear as if you have sweated out of anger, just like [the populist 
 politician and businessman] Cem Uzan deceptively used to do, and walk to the 
 man, give an Ottoman gift [a slap] to the man’s cheek, have the man collapse and 
 that would be it! After that even Köroğlu’s reputation (nam) will be nothing next 
 to yours.”24 

 

The journalist bridged a historical analogy that puts the ideal club chairmen in a 

historical genealogy with two historic figures: the populist businessman Cem Uzan who 

ran for parliament in 2002 on a Trump-like platform built on populism and right-wing 

nationalism and Köroğlu, a 16th century rural rebel against Ottoman officials, who was 

part social bandit part minstrel, according to Karen Barkey’s classic work on historical 

sociology Bandits and Bureaucrats. The journalist thus suggested that a mix of masculine 

 

24 Mehmet Ali Yılmaz, “Bursaspor’a Aranan Kan Bulundu,” Yeni Marmara, 17 May 2017, 
http://www.yenimarmaragazetesi.com/makale/bursaspor-a-aranan-kan-bulundu. Accessed 28 December 28, 
2017. 
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businessman populism and repertoire of social banditry provides the legitimate cultural 

frame of recognition between the chairman and the crowd.  

5.10 Amigos United: Against the Civic Creditor 

At the end of 2018-2019 soccer season, Bursaspor relegated to the national second 

division after finishing 16th place in the 18-team league. While the chairman had been 

reelected in June 2018 in the biannual regular election, thank to support from the 

industrialist factions of the Assembly and continuing support from cliques within the 

tribün, Chairman Ay would ultimately resign in the face of discontent after his 3.5 years 

in charge ended with the dreaded event of relegation to the second division. He would 

call a snap election and resign. In the first annual Financial Congress after Ali Ay’s 

resignation, the wealthy industrialist faced a severe motion against him, an opposition 

led by Amigo Pasha. Throughout the final season of Ay’s term, his relation with the 

tribün became increasingly tenser.  

Midway into his third season, a dozen men gathered in front of his private 

mansion, which frustrated the wealthy chairman. The club’s elderly members publicly 

denounced the act as ‘crossing boundaries,’ but a leading sport columnist on the city’s 

rising online media sphere, who is a former Teksas overnighter once jailed alongside 

Pasha but later developed a career as a local sport journalist, backfired against this 

cultural discourse of social boundaries dividing the elite and the popular. The journalist 

reminded the elderly members of the association about the legitimacy of the tribün 
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spokespersons as dues-paying members of ‘the club.’  If a wealthy chairman can “hold a 

board meeting in his house, so should he be able to meet congress members in front of 

it,” the journalist wrote reminding the equalizing status and joint-liability under the 

member-owned Bursaspor Association uniting the elite industrialist and the tribün 

frequenters.25 The journalist Tarık Çapçı was the tribün’s spokesperson in the changing 

landscape of local media and in his columns in Bursa.com, he continuously promoted 

the anti-elite discourse that Bursaspor is held down by a ‘small group who wants to 

keep Bursaspor small/unambitious but ‘ours’” (küçük olsun bizim olsuncular).  

When the chairman then lost his temper and shouted a slur targeting Pasha 

Selim in the Bursaspor Assembly, this time it was the amigos who mobilized public 

indignation against the sportively failing director for crossing the boundaries (haddini 

aşmak). The Duke tweeted, “Selim Kurtulan is the amigo, a tribün leader, our senior 

brother, he might have spoken a wrong sentence but if his person is assaulted with 

words, we will unite as one city and turn ourselves into a shield to defend him.” 

Throughout the 2018-2019 season, the segmentary dialectic of splintering and unifying 

continued with rumors about an internecine division between tribün cliques sticking to 

the non-confrontational ethos of supporting the team, identified with the more 

diplomatic leadership of Mehmet Abi, and tribün cliques going on the offensive. But the 

 

25 Tarık Çapçı, “Haddimizi aşmayalım!”, Bursa.com, 20 February 2019, 
http://www.bursa.com/makale/haddimizi-asmayalim-4693.  
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more the vertical ties of cooperation dissolved and tribün leaders chose confrontation, 

and more importantly, as the team performed poorer and poorer and eventually 

relegated in May 2019, it was time up for the Chairman. It would be difficult for the 

most cooperative amigo to stand between the chairman and the disgruntled periphery 

without losing grassroots legitimacy. The chairmen eventually resigned and called for 

snap elections.  

While the club did relegate, the debt to be bequeathed to the successor was now 

reinserted inside Bursa to a personal bank guarantor who could be pulled inside the 

civic domain of populist compulsion – if the tribün did win while the team lost, this 

victory was to keep the club economy inside civic cultural frames, wherein the 

organized voice and compelling force of the tribün masculinities can have a more direct 

bearing on the club finances by the sometimes confrontational, sometimes diplomatic 

ties that link the amigos to the chairmen. When Bursaspor hit the rock bottom, the 

wealthy industrialist was attacked from multiple cliques who united in the style of a 

debtors’ solidarity against a creditor and it would be now the public moment of 

reckoning that every resigning chairman faces: what to do with the debt contract 

between himself and the association? Having re-localized the routes of debt and 

mortgage inside the civic-territorial frame of Bursa, but failed to mobilize his project to 

clear club debt through a peer-to-peer industrialist fundraising to to rent the 75 VIP 
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lounges for expensive 3-year contracts paid in advance, the chairmen had turned to a 

municipal route to try to clear club debt.  

The project concerned a combination of real estate brokering and municipal 

favors that magically made the Bursaspor Association the owner of a valuable plot of 

land on the roadside of Bursa-Mudanya highway, which had regulatory permissions for 

setting up of a gas station. The project that hopefully raise 150 million liras (≈$50 million 

at the time) in the short-term. Overtaken by a member of the board, a member of the city 

council with the ruling JDP and a real estate broker in the rapidly urbanizing port-town 

Mudanya which morphed from a separate coastal town to a suburban extension of 

industrializing Bursa, the chairman bought roadside plots land that did not have 

permissions for commercial development. The magic trick, however, lay with the City 

Council: which quickly passed the permissions and raised the value of these plots, 

permissions which Bursaspor as the city team could legitimately receive without much 

opposition. On these plots with commercial permission, five gas stations would be 

developed by auctions, and this would earn the club budget a total of $50 million 

dollars. Each gas station project would raise $10 million through auctions for 10-year 

rental contracts at $1 million per year. The global oil corporations that would hopefully 

compete would pay the whole 10-year rental fee in advance. In the calculations of the 

chairman, $50 million was the amount that was needed to clear the club debt and free 

the budget from the creditors’ mortgage while also clearing overdue debts to former 
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athletes. Having cut the credit-mortgage links with ‘foreigners to the city,’ these projects 

hoped to reignite the civic routes of financial and land rent.  

After three years of sportive failure, forced to resign, none of the projects 

materialized in the scope of three years. Before resigning, the chairman and the board 

signed a property transfer contract between the association and the chairman that would 

nonetheless transfer some of these plots to the industrialist as a form of collateral to 

secure part of the more than 15 million euros of personal credit he injected during his 3.5 

year term. The chairmen also authorized a temlik contract giving himself priority rights 

over future club revenues. When the news became public, however, he faced powerful 

protests in the local media and also gatherings outside the club facility, shaming the 

industrialist for both leading the team to sportive failure and acting like a stringent 

creditor.  

This anger materialized in a motion against Ali Ay’s person in the Financial 

Congress in March 2020, proposed by Amigo Pasha Selim and his tumultuous 

entourage, who are eligible to vote in Associational Congresses as dues-paying 

members. The motion demanded the expulsion of the resigned chairman from 

membership in the Bursaspor association. This would make an example of his failures 

and alleged misconduct. In response to Amigo’s motion, businessmen members of the 

Bursaspor Congress advised against such a motion and asked for moderation. These two 

businessmen/former board members spoke to the assembly before the motion was put to 
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vote and explained that an expulsion would forever disincentivize the city’s wealthy 

residents from stepping up for the risky venture of financially sponsoring Bursaspor. 

They practically argued that refusing to collectivize liability would not only strain but 

dissolve the ties of social collateral and inter-elite trust that hitherto allowed the city 

team to underwrite debts and compete in the soccer league. Despite the industrialist’s 

defense by appealing to custom, explaining that “debts owed to board members have 

always been secured by temlik contracts throughout club history,” Chairman Ay failed to 

activate the conventional legitimacy of harnessing joint-liability with electoral elite 

succession in a now tribün dominated congress membership.26 Bursaspor soccer team’s 

relegation to the second division had energized the always-dormant plebian culture of 

distrust and protest voiced by tribün fraternities against business elites. 

Against the former board members’ advice, the motion was passed by a slight 

majority. The process of counting the votes was accompanied by loud cheers and 

clapping by Amigo Pasha’s entourage, who arrived in the Congress with their 

sportswear adorned in the team’s colors green and white. This tumultuous and fraternal 

presence asserted the tribün’s internal solidarity and colorfully distinguished the group 

from the suit-wearing and individually seated elites. They sartorially enacted their anti-

elitist motto: ‘the ones with scarves will always win against those with ties,’ that 

 

26 “Ali Ay’dan Temlik Açıklaması,” beiINPORTS, https://tr.beinsports.com/haber/ali-aydan-temlik-
aciklamasi    
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summarizes the joint-stock populist democracy of Bursaspor. At the end of the 

Congress, in the closing speech, the acting Chairman – the now-expelled Ali Ay’s 

successor – looked nervous and upset. Speaking cautiously, making sure not to 

antagonize the popular opinion, the acting chairman visibly lamented the Congress 

decision, but he explained that the association has no choice but to affirm the legitimacy 

of the vote in line with the Association’s own Statutes. The chairman said: “in great 

sadness, I must say that we are pushing away our industrialists … Criticism is normal, 

so are mistakes in judgement. Sadly, the previous chairman was put to vote today. This 

is a first occurrence in Turkey. Will this pave the way for future chairmen? Will anyone 

ever step up to become a chairman again? Time will tell.”27  

Ali Ay’s expulsion was celebrated in the social media accounts of tribün groups 

as deserved. In the private societies of businessmen, however, the Congressional motion 

was perceived as an excess of plebian imprudence that would forever dis-incentivize 

moneyed elites from participating in the joint-stock politics of Bursaspor. This would 

dry up critical sources of liquidity for the club. According to pessimist observers, the 

expulsion marked the end of the cultural institution named the city-team. As my 

interlocutors liked to say, Bursaspor would now be forever sahipsiz, unowned, 

unattended, unclaimed, or abandoned – like a stray animal without its elite trustees.

 

27 Bursaspor, “Bursaspor Olağan İdari ve Mali Genel Kurul Toplantısı 2. Bölüm,” YouTube, 15 March 2020, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xrQPrApcvGg.  
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6. Local Globalists 
6.1 Territorial Chambers and Industrial Globalization 

“The cage metaphor will continue: The decisive feature of these ecologies and of 
human reactions to them was the closing of the escape route. Their local inhabitants, unlike 
those in the rest of the globe, were constrained to accept civilization, social stratification, 

and the state. They were trapped into particular social and territorial relationships, 
forcing them to intensify those relationships rather than evade them. This led to 

opportunities to develop both collective and distributive power. Civilization, social 
stratification, and the state resulted” 

Michael Mann. The Sources of Social Power (2012, 75) 
 

Fault lines inside the Bursaspor Congress, controversies in the local public sphere 

and the competing projections about club management parallel wider patterns of 

division in business and state relations. Chambers of commerce and industry in Turkey  

“are organized around regional rather than sectoral lines, and with their 
 compulsory membership structure, are expected to represent a myriad of 
 enterprises of all sizes and sectors, which are impossible to unite around shared 
 interests.” (Buğra and Savaşkan 2012, 112-113) 

 
While two chambers were organized separately for industrial and commercial 

firms in the three biggest cities of the Turkish nation-state – Istanbul, Ankara, and Izmir 

–  in administrative territories like Bursa, which had a comparably lower level of 

industrialization in the earlier decades of nation-building, commerce and industry were 

united in one chamber per administrative district. Even with the separation of industrial 

interests from commercial interests in Turkey’s industrialized cities, the mix of 

compulsory firm registration/membership and elected administration in territorial 

chambers was seen by big businesses as dominated by the “the dissatisfaction of smaller 
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enterprises” as smaller but more numerous enterprises outnumbered big industrial 

firms in chamber elections. Throughout the rapid industrialization of Turkey in the 

1960s, private owners of Turkey’s biggest industrial corporations distanced themselves 

from territorially organized compulsory chambers. In 1971, “Istanbul-led big business” 

and formed the “first important voluntary big business association,” a private society by 

the name the Association of Industrialists and Businessmen of Turkey, known by the 

Turkish acronym TUSIAD.1 Organized as a private society with voluntary membership 

with entry contingent on member-approval, TUSIAD aimed to function as a private 

interest coalition vis-à-vis the government outside the territorial-administrative 

framework of the city-based chambers. The society had the “objective of consolidating 

and strengthening the position of the big business community in the policy 

environment” (114). 

Following the formation of TUSIAD in Istanbul in 1971, the growingly powerful 

local industrialists of Bursa, who have been building closer business and social ties with 

Turkey’s national big business, especially since the designation of Bursa as the site for 

organized industrial development by the State Planning Institute in the 1960s, mimicked 

the associational initiative in Istanbul. A group of leading industrialists in Bursa formed 

an analogous private society that used the same nomenclature for a Bursa version of 

 

1 Later reformed with the gender-neutral Business-People, from işadamları to işinsanları. 
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TUSIAD, named BUSIAD, Association of Industrialists and Businessmen of Bursa 2 

BUSIAD’s own version of its history on its official documents define the society’s 

formation as a response to a long-standing divide within the Bursa Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry (BTSO) between commercial and industrial firms and as having 

“followed the example of TUSIAD” and “formed the first SIAD of Anatolia and the 

second SIAD of Turkey,” using the acronym SIAD to refer to a type of organization: 

private societies of business owners based on voluntary membership as distinct from 

territorially organized chambers.3 According to the locally published memoir of Mehmet 

Beysel, the founding chair of BUSIAD and a symbolic figure representing the legacy of 

industrial development in Bursa, the cleavage between industrial and commercial firms 

had always been present in the city, but the relative under-industrialized economy of 

Bursa in the 1930s and 1940s – unlike Istanbul and Izmir – meant that the formation of 

two separate chambers was found to be disadvantageous for industrialists who would 

be left out as a small minority without the unitary framework of a territorial chamber 

and status as a representative civic organization with the power to lobby more 

powerfully vis-à-vis the national government for development subsidies. It was this 

weight of the territorial chamber that in the early 1960s successfully outcompeted 

several rival cities to be chosen by the State Planning Institute for a development grant 

 

2 Later also reformed with the gender-neutral Business-People, from işadamları to işinsanları. 
3 “Hakkımızda,” BUSİAD, https://www.busiad.org.tr/hakkimizda.html.  
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from the USAID that designated Bursa as home for the infrastructural development of 

Turkey’s first Organized Industrial District (OID) in the early 1960s.4 Nonetheless, the 

infrastructural growth of the OIDs and capital-intensive industry, which integrated 

Bursa with the global supply chains, required social roofs to better communicate sectoral 

interests to central and local governments.  

SIAD-form organizations are not regional/territorial monopolies but organized 

around OIDs or sectoral clusters and cultivate capitalist social affinity groups. Bursa 

administrative district today holds 17 OIDs. In the late 1980s,  Mehmet Beysel organized 

factory-owners in the newly industrializing Demirtaş district – surrounding the Turkish-

Italian joint-venture TOFAŞ-FIAT plant erected there in 1971 – to negotiate with the 

central government for the infrastructural development of a new OID in the Demirtaş 

district, when the family’s business biography expanded into the automotive parts 

manufacturing industry and started developing parts for TOFAŞ-FIAT. Official 

designation of the district as an OID was followed by the corresponding formation of a 

SIAD, a private society of factory-owners in this new OID, reflecting the pattern of 

cultural grouping of elites in smaller but industrial frames.5 In the globalizing 

industrialization process of Bursa, OIDs and affiliated SIADs not only have formed 

private clusters of closer-knit capitalist sociality, but also expressed demands for 

 

4 For this process, see Murat Kuter, Bir Sanayi Devrimi, Kuter Publishing, Bursa: 2017. 
5 “DOSABSIAD’ın 30. Gurur Yılı,” Perspektif, March 2017, issue 63, p. 38-45. 
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administrative autonomy from the semi-public Chamber of Commerce in their decision-

making and relations with local and national government. The city’s first, exemplary 

and largest OID, Bursa Organized Industrial District (Bursa OID) built in 1963 led the 

way. In 2011, “a group of industrialists who were troubled by the dependence of OID on 

the Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry” managed to “have a special law passed 

in the national parliament that separated Bursa OID from the Chamber of Commerce 

and Industry […] which allows the organized industrial district to be run by an 

executive board elected exclusively by the zone’s industrialist-members.”6 These 

members also formed a SIAD, the Association of Businessmen of Bursa Organized 

Industrial Zone (BOSIAD), consisting of less than two hundred individuals. These are 

owners of the firms and senior managers of their corporations, who become temporary 

members of the society. 

Reading Mehmet Beysel’s memoir and public interviews and speeches by his son 

Celal Beysel, one cannot fail to notice a persistent framework that defines the civic 

culture of Bursa since the formation of BUSIAD as always pulled toward two 

contending horizons of capital-state relations. A first image, based on successful 

initiatives enabled by private and cohesive ties among a small affinity group of business 

elites; and a rival one that always catches up with the latter to ruin its achievements, by 

drawing these private initiatives toward politically motivated expansions of 

 

6 “Tarihçe,” BOSIAD, https://www.bosiad.org.tr/tarihce. Accessed 23 January 23, 2020. 
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membership, which then leads to organizational decay and the eventual withdrawal of 

the original founders. Not only in Beysel’s own memoir but also in the oral historical 

accounts of Bursa’s ‘industrial revolution,’ a series of locally published books detailing 

the birth and growth of Bursa’s leading OIDs and SIADs, researched and written by a 

local embedded historian of Bursa’s elite business class/ business columnist for the city’s 

big business-owned newspaper, these SIADs and OIDs symbolize a cohesive sense of 

joint financial responsibility and business-peer sociality that allows institutional stability 

and the necessary insulation from the tumultuous urban politicking that marks the 

territorial chambers with compulsory membership. Mehmet Beysel discursively defines 

the good governance of private associations with restrictions on membership and paints 

an urban cultural narrative in which core civic institutions are strained by a tension 

between exclusive elite control and public meddling in favor of expansion.  

For instance, Beysel laments a politically charged fallout with a key civic 

foundation for which he was a founder: Foundation for the Improvement of Uludağ 

University, a US-inspired endowment structure that was founded in 1976, shortly after 

the establishment of Bursa’s state university. The foundation, not unlike Bursaspor, 

would foster cooperation between local industry and the national development policies, 

by training skilled engineers to aid the city’s industrial boom. Beysel and a close circle of 

local notables established the foundation in the late 1970s and made up the Board of 

Trustees until 2000. However, in 2000, Beysel recounts, the exclusivity of the foundation 
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and the trustees were challenged by a politically charged meddling that imposed an 

expansion of the member count from a mere 21 individuals to 1500 members overnight, 

a directive coming from an ultra-nationalist rector recently appointed by the then-

serving coalition government in Ankara amid national controversies over Turkey’s 

fraught candidacy for membership in the European Union. The new rector replaced 

Ayhan Kızıl, a Bursa local and a professor of medicine, who had close kinship ties with 

founding members of BUSIAD, a well embedded member of local notable circles who 

also served in the Bursaspor board of directors alongside friendly industrialists. In 

Beysel’s discontent narrative, the new rector immediately shuts down a French-speaking 

private high school inside the university campus which was subsidized with a grant 

from the French diplomatic mission and brokered by the trustees. Political meddling 

thus obstructs an urban-to-European globalization trajectory, marked by the local 

notable-led effort to orient the state university to connect with EU-wide scientific 

partnerships and industry-university cooperation for strengthening the global 

competitive edge of Bursa’s export-oriented industrialists. After a period of contention 

over the arbitrary expansion of membership, Beysel and his fellow co-founders 

withdraw from active involvement.7 Towards the end of his narrative, Beysel laments 

seeing a similar pattern now overtaking the expanding society of BUSIAD.  

 

7 Mehmet Beysel, Bir Mühendisin Anıları [Memoirs of an Engineer], Rota Ofset, 2007, p. 182-184. 
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This patterned cultural discontent with civic organizations surfaces again in the 

more recent discourses by Mehmet Beysel’s son and current president of the family 

business, Celal Beysel, who chaired the nationwide industrialist federation 

TURKONFED (Confederation of the Turkish World of Entrepreneurs and Businesses) 

between 2005 and 2010. The confederation, which values itself for an ‘ethos of 

independence and voluntary membership’ represents a business vision for EU-

integrated path to globalization for family firms across Turkey, linking the growing 

family-owned corporations across the OIDs of Turkey’s industrializing urban clusters. 

Despite this history of associational engagement, in more recent interviews, Beysel, just 

like his father, bitterly laments about his arbitrary removal from his status as the 

Director of the Technology Transfer Office at the Uludağ University after a fallout with 

Erdoğanist chair of the Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry, grounded in a 

disagreement over how to govern EU-linked industrial grants and projects.8 In a 

DOSABSIAD publication, Celal Beysel, now in his late 60s, laments having wasted too 

much time in civil society organizations and recommends to industrial entrepreneurs an 

ethos of insulation from civic affairs and prioritization of the private domain of their 

 

8 Yüksel Baysal, “Bir tornacı nasıl görevden alınır,” Yeni Dönem, 24 July 2015, 
https://www.yenidonem.com.tr/yazarlar/yuksel-baysal-72/bir-tornaci-nasil-gorevden-alinir-1447.html.  
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own family firms, focusing exclusively on modernizing their enterprises for globally 

competition.9  

In the father Beysel’ memoir, which is an allegory of Bursa’s economic and 

political history since the mid-20th century, this cultural binary opposition between 

private and cohesive business ties and the turmoil of civic organizations maps onto two 

contending social visions of management of Bursaspor professional soccer as a civic 

organization, a contrast I encountered often. In the recollections of former board 

members of Bursaspor I read or listened, some praise their term in management as 

having stepped down without bequeathing any outstanding debts to their successors, 

which implies a morality of financial prudence and budgetary discipline – often at the 

cost of sportive downsizing – and an emphasis on responsibility vis-à-vis business peers 

before the ambitious crowd.  Others are praised or alternatively criticized for deficit 

spending for success, indebting the club to their persons, and then having waived 

significant amounts of their loans when leaving chairmanship to their successors in 

mediatized acts of populist generosity. In Mehmet Beysel’s retrospective construction, 

he and his affinity group deserve praise for having governed Bursaspor in the 1970s 

with an ethos of prudence: upon their elections, they inherited an indebted club budget 

but then “broke the existing IOUs” (senetleri kırdırmak) and balanced the book. When 

 

9 “Celal Beysel: Gençler, Tecrübeyi Dinleyip Anlasın Sonra Bildiklerini Uygulasın,” Perspektif, March 2017, 
issue 63, p. 46-50. 
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leaving office four years later, they bequeathed no debts to their successors. In contrast, 

according to Beysel’s account, their successor in the line of elites to govern Bursaspor 

throughout the 1980 and early 1990s, the textile manufacturer Cavit Çağlar governed 

with an ethos of financial daring: after having made many rounds of cash injections to 

Bursaspor during successive terms, Çağlar waived considerable part of this debt when 

leaving office, Beysel interprets with a mix of praise and suspicion.  

The contrast between Beysel and Çağlar parallels a difference of approach to 

both business and politics at once. After Beysel “served together in the Bursaspor board 

of executives with Şükrü Şankaya and his nephew Cavit Çağlar,” Çağlar one day asked 

for Beysel’s advice in determining the market worth of a plot of land, at the time outside 

the urban center proper. This was a property which Çağlar received from a customer in 

his textile business, who could not repay his debts in cash. Beysel, a civic engineer and 

the founding member of Bursa’s Architects and Engineers Club, made an offer: take me 

as a partner, accept a model of business that will defer the development of land, taking 

things slow with an eye to waiting for prices in the area to rise, and we can get four 

times the value. The partnering family holdings, maternal uncle-nephew Şükrü 

Şankaya-Cavit Çağlar and father-son Mehmet and Celal Beysel, start a jointly owned 

company for developing the land. A while later, Çağlar wants to buy Beysel’s shares 

because is impatient and eyes a quick turnover: “My style of slow and sound business, it 

turned out, conflicted Cavit Çağlar’s desire for speed and risk taking,” Beysel recollects. 
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Commenting further on Çağlar’s subsequent rise through the national political ladder to 

the position of Deputy Prime Minister under President Demirel in the 1990s, Beysel 

explains that after the 1980 coup d’état, Cavit Çağlar, a local party boss for Demirel’s 

Justice Party before the coup, continued addressing the jailed prime minister Demirel as 

“my prime minister” (başbakanım) on the phone, despite his phone being tapped, in 

defiance of the junta and thanks to this daring attitude, which won Demirel’s 

confidence.  

It was this mix of impatience, risk taking and political daring, a framework 

which Beysel summarizes as medeni cesaret (civic courage) that made Çağlar both a civic 

leader in Bursa and a member of a major political party’s inside circle. In Beysel’s 

account, ambitious risk-taking, search for quick gains and defiant political performance 

differentiates a fraction of Bursa’s business elites and divides the business society along 

those who prefer sound and prudent management of the economic realm and those who 

are focused on faster but risky gains and politically upward linkages.10 A former 

Bursaspor board member explained to me that in the business societies of Bursa, the 

contrast between speed and soundness, shorter and longer term horizons and 

temporality, often marks the sectoral difference between the city’s two main lines of 

industry: textile manufacturing and automotive parts manufacturing. The first 

 

10 Mehmet Beysel, Bir Mühendisin Anıları [Memoirs of an Engineer], Rota Ofset, 2007, p.191. 
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represents a much riskier sector with higher and quicker profits on the shorter run but 

too competitive to cause sporadic bankruptcies, where the owners master market 

turbulence; the second representing a more capital-intensive sector that requires a larger 

volume of sunken costs and initial capital to enter but offers sound and longer-term 

stability with lower rates of profit once an entrepreneur successfully links with the 

purchase department of a major multinational automotive corporation. Differences are 

also generational. Compared to the younger Çağlar, who migrated to Bursa as a 

teenager to work for the textile workshop owned by an also immigrant maternal uncle, 

Beysel belonged with the city’s landed elites and was born to a farm-owning family in 

Bursa’s agricultural hinterland. He then studied in the Turkish nation-state’s flagship 

engineering academy in Istanbul, the Istanbul Technical University. Returning to Bursa 

in the 1940s, Beysel organized the Engineers and Architects Club of Bursa, the first of the 

many elite civic clubs Beysel is listed as a founding member. Beysel family holding is 

formed by multi-generational transnational circuits of elite education in Istanbul’s 

Western-language schools in and universities in Europe and the United States, a cultural 

ethos that distinguishes the globalist factions of national business elites (Bugra and 

Savaskan 2012).  

In Beysel’s autobiographic representation of the city’s business history, Beysel’s 

own choices, first and foremost the foundation of BUSIAD in 1978, emphasize not 

individual political careers but the building and maintenance of intercity industrial ties 
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with an eye to strengthening horizontal connectivity across industrial corporate and 

family networks. This local-to-national business networking is represented in Beysel’s 

narrative by a peak cultural event, when Beysel and his affinity group of friends named 

‘the Monday Circle,’ host Vehbi Koç in their weekly dinners and poker games on 

Mondays when the patriarch of the nation-state’s wealthiest family conglomerate visits 

Bursa for a business trip. Koç’ visits symbolize sociocultural and business ties Bursa’s 

industrialists aspired to build with the Koç Holding as the Istanbul-headquartered 

family conglomerate carried out a series of industrial investments in Bursa following the 

designation of the city as the home of the nation’s first OID and a USAID development 

grant by the State Planning Institute in the 1960s. This Bursa-fication of Koç holding was 

first and foremost identified with the main TOFAŞ-FIAT factory in Bursa’s Demirtaş 

district in the 1970s. But the cluster of investments included other joint-ventures 

between Koç and European partners, including another Turkish-Italian automotive parts 

manufacturing corporation Ma-ko (named after Ma- for the Italian Magneti Marelli and 

Ko- for the Turkish Koç) who set up shop in the Bursa OID in 1970; and Karsan, which 

started out as a subcontractor for Peugeot and Ford.  

As with the almost every local story of industrial globalization, the Beysel 

family’s business transition from an infrastructural and construction developer/engineer 

to a globally-oriented industrialist passes through successfully manufacturing parts that 

fits the price/quality expectations of an ‘incoming’ multi-national plant, which local 
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manufacturer must learn to satisfy in order to enter global supply chains. Led by his son, 

Celal Beysel (1951-present), who the father encouraged to study at American and 

Austrian high schools in Istanbul and then at the Swiss Institute of Technology in 

Zurich, the family invested in flocking technology in the late 1970s to produce flocked 

car parts for TOFAŞ-FIAT. In the first attempt, manufactured at a basement workshop in 

downtown Bursa, the TOFAŞ purchasing department finds the final product low in 

quality. In the second attempt, manufactured after months of transnational shuttling 

between Bursa and Europe to attend industrial fairs and network with European 

engineers to gather knowhow and raw materials, spending a lot of German marks, the 

purchasing department finds the unit price of the final product too high and suggests 

cutting quality for a better price.11 It is this back and forth with the multi-national 

corporation that sets up shop in Bursa that the local engineer learns the market for 

becoming a supplier for the global assembly line. In other words, just like TUSIAD 

reflected industrial partnerships between Turkey’s nationalized industrial big business 

and global (Euro-American) industrial partners like FIAT and Ford, BUSIAD reflected a 

globalizing tendency within Bursa’s industrialist manufacturers, one that passes through 

the cultural and business integration of Bursa’s local industry first with the national big 

business and then, through the same networks, also with the globalized assembly line.  

 

11 A narrative account in a Bursa wiki of elite civic figures. “Celal Beysel,” Wiki Bursa, 
https://www.bursa.com/wiki/Celal_Beysel.  
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In the globalizing 1990s, the ties that connected local industrialists with national 

giants flourished but was also surpassed by a multilateral landscape of integration 

between local industry and global assembly lines. Automotive part suppliers in 

particular expanded and globalized their manufacturing capacities to integrate with 

global supply chains. A prominent example is the main jersey sponsor for Bursaspor 

during my fieldwork, the Bursa-based Beyçelik Holding, which paid roughly $1 million 

to Bursaspor soccer for the main sponsorship spot for the duration of the 2016-2017 and 

2017-2018 soccer seasons. Established in 1976 as a workshop producing metal ovens and 

manufacturing steel molds for the foreign automotive plants setting shop in Bursa, the 

growing Beyçelik Inc. merged with an Italian partner in 1998 and then in 2007, with the 

Spanish multinational Gestamp Automocion, a major sectoral player in structural steel 

parts supply chains in the European automotive industry. Today, Beyçelik Gestamp Inc, 

the name for the Bursa-Spanish merger, produces structural steel parts and manufacture 

steel molds for the entire spectrum of global car manufacturers including for Ford, 

BMW, Volvo, Peugeot, Toyota, Nissan, and others.12 Despite expectations for the 

family’s patriarch to run for Bursaspor chairmanship, however, the family holding 

preferred a reserved approach to merely sponsor the team, which the conglomerate 

decided to not renew. Giving without much involvement. 

 

12“Hakkımızda.” Beyçelik Gestamp, https://beycelikgestamp.com.tr/tr/hakkimizda. Accessed 1 September 
2020. 
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As opposed to the intercity and global industrial ties that mark the globalization 

of the automotive industry, the cultural discourse about the textile manufacturer Cavit 

Çağlar speaks of a vertical figure who likes to stand out among business peers to link 

upwardly with the political class and “elevated all the way up to the seat of deputy 

prime minister” (191). Beysel’s narrative of civic business history encapsulates a stylistic 

cleavage in state-business relations in Turkey that spans sectoral, political and cultural 

differences. According to Özel (2003), contrary to the ready-made ‘Chicago boys’ 

narrative, according to which market liberalization reforms were smoothly led by 

technocratic cadres and supported by pro-market business classes, the two decades 

between 1980 and 2000 witnessed the “break-up of state-business coalitions” and the 

emergence of two conflicting orientations in capitalist societies in Turkey. One emergent 

tendency has been to demand the construction of an institutionalized and rule-based 

partnership between export-oriented capitalists and the globalizing state by 

strengthening associational ties internal to business. Another emergent tendency has 

been a pattern of individual autonomy, according to which ambitious capitalists leap 

forward by vertical and personalized ties with technocratic undersecretaries or national 

political cadres.  

Cavit Çağlar, who served in almost every Bursaspor board of directors between 

1980 and 1990, figured prominently in the political expressions of this split, when he 

served as the Deputy Prime Minister with the True Path Party in the 1990s. During 
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political controversies over Turkey’s candidacy for the European Union, advocated by 

Euro-integrated industries affiliated with TUSIAD, Çağlar made himself into an anti-

elite populist businessman in disagreements between exporters and domestic-market 

oriented business over monetary policy, while he promoted vertically from the position 

of Bursaspor chairman and local party boss into a Bursa MP and then to Deputy Prime 

Minister. During parliamentary debates over TUSIAD’s demand for faster compliance 

with neoliberal reforms and sounder monetary policies designed by an independent 

Central Bank, Çağlar became the spokesperson against what he called “the club of the 

rich,” who “have no one else but their fathers to thank for,” the phrases he populistically 

used to attack TUSIAD as a site of privilege, emphasizing the club-like character of the 

private society residing in the elite districts of Istanbul. “If you want to govern Turkey,” 

Çağlar said, “you won’t simply ride your yacht and sip your whiskey in the Bosporus: 

you will enter elections and enter the Parliament,” highlighting the political-moral 

superiority of congressional political forms and competition for popularity inside 

electoral territories over the exclusivity of private societies as the platform for business-

state relations.13 This contrast between vertical political routes through civic 

representation/businessman populism and horizontal intercity routes of private 

industrial connectivity overlap with the same contrasts used negatively in the discursive 

tribunals by organized Bursaspor supporters who criticize these ‘cross-border’ 

 

13 Cavit Çağlar’s speech in parliament, 1992, quoted in Yalçın Toker, Zirvedeki Kavga, p. 149. 
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expansions of local notables for abandoning their civic strongholds, not localizing 

themselves as generous sponsors of the city team and being reluctant to convert their 

capitalist wealth into civic-political strongman status through risky sportive investment 

where achievement must be validated by public approval – a path to ‘great 

chairmanship’ represented above all others by Cavit Çağar and later, by İbrahim Yazıcı 

in Bursaspor history, ‘the greatest ever.’ 

6.2 The Winning Money Pipeline: Populism vs Liability, or the 
Great Chairman Mode of Management 

“Things become more interesting (and more realistic) only in the face of 
competing claims to the same asset. Individuals buy or lease cars, rent an apartment or 

mortgage a house, receive salaries, buy bonds or shares, and deposit money in a bank 
account. Entrepreneurs buy input, hire employees, rent premises, make investments, 

enter into contracts for electricity and water, owe taxes, collect money from selling 
goods, and pay back loans to creditors. As long as every obligation is met and every bill 

paid as it becomes due, many legal issues remain invisible. They come to the surface 
with a vengeance, however, when the individual or entity at the center of this web of 

claims falls behind; when liabilities mount, asset values decline, and it becomes apparent 
that not all claimants will get what they had contracted for at the outset. When 

insolvency looms, insisting on contract enforcement is no longer an answer; instead, it is 
time to decide who gets how much and in what order. Absent such a decision, the first 

creditor who arrives on the scene is likely to take it all—a practice that was common 
before the invention of bankruptcy law. Its purpose was to avoid a run on the debtor’s 
assets, a market failure that in most cases destroys any chance of reorganization or the 

efficient reallocation of the debtor’s assets. Most bankruptcy codes today impose a 
simple rank order. Owners can take out their assets, secured creditors can pull the 

collateral from the pool and sell it to obtain satisfaction, and unsecured creditors get the 
leftovers on a pro-rata basis.”  

Katharina Pistor, The Code of Capital (2019, 15-16) 
 

If I owe you a pound, I have a problem; but if I owe you a million, the problem is 
yours. 

John Maynard Keynes 
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Already in the 2000s, in the early post-Bosman years, Bursaspor experience the 

changing architecture of FIFA globalization as a straining effect on the repertoires of 

associational financing of sportive ambition through rotating credit among club elites. 

As former chairman and board member Remzi Cinoğlu said, “a price revolution” in 

soccer made it “no longer possible to run this business with personal money,” (artık şahıs 

paralarıyla yapılabilecek bir iş olmaktan çıktı) meaning a market transformation that took 

place in the 1990s and 2000s and multiplied the price of a competitive squad way above 

quantities of money that wealthy individuals assess to be possible to finance with 

interest-free loans from their personal accounts. While Bursaspor chairmen and board 

members have always accepted that the soccer market is not a world of profit but a 

world of surplus-burning to achieve civic recognition, the average cost of a competitive 

squad in the Turkish league before the ‘great transformation’ after 1990s was such that 

creditor individuals could, if necessary, choose to waive their loans in whole or in part, 

without the sense that such credits-partially-turned-into-civic-donations exceeds a 

capitalist estimation of ‘too much.’14 By the mid-2000s, the management of club debt 

became less an exclusive money-game of a restricted circle of elites but an increasingly 

divisive public controversy over a skewed balance of sportive ambition and inter-elite 

shared financial liability. The financial story of Bursaspor’s national championship in 

 

14 enBursa TV, “Remzi Cinoğlu: ‘Bursaspor Kulübü’nü yönetmeye hazırım ama…’” YouTube, 26 March 2019, 
https://youtu.be/xvaCQyldrew. 
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2010 speaks of a social transformation of the club from a SIAD-like organization ruled by 

joint-liability among elite clusters to a territorial organization with vertical links which 

legitimated or forced their way into the club by inventing new modes of financing the 

deficit spending in the player transfer market. 

After overseeing a record of sportive achievement between 2004 and 2006, and 

picking up a relegating Bursapor back to the national top tier in two years thanks to his 

successful mobilization of contributions from the city’s big industry, the club chairman 

Levent Kızıl, in his own words, “saw what’s coming: people had temlik contracts 

[securing their sizeable loans in US dollars] and now wanted their money back. I could 

have asked [the creditor club elites] to postpone for two years but not for a third. That is 

why I quit, in order to avoid having to face these demands while the public is telling you 

everything is going well, keep on.”15 Shortly after clinching the championship in the 

second division and winning promotion back to the premier league, Kızıl resigned and 

called Congress elections to give way to a successor, who would now take over an 

indebted budget. He didn’t want to be the one on the line of succeeding chairmen of the 

city team to have to trade out the best players and sportively downsize to repay debts, a 

strategy that guarantees tribün protests. “If I had stayed, I would trade out the whole 

team and play with youngsters,” he would later comment. Already during his own 

 

15 Mehmet Zencirkıran, “Levent Kızıl: Bursaspor’da değişim zamanı,” in Beşinci Şampiyon Bursaspor. 
Istanbul: İletişim, 2011, p. 259-279. 
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chairmanship, however, Kızıl’s authoritative spending decisions to secure promotion to 

the top-tier league caused rifts inside the elected board of 15-men, straining the trade-off 

between populism on inter-elite liability.  

After participating in the board of directors for one season under the 15-men 

board chaired by Kızıl, the tourism and services entrepreneur Hasan Erdem resigned 

after falling out with the chairman. A year after his resignation, the local media reported 

that Erdem’s lawyers attained an attachment order from the civil enforcement courts to 

collect the $50K Bursaspor owed him, an amount which Erdem loaned to the club when 

he was elected to the board under as part of the routine of 15-men electoral 

auctions/loan renewals described in Chapter 3. In his public statement, Erdem explained 

that the aggressive deficit spending for sportive success created not merely debt but 

more importantly, formal hierarchies and seeds of distrust between board members over 

the debt instruments that socially tie their personalities to associational leadership. 

Erdem criticized the chairman for an arbitrary mode of personalized rule instead of 

making sure that a uniform set of rules of security apply to the loans of each and every 

board member. While several board members/creditors secured their civic loans by a 

chairman-authorized private temlik contract signed between the association and the 

loan-giver, entitling these claims with private law-based priority rights over future club 

revenues, the chairman “unwillingly gave me a bill of debt (alacak senedi) and [Mr. 

Chairman] knew very well that this debt could not be collected. Why were all other 
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board members’ loans were secured by temlik (debt assignment) contracts while I was 

given a helva kağıdı (a candy wrapping paper)?” Erdem complained.16  

With the metaphor of candy wrapping paper, Erdem underscored the 

worthlessness of the bill of debt he held in comparison to the private debt assignment 

contracts signed by bigger creditors. His public plea reveals the hierarchy of loans by 

size, according to which individuals with debt assignments can route the club’s future 

revenues from third parties (broadcasting rights and royalties) directly to the assigned 

account of the temlik-secured creditor once the temlik contract goes into effect. This likely 

keeps the club budget always in the red and diminishes the likelihood that other, less 

powerfully secured debts can be collected. Sport associations’ non-commercial legal 

identities keeps them outside the competence of Turkey’s Bankruptcy and Enforcement 

Law (İflas ve İcra Kanunu), which applies to commercial firms. This insulation from the 

commercial domain has been critical for the informal cultural politics of debt and 

liability of soccer. Despite the fact that the seasonally renewed arms races in the player 

trading market periodically push league clubs to de facto insolvency, clubs cannot be 

officially declared bankrupt by a regulator. The non-commercial legal identity and the 

semi-public legal status of city teams like Bursaspor gives them the privilege to regularly 

defer paying their debts or repay debts selectively, while always remaining in-arrears by 

 

16 “Benim alacağıma da temlik altına alsınlar,” BeinSports, undated. https://tr.beinsports.com/haber/benim-
alacagima-da-temlik-altina-alsinlar. This must be December 2007. 
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parrying collectors through the circuitous route of civil enforcement. Unlike private 

assignment contracts, claims over late payments claims can be appealed by club lawyers 

and dragged in courts for longer periods of time. Collectors cannot easily seize the assets 

of a civic institution like Bursaspor and treat the club like an ordinary business. Many 

individuals and firms which are owed by popular and associational sport clubs find it 

both costly and socially risky to enforce their debts – gaining the sport association a 

degree of financial impunity and a budget space to keep competing in the player 

transfer market, the only source of spending, directors believe, that has an immediate 

and short-term effect on the popularly anticipated league results of the soccer team. 

During my fieldwork, firms ranging from sport equipment merchants to food 

caterers held promissory notes for the goods and services they sold to the club, but the 

club treated these debts more in the manner of enforced gifts from local contributors 

than debts in a marketplace that would be repaid. By deferring a large number of 

smaller-sized and not-well-secured debts – including the salaries of the club’s non-

athletic staff – as farther into the future as possible, the clubs can funnel the maximum 

possible funds they can raise into offering winning bonuses and the player trading 

market in the transfer months of the summer to sustain popular competitiveness – and 

deal with ordinary debts later in time or sometimes never deal with them at all, 

especially if these are understood to not have a bearing on team results. This constant 

state of being-in-arrears and debt postponement can eventually fatigue creditors. The 
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absence of the ordering function of bankruptcy laws creates an informal playing field of 

creditor-debtor relations, one that gives much power to a factually insolvent semi-public 

association compared to a regulated bankruptcy proceeding between commercial firms 

and their queued creditors, as explained in the opening quote from Pistor (2019). As the 

Bursaspor chairman during my fieldwork repeatedly said with a disapproving 

emphasis, if Bursaspor was a commercial firm, it would have long been shut down with 

a lock on its door. Like the former board member’s bitter complaint above about being 

handed a ‘mere candy wrapping paper’ – a bill of debt – many individual and firms who 

are owed by club bitterly learn not to treat these transactions as simply inside a 

commercial domain and their claims as being worthless. 

The former board member Erdem nonetheless wanted to make a point in favor of 

an ethos of financial liability and hired a lawyer to collect his debts through the 

conflictual route of civil enforcements courts and attachment orders, and seized a 

symbolic quantity of about 650 liras the officials could find deposited in the two bank 

accounts registered for the Bursaspor Association, a sum that which was about 1% of the 

amount he was owed by 2007 exchange rates. Knowing that appealing to the courts and 

attachment officers rather than remaining inside the private domain of the association 

would incite popular shaming, Erdem responded to critics by reminding the public that 

the bigger creditors are secured with private and less-mediatized flows of money via 

temlik agreements and that these inter-elite conventions of securing bigger debtors are 
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not qualitatively different than the scandalous and conflict-ridden haciz (attachment) 

stories one regularly reads in the local newspapers. Both, Erdem complained, serve the 

same purpose of securing creditors, but with differing powers, procedures, and priority 

rights: “I condemn those who haciz the club [attach club property through court orders] 

under the name of temlik [private debt assignments],” discursively equalizing the debts 

of each board member regardless of their instrument of security. Erdem pointed the 

finger to an arbitrarily selected group of creditor-directors with private temlik contracts 

who “collect back their loans by seizing revenues from the federation income [shares 

from the collective sales of the league’s broadcasting rights to media corporations] 

without paying a penny in lawyer fees.” Erdem offered to retreat his lawyers if he was 

also privy to this inner core of those with temlik contracts.  

Moreover, the resigned board member criticized the former chairman Kızıl for 

wastefully spending the electorally raised liquidity fundraised via civic campaigns. A 

short-term mentality impatient for sportive achievement and returns in popularity 

clouds long-term financial integrity: “unfortunately, for a race we could have won by 10 

trillion liras we spent 20 trillion” Erdem said. More critically, Erdem argued that the 

method for ensuring Bursaspor’s sportive competitiveness in the long-run is to retain 

the club’s creditworthiness as a generalized rule rather than selective practice. Making 

Bursaspor a beacon of financial liability will sustain a wider circle of donors, who can 

loan in smaller amounts when needed, but they will do so only protected by a rule-
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based confidence of repayment or at least, procedural predictability, he argued. 

“Sportive achievement must be complemented by an institutionalized structure for club 

finances,” Erdem said and blamed a mode of populist and arbitrary chairmanship. This 

structure makes civic sponsors into “beggars for Bursaspor,” Erdem claimed, implying 

that civic fundraising campaigns on behalf of the city’s soccer team without the 

confidence of liability eventually leads to a lower profile of donations, forcing the club to 

collect smaller amounts per donation, gradually narrowing the pool of willing donors. 

Rather than greatness, in Erdem’s cultural framework, trading off financial liability for 

the public and coercive power of creditor-shaming is a weakness: it downgrades the 

social standing of the sport club from a respectable business society governed by trust, 

to the lower status of a charity recipient with a gambling addiction that keeps 

squandering the alms and returns to ask for more. Erdem made the case that when 

arbitrary hierarchies of priority strain the inter-elite contract in an attempt to satisfy 

popular appetite, the ethos of rotating businessmen equality would be overtaken by 

populist chairmanship and force a gradual transformation of the economy of civic 

associations into seignorial one that exercises the prerogative of coercively turning loans 

into compulsory taxation. Loans to the association, when collateralized by the cultural 

ties of mutual trust, on the contrary, will safeguard the status of professional soccer as a 

non-profit sector which nonetheless remains tied to a business associational ethos.  
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More recently, former Bursaspor chairman Remzi Cinoğlu used an original 

cultural metaphor to defend a vision of creditworthiness and financial liability. 

“Bursaspor is the city’s borç namusu” the former chairman and export-champion said, 

the symbol of honor for the debts of the city in general, meaning that a city team that 

doesn’t pay its debts reflects a lower credit score for all the businesses in the city. It was 

this decline of an ethos of liability and creditworthiness, Cinoğlu said, that is causing 

Bursaspor’s sportive decline and the sport club is trailing behind of the city’s rapid 

growth to an exporting hub of global industry. “Businessmen constantly take things 

from the world and give back to the world, but we can’t get Bursaspor outside the 

provincial bounds of Bursa let alone those of Turkey,” Cinoğlu said and pointed to the 

club’s inability to procure lucrative sponsorships from global giants like Bosch and 

Siemens which have major investments in the city.17 During my fieldwork, Cinoğlu was 

a public contender for Bursaspor chairmanship but refused to run in any of the elections, 

and instead spent time linking with the Bursaspor social media-sphere to trying to 

explain the global and organizational causes of the club’s debt spiral and advocated debt 

relief and organizational reform in a 5-year period of renounced ambition. Despite his 

status as a record taxpayer and export champion, Cinoğlu is remembered by the Teksas 

tribün ‘as the man who sold Baljic,’ referring to a record transfer fee Bursaspor received 

 

17 enBursa TV, “Remzi Cinoğlu: ‘Bursaspor Kulübü’nü yönetmeye hazırım ama…’” YouTube, 26 March 2019, 
https://youtu.be/xvaCQyldrew 
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from Fenerbahçe by trading out the Bosnian superstar in 1998, but after which the team 

went on a sporting downfall spiral with relegation in 2004. Some, including Cinoğlu 

himself, praise his tenure as Bursaspor chairman as the last time a chairman handed 

over the club to a successor with excess money deposited in the club account. 

While Erdem’s appeal called to expand the circle of trust from applying only to 

large-scale loans to applying to all the club’s debts small and large, sportive and non-

sportive, a politically charged media event in 2008 – one I found to have made a 

powerful impact on the social memory of business-politics relations around Bursaspor – 

dwarfed Erdem’s criticisms and eroded the privileged status of debt assignment 

contracts, too. The media event functioned like a historical turning point for the way the 

city’s wealthiest perceive and relate to the city’s soccer team. When the ‘great chairman’ 

İbrahim Yazıcı was elected for Bursaspor chairman in 2007, Bursaspor was going 

through a financial crisis. Loans provided to the club several years ago by wealthy 

members of the association had helped the club get back on its feet and promote back to 

the top-tier league but since temlik contracts now went into effect, the club revenues 

were siphoned to creditors. The team was doing not so well, for the financial crisis has 

direct effects on the playing performance. The professional players, having not been 

paid their salaries for successive months, were practicing work stoppage, and refusing 

to train in the midweek drills and obviously were not motivated to compete. This led to 

the resignation of an interim-chairman and ‘the great chairman’ İbrahim Yazıcı was 
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elected to chairmanship in the Bursaspor Congress, in what would start a 6-year long 

tenure – a rare stability – including a national championship in 2010. The key media 

event had to with what the ‘great chairman’ did with club debt.  

Shortly after the election, the chairman cooperated with a rising figure in the 

city’s urban politics, a man named Faruk Çelik, a Bursa MP in the parliament with the 

rising Justice and Development Party (JDP) and the Minister of Labor under the Prime 

Ministry of Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. “Bursaspor is not owned by some people,” the 

Minister of Labor announced, “we will establish the philosophy that the club belongs to 

the 2 million citizens of Bursa,” advancing a territorial view to public sponsorship 

against the mode of debt-liability rotation inside a restricted private society. “These 

temlik contracts must be cancelled starting tomorrow,” the Minister singled out the 

creditors siphoning Bursaspor revenues and called for those with temlik-secured loans to 

“fulfill their obligations toward Bursaspor.” The man might be “an [industrial] giant but 

Bursaspor does not interest him, we will share that, too,” the Minister announced. The 

news coverage showed a carefully choreographed photo where the Chairman Yazıcı and 

the Minister of Labor disapprovingly glance at a piece of paper standing for the record 

of club debt to these creditors. What the Minister meant by ‘we will share that,’ turned 

out to be the public release of the names of individual creditors with a list of three dozen 

men, showing who was owed how much in US dollars. Against the local media outlets 

owned by the city’s business magnates, the list was leaked to the independent online 
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media platforms run by Teksas and the website Teksas.org published the list, showing a 

total of more than 6 million US dollars owed mortgaged by temlik agreements. The 

published list showed that 50% of the total was waived by the creditors who turned 

their loans into donations, but the remaining 50% refused to waive their claims. From an 

account of a candidate running for chairmanship in 2004, one can gather that the 

circulation of the club’s books had been understood as a private affair between 

predecessors and successors. From the statement of a chairman before a congress 

elections a decade earlier, one reads that the norm is that successors are expected to 

“take over the club management with all the debts/liabilities the club owes and is 

owed.” By opening this private debt/liability circulation to the public eye and crowd 

shaming, the Minister and the ‘great chairman’ exercised what they meant by a ‘new 

philosophy that Bursaspor now belonged to the 2 million Bursa denizens and not to some 

people.’ The opening of the private associational domain to the public territorial 

compulsion changed the social relation between ‘the club’ and the ‘the city’ from being 

rooted in a representative cultural frame marked by separation to being a more porous 

relation in which ‘the city’ can now intervene into these private circulations. This 

transformation is mirrored by the transactional conversion of loaned-money 

(commercial debt instruments) to donated-money (irretrievable giving), from voluntary 
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to ‘obligatory’ contribution. Critically, this transformation is enacted through appealing 

to the compelling if not coercive force of tribün judgement.18  

A year after Bursaspor won the national championship in 2010 under ‘the great 

chairman,’ Chairman İbrahim Yazıcı was taken into custody as part of a prosecutorial 

investigation by financial crimes. The chairman was accused of a series of shady 

transactions. What the investigation revealed was a simple scheme that centralized the 

control of the club revenues and expenditures in the person of the chairman bypassing 

the legal personality of the Bursaspor Association – detaching the club from its ‘history’ 

shaped as a concatenated series of elites linked by temlik contracts and debt/liability 

handovers which I layout in Chapter 3. Upon being elected, Yazıcı created what I want 

to define as a great money pipeline, a financial scheme that proved central for success in 

the league, the team rising from the ashes of financial collapse and athlete work-

stoppage to building a champion team in three years. This money pipeline was a fake 

debt-credit contract between the ‘great chairman’ and the club, not very different from 

the same instrument used by former board members and chairmen to secure their initial 

loans. However, this time, the credit agreement was not based on the chairman buying 

the existing debt and indebting the club to himself, but wired the club’s commercial 

revenues to a separate bank account in order to leave business peers out in the cold, 

 

18 “Bursaspor’da kongre heyecanı,” Hürriyet, 21 September 2001, https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/bursada-
kongre-heyecani-17113. Accessed 29 March 2020. 
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alongside all other individuals and firms that were owed. Another fake credit agreement 

mortgaged the club’s valuable assets, first and foremost the two factories gifted to the 

club by industrialist board members in the earlier decades, safely insulating these 

physical assets and their annual rental revenues from the reach of collectors who could 

attain attachment orders for these assets through the civil enforcement courts when the 

temlik-route was shut down by the great chairman. In his defense at the court hearing, 

Yazıcı was quite straightforward about what he did: “we didn’t cause the club any 

losses. We simply used this method in order to prevent [commercial revenues] flowing 

to icracılar [debt collectors]. All clubs use the same method.”19 The prosecutorial 

investigation revealed that more than one club indeed used the same method. 

As I explain in Chapter 7, this scheme corresponded with the brief several years 

when the TFF went ‘European’ and started practicing UEFA norms of dispute resolution 

between athletes and clubs, which gave an unprecedented right to players and their 

lawyers to quickly collect late salary payments from the clubs through an independent 

and efficient dispute resolution chamber inside the TFF, which resolved club-athlete 

disputes within a maximum of four months. However, a constitutional court ruling 

cancelled the practice in 2011. In response to an increased efficiency with which athlete 

lawyers collected their debts, ‘the great chairman’ now blocked other creditors more 

 

19 “Türk futbolu temlik kıskacında,” TÜMSPOR, 20 June 2011, spor.haber7.com/spor/haber/755729-turk-futbolu-
temlik-kiskacinda. 
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efficiently, creating a long queue of owed individuals and firms, ranging from board 

members to commercial firms such as food caterers to equipment providers. Combined 

with the double compulsion of the globalized talent market of rising salaries for game-

changing players and the newfound legitimacy and civic playing space gained by tribün 

groups, the trade-off in favor of popular ambition against financial liability changed the 

financial culture and social conception of the city team from one being financed by inter-

elite conventions of social-financial rotation, to a territorial expansion that entangles the 

club more deeply with a territorial conception of the city by creating vertically affiliated 

sense of public control and elevating the sport association from a civic club to a public 

extension. Rather than the participatory and rotating culture among business elites, the 

financial compulsions to respond to popular ambition in globalized soccer not only 

tipped the balance from private to public identity. This change also created a new type 

of ‘great chairman’ who devised complex but questionable paths of financial flows that 

bypass inter-elite sociability, a winning money pipeline routed directly to the team’s 

competitive ambition and to only that. The great chairman, then, is not only one that 

integrates downward with the masculine authority of amigos through under-the-table 

deal making, as I show in Chapter 5, but also one that centralizes authority and money 

flows and vertically ingrates upward with the political authority in the name of a 

territorial city. In the process, these upward and downward linkages create a sporting 

conception of the social, one which trades off long-term liability for short-term ambition, 
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the sustenance of which becomes key for the very reproduction of this vision of the this 

particular social contract, or the informal deal to be more precise. 

6.3 De-localization of Old Money 

A survey of the industrial biographies of Bursa’s family holdings, whose father-

to-son legacies served in the Bursaspor boards of directors for two generations, once in 

the 1970s and then in the 2000s, shows that their investments drastically diversified into 

new sectors in the past two decades. These family holdings were exclusively Bursa-

based manufacturing ventures between 1960 to 2000, during which time their capitalist 

growth went hand-in-hand with status as civic trustees. These family conglomerates’ 

newer investments are no longer exclusively localized in Bursa but dispersed over the 

national space as well as globalized into new markets and sectors particularly in post-

socialist Eastern Europe and post-Soviet republics in the Caucasus and Central Asia. 

Sönmez family, for instance, whose founding patriarch Ali Osman Sönmez presided 

over the Bursa Chamber of Commerce and Industry for twenty years in a row between 

1975 and 1995 and was once elected as an MP to represent Bursa in the national 

parliament, shut down its iconic polyester manufacturing plant, the Sönmez Filament 

Inc., in 2008. The second generation president of the family holding Celal Sönmez 

(member of Bursaspor Board of Directors, 2000-2003) explained in an interview with the 

liberal national daily Radikal shortly after the shutdown that the industrial corporation 

was the first integrated producer in Turkey to manufacture “polyester chips, thread, and 
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fiber” and dominated the national market as a raw material supplier to ready-made 

garment and home-textiles manufacturers across the nation during import-substitution 

policies. Sönmez Filament Inc. also built exporting ties in the European Economic 

Community, particularly targeting the West German market, as explained to me by an 

interlocutor who worked both as a German-Turkish translator for the family holding as 

well as the administrative manager of the holding’s sports operations before transferring 

to Bursaspor when Sönmez Holding closed its corporately owned volleyball team in the 

mid-1990s. In the 1980s, when Turkey shifted to an export-oriented growth, the 

corporation directed its economy of scale and scope to produce for exports. As Sönmez 

explains, however, globalization of textiles worldwide and the quota-free trade policies 

following the 2001 IMF-Turkey agreement, and the aggressive trade liberalization 

program by the Justice and Development Party after 2002 exerted competitive price 

pressures. Imports from Chinese manufacturing outcompeted Sönmez Filament Inc. 

thanks to lower costs of labor, dethroning the import-substitution giants. The financial 

crash in 2007 was the final blow, leading to a premature closure which was nonetheless 

expected. Because the holding owned a title-winning professional volleyball team, the 

interview was titled “Sönmez Filament Which Made National Headlines Via Volleyball 

Stops Yarn Production After It is a Prey to the Crisis.”20  

 

20 “Voleybolla ismini duyuran Sönmez Filament krize yenik düşünce iplik üretiminden çıktı,” Radikal, 7 
November 2008,  http://www.radikal.com.tr/ekonomi/voleybolla-ismini-duyuran-sonmez-filament-krize-
yenik-dusunce-iplik-uretiminden-c-907197. 
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Only two years earlier, when the same newspaper ran an interview series titled 

“Families That Give Cities Life,” surveying the nation-state city by city, interviewing the 

iconic business magnates in each urban center, it was the Sönmez family that 

represented Bursa. In that interview, Celal Sönmez painted a more pro-actively 

transforming business dominion than simply being prey. Using the narrative of a father-

son disagreement to paint a genealogical representation of Turkey’s transition from the 

import-substitution to export-oriented regime of capitalist accumulation, the son 

explains that his father was an “extreme centralist” who boasted of the fact that “all my 

investments are located within the boundaries of Bursa.” The time, however, the son 

explains, “requires expansion: […] the 1970s was when the producer was king. The 

2000s is a transition to the kingdom of consumers.” Against his father’s advice to never 

ever invest in tourism and finance, which was transmitted to the son with a lesson about 

Adolf Hitler losing the war due to overstretching his resources, the son started a hotel 

chain, with major investments in the Mediterranean coastal littoral, center of Turkey’s 

tourism sector that caters to Western European and Russian consumers and made up 

10% of Turkey’s GDP by the late 2010s.21 While downsizing the Bursa-centered textile 

manufacturing business, the family holding invested across Turkey in a diverse set of 

 

 

 
21 “Şehirlere hayat veren aileler (2)”, Radikal, 26 June 2006, http://www.radikal.com.tr/turkiye/sehirlere-
hayat-veren-aileler-2-784293. 
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sectors in the past two decades, including building an electricity distribution facility in a 

newcomer OID in the small-town Uşak and an export-only cement factory in the Adana 

Free Zone near the Mediterranean Ceyhan port in 2014, which is a joint-venture with 

another of Bursa’s textile-born family holdings, Türkün Holding, whose founding 

patriarch similarly served in the Bursaspor Board in 1975 and the son between 2000 and 

2004, a generational and sectoral business-civic genealogy shared by a number of 

Bursa’s family holdings.22  

Another textile-born family holding Özdilek, the founding patriarch of which 

shifted from textile retailing to home-textile manufacturing in 1971, similarly moved 

across the kingdoms of producers and consumers. Özdilek Holding invested in a 

nationwide shopping mall chain, including a movie theater and retailing subsidiary, as 

well as constructing office spaces and hotels in Istanbul’s financial center while merging 

its export-oriented textile manufacturing operations with a German partner to upscale 

from the domestic market to the European and United States markets.23 Özdilek is 

among the local corporate brands which annually receive aggressive social media 

protests and slurs from Bursaspor tribün accounts in the pre-season summer months 

before being compelled to ‘purchase’ sponsoring or naming rights to create revenue for 

Bursaspor. While expanding its chain of shopping malls, Özdilek sponsors smaller city 

 

22 “Tarihçe,” https://www.turkunholding.com/history.php  
23 “Hakkımızda,” https://www.ozdilekholding.com.tr/tr/tarihce/sayfalar/79  
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teams across Turkey in districts where the holding opens a shopping mall but every 

time it does so, Bursaspor social media accounts manage to locate a photo caption and 

initiate a shaming campaign accusing the family holding of abandoning its home-base 

Bursa and sponsoring rival cities. 

 

Figure 14: Hashtag We are not Going to Özdilek [shopping mall]. The photo 
shows the corporate brand as the main jersey sponsor for a lower tier city team 

Turgutluspor. The caption reads: “Having opened a new mall in the Turgutlu sub-
province of Manisa, Özdilek became the jersey sponsor for Turgutlusor. But [the 

corporation] does not even accept a meeting with the team of its own city Bursaspor 
for talks of sponsorship.” Caption from the main fan-run webpage Bursasporum.com, 

9 August 2017. 

 

6.4 Boycotts as Marketing 
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When I started fieldwork in May 2016, a conflict occupied the Bursaspor public 

sphere. Beşiktaş, considered ‘the enemy’ by the Teksas tribün, was about to clinch the 

national title for the second season in a row. Few weeks before, on 11 April 2016, 

Beşiktaş had played the inaugural match at its brand-new stadium Vodafone Arena, 

situated on the European shores of Bosporus across the street from the Late Ottoman 

Dolmabahçe Palace. Coincidentally, their rival in the inaugural match was Bursaspor 

and the Istanbul giants won the game 3-2. More than the sportive defeat, however, the 

Bursaspor public sphere was frustrated with an image that circulated on social media 

that was taken inside the stadium hallways. The image showed the logo of TOFAŞ 

(Turkish Automobile Factories Inc.), Turkey’s third largest industrial enterprise co-

owned by Turkey’s richest family conglomerate Koç Holding and the Italian FIAT. The 

TOFAŞ logo was mounted on the door of a VIP lounge in Beşiktaş’s Vodafone Arena – 

suggesting that the corporation rented an expensive VIP lounge for corporate 

hospitality. According to media reports, these lounges were priced ranging from 200K to 

500K US dollars per year.  

In the same weeks, a photo taken inside the indoor hallways of another 

expensive stadium in Istanbul, Galatasaray’s home-ground Türk Telekom Arena, 

showed the corporate logo of SÜTAŞ similarly mounted on the door of a luxury lounge. 

SÜTAŞ is a Bursa-based, multi-generation family firm, which has grown from a local 

dairy farm to an industrial dairy corporation and the market leader for Turkey’s dairy 
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sector. The corporation’s main shareholder, Muharrem Yılmaz, is one of the highest 

profile figures among the nation’s business elites and chaired the private society 

TUSIAD between 2013 and 2014. During his time as TUSIAD President, Yılmaz had 

experienced a public fallout with the then Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdoğan. After 

criticizing the Prime Minister’s uncooperative stance during the prosecutorial 

investigation into corruption in his government, Yılmaz had argued that corruption 

should be sanctioned or it would hurt the inflow of foreign capital into Turkey, to which 

Erdoğan had responded by calling Yılmaz “a traitor to the nation.”24  

With the circulating photos, Bursaspor fan accounts on Twitter called for a 

citywide consumer boycott of the brands owned by the Koç Holding, to start on 16 April 

2016. The boycott was announced with hashtags, #koçürünleriboykot (boycott Koç 

products) and #koçürünlerikullanmıyoruz (we are not consuming koç products). The 

circulating images carried the logos of multiple brands owned by the holding,25 coupled 

with a slogan: “as three million Bursalı (citizens of Bursa), we are boycotting the 

products of Koç Holding, who produces in Bursa but benefits Istanbul and does not buy 

a VIP lounge at the Timsah Arena [Bursaspor’s own brand-new stadium].” Bursaspor 

 

24 “Vatana ihanetle suçlamıştı: Muharrem Yılmaz ne yaptı?” Patronlar Dünyası, 23 December 2016, 
http://www.patronlardunyasi.com/haber/Vatana-ihanetle-suclamisti-Muharrem-Yilmaz-ne-yapti/187457.  
 
25 To-be-boycotted companies were car manufacturers Fiat and Ford, the white appliance giants Arçelik and 
Beko, the gas-energy corporation Aygaz, the home improvement retailer Koçtaş, the petroleum company 
and gas station chain Opet, Divan Hotel chains, Grundig electronics, Tat foodstuff, and SEK dairy. What all 
these companies share is a nationwide presence of retailers and production facilities and a top management 
situated in Istanbul – and majority ownership by the Koç family at the top. 
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supporter accounts claimed that the corporation should not invest in Istanbul’s elite 

teams the surplus it makes out of labor in Bursa. One Twitter account called TOFAŞ to 

show “fidelity to the city that lends its labor to [its] earnings.” “For forty years you’ve 

been sucking the blood of this city” was another popular idiom in this shaming and 

blaming of TOFAŞ and the Koç family, which were singled out for not owning up to a 

civic role in Bursa and called upon to share a section of their profits to sponsor 

Bursaspor’s soccer ambitions.  

In May, as the soccer season ended and it was time for sponsorship contracts and 

stadium spaces to go into sales for the upcoming 2016-2017 soccer season, the boycott 

calls expanded to other brands including the dairy corporation SÜTAŞ. On 11 May 2016, 

shaming the dairy corporation’s purchase of a luxury lounge in Istanbul, once again 

circulating with a photo of the corporate logo in the Istanbul-based stadium on social 

media, hundreds of tweets were shared with the hashtag #Sütaşürünükullanma (do not 

use Sütaş products), which made the hashtag a top trending topic on Turkish Twitter 

that day. Tweets included selfies of Bursaspor fans picking up milk and ayran bottles 

from supermarket shelves belonging to SÜTAŞ’s smaller market rivals such as another 

Bursa-based dairy brand Eker. Slogans demanded from the corporation to not only 

purchase VIP lounges but also naming rights for one of the stadium’s four main seating 

zones for a million dollar contract. In the coming weeks as Bursaspor tried to find 

buyers for the season-long rentals for VIP lounges, naming rights for stadium gates, 
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sponsorships for the team’s jersey, and billboard spaces in the stadium, the images 

gradually expanded to cover a wide collection of industrial corporations that operate in 

Bursa’s OIDs and also the largest corporations of Bursa’s retailing and service chains 

including an originally Bura-based but now nationwide grilled-meat fast-food chain 

Köfteci Yusuf, a Turkish McDonalds. These are the industrial corporations that are the 

city’s biggest private employers and business names that make the Top 100 lists of tax 

champions and export record holders annually published by local media outlets. They 

included global brands such as Bosch, Renault, Cargill, Nestle, Yazaki as well as local 

industrial family conglomerates like Coşkunöz and Özdilek Holdings.  

 

Figure 15: “Will you be the one to come or should we bring it to you??? 
#VIPLOUNGES #SPONSORSHIP #ADVERTISING. From now on, it won’t be 

possible to make your money in Bursa and spend it with the prostitutes of Istanbul 
(#galatasaray #fenerbahce #besiktas) #BursaboycottsforBursaspor”  
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Soon after the Twitter campaign started, not only the popular fan base but also 

the club chairman announced on his official Twitter account that he’s cancelled the 

contract between his factory and FIAT and will no longer rent FIAT vehicles for his 

business. Other former Bursaspor board members/industrialists also joined the boycott 

hashtag, forming a public solidarity among the wealthy and the not-so-wealthy 

partisans of Bursaspor by means of collective polarization against three cultural symbols 

superimposed: Istanbul, Koç Holding, and Beşiktaş. In doing so, the Bursaspor camia 

performatively protest a perceived lack of corporate interest and charged these 

corporations with civic treason against ‘the city of Bursa’ by the city’s leading 

employers. This was one of the very few times that Bursaspor chairman Ali Ay received 

supportive comments for acting in a partisan manner and being willing to take a stance 

against the Istanbul-based national giants. Back in the club’s headquarters where I 

conducted fieldwork most weekdays, the club’s acting CEO described to me a phone 

conversation, real or imagined, that he recently had with the SÜTAŞ owne. “The man 

says ‘am I obliged to give to the club?’” the CEO told me in a frustrated tone, adding 

that his interlocutor spoke to him condescendingly and forwarded his request to one of 

his less senior marketing managers, refusing to receive him in person in his office. “If 

he’s the owner of SÜTAŞ,” the CEO told me, “I’m the CEO of this city’s biggest 

institution,” sounding humiliated. The CEO wished to see an equality of status between 

Bursaspor and the city’s leading industrial corporations, but one that was foolishly 
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unrecognized by the corporations who thought themselves ‘larger than the city’ as the 

angry Bursaspor crowd likes to say. Few weeks after the boycott campaign in public and 

brokering in private by industrialist members of the Bursaspor Congress, whose 

enterprises manufacture parts for TOFAŞ/FIAT and who have business and friendly ties 

to the senior management in Istanbul, TOFAŞ eventually sat down with Bursaspor and 

eventually bought the naming rights for one of the four main stands in the stadium for 

the coming season. In exchange for 900K US dollars, the company bought the naming 

rights of one of the four main stands plus five hundred season tickets from the same 

territory in order to distribute these among its workers in Bursa. These brokering 

Bursaspor Congress members/parts manufacturers would be hosted in the protested 

luxury lounge inside Beşiktaş Vodafone Arena next year, when Bursa played Beşiktaş 

away in Istanbul. The dairy giant SÜTAŞ, too, would eventually ‘give a sponsorship’ 

(sponsorluk vermek) after being the object of public pressure.  

During the boycott campaign, at 11 PM on a Sunday night, May 15, 2016, a 22-

year-old male was stabbed in Bursa. The victim, wearing a black-and-white Beşiktaş 

jersey, was on his way to join a public celebration after his favorite soccer team Beşiktaş 

clinched the national championship that night. 26 The Beşiktaş fan, a resident of Bursa, 

was attacked by a band of young male Bursaspor supporters, who wanted to send the 

 

26 “Beşiktaş’ın şampiyonluğunu kutlarken bıçaklandı,” Milliyet, 16 May 2016, 
http://www.milliyet.com.tr/besiktas-in-sampiyonlugunu-kutlarken-bursa-yerelhaber-1373904.  
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message that in Bursa territory only Bursaspor’s colors are allowed. “Bursa 

Bursasporlularındır (Bursa belongs to Bursaspor fans),” as one aggressive fan page on 

Facebook is titled rewording the anti-pluralistic slogan of Turkish nationalism, ‘Turkey 

belongs to the Turks.’ The crime scene was Nilüfer, the sub-metropolitan municipal zone 

covering the city’s western third and governed by a Republican People’s Party (RPP) 

affiliated mayor, home to middle and upper-middle class consumption spaces and 

residential quarters. Nilüfer is also home to TOFAŞ Sports Salon, standing next to 

Podium Park, the emblematic mall consisting of high-end restaurants. This is where 

TOFAŞ basketball team plays its basketball games and competes in the national 

basketball league. While the corporation owns its basketball team, Bursaspor is legally 

an association for public good. It has no owners but the city.27  

6.5 Özlüce, Nilüfer 

 

Sordular benim babama 
Ne iş bu delikanlı 

Özlüce’de evi var mı 
Ya da bir arabası 

 
Annesi atladı hemen aşk karın doyurmaz ki 

iki çıplak bir hamamda asla oynamaz ki 
Tribüncüymüş bu belli ki serseri 

Bu kızı biz size hiç vermeyiz ki 
 

27 Bursaspor’s principal symbol is as abstract as the idea of “the city,” the number “16,” the car-plate code for 
the territorial-administrative unit Bursa, referring to the 16th position of “Bursa” in the alphabetic list of 
provinces of the Republic of Turkey. 
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Does he have a house in Özlüce?  
Or a nice car? 

What kind of a young man is he? 
The girl’s father asked. 

 
Her mom added: love cannot be eaten 

two naked partners will never play well in a Turkish bath 
He belongs to the tribün, he’s certainly a thug 

We’ll never allow our daughter to marry your son.” 
 
 

From a popular YouTube video of Bursaspor fans singing 
 

As I drive to the club headquarters, I pass factories and warehouses making up 

the Bursa Organized Industrial District (Bursa OID) and the smaller but adjacent Nilüfer 

Organized Industrial District (Nilüfer OID) before I reach Özlüce: the on-demand, high-

income residential quarters in Bursa’s expanding southwestern suburb. Until the 1990s, 

Özlüce was an agricultural roadside village on the westbound intercity road connecting 

Bursa to the Aegean port of İzmir, 200 miles to the southwest. Today, Özlüce is the 

southwestern-most quarter of urbanized Bursa but it is well-integrated to the rest of the 

urban fabric thanks to asphalt roads and a light-rail terminating one stop after Özlüce at 

the suburban campus of Uludağ University. Özlüce is replete with new, handsome 

multi-story buildings (apartman) and multi-building residential complexes (site), 

geographically and sociologically distant, as the epigraphic lyrics suggest, from the once 

informally built residential neighborhoods associated with organized Bursaspor 
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fandom, which are in eastern Bursa, paralleling the eastbound intercity road connecting 

Bursa with the national capital Ankara, 240 miles to the southeast. Özlüce suburb is 

governed by the Nilüfer sub-metropolitan municipality, the westmost of the three main 

sub-metropolitan zones united at the top under the Bursa Metropolitan Municipality. 

Nilüfer is the ‘western’ third of Bursa, associated with higher income households, 

spacious residences, wide boulevards, and luxury consumption malls. Nilüfer ranks the 

lowest in population density with 753 residents/kilometer square and highest in income-

per capita.  

Nilüfer strongly contrasts with the two other zones, Osmangazi and Yıldırım, the 

latter of which has a density of 5907 residents per kilometer squares. They contains the 

garaj altı neighborhoods, home to the Amigos of Teksas. Suggested by the song, the 

contrast between Özlüce and tribün masculinities is an emic opposition that abbreviates 

social distance in the form of spatial contrast. Having tea with me out on the porch and 

watching a newly built housing complex across the street from Bursaspor’s Özlüce 

clubhouse, a 20-year old Bursaspor supporter, the Çanakkale regional liaison for 

Bursaspor’s nationwide tribün organization Unitimsah (College Students for Bursaspor) 

describes this urban contrast: “the more west you go in Bursa, the less you see human 

relations. Where I come from my father knows the man five blocks away and my mother 

hosts for tea the woman five blocks away,” referencing a thicker exchange of personal 

acquaintances against what he views as an impersonalized western Bursa. Having 
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entered a two-year program at the public university in Çanakkale, a college town three 

hours’ drive from Bursa, he is interning at Bursaspor as part of this sports management 

vocational diploma, an internship he secured through his status as a regional liaison for 

the tribün organization Unitimsah. 

Standing in the middle of residential complexes in Özlüce is the Bursaspor 

facility: a spacious parking lot, three natural grass fields used by the professional soccer 

team for weekday training drills, and a four-story, pyramid-shaped concrete structure. 

Four floors in the pyramid structure are office spaces for the full-time administrative 

staff (basement); rooms, showers, and massage rooms for the professional football 

players (2nd and 3rd floors); and a grandiosely decorated Board of Directors Meeting 

Room in an attic-shaped room with a roundtable for board meetings (top floor). This is 

an architectural representation of the organizational hierarchy of Bursaspor Sports Club: 

at the top stands the city’s business elites, forming the board of directors elected by the 

Bursaspor Congress; below them the highly remunerated celebrity athletes of the 

professional soccer team contracted from a global market for talent; and in the hardly lit 

basement are full-time staff who have little status, authority or public significance, some 

earning minimum wage salaries and those in the marketing and sponsorship and 

accounting and legal affairs slightly higher. This group of fifteen were my daily 

coworkers, running the club management, which half resembles a tiny corporate office 

space with a mixed gender, smart casual dressed staff working on their laptops, and part 
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resembles the neighborhood coffeehouses where I met my amigo-interviewees. In the 

less corporate-looking rooms of media and public relations, the purchasing department, 

and license and registration where I had my chair, the scenery is more like idle men of 

working class backgrounds chatting all day over tea, coffee, and cigarettes and hosting a 

daily inflow of exclusively male guests who stop by for a glass of tea while sharing 

gossip or asking a favor. Regular guests to the club include Pasha Selim, coaches 

employed by the Bursaspor Soccer Youth Academy or coaches working on sport teams 

other than soccer; former professionals or former board members; kinsmen for the staff, 

sport police, or a local NGO that wants to have a social charity announcement before the 

next game, or others who might have small business with the sport club. 

At one corner of this semi-corporately designed basement floor is the 

inordinately sized and expensively decorated office room of the genel müdür, the CEO 

for lack of a better translation. Bursaspor CEOs in club history has often had the status of 

a right-hand man for the elected chairman, some being senior managers in the 

chairman’s own family firm, but the new CEO wanted to change that. The position was 

occupied during my fieldwork by a mechanical engineer who headed the basement 

floor. The CEO has been a Bursaspor Congress member since the early 1990s. He is also 

the person who personally asked me to reorient my fieldwork to focus on Bursaspor, 

help decipher the club’s organizational challenges, and partake in an eventually aborted 

reform project he had in mind captured by the keywork ‘corporate governance’ or 
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kurumsal yönetim. The staff rooms, especially the ones which are exclusively male, are 

places of gossip about the many real and speculative stories make Bursaspor a camia, a 

densely connected civic sporting society interwoven with personal acquaintances and 

reciprocities. My desk was in the License, Accreditation, and International Relations 

Office described by the CEO as the club’s ‘cosmic room’ – metaphorically named after a 

top-secret room at the headquarters of Turkey’s Bureau of National Intelligence, from 

where classified audio recordings were leaked in 2013, popularizing the term cosmic 

room. This is good place to gossip. On Bursaspor’s home games, I accompanied my co-

workers in the stadium from morning hours to post-match hours in the Accreditation 

office inside the stadium. Any match attendee who is not a ticket-buying fan must get 

accredited by my coworkers to be entitled to enter the stadium. Accredited figures 

include city sport police and private security, staff for the league’s official broadcaster, 

vendors and their staff, and also amigos who were officially accredited as Bursaspor’s 

‘entertainment and choreography directors.’  

During fieldwork on weekdays, I arrived at the facilities shortly after the 

workday started at 8:30 AM, driving through the sliding steel door at the security 

checkpoint on which hangs the coat of arms of the Bursa Metropolitan Municipality and 

the date 2007: the benefactor-sponsor of the facility and the date of its inauguration. 

Making sure I don’t mistakenly occupy VIP parking lots demarcated with the signs 

‘board members,’ ‘athletes,’ and ‘the CEO,’ I park my car in the unprivileged lot 
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categorized as personel (staff) and walk towards the main door of the pyramidical 

structure, at the entrance of which are two arrows: a first sign, ‘sportive staff,’ pointing 

to a stairway ascending to the athlete rooms in the second and third floors, and a second 

sign, ‘administrative staff,’ pointing to a stairway descending to the basement. “If you 

are looking for kurumsal yönetim (corporate governance) here, you will be disappointed. 

Human relations dominate,” my co-worker Hakan first welcomed me in the cosmic 

room. Knowing I was here at the invitation of the CEO, to partake in the CEO’s vision of 

reforming the club’s organizational culture to comply with corporate governance, 

Hakan immediately presented me his own terms for what he saw as the incompatibility 

between two coexisting modus operandi. “Here,” he continued, “they don’t’ create 

positions for jobs and then receive CV’s and decide if that’s the best person for the 

position. They first decide on who to place on the payroll and then create a position for 

that person.” Only a few months later he would tell me that one staff member 

illustrating the pattern was none other than our third co-worker in the same office room, 

who was hired as a favor to his inşaatçı (construction developer) uncle, who has been 

donating to Bursaspor with the ambition for civic name recognition. Oytun’s monthly 

wage, I would eventually learn, was two times that of Hakan’s, despite the latter being 

the senior staff. This mismatch between seniority and remuneration determined by 

personal and vertical ties with civic elites justifiably convinced Hakan that Bursaspor 
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can never be a site of corporate governance and will remain ruled by the conventions of 

the camia. 

When Bursaspor’s CEO asked me to conduct fieldwork in Bursaspor, “here,” he 

said, “is a laboratory for you.” He wanted “Bursaspor to be a part” of my research. 

“Can,” he hyperbolically introduced me to others, “is a graduate of Robert College in 

Istanbul and had his B.A and M.A in Sociology at Bogazici University. He is now a PhD 

student at Duke University, USA doing research on soccer in Turkey. But more 

importantly and above all, he is a true Bursaspor fan.” To my embarrassment, the CEO 

underlined my language skills, previous work experience with the Nobel Laurate Orhan 

Pamuk, and my connection to the club via my father, an orthopedic surgeon, who 

worked as the club’s doctor between 1994 and 2005. “He is not his father’s son,” the CEO 

made sure I heard in the presence of others, “his father should be called Can’s father,” 

attributing to me a worth based on credentials and sociocultural connectedness beyond 

Bursa and not merely the social capital associated with my father’s name, legal tender 

only inside the Bursaspor camia. I would go through this initiation every time the CEO 

introduced me to various individuals within the Bursaspor community. For the CEO, I 

represented something missing but needed. A passionate Bursaspor fan, a badge of 

loyalty to the place of birth, but one who joined the national and global elite in a 

prestigious, American high school in Istanbul, someone with internationally valid 

educational credentials and language skills. An upwardly and outwardly mobile local 
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who is nonetheless anchored in the point of origin by interest in Bursaspor. I wasn’t the 

only one the CEO was headhunting for. In his optimistic projection, there are “seventy 

thousand white collars of Bursa origin who work in the managerial echelons of Turkey’s 

corporate world based in Istanbul.” The CEO hoped to tap into this human resource 

pool. Throughout my fieldwork, he surveyed the list of members of the Bursaspor 

Congress and gave friendly phone calls to those listed as managers at the Istanbul-based 

headquarters of multinational corporations such as Samsung and Bosch that run 

industrial operations inside Bursa OIDs. The CEO encouraged them to visit the club 

when they are in the city and hear about his corporate modernization plans for 

Bursaspor. Most of such attempts, including the one to get me on Bursaspor’s payroll, 

failed. 

While I wasn’t immediately sure how my academic career could contribute to 

corporate governance, I was more than once reminded that social and cultural capital is 

convertible in the myriad of trans-local flows that shape the globalized world of FIFA 

soccer and corporations. When a renowned sports commentator for Turkey’s version of 

ESPN, Ntvspor, attended an online course titled “Sports and Society,” he was surprised 

to find the instructor, Orin Starn, wearing a Bursaspor jersey which I had gifted him. 

The commentator took a screenshot and shared the photo on Twitter and the Bursaspor 

CEO retweeted the photo to gain more than hundred likes on Twitter by Bursaspor 

supporters. Expanding Bursaspor’s social media traffic is a critical corporate indicator 
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the CEO was targeting, given that social media analytics are used for corporate 

advertisers to assess the market value of a club’s brand. Later, I attended an academic 

conference in Basel, Switzerland on the relationship between soccer and aesthetics. I was 

joined there by the former Bursaspor midfielder, a crowd favorite, the Australian-

Serbian Marxist footballer Ivan Ergic who gave a paper on Adorrno, sports, and the 

culture industry. When I shared with the CEO my prospective meeting with Ivan Ergic, I 

soon turned into an ambassador representing the club with a small gift I was to present 

to the Marxist player. Ergic was part of the dream team when Bursaspor won its only 

ever league title in 2010 and is an extremely popular figure liked by the staff and the 

tribün for his lack of hubris, amicability, and his refusal of celebrity benefits that come 

with the status of a star athlete who played as high as in Juventus, in Italy, at the top of 

the global pyramid of FIFA soccer. That same year, Ergic was offered a managerial 

position at the club as a public relations boost to appease tribün discontent, but the 

retired athlete refused. 

Having my own desk in the club, I helped out with paperwork when an extra 

hand was needed and translated international correspondence as the only fluent English 

speaker among the staff. Most of the time, I joined the gossip with male visitors over tea. 

My co-workers were Hakan and Oytun, the former 32 and the latter 26 years old. Both 

were sons of industrial workers, whose fathers retired around their early fifties thanks to 

better retirement deals “back in the time” when the labor market was more secure. 
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Hakan, the senior staff, graduated from college. Despite being married with three kids, 

he lived in the same house with his parents, who moved from Bulgaria to Turkey in the 

late 1950s – along with most of the industrial workforce of Bursa who immigrated from 

former Yugoslavia (Kosovo and Macedonia) and Bulgaria throughout the Cold War 

when the city underwent industrial growth. Hakan had been unemployed and engaged 

in petty commodity trade in neighborhood open-air bazaars with his retired father 

before being hired by the club at the recommendation of Mehmet, another staff I deeply 

hung out with, the club’s bus driver for the past two decades. Mehmet is a 38-year-old 

man of Kosovan origin who was also born in Bursa, the son of a service bus driver for 

Sönmez Filament Inc, the city’s once leading coporation employing an upwards of ten 

thousand workers. Bus Driver Mehmet, one the club’s memory banks, is also a cousin to 

Amigo Pasha. 

Oytun, my other co-worker, another working-class man, was from Mudanya, a 

coastal town along the Marmara Sea at the northern periphery of Bursa, Bursa’s ferry 

port for touristic travel to and from Istanbul. Oytun worked as a cab driver prior to 

being hired in Bursaspor, driving passengers between the port and downtown. After his 

military service, Oytun’s uncle asked to club a favor – in exchange of his donations – 

hire his nephew and give him an unskilled but stable job. Oytun mostly assisted in 

running office errands. Oytun’s uncle is not only an upwardly mobile construction 

developer but also presents a socially acknowledged political affinity with the ruling 
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political party and the JDP-affiliated city council. He made a fortune during the past 

decade when Bursa’s urban fabric rapidly grew and merged with the port of Mudanya. 

As Oytun explained to me, many of his kinsmen and townsmen with farmland around 

Mudanya ‘got rich’ by selling their lands to residential developers when Bursa’s urban 

fabric expanded northward. His uncle reinvested this in the construction business 

himself and was now looking to dance with the giants in the Bursaspor Congress and 

made a failed bid for Bursaspor chairmanship in the Annual Congress Elections in June 

2018. 

6.6 Glocalism, or the Impossible Love Affair between the 
Tribün and the Corporate Front 

The CEO is in his late fifties, a born and raised local and a long-time fan and 

member of Bursaspor Congress. Like a significant portion of Bursa’s population, he 

comes from a family of immigrants from Bulgaria, but it was his grandparents who 

moved between the two world wars, settling first in Istanbul then in a historic 

neighborhood in old Bursa. As he constantly narrates, he later rediscovered his multi-

sited, part European part Anatolian identity unlike my younger and not so upwardly 

mobile Balkan immigrant co-workers, who have never been outside Turkey, most never 

having applied for a passport, and were remarkably ignorant and indifferent about their 

family histories of immigration from Eastern Europe. Despite his multi-sited discovery 

of a European identity, the CEO considers himself more of a Bursa local than anyone 

else. He is a proud collector of books and paraphernalia about urban history and culture 
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and a dedicated promoter of localist identification with Bursa. He grew up as the son of 

a craftsman and later studied mechanical engineering in Istanbul in the early 1980s, and 

as he likes to tell me, was a fascist in his youth during the right-left enmities of Cold 

War, but now believes in communism, by which understands a cosmopolitan 

worldview. After having previously worked for industrial enterprises in Bursa as an 

engineer, the CEO later started his own firm, but he was unable to build a consistent 

business. He is proud that his son and daughter are studying in nationally elite public 

schools in Istanbul and encouraged his daughter to study sport law in Germany with the 

hope that she will return to Bursa and globalize Bursaspor. But she eventually married a 

German citizen and enrolled for the bar in Cologne. 

The CEO is a member of Bursa’s Rotary Club and was among dozens of people 

publicly targeted in 2012 by a local Islamist paper to be among the Free Masons of Bursa. 

Before being promoted to the position of the CEO by the new chairman, elected shortly 

before I started fieldwork, he was responsible for the economic management of 

Bursaspor amateur teams, sports outside professional soccer and basketball (track and 

field, boxing, table tennis, volleyball, taekwondo, badminton). He is a former triple 

jumper and served as the delegate representing Bursa at the Turkish Athletics 

Federation (TAF) as well as in the executive committees of the TAF and the World 

Mountain Running Association (WMRA). He takes pride in having started recording the 

club’s expenses and instituting a ‘no receipt no reimbursement’ rule to govern the link 
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between the club and the coaches that both train athletes and manage these amateur 

teams. In columns he wrote in a local online news platform, associated not with the 

opposition, he promoted an ideology of küreyerelleşme (glocalization) – promoting urban-

to-global ties while promoting the local values of one’s city, a term coined in 1992 by the 

English sociologist Roland Robertson. The term captures the economic development 

history of Bursa into a global industrial city and adds to this a cultural passion derived 

from civic belonging, represented by Bursaspor fandom above any other cultural 

expression.  

According to the CEO, Bursaspor lags behind in the national and global soccer 

competitions not due to the competitive weakness of its athletes but more primarily due 

to poor governance and the lack of glocalized sport administrators. Having grown up in 

Pınarbaşı, a historic downtown neighborhoods on the skirts of Mount Uludağ, the CEO 

now lives, among many other urban elites, a suburban life in the northwestern 

periphery of Bursa, in Bademli, which some locals define as Bursa’s Beverly Hills. In 

soccer, the CEO defines glocalization as a mix of business modernization and passionate 

fandom. The local part denotes a refusal to identify with the big three in Istanbul and 

identify exclusively with Bursaspor, as opposed to the statistically more prevalent 

pattern in which Bursa citizens root for the local team against other city teams while also 

taking sides in the prime-time, televised triangular national rivalry among the big three. 

This glocalized vision is thus a mix of an underdog culture inside the nation combined 
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with an urban-to-global aspiration. Bursaspor should transform its globalized industrial 

wealth into a challenger status in professional soccer and refuse a provincial role as a 

mere feeder of talent to the big three, who get to represent Turkey in trans-European 

UEFA tournaments as ‘the national champions.’ To use a native phrase that I often heard 

from the CEO, this imagined glocalized administrator will ‘act with the reflexes of the 

tribün,’ denoting a willingness to share the plebian partisanship and the contender ethos 

associated with tribün masculinities despite that global footprint. I would also interpret 

the local aspect of the ‘glocal’ as denoting an interactional skillset, one that potentially 

draws a person inside male-to-male reciprocities, sportive and non-sportive, that 

constitutes the Bursaspor camia. This civic partisan refusal to identify with the big three 

provides those who successfully perform it with a public identity of civic representation, 

allowing men from differing backgrounds to address, makes demands on, challenge, or 

negotiate with one another as well as with a wide variety of civic actors ranging from 

municipal mayors, governors, and business elites.  

But this exclusive civic localism hits a limit within the globalized sport business, 

heightened competition, Bursa’s own globalization and the time-space compressions 

that blur the sociocultural and industrial boundaries between Bursa and Istanbul. In one 

narrative I heard often inside tribün frequenters, the ideal chairman for Bursa should be 

Levent Kızıl, a former Bursaspor chairman embedded in one of the city’s largest 

corporate families, whose soda brand is often one of the main corporate sponsors of 
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Bursaspor. Leven Kızıl is linked with Turkey’s national business elites, friendly with the 

Koç Holding and adept at public performances of passionate Bursaspor partisanship in 

the stadium. But the tribün can’t stomach the fact that Kızıl resides in Istanbul, is also a 

Fenerbahçe fan in addition to his Bursaspor sympathies and appeared in national 

television inside the Fenerbahçe dressing room cheering alongside Fenerbahçe directors 

after the Istanbul team won a national title one year.  

This public frame of axial confrontation between Bursaspor and the big three, 

invented in the past two decades and born from the violent grassroots culture of 

overnighting that I review in Chapter 4, functions like a discursive and performative 

matrix for the organization of narrative and behavioral assortment of civic nationalism 

and civic globalism, setting in motion allegoric tensions between two but also a search 

for acceptable frames of integration between these two, nested historical patterns. For 

the tribün leaders, most but all of who identify with the ruling Justice and Development 

Party or the ultra-right Nationalist Movement Part, this axial sportive confrontation also 

utilizes grammatically awkward neologisms like şehr-i müdafaa (defending the city) 

which describes a masculine culture of civic protectionism where tribün groups protest 

and assault the commercial or social presence of the big three inside Bursa territory. This 

popular civic nationalism also concoct vulgar historical analogies that depict Bursa as 

the true and original Muslim-Turkish capital of the Ottoman Empire in the 14th century 

and the big three as the corrupt Byzantine Empire, mapping a sportive underdog 
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attitude into a crude civilizational clash between the East and the West, Islam and 

Christianity, fought across the Southern and Northern shores of the Marmara Sea that 

separates Bursa from Istanbul. Bursa’s globalized industrialists, on the other hand, have 

long deepened their business relations within the OECD with mergers and supplier 

contracts with European, American, Japanese, and South Korean corporations especially 

in car parts manufacturing. Textile manufacturers that survived the Chinese competition 

accumulate capital by exporting to the European common market, in which Turkey is a 

member since 1996, and to the United States. 

The global aspect of this agglutinated phrase ‘glocalims’ denotes the CEO’s 

aspiration to expand Bursaspor’s capacity to build outwardly social and business ties 

that will link Bursaspor with the globalized world of multinational corporations, 

captured by the key term corporate governance – the aspiration to ensure Bursaspor 

appears credible and business worthy not only for local but also for global sponsors. The 

framework of corporate governance was materially present throughout my fieldwork in 

the form of a booklet, the copies of which the CEO distributed to staff members working 

in marketing, sponsorship, sales, and media in the basement as well as me in one of our 

first meetings. The booklet, titled Governance Guide for Turkish Football Clubs in the Light of 

Principles of Corporate Governance, was launched by the Association for Corporate 

Governance in Turkey (TKYD), in a spectacular event in 2010 and published as a book in 

2011. The CEO ambitiously told me that he also purchased the Club Management Guide 
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published by the European Club Association (ECA) and that his son has been translating 

that into Turkish.28 “This will be Bursaspor’s contribution to Turkish football,” he told 

me as he handed me a couple of other DVDs, recordings of a summit organized by the 

Turkish Football Federation, where the national soccer regulator invited sports business 

leaders from Western Europe to give seminars to a Turkish audience. To these books 

and DVDs were later added the annual financial and governance reports of the Spanish 

giants Real Madrid, which the CEO acquired via an email inquiry. The Spanish club 

made a friendly gesture of mailing them to Bursa for free. Using my English and 

analytical skills, I was to read, summarize, and single out points which Bursaspor could 

learn from. This is also a project to Europanize Bursaspor. 

“Soon, the CEO said, “with the stricter financial regulations by the UEFA, the 

eighth placed team in the Turkish League will qualify for Europe because the first seven 

teams will fail to comply with UEFA’s Financial Fair Play Criteria.” UEFA Financial Fair 

Play, introduced in 2011, is a set of institutional requirements in European soccer, 

including for clubs to comply with financial auditing norms and also budgetary 

standards that require clubs to restraint their debts if they want to pass the ‘UEFA club 

license’ test that has since become a condition for participation in the lucrative pan-

 

28 “The idea of creating an ECA Club Management Guide was born from the need of having a manual which 
shares best practices in different aspects of club football management. In fact, in today's football 
environment the quality of a club's management is key to success, and the aim of such guide is to review 
different aspects of club management such as a club's operational, commercial, community and sporting 
activities.” “ECA Club Management Guide,” http://www.ecaeurope.com/about-eca/education/club-
management-guide. Accessed October 8, 2017. 
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European leagues owned by the UEFA. UEFA-member associations like the Turkish 

Football Federation are expected to exercise analogous ‘club licensing’ criteria as a 

condition for participation in national leagues so as to create domestic regulatory 

continuity with UEFA norms. UEFA consists of 55 member-national federations that 

form a Eurasian soccer market that spans from the Atlantic coasts of Europe all the way 

to the circum-Caspian to include Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Kazakhstan on the eastern 

flank. UEFA’s two main annual transnational tournaments, UEFA Champions League 

and UEFA Europe League accept teams according to their league standing in their 

respective, UEFA-affiliated national leagues in the previous year. UEFA nation-states 

are ranked by a mathematical coefficient that seeds UEFA national leagues: stronger 

leagues gain more club quotas and their teams are seeded, while weaker leagues have 

less quotas and their teams play preliminaries to qualify for the more lucrative rounds of 

these UEFA tournaments that raise revenue through selling broadcasting rights across 

the world and through sponsorship from global corporations like Heineken and 

Mastercard.  

During my fieldwork, Turkey ranked in the top ten among the 55 nations of 

UEFA and the Turkish national champion received the right of direct entry to the 

lucrative UEFA Champions’ League Group Stage that guarantees a team a minimum of 

6 prime-time games and a hefty sum of revenue. Every year, five clubs of the Turkish 

league earn the right to participate in the two European tournaments and receive 
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varying shares of revenue from this global market, which has televised audiences across 

the world. Since 2011, however, clubs’ participation in the European stage is contingent 

on compliance with UEFA Financial Fair Play that wants to impose an ethos of financial 

accountability to apply to sporting competition. Known with the soccer idiom 

‘qualifying for Europe,’ the greatest trophy of annually repeating national leagues is 

popularly viewed as the right to enter cross-border tournaments. While these national-

to-European routes have been monopolized by the big three in Istanbul, the national 

qualification framework opens space for competition inside the nation. When Bursaspor 

won the national title, the team became Turkey’s representative in Europe next year. 

Since UEFA’s formation in 1956 and its quick monopolization of European cross-border 

tournaments inside a nation-to-nation framework of qualification, club-to-club private 

transnational organizations, which earlier created the European soccer market, ceded. 

UEFA regulations, since the 1990s, have been gradually shaped by an increased scrutiny 

by European financial regulators and constitutional rulings by the European Court of 

Justice that categorized sport as a realm of business in 1995, which I describe in Chapter 

Seven. 

Governance Guide for Turkish Football Clubs in the Light of Principles of Corporate 

Governance lists a collection of individuals as contributing authors. Other listed authors 

of the guidebook are the banker-author Tuğrul Akşar; Burak Gürkan, the marketing 

manager of the Turkish Football Federation (TFF); Dorukhan Acar, a board member for 
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the TKYD and consultant with the Boston Consulting Group; Levent Bıçakçı, former 

president of the TFF (2004-2006) and Vice-Chairman of UEFA’s Appeals Body since 

1990; Güray Karacar, TOFAŞ-FIAT’s Director of Public Affairs during my fieldwork; 

Mete İkiz, a former member of the Galatasaray Sport Club Board of Directors and the 

Private Equity Investment Director of Turkish Funds at the National Bank of Greece 

Investments (NBGI); and Ömer Tanrıöver, Deloitte Auditing Turkey Partner. For the 

CEO, this booklet and the TKYD represented the future of globalizing soccer. What 

Bursaspor lacked were full time managerial staff who were passionate Bursaspor fans, 

possessed that localist masculine ethos called “the reflexes of the tribün,”  but also 

belonged to the same social circles and could speak the same language with this group 

of corporate men of haute business. The CEO certainly thought I was a viable candidate 

and shortly asked me to join meetings between Bursaspor and TKYD as a ‘consultant’ to 

facilitate exchanges and correspondence between Bursaspor and TKYD. The CEO told 

me that a strategic plan would be drafted for TKYD to guide Bursaspor, free of charge, 

to reform the club’s ad hoc management routines, guide the club towards incorporating 

its soccer team, and list this this newborn legal entity as a publicly traded company in 

order to raise capital in the stock market and restructure its debts. With my position as 

the “glocal” Bursaspor fan/globalized academic, I would compile a set of data requested 

by the TKYD on the club’s financial and organizational structure.  
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6.7 Sportive Vision of the Banking Front: Competing 
Accountably 

Among the authors of the booklet, one name catches the eye: Tuğrul Akşar, a 

banker who penned multiple books on the globalized transformations of soccer business 

and the related financial crisis of Turkish soccer teams. Akşar was the expert to be heard 

when Turkey’s parliament convened an investigative committee to address soccer’s 

governance and debt problems in 2011, where the banker shared his diagnosis and 

proposals that also shape the spirit of the TKYD guidebook. According to Akşar, the 

legalization of private television networks and the administrative autonomy of the TFF 

from the GDPE in the 1990s, earning the soccer regulator the authority to freely deal 

with commercial promoters and corporate sponsorships, made the Turkish soccer league 

into one of the top ten soccer leagues in the world in terms of aggregate revenues raised. 

Revenues grew even further during my fieldwork when the league’s broadcasting rights 

were bought by the Qatari corporation beIN SPORTS for a fee of $500 million. But “in 

football, there is an interesting contradiction and paradox,” the banker said: as revenues 

increase, the amount spent on players increase even faster.  

Akşar was describing what American sport economists Zimbalist and Syzmanski 

conceptualize as the hypercompetitive economy of European soccer. The concept refers 

to the UEFA system of vertically linking every league to a higher and a lower league 

through a pyramidical promotion-relegation system, earning winners of a league the 

right to promote to the bigger market of the higher league next year. The same system 
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demotes the losers of a league to the smaller market of the lower league. This system 

creates strong incentives for teams to spend more in player salaries: higher salaries have 

proven to be reliable indicators of sporting success. In this system, clubs cannot easily sit 

out a year or two and cut their major costs while still enjoying a regular revenue from 

league participation. Relegation does not only cause public protests but also a great and 

sudden loss of revenue due to demotion to a commercially less lucrative league with less 

television value, incentivizing every league team to always be on their toes and 

compulsively enter the competitive bidding races for the in-demand athletes. For the big 

three in Turkey, which command significantly higher revenues than their domestic 

rivals thanks to their nationwide popularity, relegation is unlikely but the three often 

engage in cutthroat competition and spend in a triangular arms race to earn the single 

spot reserved for Turkey in the UEFA Champions League. For the rest of the Turkish 

league, the three relegation spots at the bottom of the league table of 18 teams, the so-

called ‘fire zone,’ is a dreaded threat that prevents a team’s decision-makers from 

intermittent cost control. For Bursaspor, relegation always guarantees a tribün riot, too. 

Akşar explained that parallel to the growth of commercial soccer revenues of Turkish 

league clubs, the clubs’ budget deficits expanded even faster in the 2000s. What the clubs 

do in response is to seek external ways of financing these deficits to remain in the race, 

with clubs turning to bigger and bigger bank loans in a macroeconomic context of credit 

expansion, with soccer’s joint-stock politics now reserving a much bigger space for 
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interest-bearing loans from commercial banks taking over fully from the bicycling and 

participatory loans from a rotating pool of associational elites. Since the televised and 

corporate revenues pull up the prices at the global level, there is a price threshold that 

has been passed, associational Bursaspor elites think, that make it increasingly more 

risky for individuals to finance the transfer market with personal loans, and the tragic 

failure of chairman Ali Ay to attempt to do so in my fieldwork was a thesis 

experientially confirmed. 

According to Tuğrul Akşar, the remedy to the crisis is two-fold and involves 

inserting forms of auditing and corporate-managerial authority between the direct and 

popularity-driven relation between the popular voice of the tribün and the associational 

creditors, or between amigos and chairmen. The first remedy is to follow the best 

practices in Europe and establish a Higher Financial Auditing Body inside the TFF that 

imposes uncompromising sanctions on league clubs that exceed a debt-asset ratio and 

extends the ethos of UEFA Financial Fair Play into the national domain. Second is 

promoting the corporate governance of clubs, which is to say, institute a professional 

cadre of corporate managers to expand club bureaucracies to stand between the 

popularity-driven relation that links elected chairmen with the crowd appetite that 

compel chairmen to spend or otherwise make a fool of himself. Enlarging the social 

space of this corporate authority would also help clubs be more efficient not only in 

keeping track of and planning their budgets but also more fluently deal with corporate 
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sponsors to maximize their ‘non-television’ revenues. Clubs, the banker argued, assume 

the economic morality of gamblers when too much of a club’s revenue is raised at the 

national level by the TFF, which sells the league’s broadcasting rights distributes the 

clubs their share, while the independent clubs have no incentive to expand their 

capacities of marketing and behave like commercial entities. Haydan gelen huya gider, the 

banker said, using the proverb that moralizes the quick spending of money gained in 

gambling. Tellingly, Akşar defined the existing culture as ‘the tyranny of elected 

chairmanship’ (başkan sultası) and proposed to expand the powers of a group of 

“appointed not elected people who will govern the clubs economically, financially, and 

sportively” and these must be “experts, educated, and independent; qualified and 

skilled.” Aspirations of the CEO during my fieldwork followed this national dialogue of 

the past decade: to expand the capacities and authority of a full-time club staff 

independent from the frequent electoral rotation of chairmanship among wealthy 

industrialists who govern Bursaspor part-time as a participatory game of civic name 

recognition. Sport has become global business, too demanding to be a plaything of 

industrial elites, the CEO would tell me. 

The launcher of the guidebook, TKYD was originally founded as a working 

group inside the private association of Turkey’s big industrialists TUSIAD and in 2003, 

developed into a self-standing non-profit. TKYD partners with global auditors like 

Deloitte to promote OECD principles of corporate governance for Turkey’s commercial 
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and industrial firms, while promoting an institutionalized and rule-based listing of these 

companies in the globally integrated capital markets.29 Throughout the past decade, 

TKYD worked mainly to promote publications, organize conferences, and commission 

research – including qualitative social scientific and ethnographic work – to diagnose 

organizational challenges of turning family-owned firms into modern corporations with 

an ethos of accountability and rule-based behavior in the stock market, partnering with 

the independent regulator SPK (Capital Markets Board of Turkey). TKYD eventually felt 

the need to form a soccer working group and publish a manual on corporate governance 

in soccer, and even tried a pilot project with Akhisarspor Sports Club, a city team of the 

Turkish major soccer league representing a rapidly industrializing urban district three 

hours southwest of Bursa. TKYD shares the banker Tuğrul Akşar’s diagnosis that the ills 

of Turkish soccer lies in the fact that a multimillion dollar business of soccer remains 

couched within semi-public associational (dernek) clubs with elected chairmen who act 

like temporary owners and decision-makers at the same time, which do not allow a neat 

separation of authority and responsibility between shareholders and professional 

managers. TKYD’s guidebook proposes to eventually follow the footsteps of the English 

Premier League and sever the historically established tie between national associational 

forms and the commercial league and professional teams. Although derneks are bound 

 

29 Türkiye Kurumsal Yönetim Derneği ve Deloitte ortak yayını, Nedir bu kurumsal yönetim? 2006. 
http://www.tkyd.org/files/downloads/faaliyet_alanlari/yayinlarimiz/tkyd_yayinlari/nedir_bu_kurumsal_yonetim.pdf   
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by law to appoint a treasurer and can be audited by the Ministry of Interior, soccer clubs 

of today’s highly commercialized soccer economy are hubs of private money 

transactions some of which I analyzed in earlier chapters.  

TKYD’s sportive vision also promotes a capacity-conscious self-knowledge, 

criticizing the exercise of ambition above one’s capacity, forming a direct contrast 

between the foundationally unrealistic and dream-big culture of the tribün. According to 

a presentation on sport business given at the 2011 Turkish Auditors’ Congress by one of 

the TKYD guidebook’s listed authors, Dorukhan Acar of the Boston Consulting Group, 

teams should treat themselves belonging in separate leagues in a stratified classification 

in the UEFA market, according to which each strata of teams should follow a managerial 

morality proper to its place in the hierarchy. Clubs competing in the 55 national leagues 

that make up the UEFA European soccer are hierarchically placed into five levels 

according to their market power. These categories are Nurturing Farms at the bottom 

(level 1), followed by National Contenders (level 2), National Stars (level 3), European 

Contenders (level 4), and finally, Established International Brands (level 5). If one were 

to follow the model, Bursaspor would have to rationally self-identify as standing 

between Step 1 and Step 2 of this international ladder of European professional soccer 

and rationally restrain its ambition and accepts its role as primarily a feeder to the big 

three.  
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According to this stratified framework, Level 1 nurturing farms are “small, 

regional clubs with limited fan bases” and self-finance via support from within the 

boundaries of their hometown and the local business community. They ideally restrict 

spending on signing players from the competitive transfer market and instead 

concentrate on scouting their local hinterland and training local youth bases. Lacking 

financial resources, they regularly offload “poorly performing players down the ladder” 

and “high performing players up the ladder.” Level 1 teams must immediately realize 

the market value of their promising players to ensure financial stability and cover 

operational costs. Therefore, a nurturing farm should not be interested in winning 

tournaments and should trade ambition for balanced budgets. A nurturing farm would 

have to accept “inconsistent results” and forgo “goals of sportive achievement.”30 Level 

2 teams are “National Contenders” which are also local clubs but want to become 

challengers in the national league as aspiring and upward underdogs so that they can 

enjoy the prestige of national champions and qualify for the prestigious, annual 

transnational European tournaments and showcase their names internationally. 

National contenders are seeking to upgrade and join the class of Level 3 “National 

Stars.” To this end, they actively scout the accessible markets and try to contract result-

 

30 Presentation by Dorukhan Acar, “Futbolda Kurumsal Yönetim ve Denetim Paneli,” XV. Türkiye İç 
Denetim Paneli, 17 October 2011. http://www.futbolekonomi.com/images/stories/raporlar/yonetsel/TIDE-
KONGRE-SUNUMU-Final.pdf. 
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changing players. They hope that wins will help expand the fan base from local to the 

nationwide scale. 

Nonetheless, aspirant clubs risk staying too long in the transition period given 

that competition is tight. Not content with stagnant results, the clubs risk engaging in 

increased expenditure in the talent market that brings financial vulnerabilities on the 

long run when sportive investment (increased player salaries) fails to create an 

extraordinary sportive return or proportionally higher commercial revenues. As the 

model reiterates, while there is strong correlation between spending on player salaries 

and sportive results, there is no correlation between improved results in tournaments 

and higher revenues unless sportive results successive qualification for extremely 

competitive race to join the UEFA Champions League, with only one guaranteed spot 

for Turkey. Significantly improved results from one season to the next, if that merely 

means moving up from a previous season’s tenth place finish in the league to a fifth 

place finish, create little to no change in annual revenues the next season unless the club 

were to double or triple the price of tickets, which would upset the local fan base. The 

output of a team, the number of matched played and marketed to broadcasters, is fixed 

by the league organization. Step 3 teams “National Stars” have long-standing power 

inside the national league thanks to their nationwide markets or their location in the 

wealthier and metropolitan centers within the nation-state. Yet, contending regularly at 

the top of the national league is not a ceiling. They are similarly stuck in a transition to 
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Step 4 “European Contender” and should also restrain their European ambitions. If 

becoming a national contender requires financial risks, upgrading from national to 

European contender is similarly risky. TKYD’s sportive vision thus proposes to 

prioritize the risky elements of UEFA’s hypercompetitive economy and a self-conscious 

prudence that approaches ambition suspiciously. The only way to change a team’s 

‘destiny,’ if it is ever possible, is to invest in an efficient corporate club bureaucracy, 

because the only revenue that a club can increase during winning streaks is revenues 

from outside the fixed supply of tickets and broadcasting rights which are the corporate 

sponsorships and advertising revenues, which require an efficient team of corporate 

managers. 

6.8 One City, Two Teams: Bursaspor vs TOFAŞ 

Attending the local basketball league games played by the city’s corporately 

owned TOFAŞ Sport Club contrasts markedly with attending Bursaspor soccer games. 

Basketball tickets are easier to purchase, either online or on the spot from a small box 

office outside the arena. In every TOFAŞ basketball game I attended during fieldwork, 

the 7500 seater indoor venue was nearly sold out contrasting with a perceived market 

failure in the more popular soccer where the supply of stadium seats per soccer game is 

four times the average attendance: an average of 8,000 to 12,000 fans attend the 42,000 all 

seater soccer stadium. Basketball’s easier entry rules contrast with the elaborate security 

check required by the league-pass and the e-ticket system in soccer, a surveillance 
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mechanism implemented to control spectator violence after the 2011 Law on Sport 

Violence. One can simply purchase a ticket for basketball games minutes before the 

game without any security checks or registration. 

The so-called Pasolig league pass system requires every soccer match goer to first 

upload a passport photograph and register their unique Turkish citizen-ID code on a 

website, in order to create an individualized plastic pass. This league pass, which costs 

an annual fee, does not count as a ticket itself but merely earns one the right to purchase 

e-tickets registered to their names. Once registered with a league pass, the fans can 

either buy season tickets or single-match tickets which are automatically downloaded to 

their plastic cards. Match-goers can then swipe their cards at the stadium turnstiles 

where the gatekeeping staff employed by Asset Sportif Inc., the corporation which owns 

Pasolig, will double-check to see if the entrant’s face matches the passport photo that 

automatically appears at the turnstile upon the swipe. The system is supposed to assist 

the sport police identify spectators with a record of misconduct and ensure that tickets 

are not resold in the black market and also craft individualized sanctions such as 

blacklisting troublemakers. However, Pasolig is neither liked by tribün fraternities, who 

perceive the measures as criminalizing their subculture, nor appreciated by ordinary 

spectators, who criticize the Pasolig system for not having delivered its promises to 

restrain sanctions misbehaving individuals. Pasolig’s criminological promise was to 

install a legal system of individualized liability and put an end to the Turkish Football 
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Federation’s disciplinary mechanisms which impose sanctions on the clubs as a 

collective subject responsible for stadium misconduct. 

Given the lack of a comparable social history of spectator violence in the 

basketball league, Turkey’s second most popular team sport, there is also no comparable 

security bureaucracy, and anyone can freely purchase an anonymous ticket and enter 

league games shortly before any game. For Bursaspor fans I hung out with, Pasolig not 

only creates an uneasy feeling of fişlenme, slang for criminalizing profiling, but also takes 

away the option of spontaneously attending a single game at the last minute and costs 

an annual registration fee that equals the price of several matches. This places an 

inordinate burden on a potential customer if they wish to spontaneously attend only one 

or two games per season or sporadically join a friend or a family member who is a 

regular, creating a structural disincentive for spontaneous spectatorship and incentivizes 

only one type of customer who is committed to being a regular. Moreover, during the 

course of fieldwork, several tribün groups had been boycotting the stadium since the 

introduction of the Pasolig security system in 2014. Some of these boycotting soccer fans 

preferred to attend Bursaspor Basketball team’s less reputable games in the national 

second division for the less regulated atmosphere it offered. 

Difficulty of spontaneous attendance is also related to a drastic contrast between 

the spatial locations of the TOFAŞ basketball arena and the soccer stadium. Bursa 

Municipal Stadium, home of Bursaspor soccer, is removed from downtown leisure 
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spaces and built in a spot where no fraction of city dwellers would otherwise hang out 

in their free time. Compared to the location of the Bursaspor soccer stadium, the TOFAŞ 

Sport Salon enjoys a socioeconomic continuity with leisurely consumption patterns of 

the city’s middle and upper-middle class residents. The arena is across the street from an 

upscale shopping and dining mall, Podium Park, in the midst of high-in-demand 

Ataevler residential area. The basketball venue offers open air, spacious parking lots. 

Furthermore, the venue is easily walkable from the burgeoning Fatih Sultan Mehmet 

Boulevard, which is bright with bars, cafes, restaurants, an organic farmers market, and 

bookshops and serves as the leisure center of the opposition-governed Nilüfer district. 

In contrast, the newly built Bursaspor soccer stadium is neither in “new Bursa” nor in 

“old Bursa” but is situated roadside by the city’s freeway connecting the old and the 

new but part of neither. Despite the fact that the stadium is not physically far out and 

there is light-rail access, its location offers neither pedestrian convenience nor accessible 

parking lots. In matchdays, most match goers grumblingly walk a one-mile footway 

from the nearest metro station to the stadium that passes through a non-landscaped, 

unkempt plot of land on the side of a freeway until reaching the stadium’s security 

perimeter.  

An alternative sidewalk reaches the stadium through a construction site for a 

new hospital, a district police headquarters and the outermost facades of a densely and 

informally constructed Dikkaldırım neighborhood, self-built in this once outlier space by 
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communities that migrated to Bursa from Turkey’s northeast during Bursa’s industrial 

growth. The neighborhood is known for diasporic sportive attachments to the soccer 

team of the residents’ diasporic homeland, Trabzonspor, as witnessed by graffiti on the 

walls and colors in the local grocery stores. During matchdays, minor conflicts regularly 

outbroke between the Dikkaldırım community and roughly ten thousand, mostly young 

male Bursaspor spectators, some of whose pregame rituals involve drinking and 

noisemaking in public, which now infiltrate through the outer facades of this residential 

community into the narrow streets at the heart of the neighborhood, frustrating the 

residents who do not take a major interest in the game. Combined with fuming street 

vendors selling meatball sandwiches who compete for intersections to cater to the 

loitering crowds waiting for game time, with some residents watching the matchday 

crowd from the balconies of their homes, the matchday experience around the stadium 

feels more like a misplaced intrusion than a civic gathering at a public venue or at a 

commercialized leisure district.  

Before the municipal development project that demolished the 20,000-capacity 

downtown Ataturk Stadium [1936-2016], and commissioned the expensive municipal 

contract to build the current, 42,000-seating capacity stadium that inaugurated in early 

2016, the matchday experience had centered around the city’s central park, home to the 

Ataturk Stadium as well, an area which offered a variety of entertainment and hanging-

out options to not only for match-goers but urbanites from every residential community 
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and demographic. The central park and its walkable radius, which included Bursa’s 

once commercial main street, offered entertainment and dining options for consumers 

from across the income spectrum and pregame attractions for fans ranged from card-

game cafes, restaurants and hot dog booths, dive bars, Irish pubs, upscale taverns, and 

the wide-open and unregulated green spaces of the park itself. What disappeared, my 

interlocutors nostalgically reminisced, was this citywide matchday experience that made 

Bursaspor matches both a spontaneous weekend entertainment and a platform for civic 

participation. In addition to the city’s suburban expansion, the municipal decision to 

relocate the soccer stadium to make way for a downtown shopping mall strained a once 

concentrically imagined civic-sportive unity, at the center of which stood the Kültür 

Park and inside it the Ataturk Stadium and the Ataturk Sport Salon, home-venues for 

Bursa’s soccer, basketball and volleyball representatives, including the corporately 

owned TOFAŞ professional basketball team that competed in the national basketball 

league and won the national title in 2000 and 2001, earning a civic status as Bursa’s 

basketball representative. 

Between the brand-new basketball venue owned by TOFAŞ and the municipally 

owned, also brand-new soccer venue, the matchday experience today differs drastically. 

Both TOFAŞ and Bursaspor moved outside their earlier home bases inside Kültür Park 

but these two relocations have contrasting histories and form opposing images of 

professional sport culture. Compared to the amigo-orchestrated slogans sung without 
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microphones but by the fraternal power of a crowd of lungs, collectively chanted by 

shoulder-to-shoulder standing and jumping male packs that dominate Bursaspor soccer 

games’s aural, visual, and social atmosphere, TOFAŞ basketball games are preluded by 

professionally organized live dance performances, light shows and music curated by the 

salaried staff working for the TOFAŞ sport club, mimicking NBA pre-game attractions 

that produce controlled and commercially sponsored forms of spectator experience. 

Majority of spectators in TOFAŞ basketball games find the reserved seat numbers 

assigned to them on their tickets and watch the games seated, except for a tiny young 

male band behind one of the baskets, who replicate the collective chants and rhythmic 

jumping associated with Teksas. It was thus unsurprising to see Amigo Darko of Teksas 

orchestrating this small group in several TOFAŞ games I attended. The 40-year old 

Teksas amigo was seated behind the younger pack and giving commands to a dozen 

teenagers while visibly feeling like an estranged minority in this corporate environment.  

The next season, when Bursaspor’s own professional basketball team won the 

national second division and promoted to the top tier of the national basketball league, 

the two pro-basketball teams of the same civic territory, Bursaspor and TOFAŞ, now 

rivaled one another in the same league – a first occurrence in Bursa’s sport history. 

Basketball fans wanting the replicate the tribün shows of soccer thus abandoned the 

TOFAŞ games for good and headed back downtown, to the Ataturk Sport Salon that 

once hosted TOFAŞ as the city’s only professional basketball team and was cheered by 
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Bursaspor fans. With Bursaspor fielding a professional basketball team, the Ataturk 

Sport Salon now became the home-venue for Bursaspor with the two teams in the same 

national league sharing the city market territorially with TOFAŞ seated in the sub-

municipal western Nilüfer district governed by the oppositional Republican People’s 

Party and Bursaspor Basketball seated in the sub-municipal downtown Osmangazi 

district governed by the ruling Justice and Development Party.  

This situation disappointed the CEO’s hopes that the city’s largest multi-national 

industrial corporation and Bursaspor could establish a long-term basketball partnership 

to frame a wider cooperation between Bursaspor and the globalized corporations. This 

would unify the corporate power of TOFAŞ and the civic power of Bursaspor. The 

CEO’s expectation was that TOFAŞ and Bursaspor basketball could merge under a 

comprehensive naming rights sponsorship which would name the team ‘Bursaspor 

TOFAŞ’ after similar examples in professional basketball across Europe – first and 

foremost Fenerbahçe Ülker in Istanbul, a merger of a similarly corporate owned 

basketball team with the associational Fenerbahçe. This denotes a comprehensive 

naming sponsorship where the non-profit associational structure of the sport club 

(Fenerbahçe) remains in place but the basketball team’s official name is hyphenated with 

a corporate brand name (Ülker) and the corporation’s managerial representatives have a 

seat in the basketball team’s governance without owning the team wholly as in the 
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example of TOFAŞ Basketball, where the team is fully owned and managed by a 

subdivision inside the corporate hierarchies of management.  

When Bursaspor’s own basketball team promoted to the top division of the 

national team during my fieldwork, the hopes for a similarly modeled association-

corporation partnership excited the Bursaspor society. But in 2018, the Bursaspor CEO 

told the public that they should let these hopes go. Speaking in a press conference, the 

CEO said: “I was present in the talks with TOFAŞ. I can clearly say that this dream 

should no longer be entertained. Tofaş authorities clearly declared this. And they 

declared this with the following expression, and I want to underline this expression 

because it saddened me: They said, ‘you have one demographic of spectators and we 

have another demographic of spectators. We in no way consider a merger with 

Bursaspor. In the meeting, this was uttered by Mr. Cenk Çimen, the President of the 

Group [Automotive Group of Corporations under Koç Holding]. Thus, I underline this 

one more time. We are not a team of Bursa; we are Bursa’s team and since our first day, 

our colors are green and white.”31 This rhetoric of civic-sportive schism confirmed a 

cultural representation where TOFAŞ does not overlap with the city of Bursa and is thus 

structurally different than Bursaspor, the city’s team. 

 

31 For the symbolism of green and white in the territorial construction of Bursaspor, see Chapter 3. For the 
CEO’s comments, “Erhan Başoğlu’ndan flaş TOFAŞ açıklaması,” Bursasporum.com, 31 January 2018, 
http://www.bursasporum.com/erhan-basoglundan-flas-tofas-aciklamasi-n26606.  
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The divorce of two sport venues, two teams, two urban zones, and two modes of 

spectator conduct is relatively new. Before Bursaspor started its own separate basketball 

team in the 2010s, TOFAŞ basketball had enjoyed a history as a city’s representatives. 

This history, however, was marred by a radical divestment decision taken by TOFAŞ 

management after the 2001 financial crisis. The financially prudent decision taken by the 

corporation’s top management in Istanbul downsized their sportive spending 

immediately after TOFAŞ won national titles and clinched popular support as a 

championship for Bursa. However, the downsizing and the eventual demotion of the 

basketball team provoked protests by Teksas, the spokespersons of which blamed the 

Koç family for the decision and called for a consumer boycott of the corporate brands 

owned by the family conglomerate. While TOFAŞ rose the ranks and once again became 

a serious contender in the national basketball league in the 2010s, the corporation 

sponsored the construction of a new arena and stopped playing downtown in the 

publicly owned Bursa Ataturk Salon and instead relocated its venue at the heart of the 

Nilüfer district at the city’s western end.  

It’s as if TOFAŞ divorced Bursaspor and jumped on a westward suburban train 

while the latter lagged behind. Moreover, the collective disappointment concerning 

TOFAŞ’ sportive divestment left a lasting mark on a civic-sportive memory and created 

an inherited cultural repertoire of conspiratorial rancor and consumer boycotts which 

are today repeated annually every marketing season to compel the city’s large industrial 
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establishments to buy from Bursaspor. From the eyes of this civic populism, the 

imaginary unity of Bursa was injured by corporate boards controlled by the Koç 

patriarch Vehbi Koç, who allegedly, the conspiracy goes, didn’t want teams from Bursa 

rivaling the big three in Istanbul and which the Koç family’s members root for. 

6.9 “Like a man treats a housewife”  

After the TOFAŞ basketball game, the Bursaspor CEO and I are scheduled for 

dinner with a visitor from Istanbul, Güray Karacar, the Director of External Affairs at 

TOFAŞ. Karacar led the TKYD’s soccer working group and our meeting concerns the 

possible Bursaspor-TKYD partnership. Karacar defines his position as the director of 

external affairs, as being responsible for “having the CEO do the CEO’s job.” This 

means, I soon gather, managing the social, cultural, or political cooperation or conflicts 

that the multinational corporation must govern vis-à-vis actors external to the 

corporation’s managerial hierarchy, such as the bureaucracy, government, or other civil 

society organizations in Bursa where the TOFAŞ plant is located. Karacar defined 

TOFAŞ as a civic corporation, one could say, which must neatly separate and manage 

two perimeters of activity. On the outside, external affairs which must be adequately 

spaced out from the inside, so that the CEO is insulated and does a CEO’s job. On the 

inside, an insulated corporate headquarters where managerial hierarchies and business 

rationality are sovereign. Bursaspor’s own CEO, on the other hand, complained to me 

that the ‘administrative’ staff of Bursaspor is treated by elected board members like a 
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man treats a housewife, as a gendered form of secretarial work, responsible for doing 

house chores without the shared authority over decision-making. Squeezed 

architecturally on a basement floor, the collection of accounting, legal, marketing and 

sponsorships, sales and purchasing, media and public relations rooms of the office floors 

are tellingly categorized with an anachronistic business term idari personel in the club’s 

organizational nomenclature, a term which would most corporations would not use 

today. 

I witnessed the loudest verbal fight so far. It’s between Fatma, the female 
 marketing manager under the CEO, part of ‘the team’ the CEO is trying to build, 
 and the director of BursaStore, the store that sells official club merchandise, 
 jerseys, scarves etc. I had never seen this store man until today. I would 
 understand that ‘he is connected,’ though to which wealthy former chairman, I 
 couldn’t figure out. Apparently, this subsidiary firm is owned by the association 
 but is a separate entity founded by some past chairman and is run from outside 
 the club headquarters and is not subject to the authority of the CEO. The man is 
 called the store müdürü, the director of the store. Store müdürü comes to our room 
 to complain about the marketing office next door after a series of shouts and 
 slurs that left Fatma crying. Bursaspor and Coca-Cola signed a new deal. The 
 deal, the store müdürü says, “definitely fooled them and they jumped in.” The 
 store müdürü is angered that he was not consulted. Coca-Cola will run a 
 nationwide campaign: bottle lids will have the code takımınla kol kola (arm-to-arm 
 with your team), with the phrase arm-to-arm, kol kola rhyming with Cola. 
 Consumers can take the lids to the merchandising stores of the soccer teams they 
 support and buy merchandise for a 10% discount. Apparently, the Coca-Cola 
 campaign was different the year before. Consumers had to apply directly to 
 Coca-Cola and the corporation would distribute team products itself, charging 
 0.25 TL per SMS. This meant that, in the previous deal, BursaStore was 
 guaranteed to annually sell a minimum of merchandise to Coca-Cola. The new 
 deal Coca-Cola offers to small market teams like Bursaspor is that Coca-Cola will 
 no longer buy the products in advance. Last time, the corporation was left with a 
 surplus of merchandise. The corporation wants to Bursaspor to share the risks 
 and incentivize the club to promote the corporate brand to its fans in exchange of 
 the sponsorship fee it pays to Bursaspor. Coca-Cola marketing department in 
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 Istanbul communicates directly with the club’s marketing department. 
 BursaStore man is angry and curses the marketing unit. The man says he would 
 be okay if Bursa-based local corporations do this, citing the water bottling 
 corporation Erikli and one of Bursaspor’s main sponsors, Uludağ Gazoz, the local 
 soda corporation and rival to Coca-Cola. At least, they give something to the 
 club. Both are local corporations but national giants and regional exporters. The 
 two have regularly sponsored Bursaspor in the spirit of civic donation. Their 
 sales and marketing departments tend to have personal acquaintances with the 
 club staff, unlike Coca-Cola. In criticizing Coca-Cola’s offer and the marketing 
 team’s compliance, the store müdürü tells me: “Bursa is 3 million people. Let’s say 
 half of that is woman. What’s left? 1.5 million. Minus the half million who 
 doesn’t care about football. 1 million. At least 600 thousand of that support the 
 big three. What’s left? 400 thousand. Let’s generously say 100 thousand people 
 will actually phone Coca-Cola to participate. It’s impossible for 600 thousand 
 Bursaspor supporters to join the campaign. The corporation’s new deal is that if 
 that 600K threshold is met, the corporation will pay Bursaspor 600K TRY, or the 
 club will have to make do with the annual sponsorship fee. According to the store 
 müdürü, “the club will give to Coca-Cola without anything in return. We’re 
 trying to act like the big three and sell club jerseys for 150 liras, the same price 
 with Fenerbahçe. We are not Fenerbahçe and we can barely sell jerseys for 100 
 TRY and the cost is 70 TRY,” the store müdürü shouts. Bursa is to Coca-Cola as 
 male is to female, as the store müdürü is to the marketing director, my 
 anthropologist mind notes. 

 
Fieldwork would persuade me that the concept of a civic corporation with two 

perimeters of activity applies to Bursaspor. With the caveat that for Bursaspor, the 

dominant logic of practice is an impossibility or unwillingness to space the two social 

perimeters, the civic and the corporate, which causes less governance than turbulence 

expressed in annual cycles of mediatized scandals, conflicts, and recurrent firing and 

hiring of successive head coaches, players, CEOs, and electorally replaced chairmen. To 

use a metaphor by my one my administrative staff interlocutors, Bursaspor is a restless 
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camia (society), a term for the constitutive instability of managerial positions, sportive 

and administrative.  

Bursaspor’s only corporate-looking staff in the two rooms of 

marketing/sponsorship and media/public relations would repeatedly explain to me, in 

the manner of complaining about powerful superiors to a neutral outsider, that 

Bursaspor is similarly an organization with two perimeters, but its restlessness derives 

from an inability to space the two domains. The club headquarters and the 

‘administrative’ staff form a very narrow, understaffed, and undervalued core, which 

cannot be insulated from “external” affairs. Working in a poorly lit basement floor, these 

men and women feel inundated, sieged, and regularly violated by arms and fingers 

reaching from ‘the upper floors’ in the form of arbitrary staff appointments and 

removals, harassment by male board members who are elected for temporary terms as 

well as command-like requests or hard-to-refuse demands for questionable favors and 

other arbitrary interactions that leaves the staff, including the CEO, with little to no 

decision-making autonomy or authority. Another female staff in the media department 

responsible for publishing the bimonthly Bursaspor magazine told me terrible anecdotes 

about male board members verbally assaulting her when a photo printed in the 

magazine shows a man in a darker frame or behind some other board member.  

Tropes about a particular staff member hired by the reform-ambitious CEO 

suggested to me that this social conception of two perimeters had a gendered dimension 
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that permeates the minutiae of everyday behaviors also among the men, with male 

figures tending to insulated domains quickly being emasculated. A graduate of a 

prestigious program in media and communications, Aslan managed the media visibility 

of the corporate sponsorships between Bursaspor and TOFAŞ as a liaison between the 

club and the marketing departments of the corporate sponsors and advertisers. His job, 

the CEO hoped, was to make sure that the almost-extorted sponsorships from 

corporations were tended in a business-like manner, with the hope of gradually 

repairing the club’s image and business-worthiness and convert club-to-corporate 

transactions from a political/compulsory framework to the business domain, from a 

transactional culture of ‘primordial debts’ where corporations pay irretrievable annuals 

fees of local belonging to market-like exchange between autonomous givers and takers. 

Throughout my time at the club, Aslan was consistently called with emasculating 

adjectives by my co-workers who were more hands and cheek with amigos than their 

co-workers in the next office room. Observing the main everyday routine of symbolic 

exchange that structured the relations between offices and male staff in the 

administrative basement, one would feel sympathy for this smart-casual dressed man 

who was fully excluded from the circulation of cigarettes in the regular smoking breaks 

that the staff takes. These breaks were almost always organized around one man among 

the group serving others from his own pack, only to be reciprocated the next time, with 

the regular joke being that someone is a free rider who is always being served and never 
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serving himself with the same excuse that they forgot to buy a pack that day. Aslan, 

however, consistently smoked alone outside his office, the marketing and sponsorship 

room staffed by three women and one man, often busy on their computers with little to 

no communication with the rest of the always gossiping office floor – part despised for 

their higher salaries, part creating anxiety as foreigners brought in by the CEO for ‘this 

new thing called corporate governance,’ as my coworkers would say. This ‘new thing’ 

included not only the unpopular rule that no one will be reimbursed by the club without 

receipts, but also the even more unpopular rule against indoors smoking. Upon leaving 

to return to the United States to write my dissertation I would predictably hand over my 

role as the ‘TKYD liaison’ to this lonely smoker, who ‘walks like a faggot,’ if you were to 

ask my own guys.  

It is this constitutive restlessness, the public intrusion of civic masculinity into 

the feminine domesticity of the private corporate sphere, that nonetheless makes the city 

team into the cultural force that it is: a participatory civic platform weaving male-to-

male relations across a spectrum of urban districts, economic sectors, social classes, 

tribün cliques, and rotating lists of wealthy elites.  

Reason Passion 

Continuity with Istanbul Feud with Istanbul 

Local to Global Local to National 

Multiple Loyalties (Bursa+big three) Exclusive Loyalties (Bursaspor only) 
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Nilüfer Osmangazi 

Suburban Inner-City 

TOFAŞ/FIAT Bursaspor 

Corporate Governance Amigos and Chairmen 

Management Polarization 

North-west South-east 

TKYD Personalistic Management 

UEFA Financial Fair Play TFF National Sovereignty 

Business-Legal Authority Charismatic Authority 

SIAD (Private Business Society) TSO (Territorial Chamber)  

Voluntary Membership Compulsory Membership 

Industry Commerce 

Feminine Masculine 

Cool Hot 
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Technocratic Democratic 

Figure 16: Binary oppositions organizing the tensions. Corporate governance is 
to personalistic relations as female is to male.
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7. Terms of Leaving: Cultures of Professional Mobility  
In January 2011, Turkey’s Constitutional Court ruled that the 4th clause of the 6th 

article of the Law no. 5894 violated the constitution. Law no. 5894, promulgated in 2009, 

was the Law Concerning the Institution and Duties of the Turkish Football Federation 

(TFF). The cancelled clause had said that the TFF’s “Council of Arbitration will make 

final and conclusive decisions for the applications it receives. These decisions cannot be 

appealed in courts.” According to the court majority, the clause contradicted the 

constitutional principle of the right to legal remedies against administrative decisions. 

Given the way the TFF is legislated, TFF Council of Arbitration’s decisions counted as 

decisions taken by public administration. The clause about the Arbitration Council’s 

exclusive right to resolve disputes, the supreme court ruled, prevents parties feeling 

wronged by the administration from seeking fair trials in independent courts and 

appealing to the TFF at higher national courts. 

Two members of the Constitutional Court dissented in 2011. The dissenting 

opinion argued that the articles of the 2009 TFF Law defines the duty of the football 

federation as organizing “football activities in line with national and international rules” 

and that the law legally establishes that “the TFF is a member of FIFA and UEFA” and 

for that reason, “is obliged to properly apply the rules set by the authorized organs of 

FIFA and UEFA.” According to FIFA’s and its European sub-group UEFA’s regulations, 

the dissenting opinion pointed out, FIFA-member national sport regulators are “obliged 
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to include a clause in their own [national] regulations, which rules out the possibility for 

clubs and members [including athletes] to take their internal disputes to national 

courts.” The high justices referred here to the FIFA principle of sport’s autonomy, which 

require sporting disputes to be subject to FIFA judgements, uniting nationally framed 

sport domains in an apolitical global sporting universe. The main reason why the Law 

no. 5894 confers the TFF Arbitration Council the power to make conclusive and 

unappealable decisions, they argued, “is to ensure compliance with FIFA and UEFA 

statutes.” Member federations “promise in advance” to comply with these international 

statutes. “Sports, including football, are today organized at the international society and 

it is international rules and norms that determine the universal legal framework of sport 

law.” The dissenting justices were in the opinion that “disputes arising from sporting 

activities have peculiar rules” and given “their structure that requires very quick 

resolutions, they are unsuitable for judicial oversight, which tends to extend over time 

and depend on long-processes.” For this reason, sporting disputes cannot neatly fit with 

“the division between public and private law.” The peculiar legal conditions of sport 

require peculiar resolution mechanisms and because “the idea of quickly resolving 

disputes through arbitration has become the global rule and since the Republic of 

Turkey promised to abide by these global (international) rules by being a member of 

these international organizations (FIFA and UEFA), there is no need for an 
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interpretation that sporting disputes must be carried over to the judiciary.”1 By putting 

the term international in parentheses after the term global, the high justices knowingly 

or not knowingly implied the stakes of the contention: FIFA rules tend towards globality 

but are enforced through the nation-to-nation linkages between territorially exclusive 

national football federations. 

Since the promulgation of a special parliamentary legislation in 1992 that 

conferred the TFF the status of an autonomous public administrator, the cultural and 

economic domain of professional soccer is a peculiar jurisdiction in Turkey. TFF is both 

inside and partially dislocated from the nation-state through TFF’s membership in and 

promises to comply with FIFA and UEFA. This ambivalent status of professional soccer, 

crossing the private-public and national-global divide, is a constant source of 

controversy, appeals, and adjustments – trickling down and up from regulatory statutes 

to everyday transactions between athletes and clubs. Both the TFF Law and TFF internal 

statutes have seen successive waves of changes, sometimes through national 

compulsions that find TFF statutes unconstitutional according to Turkish law and 

sometimes to ensure FIFA-UEFA compliance. FIFA-UEFA statutes are themselves 

historically dynamic and underwent a drastic reformulations in the past two decades 

 

1 Constitutional Court Ruling, decision no. 2011/7, 6 January 2011. Accessed online,   
http://www.kararlaryeni.anayasa.gov.tr/Karar/Content/6bf7f5d0-b5dd-4015-8ec0-
2de9acd187c8?excludeGerekce=False&wordsOnly=False  
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after constitutional rulings against FIFA statutes in the economic center of world soccer: 

in the European Union (EU) by the European Court of Justice (ECJ).  

At the core of these controversies over the worldwide regulation of professional 

soccer is the peculiar labor conflict that takes place between professionally mobile 

athletes, who ‘take their talent’ from team to team – to quote the American basketball 

superstar LeBron James –, and territorially situated teams, who compete with one 

another to hire the services of winning groups of players by signing time-limited 

employment contracts. While clubs pay athletes salaries and bonuses, it is the clubs that 

own the commercial rights to the final commodity that is produced: the annually 

repeating national and transnational competitions. Clubs sell this commodity by 

allowing media corporations to televise the performances by the athletes they employ, 

and share the revenues raised by selling the league’s broadcasting rights while also 

raising other revenues by selling advertising spots and signing sponsorship deals with 

corporations to commercialize popular interest. Athletes, despite the superstars among 

them being highly remunerated, are talented professional workers employed by time-

based salaries, which significantly vary depending on a player’s market demand. This 

demand, in turn, is determined by the contributions a player demonstrably makes to 

winning results of a team.  

Sport economists clearly demonstrate that the spectrum of contractual flexibility 

and stability reflects a bargained class conflict between elite professionals and league-
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clubs. Professional athletes as an aggregate class win a higher percentage of aggregate 

commercial revenues when statutes allow athletes to take their talents more easily from 

team-to-team and league-to-league across the global FIFA market. This is thanks to the 

bargaining power of free agency which allows players to have rival suitors match and 

raise one another’s offers. Players can exercise this power of free agency through the 

global reach and market activities of their commercially motivated agents. Restrictions 

on the professional mobility (free agency) of athletes, on the other hand, are grounded 

on clubs’ and federations’ arguments for contractual stability, which is said to be 

necessary for maintaining the game’s competitive integrity – preventing players to play 

for one team this week and with a rival team the next. But the restrictions over the 

athlete’s free agency always reduce the aggregate share of revenues that flow to athletes 

and their commissioned agents by limiting the bidding wars between teams distributed 

across the professional leagues of the world. 

The European Court of Justice’s 1995 Bosman ruling is named after a Belgian 

professional who successfully challenged the FIFA rules that restricted free agency for 

athletes. The ruling is a foundational event not only for subsequently globalized FIFA 

regulations but also for establishing the legal and scholarly domain of sport law. The 

ruling made free agency a constitutional right for athletes in the EU by categorizing the 

relation between players and clubs as a realm of labor relations and the contracts subject 

to commercial codes. The EU’s constitutional public authority– one that is shaped by the 
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neoliberal antitrust paradigm of the EU – intervened into the private domain of sporting 

regulators, which in interwar and postwar Europe had enjoyed a sense of autonomy 

from public oversight thanks to non-profit associational legal identities (earning them a 

degree of immunity from commercial codes) and a history of liberal internationalism, 

which equated public intervention into sport with totalitarian instrumentalization of 

sport for political ends (Chappelet 2008). The ECJ’s Bosman ruling de-legitimized the 

hitherto exercised statutes that made ‘transfers’ subject to club-to-club agreements as 

opposed to free bargaining between clubs and athletes in an athletic marketplace.  

Taken in the framework of the anti-trust paradigm of the EU’s 1992 Maastricht 

Treaty, the ruling paved the way for categorizing the FIFA statues as unjustified forms 

of club-to-club national cartel formation by restricting the professionals’ freedom of 

contract. These pre-Bosman statutes ruled that professional athletes, even after their 

contracts with a club expired, could not freely sign a new contract with a different club, 

known as the retain and transfer rules or the reserve clause in American terms. The 

player’s suitors had to compensate the previous employers to ‘set the player free.’ If 

athlete acted independently without the consent of the employer, the regulating bodies 

could sanction the players by banning them from playing in FIFA leagues, practically 

the entire global market. Backed by FIFA internationalism, these sanctions applied 

globally, creating a world soccer of national league-cartels and restricted professional 

freedom for athletes. Supplemented with quotas for non-citizen players that restricted 
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the number of foreign players per team in national leagues, pre-Bosman FIFA 

internationalism reduced professional mobility simultaneously inside and across 

national borders. 

Until the ECJ’s Bosman ruling, FIFA’s rule for autonomous sport governance 

meant the globalization of this national cartel model. Nonetheless, the Bosman ruling 

did not abolish FIFA or national federations or national league statutes but reformed 

them after a contentious five year dialogue between FIFA, UEFA, and the European 

Union. The negotiations ended with the 2001 FIFA Transfer Regulations that still 

structure the global professional market today with subsequent amendments. After 

2001, FIFA asked member federations to comply and update their internal statutes of 

professionalism accordingly. In the following two decades, FIFA’s Switzerland based 

bureaucracy enlarged into a global regulator for contract enforcement and sanctioning 

and expanded its authority over economic relations between any athlete of any 

nationality with any team in any nation-state – nonetheless being least intrusive into 

relations between players and clubs belonging in the same nation-state. In FIFA’s 

European subgroup UEFA, these transformations were supplemented by a rising 

framework of UEFA Financial Fair Play, introduced in 2011, which expanded UEFA’s 

regulatory and sanctioning powers over European soccer, from the restricted domain of 

sporting rules of game-play. UEFA Financial Fair Play (FFP) promotes a financial ethos 

of liability backed by sporting and commercial sanctions to clubs that breach contracts – 
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including barring financially four playing teams to participate in the lucrative 

transnational UEFA leagues. In order to speed up information processing and improve 

FIFA oversight over contractual relations between clubs and players across the world,  

FIFA introduced the Transfer Matching System and in 2010 to digitally track the 

payment transactions between athletes and clubs so as more efficiently identify breaches 

of contract by FIFA stakeholders “that are not compliant with the rules governing the 

international transfer market.”2 This new paradigm involved a vision of a quick, 

efficient, globally uniform dispute resolution mechanism at FIFA-affiliated Dispute 

Resolution Chambers. This global system, however, is fractured by political-sporting 

citizenship. Contractual disputes between citizen-players and national clubs must be 

resolved in FIFA-compliant national DRCs, while disputes between out-of-state athletes 

and employers can be taken to the FIFA DRC in Switzerland and decided by an 

independent tribunal of international referees. The Swiss-based, Court of Arbitration in 

Sport (CAS) the global supreme court of sport law, is the highest court of appeal. FIFA’s 

international reach, its nested national and global structure, would ideally ensure 

worldwide uniform application of FIFA statutes and oversight based in Switzerland. 

When the TFF assumed autonomy from the GDPE and became an independent, 

soccer-specific administrator in 1992 subject to private law, its regulations reflected the 

 

2 Andrea Basso, “Football Transfers: The FIFA Transfer Matching System Explained!” SportsandTaxation.com, 
29 August 2017, http://www.sportsandtaxation.com/2017/08/football-transfers-the-fifa-transfer-matching-
system-explained/ 
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long-standing FIFA convention that financial disputes inside professional soccer are 

conclusively resolved by that nation’s football federation’s own organs rather than in 

civil national courts, but did not involve any explicit clause that the TFF decisions were 

final and could not be challenged.3 1992 was the pre-Bosman era, however, and TFF’s 

arbitration powers reflected the pre-Bosman balance of power inside the FIFA global 

assemblage. Athletes could appeal to the TFF’s Arbitration Council, but the council did 

not specify procedural norms for dispute resolution and the council members were 

directly appointed by the TFF, whose executive organs were staffed by the delegates of 

league clubs, making the regulator captured by the private power of league clubs and 

the club-to-club agreements. Many disputes did not reach the TFF at all and were 

informally settled by club chairman-athlete deals. After FIFA ratified the 2001 Transfer 

Regulations following the changing regulatory landscape inside the EU, the TFF 

announced a FIFA-UEFA compliance agenda to start in 2004. The announcement started 

a contentious period of objections, especially from the financially weaker clubs of the 

Turkish First League, whose budgetary balance relied on revenues they made from 

trading out their in-demand players to the financially strong ‘big three’ in Istanbul. 

Given that the Bosmanification of the Turkish league regulations would rule out these 

guaranteed money fees flowing from the big three to the small market clubs, a revenue 

 

3 The 1989 TFF Transfer Regulations article 50 writes: “The TFF Arbitration Council is authorized to clearly 
and conclusively resolve every kind of financial and administrative dispute born from professionalism.” 
“Profesyonel Futbol Talimatı,” Official Gazette, 22 June 1989, no. 20203, pp. 80-93.  
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that remained outside the reach of athletes, these small market clubs like Bursaspor 

viewed the Bosman ruling as depriving them from the power to take cuts from and have 

decisive say over the professionally upward careers of their better players.4 The 

compliance agenda included procedural norms for dispute resolution. TFF’s Arbitration 

Council would be complemented by the formation of an UEFA-styled Dispute 

Resolution Chamber by amendments to the TFF Law in 2007: the chamber would now 

resolve disputes through forming an independent tribunal and apply the four month 

maximum rule for quicker settlement of disputes. 

But Bosmanification was not merely a regulatory affair at the level of TFF and 

UEFA: it also shaped a cultural imaginary of professional entitlement among citizen-

players in Turkey who claimed their stake in the globalizing expansion of professional 

freedoms and rights inside the FIFA world. After failing to collect his unpaid salaries 

from his employer in 2003 through the TFF’s Arbitration Council and finding that the 

decision could not be challenged in civil courts, the player Deniz Kolgu sued the TFF at 

the European Court of Human Rights in 2007. Kolgu defined his Sisyphean appeal, a six-

year process from 2007 to 2013, with the words: “I will become Turkey’s Bosman.”5 The 

case report shows that when Kolgu appealed to the TFF, he not only could collect less 

 

4 See for example, “Cavcav uyardı,” Milliyet, 28 March 2002, p. 24; “Transfer tartışması,” Milliyet, 29 March 
2002, p. 27; “Çaresiz kaldılar,” Milliyet, 11 April 2002, p. 31; “FIFA’ya mektup,” Milliyet, 1 May 2002, p. 29; 
“Federasyon zor durumda,” Milliyet 3 March 2002, p. 28; 
5 “Türkiye’nin Bosman’ı olacağım,” Fanatik, 28 January 2013, https://www.fanatik.com.tr/turkiyenin-
bosmani-olacagim-293563  
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than 25% of the salary promised in the contract, but he was also fined by the club for 

‘undisciplined behavior’ after his public statements of protest, and the club charged the 

player a cash penalty that was almost half the amount he could eventually collect in lieu 

of his contract-guaranteed salary for the season.6 While Kolgu failed to sanction the 

Turkish state at the European Court of Human Rights, the English-born dual British-

Turkish citizen Ömer Rıza eventually won his more than a decade-long legal case 

against the Turkey at the ECHR. Rıza’s case reveals the core tension that still exists in the 

FIFA’s simultaneously global and international organization that only entitle out-of-

state professionals to take their disputes directly to the FIFA DRC in Switzerland and 

compel  in-state professionals to take their cases to that nation’s FIFA-affiliated 

federation.  

Being a dual British-Turkish citizen, when Rıza transferred from the English 

League to a club in the Turkish League, he was informally asked to register with the TFF 

as a ‘sporting national’ so he would be exempt from the foreign player quotas and also 

qualify to represent Turkey in FIFA tournaments. FIFA mandates every professional 

athlete beyond the age of 23 to exclusively identify with one national federation, which 

determines the national team they can play for – aside from their transnationally mobile 

professional careers. Given that Rıza complied with the request upon his market 

 

6 I rely on the legal history provided by the ECHR case decision file. European Court of Human Rights 
Second Section, Decision Application no. 2935/07, Önder Deniz Kolgu against Turkey, 27 August 2013. 
Accessed online, http://hudoc.echr.coe.int/tur?i=001-126403  
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mobility from England to Turkey, he was now subject to national arbitration practices in 

case of a contract dispute. In 2006, when his employer was 6-months late on salary 

payments, the competent body for the brewing dispute was the TFF rather than the 

Switzerland based FIFA DRC or CAS. Rıza not only failed to collect his salary from his 

Turkish employer, but when he unilaterally terminated his contract after not being paid 

for 100 days and being bullied by club directors, thinking that he was exercising a FIFA-

protected right that would be recognized in Turkey, the TFF Arbitration Council found 

the player to be the guilty party for unilaterally terminating his contract and for not 

complying with the club’s decision to have him train by himself in the club facilities, an 

intimidation tactic used by clubs to fatigue players and force them to leave on the club’s 

terms. The TFF even issued a four months long worldwide ban against the player 

through FIFA, barring him from the upcoming global transfer market window in the 

summer months after he walked out of the club at the end of 2007. Rıza eventually took 

his case to the European Court of Human Rights. In January 2020, the ECHR found “in 

particular that the executive body of the TFF, the Board of Directors, which had always 

largely consisted of members or executives of football clubs, had too strong an influence 

over the organisation and functioning of the Arbitration Committee,” and that Turkey 

must “take measures to ensure the structural independence of the Arbitration 

Committee.”7  

 

7 “Turkey must reform system for settling football disputes,” European Court of Human Rights Press 
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Just as Riza left Turkey, during a four-year exceptional interval between 2007 

and the Constitutional Ruling in 2011, a period one can call the brief globalism of 

Turkish soccer, the ‘spirit of TFF regulations’ changed in line with the rising EU ethos. 

Amendments to the TFF law in 2007 instituted a Dispute Resolution Chamber with 

procedural norms to settle contract disputes. The TFF was following the FIFA Executive 

Committee decision of 29 June 2005 on the Rules Governing the Practice and Procedures 

of the DRC which went into force on July 2005.8 The procedural rules included a 4-

month time limit for the resolution of each dispute. In this brief interval of TFF’s 

globalism, of the “1300 cases per year,” 90% of the contract disputes between 

professional athletes and soccer teams were resolved in favor of the athletes.9 Legal 

offices representing athletes praise this interval as a golden age. “Given the foundations 

of the dispute resolution statutes and the maximum time period for resolution,” a 

lawyer comments, the application “provided full legal guarantees for players who were 

failing to retrieve their debts” and displayed a “deterrent site of verdicts against clubs 

not paying their debts to players,” which allowed the quick settlement of debts and 

avoiding a pile of soccer related files occupying the higher courts. This micro-

 

 

Release, 28 January 2020, http://www.sennferrero.com/descargaspdf/asuntos-de-interes/202004/CP_Case-of-
Ali-Riza-and-others-v.-Turkey-EHCR.pdf.  
8 Frans de Weger, The Jurisprudence of the FIFA Dispute Resolution Chamber. Springer, 2106, p. 28. 
9 Av. Taner Ünlü, “Uyuşmazlık Çözüm Kurulu’nun son durumu,” www.tanerunlu.av.tr/uyusmazlik-
cozum-kurulu-nun-son-durumu.html; “Futbolcuların ve Spor Ailesi Üyelerinin Kulüplerden Olan 
Alacaklarının Tahsili,” https://kulacoglu.av.tr/kuluplerden-alacaklari-tahsil-etme-yollari.  
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denationalization of soccer regulations moved economic and legal relations between 

TFF-affiliated clubs and athletes, regardless of nationality, outside national civil courts 

and inside the private transnational legal order of FIFA, only to be re-inserted into the 

national domain with the 2011 amendments now entitling clubs to refuse to settle 

disputes at the TFF DRC.10  

For the past two decades, this ‘double movement’ continued with many 

modifications. But with every instance of professional mobility under a changing 

landscape of regulations within which clubs and athletes play out their ripostes through 

TFF, UEFA, FIFA, and CAS arbitration and through national and international courts, 

disputes and the simultaneous market bargaining  between professionals and employer 

clubs are not only legal affairs but cultural performances played out in a mediatized and 

physical public sphere. In the following, through five narratives of professional market 

mobility and dispute between professionals and Bursaspor, I show that the part-national 

part-global regulatory framework of FIFA globalism does not remain in statutes and 

chambers, but shapes a participatory cultural platform of meaning-making. In the public 

conflicts between players and teams, the stakeholders of professional soccer morally 

assess and negotiate the nexus between globalizing professional autonomy and mobility, 

territorial sport associations, and civic partisanship and ambition. The summer months 

 

10 Suren Gomstian, Annemarie Balvert, Branislav Hock and Oğuz Kirman, “Between the Green Pitch and the 
Red Tape: the Private legal order of FIFA,” The Yale Journal of International Law, Vol. 43, no. 85 (2018), 85-142. 
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of FIFA soccer’s annual schedule, where leagues stop and media attention turns to the 

market destinies of professionals, provoke mediatized controversies over the assortment 

of market competition and athletic territories where players are mobile and teams try to 

capture their energies to maintain competitiveness. 

Built into the post-Bosman FIFA Transfer Regulations is the fact that market 

mobilities create and operate in two parallel spheres of monetary exchange and 

bargaining: a horizontal club-to-club spheres of bargaining between club directors over 

transfer fees, where players have no official say and money flows between employers; 

and player-to-club spheres of bargaining in the open market between employers and 

employees – mediated by agents – over the terms of employment contracts, salaries and 

bonuses. The first sphere reserves more power for club to club ties, though limited in 

power in the post-Bosman era. Before the Bosman ruling, the club-to-club agreement on 

a transfer fee was a condition for a player to change teams even after the player’s 

contract expired. Bosman ruling expanded the volume of exchange on the open market 

by allowing athletes to freely negotiate with suitors in the market starting in the last six 

months of their remaining contracts. With clubs now deprived of a guaranteed 

compensation in every player move, the only method of replenishing cash inflows from 

outgoing athletes was to trade out players go in the midst of ongoing contracts to avoid 

losing them without compensation. For financially weaker clubs, this means an inability 

to retain their best players and for fans, a quicker disintegration of teams capable of 
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challenging for higher sporting achievement. Yet teams and club communities invent 

new repertoires of capturing or slowing down player mobilities as fans and club 

directors may find licit or illicit means of persuasion and coercion to operate a parallel 

universe of territorially defined rights and obligations to frame market transactions. 

7.1 Under Western Eyes: German Pros against the Camia 

“They say that the fans will no longer receive tickets or buses. These are 
just words. All clubs will give these to their fans. Fans will gladly make 

themselves useful if this is to the interests of Bursaspor. We had a coach named 
Berger. He signed for 2.5 trillion. But the man is useless. He had to go. They say, 
he insists he won’t leave without his money. The board member phoned us and 
said: “Abicim [fellas], what if you gave him a fair beating?” We found him in the 

supermarket, we beat him. We found him in the restroom, we beat him. We 
waited in front of his house, we beat him. And finally, he left. When necessary, 

we also beat the players. Piontek [Bursaspor’s German coach in 1993] rescued 
players from our hands so many times. We went to beat two players who 

weren’t playing [properly]. They said “Abi [brother], we promise we’ll play 
better starting this week. And then the boys won seven in a row, so we no longer 

beat them.”11 
 

 “the Duke” in an interview with the national daily Hürriyet in 2007 
 

German soccer coach Jörg Berger’s reminiscence of his brief employment by 

Bursaspor in the 2000-2001 soccer season encapsulates the transactional repertoires that 

 

11 https://www.hurriyet.com.tr/alemde-isimleri-karakolda-resimleri-var-texas-7151193. “Taraftara bilet, 
otobüs verilmeyecek diyorlar. Bunların hepsi lafta. Bütün kulüpler taraftarına bunu yapar. Bursaspor’un 
menfaati varsa taraftar seve seve kullandırtır kendini. Bizde Berger diye bir hoca vardı. 2,5 trilyona imza 
atmış ama adam kötü, gitmesi lazım. Tutturmuş paramı almadan gitmem, diye. Yönetici telefon açıp, 
"Abicim biraz dövseniz" dedi. Markette yakaladık dövdük, tuvalette yakaladık dövdük, evinin önünde 
bekledik dövdük. Sonunda gitti. İcabında futbolcuları da döveriz. Piontek elimizden çok futbolcu kurtardı. 
Oynamayan iki futbolcuyu dövmeye gittik. "Abi söz bu haftadan sonra iyi oynayacağız" dediler. Adamlar 
yedi maç üst üste maç aldılar, dövmedik.” 
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are born from within the global traffic of professionals in and out of national soccer 

jurisdictions across the FIFA’s global market. Berger reserved the final pages of his 2010 

memoir Meine zwei Halbzeiten: Ein Leben in Ost und West (My Two Halftimes: A Life in 

East and West) for the calamities he faced during his brief stay in Bursa in a context 

when the globalizing reforms and increasing private television revenues had 

incentivized Turkish soccer teams to sign contracts with professionals, players and 

trainers, from ‘superior’ markets. German coaches in particular filled managerial posts 

in the Turkish league. Jörg Berger was among the many German coaches who 

professionally managed Turkish teams after the highly mediatized signing by 

Galatasaray of the former West Germany national manager Jupp Derwall in 1984, after 

which the team experienced an unprecedented success story and created the myth of the 

great German trainer, leading aspirant clubs to follow suit and look for German 

managers. Bursaspor had already signed Sepp Piontek in 1993 after Piontek managed 

the Danish and Turkish national teams. Berger was the second German coach to work 

for Bursaspor. 

After defecting from East to West Germany during the Cold War as a 

professional soccer player in the 1970s, and survived an attempted poisoning by the 

Stasi, Jörg Berger retired and took up a career as an itinerant trainer moving from team 

to team when his active playing days were over, as is the case for many other athletes 

who look to continue their professional lives as coaches. Berger worked mostly in the 
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Federal German League in the 1980s and 1990s but received an “alluring offer” from the 

Turkish First League team Bursaspor in 2000, in a context when private television 

revenues made Turkish teams into more able spenders in the global market. Bursaspor 

offered Berger a “two yearlong contract that promised a sensational salary,” in the 

German professional’s own words. Already in the negotiations to seal the deal, Berger 

writes however, this professional mobility was a fraught encounter involving 

transactional conventions that Berger as a foreign national had to carefully navigate. 

After being invited to Turkey by Bursaspor’s board of directors, who reached out to his 

agent by phone, Berger and his agent/lawyer Christoph Schickhardt sat down with the 

directors to seal the contract. The German professional duo, the coach and the 

agent/lawyer, demanded “a bank guarantee” that would function as security for the 

promises, but “the Bursaspor manager interpreted this as a mistrust,” Berger writes, and 

told the German duo that their words count as security and that questioning that injures 

their honor. The German trainer must have acquiesced to this cultural performance of 

elite masculinity, for conflicts that then unfolded do not revolve around bank 

guarantees.  

For Berger, though, professional transactions would not cease being dramatic. 

The next day, when the trainer and the agent met with Bursaspor board of directors to 

seal the deal, Berger was shocked to see a man “enter and hand [his agent] a plastic bag” 

full of cash. The man explained to the surprised Berger that the bag of cash is the 
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“advance payment” and Berger, adding hyperbolic spice to the narrative, recalls that the 

bills “were not even bundled.”  Berger then puts on a cautious act, according to his own 

account, and refuses to leave for his trip back to Germany with a bag of cash. He warns 

that “he will be arrested in the airport” customs. Berger and his agent then convinced 

the Bursaspor board members to go to a bank and deposit the payment to his account in 

Germany. As they enter a branch office of a big bank in Bursa, Berger recalls that the 

clerks “suddenly stood up” because “these board members had significant social 

positions in Bursa and one owned a national aviation company, one owned a local TV 

station, one a textile or concrete factory.” Inside, one of these wealthy men hands the 

plastic bag to a clerk, who does not even care to count the bills and verify the verbally 

reported amount. The payment was quickly “transferred to my German account and 

after a short while, the confirmation over a SWIFT-code arrived,” so that Berger now 

had a written record of the transaction. Berger was spoiled by these wealthy 

industrialists with an expensive rental house in Bursa and a Mercedes at his service. 

Soon, however, the German coach realized that luxuries were contingent on 

meeting winning expectations. Working abroad as a foreigner, Berger’s agent shuttled 

regularly by flights between Germany and Turkey to coach him in the details of his 

contractual liabilities such as the example of making sure to have the payment deposited 

in a SWIFT-integrated bank account rather than in cash. The German coach recalls that 

his agent would be picked up from Istanbul and flown to Bursa on a private helicopter if 
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the team won the league game that week, but was picked up by an ordinary car when 

the team lost and the 100 mile journey would take eight hours! This turbulent 

professional culture of private extravagance and informal sanctions, Berger observes, 

was a result of the very joint-stock politics wherein the moneyed board members and 

the club chairman were publicly held accountable and subject to protest by organized 

supporter fraternities after defeats and celebrated passionately by the same fraternities 

after victories. Bursa, Berger writes, was one of “those Turkish cities which reacted 

particularly heatedly to the results of the [soccer] team.” After defeats, the team was 

“taken out of the stadium under police protection,” a “panzer and a water cannon 

vehicle” stood nearby, and Berger’s residence was watched by policed guards on night 

duty.  

Berger also reflected on the peculiarities of the congressionally elected boards of 

15 that collectively ran the sport club. After one defeat, he writes, this board of “nineteen 

people” summoned him to a meeting and asked him not to field the three players, the 

two German nationals and the Romanian national from the German league which 

Berger asked the board to sign when he negotiated a contract with Bursaspor. “Each of 

the nineteen men that composed the board had [sponsored] one player themselves” and 

“naturally wanted to see those players play,” according to Berger. Mockingly, he writes 

that this was not possible under the rules of the game that allow a maximum of eleven 

players per team. Despite finding these demands unprofessional, Berger had to comply 
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because, as he explains, he feared – probably astutely advised by his agent/lawyer – that 

acting to the contrary could be used against him as proof for claiming that the manager 

as a club employee was breaching his contract by violating the club’s hierarchies. Feeling 

the tensions pile as Bursaspor could not avoid a losing streak, Berger first relocated his 

family back to Germany, anticipating his dismissal from the job. After losing another 

home game with a humiliating score of 2-5, a riot among the fans broke out in the 

stadium, including a violent fight between rival supporter cliques in the stands. After 

the game, the board members asked Berger to attend neither the post-match press 

conference nor the regular training next day. Instead, the German coach was to report to 

a meeting with board members at a private restaurant. The next day, Berger woke up to 

find his rental residence surrounded by an army of local journalists. This was the case 

also in the restaurant where he met the board members.  

In the restaurant, the board members told Berger and his assistant Jürgen that the 

“situation was getting dangerous” with the fans putting pressure on the board and 

getting increasingly violent. The board members told the German duo head 

coach/assistant coach that they were ready to fly them out and a helicopter was ready, 

waiting for them nearby. Berger writes that he quickly realized that this was a ploy to 

force him to act in a manner that could be counted as a breach of contract, so that the 

club could fire him without compensating the promises enshrined in his two-year 

contract. When the conversations became “more intense and heated,” Berger refusing to 
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leave without guarantees of compensation, a board member pulled out a revolver and 

banged it on the table, “so that you can see how dangerous the situation for all of us.” 

Interpreting the whole thing to be a stage-play, Berger left the meeting without saying 

any more words but sometime later, upon returning to his rental residence, a bus 

arrived outside, carrying “thirty, forty people” who cursed him to leave Turkey and 

“drummed their fists on his front door. This riot was clearly organized,” Berger writes.  

Before heading to the airport and leaving Turkey, Berger waited for a few days. 

This was to make sure that a successor coach appeared in a press conference in a 

publicly documented spectacle, “because this was the only way to prove that Jürgen and 

I were no longer treated as the managers in charge.” Once the new coach managed the 

team in a training session at the helm and an animal was sacrificed to have Allah’s 

blessing on this new beginning in the eyes of public cameras and also “in front of the 

[two German and one Romanian] players I brought with me,” who could thus testify in 

Berger’s favor if needed, Berger thought the series of public appearances were adequate 

evidence to prove that he was unilaterally sacked by the tam and the party that breached 

the professional contract was Bursaspor. This would count as legitimate grounds for 

being compensated for the remaining amount on his two-year contract. Berger left 

Turkey soon afterwards, but as he explains, he made sure to not sign a new contract 

with another club in Germany for the next year. Had he signed a new employment 

contract, which would likely earn Berger a lower amount than his salary in Turkey given 
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the global pattern in which lower reputation leagues pay higher salaries to attract 

foreign nationals from higher-prestige markets, Bursaspor could make the case that the 

German national left Turkey on a market motivation and on his own will, in order to 

sign a deal with another team. In every step of the transaction, Berger was accompanied 

and carefully advised by his agent/lawyer and proceeded with caution to ensure that he 

did not step outside contractual liabilities which put the burden on professionals more 

than the clubs. Upon returning to Germany, his lawyer/agent filed a claim through the 

German Football Federation, which transmitted Berger’s demand for compensation to 

the Turkish Federation. Having received no replies, Berger then applied to FIFA and 

UEFA, but these, too, wasn’t enough to move Bursaspor or the Turkish Football 

Federation to action. Berger then applied to the highest court, the Court of Arbitration in 

Sport (CAS) in Lausanne. More than three years after physically leaving Turkey, in 2004, 

CAS ruled in Berger’s favor and “Bursaspor had to pay us the contractually guaranteed 

sum. I was no exception. So many soccer trainers and players to this day have been 

denied their money in the same conditions,” Berger would end conclude his 

autobiography.  

7.2  Story of a Seized Bus: Crimes against the Camia 

Between 2016 and 2019, a professional contract Bursaspor signed with the 

midfielder Furkan Özçal particularly troubled the Bursaspor public, for its stark 

demonstration of Bursaspor’s losing trend in the globalized competition for talented 
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athletes and sportive success, a growing disaffection among many urban residents vis-à-

vis Bursaspor fandom, and the unwillingness of the city’s wealthier industrialists to be 

involved in the joint-stock politics of soccer. Özçal, a Munich-born German-Turkish 

midfielder, transferred to Bursaspor shortly after I started fieldwork in May 2016. He 

was traded from Galatasaray and signed a three-year contract with the club. The 

contract would earn the player a base salary averaging about 650,000 Euros per season 

to be paid in Euros, for a period of three seasons. In the course of the following two 

years, the Turkish lira rapidly devalued against hard currencies while the Qatari media 

corporation beIN SPORTS was able to negotiate its USD-denominated contract with the 

league to be paid in Turkish Liras with a fixed USD-TRY exchange rate. In this 

conjuncture, liabilities in Euros and US dollars, a norm in the FIFA global market, 

became extra burdensome for Turkish league clubs as the league economy operated 

with the risks of an import market where costs are in hard currencies and revenues in 

the national currency:12  

Özçal’s move was suspect from the start: neither the Bursaspor public opinion 

nor the board of directors seemed to want him in the first place. Özçal was offered to 

Bursaspor as part of a wider trade initiated by the Istanbul giants Galatasaray, who 

aimed to sign Bursaspor’s highly valued defender Serdar Aziz, a fan favorite and team 

 

12 “Bursaspor, Furkan Özçal ile 3 yıllık sözleşme imzaladı,” Milliyet, 1 July 2016, 
http://www.milliyet.com.tr/skorer/bursaspor-furkan-ozcal-ile-3-yillik-sozlesme-imzaladi-2271913 (accessed 
11 November 2019) 
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captain. In the negotiations, Galatasaray refused to pay the 5.5 million euros transfer fee, 

the initial amount asked by Bursaspor chairman to terminate Aziz’s contract. Instead, 

Galatasaray offered to pay Bursaspor 4.5 million euros in installments plus the rights to 

three of its out-of-squad reserve players, including Özçal, whose contract the Istanbul 

giant was looking to offload from its payroll. Unlike Özçal who would be a newcomer 

and need to prove his worth from scratch, the departing Aziz embodied a cultural 

narrative Bursaspor fans long for: a local working-class boy raised in the stronghold of 

Bursaspor fandom. Aziz signed up for Bursaspor’s youth academy as a young kid and 

then gradually matured into a senior professional to captain the hometown team. Aziz 

was born in 1990 in Bursa’s Papazçeşme neighborhood, one of a series of adjacent and 

congested neighborhoods which are colloquially called garaj altı mahalleleri, literally 

meaning neighborhoods below the bus station, where vocal leaders of Bursaspor 

supporter organizations were also born and raised. Aziz’s grandfather was one of 

thousands of Kosovar immigrants settling in the neighborhood between 1952 and 1967. 

Aziz started licensed football in 2000 as a ten-year-old and, in 2002, was elected for the 

Bursaspor Academy. Having signed his first professional contract with Bursaspor at the 

age of 16 in 2006, Aziz gradually rose the ranks and became a regular for the senior team 

and played a part in Bursaspor’s first ever national title in 2010 as a promising 20-year-

old. By 2016, the 26-year-old Aziz was approaching his prime years, an asset of high-

value, and a regular in the Turkish national selection, a status validating his market 
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worth. When Galatasaray expressed interest in Aziz in May 2016, he had two years 

remaining in his contract with Bursaspor.13  

On a local television broadcast, the chairman explained that agreeing to ‘sell’ 

Aziz to Galatasaray is a realistic financial decision, capitalizing on Aziz’s asset-value and 

demand from potential high-payers, which could at least mitigate the club’s debt crisis if 

not solve it. As per FIFA transfer regulations, the only way a professional player can 

move from one club to another before the expiry date of his contract is for a prospective 

employer to pay a “transfer fee” to the player’s current employer. For Bursaspor and 

analogous small-market teams, which merely command local markets and thus 

restricted revenues compared to the big market teams and national champions, trading 

out on-contract stars is the main way of raising revenues in the player trading market. 

Small market teams thus face the budgetary pressure to let their best players leave for 

more able big market competitors who has the power to offer them significantly higher 

salaries. This is a realistic trade-off, choosing financial sustainability/balanced budgets 

on the long-term over sportive competitiveness on the short-term. The opportunity cost 

for not selling is high in the post-Bosman FIFA world. If the club refuses to let an 

ambitious and talented player leave for a professionally upward career move, under 

 

13 National team selection and appearance is a critical indicator of a player’s potential and a marker of asset-
value. Econometrists of the soccer market often affirm this. See for example, Bill Gerard, “Achieving 
Transactional Efficiency in Professional Team Sports: The Theory and Practice of Player Valuation,” in 
Handbook on the Economics of Professional Football edited by John Goddard and Peter Sloane. Cheltenham, UK: 
Edward Elgar Publishing, 2014, pp. 189-202. 
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post-Bosman regulations, the in-demand player will eventually leave as a free agent 

when his contract eventually expires. Moreover, if the athlete signed a long-term 

contract with his current employer but wants to leave for a higher salary, the restraining 

power of the club is commonly understood to have a disincentivizing effect on the 

player’s professional happiness and motivation. 

By trading out the team captain Aziz, the Bursaspor chairman Ali Ay, elected 

only a few months before, displayed a financially prudent but sportively downsizing 

action that was detrimental to his popularity. Six years after Bursaspor won the national 

title for the first time in the club’s history in 2010, Aziz’s departure stood for an 

unpopular downsizing and a realization that the sportively ascendant performances 

between 2008 and 2015 were at the expense of budgetary discipline. Starting in 2015, 

budget deficits were financed by interest bearing loans from commercial banks and by 

the time of my fieldwork, a significant chunk of commercial revenues were mortgaged 

to the banks. Not only that Aziz’s departure stood for an unpopular managerial strategy 

of financial prudence, the 4.5 million euros cash plus the three swapped players were 

perceived by fans as a bad deal, making the anticipated performance of the swapped 

athletes a vote of confidence for the leadership of the newly elected chairman and his 

self-declared priority of rescuing the club from strangling debt first before rebuilding an 

ambitious squad. Frustrated with Aziz’ move to Istanbul, tribün fraternities and tribün-
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run web platforms campaigned to have Aziz’ name removed from the name of the 

community coffeehouse in the neighborhood he was born and raised. 

Shortly after signing for Bursa, the swapped Özçal was diagnosed with a hip 

condition that saw him sidelined for a considerable period of time. During the whole 

time Özçal was under contract with Bursaspor, the player never appeared in an official 

competition and only trained in the facilities, struggling to recover from the injury. 

Özçal’s rather costly three-year contract, the promise of payments in Euros making it 

even more costly as the value of Turkish Lira rapidly slumped, was time and again 

brought up in the local newspapers as well as social media. While the fans viewed 

contractual stability of the in-demand Aziz as a club’s right over the player, for the 

injured Özçal, the contractual stability of the non-performing athlete was a target of 

curses. The story of Özçal’s downgrading mobility turned into an allegory of poor 

management and fan frustration about the chairman’s unwillingness to spend in the 

market. By the end of Özçal’s first year at Bursaspor, a fan took a photo of Özçal while 

hanging out with a woman at a local café and smoking shisha and posted the photo 

online, initiating a Change.org online petition demanding the board of directors to 

terminate the player’s contract. The petition, which was signed by 600 fans online, 

demanded the player to be fined “a significant amount” so that the player is not paid his 

guaranteed annual salary. Tribün-run social media networks posted photos of Özçal 

taken during training sessions, allegedly proving that the player is overweight. 
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Comments argued that the player did not deserve the guaranteed sums without ever 

appearing in a competitive match. Commentators described his earnings as undeserved, 

often utilizing the Muslim moral framework of haram money, illicit gains. Bursaspor 

partisans cynically overlooked the risks of the injury-prone athletic trade and argued 

that the way out of Bursaspor’s financial deadlock was to no longer sign deals entitling 

under-contract players guaranteed salaries but remunerate them only with appearance 

fees and win bonuses, a wishful fantasy of partisan nature that would practically make 

Bursaspor a no-deal zone for globally mobile athletes and their commercial 

representatives. This solidarity against the player’s contractual security expressed 

discontent more widely with clubs shouldering the costs of industrial injury for the 

duration of a player’s contract. Public pressure eventually led the chairman to negotiate 

with the player’s agent and come to a contract termination agreement. In December 

2017, one-and-a-half seasons after signing with Bursaspor, Özçal’s contract was 

mutually terminated in a private agreement under undisclosed terms that involved a 

negotiated compensation by the club.  

The story of Özçal kept coming back after he signed a contract with a team in the 

lower tier, likely with a much lower salary in his downwardly mobile career. In May 

2019, at a tense moment when Bursaspor was about the finish the soccer season at the 

bottom of the league and face the dreaded consequence of relegation to the second tier, 

Özçal’s lawyers attained an attachment order from the civil enforcement court to collect 
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the overdue payments the club owed to the player as part of the negotiated mutual 

termination, a reported arrear of fifty-thousand Euros.14 Given the inability of lawyers 

collecting late payments through TFF’s sport specific DRC, the dispute took place 

between the local enforcement court and Bursaspor. The court’s orders and the player’s 

lawyer’s unwillingness to accept another postponement led to the public functionaries 

seizing (what they thought was) a club-owned property, the redemption of which was 

conditional upon the payment of fifty-thousand euros to Özçal. In what was made into 

an iconic photo standing for Bursaspor’s financial downfall, the team-bus, which 

transports the soccer team across the nation to every home and away league game and is 

adorned with the team’s mascot figure of a green crocodile, was towed into a garage. 

This was an iconic representation of strangling by debt: the very symbol of the team’s 

mobile assertiveness, the team bus, was trapped in a garage. In order to make a point, 

Amigo Pasha and his several friends visited the garage where the bus was towed and 

posted a selfie with the sequestered bus on their public Facebook accounts. The image 

circulated on the Bursaspor social networks. The post claimed that a group of friends 

gathered by the amigo have among themselves come up with the 410K Turkish Liras 

needed to redeem to bus and in posting the photo, which was later removed, ridiculed 

 

14 “Bursaspor’a Furkan Özçal’dan Haciz Şoku,” T24, 8 May 2019, https://t24.com.tr/haber/bursaspor-a-
furkan-ozcal-dan-haciz-soku,820345. 
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the industrialist chairman by initiating a challenge from below, inviting the wealthy 

businessman to see their bluff and raise the stakes of spending for Bursaspor. 

The image of the seized bus irritated, above all, those who originally gifted the 

bus to the club’s service. The adorned Mercedes bus was a charged gift marking the 

form of trusteeship that made Bursa’s industrialist individuals and societies the private 

sponsors of the city team inside soccer’s joint-stock politics. Painted with Bursaspor’s 

insignia on the exterior and refurnished with luxury seating in the interior, the bus was 

given to Bursaspor in 2010 by a leading society of industrialists, the Society of 

Industrialists and Businessmen of the Demirtaş Organized Industrial District 

(DOSABSIAD). Marking the trace of its sponsors, the acronym DOSABSIAD is engraved 

on the bus’s windshield. Demirtaş is a factory district fifteen miles outside downtown 

Bursa, midway from Bursa downtown to the special economic zone and export port 

Gemlik, the outlet for Bursa’s mainly export-oriented industrial establishments. 

Demirtaş became home to a rapid industrialization process following the building of the 

TOFAŞ-FIAT factory there in 1967 and the district was bestowed the official status of an 

‘organized industrial district’ in the globalizing 1990s, and today houses more than five 

hundred industrial establishments.15 Bought after a fundraising effort by the 

DOSABSIAD, the bus reportedly costed half a million US dollars. In exchange for the 

 

15 “Firma Listesi,” DOSAB, https://www.dosab.org.tr/Detay/730/Firma-Listesi ( 
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gift, the club awarded DOSABSIAD with a plaque of gratitude, ceremonially presented 

to the industrialist society’s chairman in the stadium during the half-time show of a 

European Champions League game the club played against the global giants 

Manchester United in 2010 – reinforcing a repertoire of reciprocal prestation, money 

gifts from private societies in exchange for public recognition and prestige of civic 

trusteeship, which have long organized the relations between the club and the city’s 

business elites. The bus was gifted shortly after the Bursaspor soccer team surprised the 

national soccer public and had won the Turkish national soccer league in 2010 against 

the Istanbul’s big three, a first occurrence in history and a rare sportive event which 

boosted Bursaspor’s sportive prestige and revitalized a citywide willingness to be 

involved in the club’s affairs whether as ticket-buying fans or sponsoring businessmen.  

Nevertheless, the seizing of the bus by debt collectors revealed that the gift was 

not only culturally linked to the givers but also legally unalienated from them: the bus 

was not a donation (bağış) and was thus not legally owned by the Bursaspor Association: 

instead, DOSABSIAD entrusted the bus for the club’s use (emanet) and retained its 

proprietorship as part of a private bailment contract that is akin to a friend having a 

friend use their car for an indefinite amount of time. The bus’s original owners knew 

well that the club was and is constantly chased by creditors given the club’s de facto 

insolvency. Business-owning capitalists are no strangers to the legal tricks of removing 
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assets from the reach of creditors in bankruptcy cases.16 The enforcement court did not 

have the legal right to liquidate the bus to pay the claimant on behalf of the Bursaspor 

Association, the originally debtor. While the bus was eventually redeemed from the 

garage, the scandal materialized the de facto bankruptcy of the club and the limits of 

navigating a sunken ship. The seizing of the bus, transformed into an urban media story 

by routes of media sharing and public commentary, materialized the straining of the 

historically constructed joint-stock politics in the post-Bosman FIFA global transfer 

market. The expanding volume and competition of the global transfer market, which 

one former Bursaspor chairman described as a “price revolution” that took place 

between the 1990s and the 2010s, now overwhelms the repertoire of privately financing 

of the budget deficits of competing teams. The public image of the bus’s attachment and 

the rumors of its liquidation to pay for mounting debts also materialized the complaints 

of the city’s globalized business elites, who suspiciously interpret the club’s downfall to 

result from financially promiscuous and culturally populist spending patterns that 

tribün expectations force club management to undertake even if the chairmen do so 

unwillingly. The seized bus visualized the sociopolitical anxiety of the gradual 

liquidation of authority practiced by busines societies vis-à-vis the city team through the 

electoral handover of debt and liability. To put it differently, the scandal materialized 

 

16 “Böyle Başa Böyle Tarak,” GazeteBursa, 14 May 2019, http://www.gazetebursa.com.tr/bursaspor/boyle-
basa-boyle-tarak-h39541.html. 
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the the undoing of a mode of sportive-cultural urban hegemony that marked the making 

of industrial Bursa between 1960 and 2000, and in fact, the industrialized modernity of 

many comparable urban centers throughout the Anatolian hinterland.  

7.3 A Passerby’s Plea for Membership in the Camia 

24-year old Umut Meraş had a good year with Bursaspor in the 2018-2019 season 

of the Turkish Super League. After transferring from a lower tier team Boluspor for a 

transfer fee of 300K Euros and signing a 4-year contract with Bursaspor that would bind 

him to the club from Summer 2018 to Summer 2022, the left-back personally performed 

well in his first season. He established himself as a starter in Bursaspor and even got a 

call for the Turkish national team, entering the elite category of ‘national players’ which 

hiked up his market value. At the end of the 2018-2019 season, however, Bursaspor’s 

ended the league 16th placed after a series of poor team performances and relegated to 

the Turkish Second Division. His move to Bursaspor provided Meraş a major league 

platform and his successful displays made the season a steppingstone for him: from the 

Turkish second tier to the national top tier and then to wider markets. Like other players 

with market demand for his services, Meraş wanted to leave Bursaspor and sign with a 

higher profile team, despite the remaining three years in his contract. Not only that the 

Turkish Second Division would be a step back in his upwardly career, he would also 

earn less than his first year: most contracts involve clauses for salary cuts in the case a 

team relegates to a lower tier, which deprives a relegating team’s budget from its major 
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source of revenue, the shares from the collective sale of the top-tier league’s 

broadcasting rights to media corporations.  

Relegation forced a series of crisis in Bursa. Under public pressure, the chairman 

Ali Ay now agreed to resign after three years at office, but his resignation was a 

tumultuous process. In the tradition of soccer’s joint-stock politics – the combination of 

personal credit and associational liability – the wealthy chairman had injected personal 

loans to the club’s running costs, bought several million euros of the debt the club owed 

to former board members and undersigned as personal surety for a bank loan. Chairman 

Ay wanted to redeem part of this sunken credit before leaving office. He thus welcomed 

the demand for Umut Meraş from one of the big three, Beşiktaş, and made a private deal 

with the player. According to the deal, Meraş would accept promissory notes from the 

club to cover part of the late payments the club owed him. In exchange, the player 

would refrain from seeking to unilaterally terminate his contact by citing late payments 

and remain contracted to Bursaspor so that the club could receive a cash compensation 

in exchange for terminating his contract and letting him leave for Beşiktaş. Shortly after 

the end of the season, Beşiktaş and Bursaspor agreed to a deal: the Istanbul-team would 

pay around 10 million liras (approximately 1.5 million Euros) to Bursaspor in exchange 

for Bursaspor releasing the player. The chairman, who was about to resign and give way 

to a successor when he made the deal, could then use the cheques from Beşiktaş against 

part of the debts the club owed to his person.  
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But the chairman faced vocal public criticism, including a crowd action that 

surrounded the club facilities and a scandalous video news story by a local journalist 

accusing the chairman of malfeasance. Furthermore, a newly found Auditing Committee 

inside the Bursaspor Congress, mostly young lawyers, released the photos of board 

decisions undersigned by the chairman adding fuel to the fire. The critical voices 

demanded the chairman to cancel player transfers and other transactions he authorized 

shortly before resigning, including the transfer of a valuable land title from the 

Bursaspor Association to his personal ownership, which I analyze in Chapter 5. Blocked 

by public pressure, Meraş’ move to Istanbul could not be finalized in the pre-election 

month of June, when the chairman had to refrain from transactions before handing over 

power to a successor. When a new chairman was elected and took office by mid-July, 

however, the successor chairman, seeking to consolidate popular support, refused to 

stick to the promises made by his predecessor. Instead, the new chairman made a 

statement with the popular mantra that he won’t let Meraş leave for a price under his 

market value, sending a message to Meraş’ suitors to raise their offers. The new 

chairman performed the proud partisan by the defiant snubbing game: turning down 

offers from the big three for being too low and treating Bursaspor not as an equal 

competitor but an unequal hinterland from where the big three farms cheap talent. 

Against financially rationalized decisions to trade out star players to relieve the debt 

burden, the defiant snubbing game prioritizes club sovereignty and charismatic pursuit 
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of ambition. Violating the deal Meraş had with his successor, the new chairman wanted 

to bargain anew for a higher price, but this soon caused Beşiktaş to opt out of the deal 

and look for an alternative player in the global transfer market. 

By the first week of August 2019, with only 3 weeks left before the closing of the 

UEFA transfer window on September 1, after which players cannot move from team to 

team until the next transfer window in January, Meraş had lost the interest from 

Beşiktaş but he had another suitor in France. Bursaspor’s former manager Paul Le Guen, 

now in charge at Le Havre in the French Second Division, wanted to sign the player. But 

the Bursaspor chairman kept the player captive by his populist obstinance. With time 

narrowing down, the player risked missing the window. Losing patience, Meraş 

addressed the “Honorable Bursaspor Community” with a public appeal, shared widely 

that day across the local online newspapers and social media, explaining the terms of the 

dispute he has with the management. But the player did so by using a carefully crafted 

rhetoric that aimed to preemptively parry possible charges of egoistically leaving a 

sinking ship that the audience could levy against him. He underlined the “sacrifices I 

made to belong in this camia (community),” enacting a fluency in the conception of the 

associational contract interwoven by joint and collective liability. Distancing himself 

from the morally suspect identity of a purely self-interested individual, Meraş revealed 

the altruistic terms of the unwritten protocol he had earlier agreed with the resigned 

chairman. He hoped that his “sacrifices” for the camia would be appreciated. He 
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expressed gratitude for Bursaspor for giving him a national platform and an upwardly 

steppingstone in his career. In doing so, he set up a public tribunal where the conflictual 

interplay between contractual rights/obligations and hierarchical reciprocities – between 

professional mobilities and territorial associations – could be decided by collective 

judgement. And Meraş made his case, a case for membership in the Bursaspor camia. 

“Despite the fact that I could become a free agent in exchange for renouncing the 

late payments I am owed by the club,” the player explained, “I felt that it would be 

healthier to leave in a style that benefits the club; therefore, considering that I may have 

had a role in bringing Bursaspor to these difficult days, I accepted IOUs towards the late 

payments I am owed and started training with the team in pre-season workouts.” Meraş 

reveals here the terms of the original agreement, a common culture of deal-making in 

the contemporary soccer industry in Turkey, where players can negotiate a private route 

to free agency by renouncing their receivables and their right to officially sanctioning 

clubs for breach of contract. Like many other professionals in the Turkish League, 

during his one full season with Bursaspor, Meraş was paid almost none of his annual 

salary defined in his official contract. According to FIFA regulations, this counts as a 

breach of contract by the club. An official notice of protest evidencing late payments 

over 100 days will earn the player the right to unilateral termination and make him a 

free agent. This would, however, be decided after the fact: the player would need to first 

inform the competent DRC, evidence his just cause and provide compelling proof of late 
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payments or other breaches of contract, and then unilaterally terminate his contract and 

sign with another team while the decision would have to be finalized through the legal 

ripostes between the player’s and the club’s representatives. The player would be 

retrospectively compensated for his contractual rights plus interest and penalties in the 

case that the player and his lawyer win the dispute. However, since the constitutional 

rulings in 2011 against the exclusive settlement of debts in the TFF DRC, clubs can 

choose not to accept arbitration inside the TFF DRC. Instead, clubs prefer that claims 

from players are routed to the cumbersome and costly civic courts where every decision 

can be appealed at two higher courts and enforcement takes places inside the sovereign 

courts of the Turkish nation-state, which deters the player-friendly and contract and 

arbitration centered private order of FIFA-UEFA. Critically, both of these private-

sportive and public-judicial routes of dispute and debt collection would mean a 

conflictual exit from Bursaspor and leaving with an unpopular record of dispute, 

negative points in loyalty and submission to club hierarchies. This record will possibly 

shut Meraş away from this territorial market in the future.  

Under these conditions, an alternative, more common route for players – 

especially for those like Umut Meraş who know to have attractive suitors in the market 

unlike out-of-demand or injured players like Furkan Özçal – is to negotiate a private 

mutual termination agreement: free agency for the player in exchange for [renouncing 

the claims to] all or part of the late payments (alacaklarına karşılık serbest kalma). Clubs 
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would much rather persuade in-demand players to remain under contract, however, 

because giving a player free agency deprives the clubs of the right to charge a bargained 

compensation to the player’s suitors in exchange for agreeing for the player to leave. 

This club-to-club exchange of money is traditionally named bonservis17 in Turkey and a 

transfer fee in the global English terminology. It denotes the amount the asking club 

agrees with and pays to the player’s current club before commencing negotiations with 

the player over the terms of the employment contract. This club-to-club control over the 

routes of professional player mobilities is the institutional architecture by which clubs 

have historically narrowed down the space for independent bargaining between players 

and multiple suitors, a monopsony position that national leagues invented and was 

protected by FIFA’s international order until the Bosman ruling in 1995. 

The post-Bosman FIFA regulations give players more legal space against clubs 

that restrain their freedom of contract and control their movement. First and foremost, 

clubs now cannot charge a bonservis fee when a player is out of contract. This sport-

specific regulation was found to violate constitutional labor rights at the ECJ. But the 

reformed statutes partially reserve the club’s prerogatives. Payers who have more than 6 

months remaining in their contracts will still need to compensate their employers to 

leave. While players have expanded powers to sanction contract-breaching clubs at 

 

17 This is after the French word bon service, a letter of reference from a worker’s previous employer which 
confirms that the worker is not obliged to an overlapping work contract. 
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DRCs, club look to reproduce their prerogatives through private deals like the one 

between Bursaspor and Meraş. Athletes who want to leave on good terms and build 

rapport with powerful clubs, which they might see as possible return spots, cooperate. 

This is what Meraş did: he gave an upward gift to the club by agreeing to renounce free 

agency and defined this act of cooperativeness as reciprocating immaterial benefits 

given to him by the club: a public platform for upward career mobility. In doing so, he 

reproduces the hierarchical, yet Bosman-strained priority of club-to-club agreements 

over unrestricted free agency. He does so by the gesture of renouncing statute-protected 

rights and remaining inside a social bargaining space where players, fans, and directors 

share risks and liabilities inside a camia. But the renouncing player also puts himself in 

the position of the giving hand and creates a relation of equality with the club’s wealthy 

chairmen and board members, who similarly leave their offices with clubs owing them 

money, but then, if they want to leave on good terms, are expected to donated part of 

the debts the clubs owes them. In his statement, Meraş defines this willingness to benefit 

Bursaspor as “sacrifices I made for being a member of this camia (society),” as a plea for 

membership in a territorial association, a city team. This discourse and performance aim 

to influence the public assessment of the nature of the social tie between himself and 

Bursaspor. The player avoids being seen as relating to the club in a shorter-term 
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transaction between strangers and frames his tie as a longer-term associational 

reciprocity that can be reactivated in the future.18 

These gestures of renunciation immediately receive positive evaluation from club 

societies – club management and supporters – expressed by an emic phrase for applaud 

para kazandırarak gitmek, leaving while earning the club money. This stands in stark 

contrast to leaving as a free agent or by unilateral termination of one’s contract by 

recourse to statutes, serbest kalmak, becoming free. “The fees offered to Bursaspor will 

significantly relieve our club Bursaspor,” Meraş added in his statement, not forgetting 

the ‘our’ and gesturing towards membership inside the associational solidarity of 

Bursaspor that extends to powerful networks of haute business and politics, and covers 

one of the sizeable urban soccer markets in Turkey. He also avoided the unpopular 

image of the global flaneur who leaves when things take a bad turn. Meraş frames his 

act as “reciprocation” for the platform he received and a voluntary penalty against the 

“personal mistakes he might have made that contributed to the team’s relegation,” the 

first social and the second political concepts of money transaction, proactively 

transforming a contractual bargaining process into a negotiation for belonging in a 

sociopolitical domain.  

 

18 “Umut Meraş’tan transfer açıklaması: Saygısızlık olarak görüyorum,” BURSASPORX, 6 August 2019, 
https://www.bursasporx.com/bursaspor/umut-meras-tan-transfer-aciklamasi-saygisizlik-olarak-
h10677.html.  
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These exchanges enact a masculine-civic contract, according to which the 

professional and the club unite in by a risk-sharing group liability. This compact is 

summarized by a global anecdote Bursaspor tribün groups love to reference, which 

praises a player for not taking the market exit and sharing the social and financial costs 

of relegation with the camia. And this heroic act is represented as a masculine virtue 

against the pragmatic appeal of exiting which invites the gendered frame of an unmanly 

deserter. Wired to the global FIFA publics by way of media coverage, Bursaspor 

supporters quote the Czech superstar Pavel Nedved as the exemplary hero to be 

emulated by Bursaspor players. When Nedved’s team Juventus Turin relegated to the 

Italian second division in 2008, after a prosecutorial investigation charged the team for 

match-fixing, the Czech superstar allegedly said about his teammates who decided to 

take the market exit: “when a team relegates, footballers leave and men stay,” 

emasculating professional market rationality. Bursaspor supporter accounts widely 

shared this alleged statement after the team’s relegation in 2019 when Meraş was 

seeking options to leave. Such discourses produce a gendered discourse on professional 

mobility, but also create a test of belonging where membership in a camia comes not 

from localness but displays of popular abnegation or mascu-loyalty. When Nedved, the 

Czech professional ‘resisted’ the short-term temptations of the market and remained in 

Juventus, he made his professional destination from being a temporary station to a 

home-base. After Nedved retired, the owners of Juventus offered Nedved a seat in the 
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Juventus board of directors, reflecting the post-national construction of loyalty and 

belonging inside FIFA globalization, in which a local Turinese player might turn into a 

gendered outsider, a deserter, and an incoming Czech start might become the ‘real man.’  

By renouncing free agency and earning the club money, Meraş gave up a 

stronger bargaining position in the market and took the risk of contractual captivity. 

Free agency cancels a major financial hurdle for potential suitors and makes the player a 

more viable target for a greater number of teams. The player also made himself subject 

to the personal consent and whim of the club directors. At the point Meraş accepted the 

IOUs towards the late payments and remained under contract, he had to show up for 

pre-season training and obey ‘club discipline.’ Acting impulsively or presuming he is no 

longer obligated would make the player the party that breached the contract first. 

Therefore, at that point, any violation by the player could potentially count a just cause 

for the club to gain the upper hand in a possible dispute resolution hearing. At worst, a 

unilateral breach of contract by a player without a demonstrable just cause can lead the 

player to be ‘blackballed’ by a FIFA-wide freeze on his license. So Meraş had to put up 

with the whims of the chairman.  

But Meraş knew that mobility across territorial associations come with such 

renunciations of contractual promises. The player described his willingness to accept 

this informal camia agreement not only as a one-time favor undertaken for practical ends 

but as part and parcel of a career-long transactional morality, attesting to his sacrificial 
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character written in his professional CV. “I had gone in debt to my previous club 

Boluspor and signed IOUs when I transferred to Bursaspor” he wrote in his defense, 

which means that in order to ensure Bursaspor could transfer him for cheaper, he 

shouldered a share of the transaction costs, when his previous employer similarly tried 

to extract a higher bid than Bursaspor was willing to pay. By publicly demonstrating the 

record of his professional morality of leaving on good terms, Meraş more generally 

communicated his understanding of the territorial associations’ hold over the intra-

national routes of market mobility in Turkey. He thus strategically played and 

reproduced the moral assessment of soccer players not simply as contracted 

professionals but temporary and serial citizens of the joint-stock politics of associational 

camias as they move from team to team. In this environment where market roads are 

patrolled by the public power of camias, professional players do not merely sign 

contracts or cannot pretend to be doing merely that: they enter in and out of 

sociopolitical containers, inside which thick and private exchanges of favors and deals 

take place, and where refusal to cooperate can disrepute the player and leave a trace of 

stigma. “I leave the verdict to the esteemed Bursaspor fans and the public opinion. 

Respectfully,” the message ends, capping the legalistic pretense of this communication 

and plea for membership, and giving the exchange an air of public tribunal, where the 

tribün is the jury and can sentence either the player for being greedy or the club 

management for being incompetent. Through this performative tribunal, the 
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stakeholders not only bargain but also reinforce and negotiate the doubled world of 

FIFA soccer where contacts and reciprocities, FIFA statutes and popular verdicts, global 

statutes and national conventions coexist to both create and regulate FIFA soccer. Not 

long after the exchange, Bursaspor accepted an offer from the French team Le Havre, 

slightly lower than the earlier offer from Beşiktaş. Meraş left for France. He was leaving 

on good terms. 

7.4 Home-Grown Oratory: the Camia’s Boy 

Platform 1. Comments under Bursasporluyuz.org Facebook page post: “Ertuğrul 
Ersoy, too, sends a letter of warning [over late payments]”19 

 
In this fucked up Vakıfköy [Bursaspor Youth Academy] there should be more 

training sessions on character. Players should be taught manliness 
 

reminder to those who got angry with Volkan, Serdar, Ozan [former Bursaspor 
Youth Academy players who left for the big three for better prospects]: at least they 

earned the club money and they didn’t lead the team to relegation 
 

is this the one who said “we’ll die [to avoid relegation] if necessary? 
 
 

Platform 2. Reader comments under Bursasporum.com news story: “He said 
we’ll die if necessary and sent a letter of warning [initiating a breach of contract 

claim]”20 
 

Most liked comment: “You will get that money of yours sooner or later, that may 
be your right, but you shall die eating that money. Traitors inside us reveal themselves 

in bad days. Perhaps bad days are good for this. We see who the traitors are” 
Liked by 99. Disliked by 16 

 

19 “Ertuğrul Ersoy’da ihtar” https://www.facebook.com/34473252370/posts/10156463464107371/  
 
20 “Gerekirse ölürüz dedi ama ihtarname gönderdi,” Bursasporum.com, 5 June 2019, 
http://www.bursasporum.com/gerekirse-oluruz-dedi-ama-ihtarname-gonderdi-n32777.  
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Least liked comment: “Of course he will want his money. Is there a clause [in his 

contract] that says we [Bursaspor] won’t pay wages if relegated? 
Liked by 8. Disliked by 34 

 
With two months to go before the end of the 2018-2019 season and prospects of 

relegation at sight, the team captain Ertuğrul Ersoy, the 21 year-old home-grown 

defender, gave a heroic video interview after a worrying defeat. “Our fans are absolutely 

justified to be angry,” he apologized to the tribün. “We will die if necessary” to avoid 

relegation. When things didn’t turn well and Bursaspor relegated, Ersoy, who also made 

it to the senior national team in October that year, wanted to leave. By early June, as the 

three-month long summer transfer window opened, he was among the more than half a 

dozen players who issued letters of warning to the club via the TFF to exercise their 

right to unliteral termination by following the procedures written in the TFF Transfer 

Statutes concerning late payments. As if part of a coordinated action that day, every 

local news outlet and tribün governed Bursaspor website singled out Ertuğrul Ersoy in 

their headlines: “He said we’ll die if necessary and now he issues a letter of warning”; 

“we should not forget to mention Ertuğrul is among those who issued a letter of 

warning”; “Ertuğrul Ersoy, too, issued a letter of warning.” Ersoy is not simply a 

professional passerby who merely wants to leave Bursaspor on good terms: according to 

FIFA categories, Ertuğrul is a home-grown player. Even if he were to leave as a free 

agent, a FIFA determined compensation will be due to be paid to the club that raised 

him to compensate clubs who invest in youth development.  
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Home-grown academy players, or in Turkish parlance, altyapı oyuncuları 

(infrastructure players) are those who join a club’s youth academy/football school as 

minors, before turning 16, before the age when FIFA regulations allow athletes to sign 

professional contracts and enter the market by licensing themselves with a FIFA-

member national association. Aspiring youngsters who seek a career in pro-soccer want 

to join a reputable academy so that they can improve their skills by accessing the 

academy’s physical and human resources captured by the term altyapı, infrastructure. 

The term denotes the regular sized and well-maintained grass turfs, standard quality 

balls, training equipment, training staff, access to catered nutrition, and regular 

schedules of training drills mentored by coaches. Bursaspor Youth Academy facilities 

are home to four natural grass and one synthetic grass field and also 42 rooms for 

boarding players who are brought in from nearby towns and cities, but sometimes from 

as far as Nigeria, to train their way up the age categories that starts with an Under-14 

team and ends with the Under-21 team, one below the senior professional squad. Each 

age category is assigned a head coach and an assistant coach who oversee the team’s 

training drills every day and weekend matches in the national or regional leagues in 

each age category. Academy coaches are often retired Bursaspor players, who, after their 

active playing days are over, some in their 30s, attend TFF-organized and UEFA 

standardized coaching seminars to receive UEFA-wide valid licenses, which earn them 

the right to work as professional trainers. To qualify for UEFA criteria and receive youth 
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development grants from the TFF, Bursaspor Youth Academy also employs part-time a 

number of soccer-track graduates of the Physical Education and Sport Vocational 

Universities as well as an academy doctor, several masseurs, a nutrition expert, staff 

members for equipment management, turf maintenance, and a bus driver who everyday 

picks up in-city players from designated spots in the city-center to transport them to the 

suburban Vakifkoy facilities for daily training drills.  

Bursaspor Academy is considered among the reputable centers that cultivate 

elite talent in Turkey and receives subsidies from the TFF budget for fulfilling the costly 

UEFA criteria and contributing to the nationwide development of a talented pool of 

citizen-players eligible to represent the Turkish national team on top of their 

professional and increasingly transnational careers in clubs. Compared to the number of 

professional teams that compete in the four major tiers of the Turkish national league 

under the regulation of the TFF, only a limited number of clubs in Turkey own state of 

the art youth academies. Bursaspor is one of these. These academies field junior teams in 

‘the elite youth leagues’ in three separate age categories. For promising players across 

Turkey, the upward path to the dream career goes through these elite youth academies 

and elite youth leagues that start at the Under-14 age category. Elite leagues are also the 

exclusive path to junior national selections at those same age categories. National 

selection stamps a player’s place in the highest echelon of an age cohort and builds 

market demand from teenage years anticipating their development.  
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Bursa is also the regional headquarters for the TFF’s South Marmara region for 

scouting, one the nine territories for the TFF’s nationwide sport bureaucracy that covers 

Turkey – excepting TFF’s Europe offices that specialize in hiring the Turkish diaspora 

from elite youth academies in Germany, France, and Netherlands. In the TFF’s Bursa-

regional office are employed Bursaspor affiliated former professionals, who work as TFF 

regional scouts to pick out the promising talent in their sport territories. These retired 

footballers, headed today by a 60-year old former Bursaspor captain and a former 

national team player, are well-connected inside Bursaspor’s civic networks and have 

interpersonal ties with the elite members of the Bursaspor Congress. They are local 

celebrities, too, known to the wider public from their playing years. The position of the 

TFF regional scout was established in the early 1990s to expand the institutional power 

of the TFF. TFF is not only the regulator of the professional inter-club league but also the 

executive organizer of the supra-club national team that represents Turkey in FIFA-

owned international tournaments and consists exclusively of athletes holding Turkish 

citizenship. TFF’s regional scouts connect regional grassroots soccer with the TFF center 

and have the power to decide which players will be selected for the elite circle of 

‘national players’ by recommending names to the TFF coaches stationed in TFF’s 

national headquarters in Istanbul, who have the authority to select and coach national 

teams for every age group starting with U-14. In other words, these local-to-national TFF 

networks control the paths of professional upward mobility for teenagers to move up 
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the ladder from small-town teams to big city teams/elite youth academies and then from 

those elite youth academies to the national team – overlapping with a social-geographic 

ladder rising from hinterlands to urban centers of Turkey and finally to Turkey’s 

sporting capital Istanbul.  

Informal dinner with a retired professional, Ahmet “the goal scorer,” a popular 
 Bursaspor player of the 1980s. He and his few friends control a very low division 
 feeder team in Bursa. And they run a private training academy, a small, 
 substandard-sized AstroTurf field they rented, charging monthly fees per player 
 to attendees. They have a couple hundred aspirant teenagers who want to be 
 athletes. That makes about 10K/moth revenue, I calculate. If the families are poor, 
 they ask sponsorships from friendly businessmen to cover these monthly fees or 
 ask businessmen acquaintances to sponsor the fees for equipment and uniforms. 
 The attendees are charged an attendance fee and an equipment/uniform fee. 
 “Bursaspor needs to support us by listening to our advice and taking our 
 graduates to its academy,” he explains. He tells me about the certificates he and 
 his fellow friends has from attending the latest coaching certification seminars of 
 the TFF. In our next meeting, he brings me a small USB drive. Look, this is where 
 you’ll find the modern system, he tells me. He copies a training schedule and 
 modules folder to my USB drive. He worked for more than a year in Izmir, in a 
 highly reputable youth development academy, which has made national 
 headlines in the past years for training the next generation of elite talent who 
 now play in the top leagues in Europe. He blames other clubs/academies for 
 lacking meritocracy and being mere hubs of patronage. “I tried to coach a team. I 
 gave the club directors a nutritional plan for the youth, you can find the plan in 
 the USB stick, but the club’s cook didn’t listen to me. Pasta and rice, pasta and 
 rice all day! I wanted him to replace the menu with more protein.” Then, it 
 turned out, he explains to me, the staff was hands and cheek with the municipal 
 government and wanted to replace him a politically friendly coach. “Few weeks 
 later, I was fired.” Our conversation then turns to the media-scrutinized hire of a 
 former Bursaspor captain, a Bursa local, to the position of the Director of 
 Bursaspor Youth Academy. For the past years, he had been completing the TFF 
 certification seminars and working at the TFF’s youth development unit for a few 
 years. “I support him,” he explains. “He has the credentials. Bravo to him for 
 getting the position.” I sense a degree of envy but anticipation of opportunity. 
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 All retired players are looking for one and the Bursaspor Youth Academy is 
 where they’d like to be. 

These networks are almost exclusively staffed by former national team players. 

By choosing who gets to play in the national stage, they control access to the valuable 

platform of nation-to-nation UEFA Junior Championships, where promising young 

players from across UEFA’s European soccer world can display their talent to a global 

network of scouts and agents that collect intelligence for the superpowers of the FIFA 

professional market: clubs of the European ‘big five,’ the top tier national leagues in 

England, Germany, Spain, France, and Italy which are the highest paying leagues across 

the world. In 2015, Bursaspor received 2 million Pounds transfer fee by trading out the 

18-year old home-grown Enes Ünal to the English super club Manchester City, thanks to 

the player’s impressive statistics in these UEFA Junior Championships with the Turkish 

national junior teams, before the teenager made much impact in the domestic national 

league. Ünal, like most home-grown Bursaspor players, had signed a relatively long 

professional contract with Bursaspor when he turned 16, which allowed Bursaspor to 

secure a transfer fee from the English suitors. While aspirant young players look to be 

recognized by the corner-guards of this athletic conveyor belt, to use a term coined by 

the African-American sport journalist William Rhoden, retired Bursaspor players who 

make a name for themselves as loyal locals by long years of playing for Bursaspor look 

to staff these local-to-national scouting and coaching ties in their post-retirement years. 

Jobs in these positions are remunerated not as highly as the coaching positions at senior 
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professional teams, but can be longer-term compared to the shorter cycles of hiring and 

firings of senior coaches depending on the ups and downs of the team’s achievement 

and consequent public pressures for managerial change. Academy and TFF coaching 

and scouting positions are highly competitive and well-paid and provide an avenue for 

salaried jobs in the soccer industry for retired players, after the threshold when their 

aging bodies can no longer support competitive performance.  

Ertuğrul Ersoy’s career exemplifies this geographical and sportive upward 

mobility from the periphery to the center, from the lower tiers of the FIFA pyramid to 

the higher tiers. Ersoy joined the Bursaspor Academy as a 13-year old and moved as a 

boarding academy player from a nearby county in the South Marmara coastal littoral, 

the sixty-mile away Gölcük. As a boarding athlete, Ersoy resided in the club’s youth 

academy facilities from that point onward, attending all daily training drills plus the 

extra ones for boarding athletes. In less than two years after joining, Ersoy was called for 

the under-15 Turkish junior national team and played in every subsequent age category 

as he matured. When Ersoy turned 16, he signed a 7-year contract with Bursaspor that 

would expire in the summer of 2020, giving Bursaspor to right to trade his contract for a 

fee anytime during this seven years in the case that he shined and attracted interest from 

big market teams. For academy players like Ersoy, the moment of a professional career 

move to a bigger market team for better wages or career prospects is more loaded than 

others like Umut Meraş who spent only one year under contract with Bursaspor, and 
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nonetheless still had to ‘reciprocate’ a significant sum to the club. Especially if academy 

players move to the big three, these moves can be represented with popular discourses 

of defection, with the Teksas archenemy Beşiktaş ranking the worst in the list of no-go 

zones according to supporter public judgement. One former academy player, Volkan 

Şen, who was part of the championship winning Bursaspor team in 2010, but whose 

contract the club agreed to trade to Fenerbahçe, was assaulted by a pitch-invading fan 

during my fieldwork during Bursaspor’s home game against the Istanbul team. The 

invading fan was not only cheered in the stadium and applauded on social media, a 

member of the Bursaspor Board of Directors, a corporate lawyer, volunteered to legally 

represent him pro bono in the legal process he would now face for violating public order 

according to the Law on Sport Violence. Before his court hearing in Bursa, supporter 

pages rallied public support. 
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Figure 17: Caption from Teksas Bursa Facebook page, July 2017. "A brother has 
a court hearing tomorrow. We are with him as the Teksas family. Nobody forgot what 

he did.” Photo shows the pitch-invading fan assaulting former Bursaspor home-
grown player, later big three player, Volkan Şen. 

 

Academy players also engage in a thicker traffic of verbal and nonverbal 

communication with the tribün. During a home game when he was banned from 

playing, Ertuğrul Ersoy decided to attend the stadium standing and cheering alongside 

Teksas Amigos and playing the drum throughout the game in the orchestrating tower 

next to the Little Amigo Enes of Teksas. Being more familiar with stadium routines and 

civic relations and semiotics of power, the ascribed localness of these players are critical 

resources for Teksas fraternities to build communicative ties between the crowd and the 

playing field. Despite Ersoy having only recently broken into the starting line-up, I 
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would observe Amigos would shouting at him when they needed coordinating 

assistance, a position capped by Ersoy’s status as the team captain. The young player 

would, at the request of amigos, instruct fellow foreign team-mates, who were unclear 

about pregame routines and not fluent in Turkish, to respond to Teksas chants, 

choreographies, and pregame rituals with the expected performative displays that even 

newcomer foreigners can mimetically join. Above all, these include a ritualistic 

performance called the “fist show” (yumruk şov) where every player one-by-one walks 

up to Teksas and swings their fists three consecutive times to a drummed rhythm, a 

performance that marks Teksas’s coordinating centrality vis-à-vis the rest of the 

stadium. When the Teksas orchestrating tower chants for the whole team to approach 

the Teksas territory before kick-off and reciprocate with a salute, standing for an oath of 

victory, it was again the home-grown Ertuğrul who would organize the starting eleven 

players to collectively form a hand-in-hand line and walk the field towards Teksas 

territory and respond to these ceremonial team-crowd interactions, which serve to 

reproduce the unquestionable center of gravity that the group-form Teksas fraternity 

constitutes in the otherwise symmetrical architecture of the oval-shaped stadium, 

playing a key mediator role in the amigo-orchestrated consolidation of the home-crowd 

which I historicize in Chapter 5. Being a home-grown player – the camia’s boy – can 

come with public privileges, too. During my fieldwork, I was told in the club one day 

that Ersoy got himself into trouble after a masculine competition for a woman’s 
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attention, apparently beating a young man physically, which ended up in the police 

station, but from where Bursaspor board members could easily get him out – learning at 

a young age the benefits of being under the protection of Bursaspor as a civic camia.  

When Ersoy similarly wanted to leave Bursaspor after the team’s relegation to 

the second division and issued a letter of warning to the TFF concerning the late 

payments the club owed him, the discursive tone of the public drama were thus much 

more intense. Shortly after the media announced his name as among the player issuing a 

letter of warning, he was harassed in a diner and heard slurs from strangers. Eventually, 

Ersoy, too, renounced the conflictual exit and remained in contract, allowing Bursaspor 

to receive the 750K Euros buyout clause. A buyout clause or a minimum release fee is a 

clause in some contracts, bargained before signature, that specify a minimum fee that 

the player’s employer promises to accept if a club interested in the player’s services 

offers the club the amount. Moreover, Ersoy renounced around 1 million Euros of late 

payments that the club owned him for his salaries for the past two years. Ersoy’s 

goodbye message, hoping to make his own plea in the mediatized game of public 

judgement about employer-employee disputes, was much more sentimental, heroic and 

warrior-like compared to the goodbye message by Meraş, when the home-grown player 

prepared to leave for the same French team coached by Bursaspor’s former manager 

Paul Le Guen.  
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Ersoy’s goodbye rhetoric was a bombastic oratory on the virtues of soldierly 

dedication or a citizenly loyalty to the club that raised him. In a mix of bitterness and 

pride, the athlete defined himself not simply as a mobile professional or a passerby but 

an inalienable sportive citizen of Bursaspor by jus soli, citizenship by birth on a political 

territory. “I was born on this soil not only with my body and soul, but with my 

footballing-self” (futbolculuğumla bu topraklarda doğdum) the leaving athlete wrote, and 

added metaphors of compulsory military service by defining his sportive service to 

Bursaspor as having “not once abandoned my watch” and “not having once betrayed 

the armband” or having worn “that holy uniform.” Expressing his agony over the 

team’s relegation to the second tier, the young player explained that he daily prays to 

have the face to look memorable local-born captains of Bursaspor history in the eye, 

“like Sinan, Sedat, Beyhan,” the first one being the TFF Bursa regional scout mentioned 

earlier. Ersoy expressed his fluency in the discursive frames of Bursaspor history. 

Looking back to his boarding years in the Bursaspor Youth Academy, he wrote that 

“everyday spent in Vakıfköy is a nail nailed on a sense of belonging in Bursaspor” 

(Bursasporluluk aidiyetine mıhlanmış bir çivi). He then announced he was renouncing late 

payments by a discourse of ‘primordial debts’: “to even say that I’m owed is absurd, I can 

never repay my club in a lifetime.” He carefully distinguished his position from 

creditors or foreign professionals and described a heroic story of how he “fought debt 

collectors frequenting club facilities” and “paid his foreign teammates out of his own 
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pocket when they refused to train by citing late payments.” More than simply 

renouncing contractually entitled salaries, Ersoy presented himself as a fighter against 

club creditors, sportive and non-sportive, contributing to the maximal funneling of 

revenue to the players he captained to sustain competitive motivation in the playing 

squad. A financial soldier for the sportive city-state, for the camia. 

7.5 A View From France: Transnational Relief from the Camia 

 

“Players want to play where there is no camia pressure”  
Bursaspor Bus Driver 

 
“Tell me, Can, you’re a sociologist. Why are we such as a restless camia?” 

Bursaspor Public Relations Director 
 

“In clubs that grew into a camia, you can’t downsize the Youth Academy. The 
whole camia will turn against you.” 
Bursaspor Accreditations Director 

 
“Debt-free clubs, the new ones, those that are firms, they will start winning.” 

Bursaspor Chairman Ali Ay 
 

“It’s not the passport that plays on the pitch” 
Ertuğrul Ersoy, upon transferring to France 

 

Ersoy’s oratory when leaving gives public cultural expression to the 

organizational form of associational sportive monopolies like Bursaspor: vertically 

integrated civic clubs that invest local wealth to become a regional monopoly inside the 

nation and pin the soccer market on semi-public templates. These subsumption of 

commercialism inside public constructs reflects in the organizational conventions of the 
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club-athlete relation not only in the moral economic hierarchy that subordinate 

contractual entitlements to more flexibly bargainable exchange of favors (territorial 

membership in exchange for pay renunciation), but also in the everyday routines. Club 

facilities have boarding rooms for the adult professionals that keep them under a 

barracks-like captivity in the name of team discipline and exercise pre-gameday curfews 

and collectivized bused travels even before home games, where players first show up in 

the clubhouse and then drive the 3 miles from the club facilities to the stadium in one 

team bus escorted by the sport police.  

The 22-year old Ersoy would speak in a quite different public cultural discourse, 

however, upon landing in France and giving his in-depth interview to a Turkish radio 

show few months later. It was as if the professional mobility across national 

jurisdictions, from industrial Bursa to the French port Le Havre, was not simply a 

transition from one league to another in the FIFA market, but a cultural portal between 

two realms, from the political to the economic. “I found France a more tolerant society 

off the pitch,” Ersoy explained, “where attending football matches is not a matter of life 

and death, but more like theater. It allows a footballer to tell himself ‘I, too, am 

practicing a business” (futbolcunun kendisine ben de bir iş yapıyorum demesini sağlıyor). 

France, he approvingly argued, is a society where soccer is safely within the norms of an 

ordinary business, a place from which the player comparatively assessed the cultural 

differences between Turkey and France in an emic discourse of comparative political 
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science that contrasts the economic and the political, the French ethos of individual 

responsibility and professional autonomy versus the barracks-like collectivism of 

Turkish clubs that subtract contractual rights in exchange for providing privileged but 

club-embedded luxuries: 

“I haven’t even met the chairman yet, only the sportive director…They allow you 
 to focus only on sport…I can say that fan pressure doesn’t exist. Go to a 
 restaurant after a game and no one reproaches you for playing poorly…This 
 helps prevent the pressure (baskı). Since the director is also free from pressure 
 (baskı), there is not the practice of spending extraordinary amounts on random 
 players just to bring in superstars. Nothing like ‘we have 3 Liras but let’s take out 
 a loan of 5 liras to transfer players and satisfy the fans or the press. Maybe this is 
 why their economy is ordered. Payments are made on the day. I have even been 
 once paid my salary several days before the due date. There is not even a 
 restaurant in the training facilities. We’re there for two hours to train and go 
 home. We use our own vehicles travelling to the airport for a deplasman. And 
 then we drive back from the airport to our homes. I have not once been put 
 under pre-match curfew before a game. There is a limited number of staff in 
 the facilities. One day, I left my muddy shoes at the door. Next day, it was still 
 there, no one washed it and I had to wear them muddy. This teaches 
 responsibility. I tell this to my friends in France, I tell them about the structure, 
 and they say, ‘why would someone else wash your shoes?’ After six months, I 
 said to myself, it could all work without all that.” 

 

Ersoy would also retrospectively reinterpret the contractual dispute and this 

time, argue that ‘he was wronged’ in the way he left Bursaspor – reversing his discourse 

of primordial debts to unpaid entitlements. This transnational air-portal of relief from 

camia reciprocities by moving to France also qualified him for the status of a ‘non-

national professional’ [playing outside his own national league] and entitled to dispute 

resolution at the FIFA DRC, where disputes between clubs and athletes are heard by an 
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international tribunal of judges selected from FIFA members across the world. The same 

months Ersoy moved to France upon Bursaspor’s relegation to the second division, two 

of his former teammates in Bursaspor, two French nationals, Sebastian Frey and Jirès 

Kembo Ekoko, were knocking on Bursaspor’s door demanding their unpaid salaries 

through the cases their lawyers won at the FIFA Dispute Resolution Chamber. Frey’s 

case had been appealed by Bursaspor at the Court of Arbitration (CAS) after the first 

hearing in the FIFA DRC, but there, too, Bursaspor lost the appeal. The time was up, and 

the dispute, which Bursaspor knew it would lose, reached its ultimate date of 

postponement, and ran out of appeal courts since CAS is the global supreme court of 

sport. The final decision reached the FIFA Disciplinary Committee, which forwarded the 

disciplinary demand to the TFF, demanding sanctions on Bursaspor imposed by the 

FIFA-member TFF.  

After playing in Bursaspor between 2013 and 2015, the French goalkeeper and 

Bursaspor had agreed on a mutual termination of the contract in July 2015, with 

Bursaspor agreeing to pay the player 50% of promised salaries for the final season of the 

players’ contract, approximately 850K Euros. But the player received only a portion of 

that according to CAS and FIFA DRC decisions. According to the final CAS decision 

forwarded by FIFA to the TFF, Bursaspor owed an overdue amount of 650K Euros and 

had to pay the amount with an annual 5% interest rate added (over the four-and-a-half 

years of postponement from 2015 to 2019). The club would further pay a fine of 25K 
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Swiss Francs because “the Debtor withheld the amount unlawfully from the Creditor” as 

a penalty for misconduct.21 By 2019, with the Euro-Lira exchange rate having risen from 

2.75 in January 2015 to 6.5 in July 2019 under Turkey’s currency crisis, Bursaspor faced a 

serious problem. 

Global changes were critical. The TFF was now more under pressure from FIFA, 

which in the summer of 2018 announced a “new approach adopted by the FIFA 

Disciplinary Committee with respect to debtor clubs,” in response to the fact that “a 

very high number of football stakeholders, mainly clubs, keep on failing to respect 

decisions.”22  FIFA announced a new procedure for sanctions with the aim “of 

establishing a system that will better ensure the respect of decisions passed by FIFA 

bodies and will ultimately induce debtor clubs to swiftly comply with their financial 

duties towards their creditors.” In addition to fines, FIFA announced that sanctions will 

be decided at the FIFA level and now involve sporting sanctions, “a point deduction 

and/or a transfer ban.” Point deductions refer to direct sporting sanctions to have a 

debtor club to start a league with negative points rather than 0, which extends FIFA 

authority inside the national domain, which FIFA regulations hitherto considered a 

sovereign zone of national federations. The transfer ban, on the other hand, will ban the 

 

21 Decision of the Member of the FIFA Disciplinary Committee Mr Mahmoud Hammami [Tunisa] via 
electronic mail on 23 April 2019 to discuss the case of Club Bursaspor Kulübü Dernegi, Turkey 
(Decision 190210 PST TUR ZH), regarding failure to comply with the award issued on 23 July 2018 by the 
Court of Arbitration for Sport (CAS) regarding an employment-related dispute arisen between the player 
Sebastian Frey, France, and the club Bursaspor Kulübü Dernegi, Turkey. 
22 FIFA Circular no. 1628, 9 May 2018. 
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debtor club from “registering any players, either nationally or internationally,” to ensure 

that a financially misbehaving team will be directly hurt in the competitive transfer 

markets. In order to break the domestic solidarity between national federations and 

federated clubs, FIFA announced that “should a member association fail to 

automatically implement said sanction and provide the secretariat to the FIFA 

Disciplinary  Committee with the relevant proof of point deduction, disciplinary 

proceedings – which may lead to an expulsion from all FIFA competitions – may be 

opened against the association concerned.” The transfer ban “may be lifted both at the 

national and international level only by the FIFA Disciplinary Committee,” the circular 

underlined. FIFA would stretch its sanctioning muscles by its ownership over the 

world’s most lucrative international tournament, the FIFA World Cup. 

By the transfer window of Summer 2019, the TFF had a pile of disciplinary cases 

involving disputes between foreign national athletes and national clubs decided in favor 

of the athletes at the FIFA DRC. The TFF now started sportively sanctioning domestic 

clubs with the FIFA suggested point deductions and transfer market bans, the only 

language a camia will understand that affects a team’s sporting record in the shortest 

run. In the Summer 2019 as Ersoy left for France, the claims from the two French 

nationals led to a TFF-imposed ban on Bursaspor that disallowed the team to sign new 

players from the market until the pile of dispute cases were settled. When Bursaspor 

failed to settle the debts, the team, now playing in the second division, was also banned 
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with a 3 points deduction in the league table, giving the team a significant disadvantage 

in the seasonal race for re-promotion. Against a financially collapsing Turkish national 

league of debtor clubs, a new deal between a consortium of public banks and the TFF, 

led by the Minister of Finance, agreed to take over the sport club debts from private to 

public banks and restructure all debts for a 11-year deal in exchange for signing TFF-

centralized temlik contracts between the Union of Turkish Banks and league clubs. This 

would centrally funnel debtor clubs’ share of revenues from the broadcasting contract 

between the league and the media corporation directly to the creditor-banks to 

regularize loan repayments and thus impose a national-bureaucratic trusteeship over 

league clubs and force a league-wide reduction of spending in the player transfer 

market, ruling out the practice of personalized chairman suretyship for the loan 

agreements between associational clubs and creditor-banks. According to objectors, this 

would re-establish the sportive prowess of financially irresponsible club by tolerant 

public banks by charging the deficits of the professional league on tax-backed state 

banks.  

In November 2019, FIFPRO (Fédération Internationale des Associations de 

Footballeurs Professionnels) went public to caution “players to be careful before signing 

contracts with” seven soccer teams in Turkey, including Bursaspor, and cited the 

statistics showing that “in 2019, Turkish clubs have featured in almost 15% of 

international employment disputes between players and clubs at the FIFA Dispute 
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Resolution Chamber.”23 As one worried local journalist in Bursa interpreted the 

decision, FIFPRO “downgraded Bursaspor’s credit rating,” making it a suspect business 

partner for the global class of professionals and their agents. The journalist’ analogy 

voices the story pro-soccer tells about Turkey: if international competitiveness for 

creditworthiness in the global financial markets is a condition for capitalist 

development, then aspiration for achievement needs to deal with foreigners in a 

framework of financial liability and the TFF must comply with the changing FIFA globe 

and exercise pacta sunt servanda, the legal principle that agreements must be kept. The 

public culture of professional soccer seemed to suggest that the camia was now on a 

freefall: the very recipe that won Bursaspor the national title in 2010 now seemed to 

guide its downfall. 

 

 

 

 

23 “Warning on Turkish Football Club Debts,” FIFPRO, 21 November 2019. 
https://www.fifpro.org/en/rights/warning-on-turkish-football-clubs. Accessed 30 March 2020 
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Conclusion 
I start this dissertation by exploring the origins of commercialized soccer in 

Istanbul in an interregnum when the metropolis transitioned from being the capital of 

the multiethnic Ottoman Empire to officially being a ‘province’ of the newly found 

Turkish nation-state. I show that in the interwar era, the political incorporation of post-

Ottoman sporting life of Istanbul was not neatly harmonized by the parameters of the 

nation-state. In Chapters One and Two, which are chronologically located between 1920 

and 1948, I trace tensions between commercial logics of sport organizations centered in 

Istanbul and the projected visions of territorial state-making that treated sports activities 

and sports clubs as means of vertical and territorial integration of with an imagined 

nation’s human resources, and created centralized bureaucratic institutions to oversee 

and control cross-border sporting flows that linked Istanbul’s increasingly 

commercialized sport scene with similarly commercializing urban hubs of sport in 

Europe through private club-to-club contracts. 

The tensions between commercial sport and the nation-state could have led to 

many outcomes or resolved in different ways. Entrepreneurial members of Istanbul’s 

sport clubs, individuals and networks which I review in Chapter One, including key 

figures among Turkey’s emerging business elites such as Zeki Rıza Sporel and Yusuf 

Ziya Öniş, had an alternative view of how the nation-sate and commercial soccer could 

be combined than to that which eventually became the path taken. In April 1948, Sporel 
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wrote in Öz Fenerbahçe about a key contradiction: what were publicly perceived and 

defined as national (or international, beynelmilel) matches were in fact, cross-border 

commercial organizations based on match-contracts signed between Istanbul’s Ottoman-

era sport clubs and their counterparts in Europe. “We speak today of national matches 

or international contacts,” Sporel wrote, “but if we look at reality it will be the image of 

Istanbul we have in front of our eyes. Because only Istanbul clubs can take the [financial] 

risk to bring in teams. But we can’t simply ignore the enormous Ankara or Izmir.” While 

praising the original blueprints of a quickly aborted venture, according to which 

Istanbul’s league clubs would lead the initiative to organize a national intercity league in 

the late 1930s, Sporel complained that the centralizing thrust of the GDPE caused the 

project’s failure and proposed that a commercial nationwide league be organized 

outside the GDPE’s jurisdiction through private, club-to-club contracts between 

Istanbul’s major clubs and friendly clubs located in other urbanized centers of Turkey, a 

projection that sounded like the private professional team sport leagues of the United 

States. “If the teşkilat finds it difficult to organize it, it should leave it to the clubs,” Sporel 

wrote.24  

 Between 1945 and 1955, spokespersons of Istanbul’s major sport clubs lobbied 

politically to have the newly elected Democrat Party (DP) government abolish the GPDE 

entirely and criticized the so-called teşkilat by arguing that the centralist spirit of its laws 

 

24 Zeki Rıza Sporel, “Milli Küme Şampiyonası,” Öz Fenerbahçe, issue no. 5, 9 April 1948, p. 2. 
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reflected the bygone militarized atmosphere of World War II. Some of these 

spokespersons like Zeki Rıza Sporel and Saffet Gürol were elected DP deputies 

themselves and directly lobbied the popular prime minister Adnan Menderes to get 

their demands to materialize. These sports club directors instead proposed to create 

what they called a ‘democratic’ sport regime based on freedom (serbesti), run privately 

by clubs and club-to-club federations, reserving for the state institutions the restricted 

role of subsidizing sport without holding an administrative stake. In what would have 

been an interim chapter between Chapter Two and Chapter Three, a section I could not 

unfortunately finalize due to limitations of time, space and resources, I would have 

explained how and why these proposals failed and how the bureaucratic argument in 

favor of a national sport bureaucracy won, albeit with significant compromises and 

reforms of the interwar GDPE. These reforms made the GDPE’s sport-bureaucratic 

capabilities jump tracks and serve newly designed ends different than projections of 

nationwide military preparedness and pre-training for universal male conscription. 

Starting in the late 1940s, the GDPE gave the green light to the formation of an officially 

professional soccer league in Istanbul and legislated statutes that regulated contract-

based relations between athletes and clubs. The GDPE now regulated money flows in a 

commercial league and exercised the power to define the terms of entry for clubs to join 

professional leagues and the non-sportive rules of competition. By the late 1960s, state 

planners acknowledged this historical shift as one whereby the GDPE changed into “an 
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institution that regulated spectator sport […] after administering sport as an element of 

education between 1938 and 1948.”25  

This change, which involved a repurposing rather than the abolition of the 

GDPE’s bureaucratic infrastructure, is key for understanding the historical roots of the 

subsequent conflicts and interactions between professional soccer and the nation-state. 

This post-war repurposing will occupy a greater space when I develop this dissertation 

into a book. There are domestic and international factors that determined why the GDPE 

remained intact after World War II and why a growing soccer economy took place 

under its jurisdiction. The domestic factor has to with territorial ambitions of nation-

building and the capabilities that a repurposed GDPE could offer to postwar 

governments. When clubs in Istanbul asked for the abolition of the GDPE while still 

asking for tax-money subsidies for venue construction and international travel to 

sportively ‘represent’ the nation-state in cross-border sport competitions, advocates of 

the GDPE in the state bureaucracy and the Ministry of Interior objected to these 

demands by arguing that the abolition of this bureaucratic template would sever the 

territorial-sportive links between the globally networked and wealthier Istanbul clubs 

and undeveloped and rural territories in the inland, causing interregional sportive 

disconnect inside the nation-state. Sport would be deprived of a function of national 

 

25 T.C. Başbakanlık Devlet Planlama Teşkilatı Müsteşarlığı, İkinci Beş Yıllık Kalkınma Planı 1968-1972, 
http://ekutup.dpt.gov.tr/plan2.pdf, p. 192. 
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unification of regional cleavages and if tax money is used to support a national sportive 

cause, then this concept of the national cannot be exclusive to urbanized clusters and 

there would be no reason why private law federations to bundle the urbanized and less 

urbanized clusters of the nation into a unified organization. A private national league 

would be an inter-city contract among commercial centers, which would bring about a 

private mode of regulating entry to prestigious and popular domestic competitions. 

Private entrepreneurial logic could allow entry to only those wealthier and more 

urbanized regions and shape a league competition, offering power to its organizers, 

which segregates the urbanized and less urbanized regions in a still predominantly rural 

nation save for a select number of crowded cities. 

When the cities of the nation-state were eventually united in a season-long 

professional soccer league, therefore, the league would not be constituted and managed 

on the basis of a private contract between commercially minded clubs in sportive 

markets but under the administrative hierarchies of a nationwide sport bureaucracy. 

The league’s organizer and regulator, the Turkish Football Federation, was an office 

inside the Ministry of Education main building in Ankara, an office floor known as the 

‘bureau of sport federations’ which I try to visualize in Chapter Two when reviewing 

petitions and correspondence between sport clubs in Istanbul and the ministerial 

secretaries in Ankara. Organization of a commercial league regulated and instituted by a 

ministry-embedded sport administration had direct effects on the social constitution of 
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league participants and conditions for league entry. GDPE held on to the power to 

determine the extent and mode of the league’s territorial expansion from Istanbul to 

second-biggest urban centers, first to İzmir and Ankara, and then to Bursa, Adana, and 

Mersin as I review in Chapter Three. By the early 1980s, the politically brokered 

expansions created a four-tiered league system covering almost the entire national 

territory save for the underrepresented and predominantly rural Kurdish southeast.  

Moreover, league expansion under the GDPE imbued the process with a public 

administrative mandate expressed with the phrase “taking soccer to Anatolia,” which 

occasioned governor-brokered mergers of local rivals in small and midsized cities, 

giving birth to city teams representing administrative territories. A key element of this 

mode of territorialization of commercial soccer from the port-cities of Istanbul and İzmir 

was that these city teams remained “amateur,” which meant that athletes were salaried 

but teams were not privately owned commercial firms and remained voluntary civic 

associations. Newly founded city team associations were akin to sportive city councils, a 

chamber of city elites who co-sponsor the competitive ambitions of their cities. These 

city teams have been analogous to the manner in which chambers of commerce are 

organized as territorial (rather than sectoral) chambers in Turkey, as I review in Chapter 

Six. As I argue in Chapter Seven, this template still shapes the cultural logics of the 

professional labor market for athletes, for whom employment by city teams are charged 

with a sense of membership in a civic community and civically organized networks of 
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favors and influence, rather than being treated as temporary contractual relations with 

commercial employers.  

Starting in Chapter 3, I shift to an ethnographic mode of inquiry and search for 

the cultural outcomes of this contingent historical development. I analyze elite and 

popular cultural patterns of collective action around the city team Bursaspor, the first of 

the GDPE-brokered civic mergers to form national leaguers. In Chapter Three and 

Chapter Four, using theoretical tools of economic and social anthropology, I historicize 

and conceptualize the formation of two key cultural figures: chairmen and amigos. First 

of these, the city team board member or the chairman are analogous to the city’s soccer 

governors (the two are hierarchically distinguished by the categories yönetici for board 

member and başkan for board chairman). Explained in Chapter Three, the positions for 

city team board membership and chairmanship were organized around an ad hoc 

culture of elections that were also auctions among willing business elites who loaned 

money to the team to finance contracts signed with professional players from the 

national and international market. In return, these business elites earned the socially 

recognized civic notable positions for limited electoral terms. This economic game made 

board membership/chairmanship an open social position occupied by successive rounds 

of elites since the club’s foundation in 1963 until the present day. Since the club was a 

member-based association, the spending power and the incurred debts of the association 

were collective financed and managed by the business elites inside the association’s 
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expanding membership, which shaped a participatory inter-elite culture of rotating 

chairmen, serially concatenated to form a chain of successive civic notables linked by 

financial transactions. While this ruled out private ownership, over the decades, it made 

the soccer team an open space for successive waves of newcomer business elites who 

could build civic identities by running for office.  

Once again, that city teams were associational organizations is key for 

understanding this pattern. The national soccer league was played among associational 

teams unlike the corporation-owned and corporation-managed sport teams that made 

up the basketball and volleyball leagues. Board membership for professional soccer 

teams thus became akin to electoral public offices, but as I show, one that was also 

bought by money by fundraising auctions that raised credit for popular civic ambition, 

creating a cultural platform for private business to acquire the public status of sportive 

governors. This is akin to what Ottoman historian Ali Yaycıoğlu (2016) calls the 

“business of governance” among local notables in the financializing economy of the 18th 

century Ottoman Empire. An important argument I make is that the lack of private 

ownership of teams did not mean public control: the auctions allowed local capitalists to 

buy the controlling stakes through credit-mortgage contracts, sometimes creating a 

volatile and conflict-ridden encounter between the bureaucratic-centralist visions of the 

GDPE and the governing control civic business elites could harness through financial 

schemes.  
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A key factor in the postwar repurposing of the GDPE to regulate competitive 

sports markets and circuits of money transactions was the formation of a state-owned 

betting corporation, Spor-Toto Teşkilatı in 1959. The state-owned corporation provided 

public institutions a new means to promote the mass consumption of the national soccer 

league as a commodity. Spor-Toto would market parimutuel betting for the professional 

soccer league matches every week and offered a product of mass entertainment through 

its many branch offices in every administrative territory of the nation-state. GDPE 

funneled the immense revenues raised by the Spor-Toto corporation in order to sponsor 

the construction of GDPE-owned and managed ‘city stadiums’ or expand of the seating 

capacities of existing stadiums, almost all of which were uniformly named the Ataturk 

Stadium. By the early 1970s, the state-owned television and radio company TRT started 

broadcasting the league, adding a second layer to the promotion of a league economy 

through public corporations. While the national soccer league became a revenue-raising 

product of mass consumption across the nation, the ‘commanding heights’ of this soccer 

economy – television and betting – remained publicly owned and managed while print 

capitalists were the league’s private promoters.  

Thanks to this Spor-Toto created boost to mass consumption, league clubs 

received sources of commercial revenue that they did not entrepreneurially raise: betting 

royalties paid by Spor-Toto to league teams whose matches were on the weekly 

parimutuel betting lists; and growing matchday revenues that league teams could raise 
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thanks stadium construction and capacity expansion contracted by the GDPE and 

financed by Spor-Toto money, with the two sport related state enterprises cooperating. It 

was precisely these publicly raised revenues that chairmen and board members 

mortgaged against the private loans they made to their city teams While local capitalists 

did not own the city teams, they extended short-term credit to meet the time-restrained 

urgencies of the transfer market in the summer, and through being financiers, 

temporarily ‘bought’ the positions of board membership. A growing national market for 

soccer league consumption was sustained while the public command over the league 

economy financed the territorial expansion of the league to smaller cities, which could 

have been left out if the league was an intercity private contact among commercially 

wealthier urban clusters acting on cost-revenue considerations. Nonetheless, this public 

matrix occasioned civic solidarities that competed against one another to enter and 

succeed in this expanding national league of cities, often provoking bureaucratic crises 

over the central state’s inability to govern heated inter-city rivalries inside the nation-

state. Most critically, it was popular modes of spectator action that added fuel to fire in 

intercity rivalries and sometimes compelled popularity-seeking civic elites to economic 

and political excesses to cater to populist calls for achievement. Those civic notables 

stepping up for professional soccer’s business of governance needed to mobilize not 

only financial power but also a populist fluency and repertoires of civic solidarity to 
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govern volatile and sometimes violent public relations with spectating and exacting 

crowds. 

In Chapter Four, I turn to this grassroots heat and explore the popular face of the 

city team Bursaspor and delineate a second key civic cultural figure: the Bursaspor amigo 

or tribün lideri, the crowd leader. I show that while the city’s business elites acquire 

sportive notable status through electoral auctions, masculine leadership over spectating 

masses also require modes of spending and economic mobilization under civic banners, 

as well as capacities for violence. Crowd leaders specialize in organizing and 

maintaining cultural frames and economies for accessible plebeian participation in the 

city team’s civic compact through a mix of horizontal fraternal solidarity, totemically 

represented by mobile and excessive male crews on intercity buses, and vertical frames 

of exchange and negotiation with those notables in the business of soccer governance. 

Tracing the cultural economy of intercity bus travel and violence, I make the case that 

repertoires for organizing an economy of intercity mobility enabled an expanding circle 

of men to join the ranks of Bursaspor’s so-called ‘green army’ or Teksas and paved the 

way for a soccer-specific economy of violence and protection that made amigos into 

violent entrepreneurs. Intercity bus travels are simulations of war expedition, the 

leading organizers of which hold warlike authority and carry a civic banner inside a 

nationwide matrix of intercity rivalries while also maintaining frames of economic deal-

making with capitalist and governing notables of the city.  
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By explaining the two-faced social role of the amigo, one which responds to the 

call for war-like mobilization and the insatiable ambition of masculine crews from below 

and one which cuts deals of protection with higher up notables to secure grassroots 

stakes in the city’s business of soccer governance, I make the argument in Chapter Five 

that in this civic-participatory framework, the compact between the city’s elites and 

popular classes are never stabilized in a segregated hierarchy but organized in a 

constitutive and democratic volatility marked by vertical and horizontal competition – 

between rival amigos and tribün cliques; between amigos and chairmen; and between 

competing notables. This democratic or populist frames of male-to-male civic exchanges 

can be partially governed via informal frames of amigo-chairman cooperation but the 

excessive popular ambition and culture of animosity by the crowd make it challenging 

for the business elites to hold office for sustained periods of time while also financing 

sporting achievement, a precondition for holding the public office of Bursaspor 

chairmanship. The phrase joint-stock politics is the concept I use to frame this civic 

compact, a mix of cooperation and confrontation, between rotating chairmen who take 

turns as financiers of public ambition and the amigos or tribün lideri, who claims to 

speak and act in the name of the tribün, the public judgement of the civic masculine 

crowd who enforce and compel the city’s business elites to finance the city’s sportive 

war effort while also holding these financers to a difficult standard in a populist 

democratic game inside an imagined city-state. Joint-stock politics allow me to challenge 
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a state-centric cultural historiography and offer an argument that these civic compacts 

were strong pull factors creating unexpected problems and ad hoc solutions that can 

only be understood by decentering the state as the determining center of coordination. 

These civic compacts created populist undercurrent and repertoires and a private 

business of governance cloaked inside public banners, where ad hoc offices – that of the 

chairman and the amigo – can be bought and paid for by financial transactions.  

The long Chapter Five is an ethnographic dramaturgy situated in the present day 

Bursa, detailing the behavioral and organizational frames of the workings of soccer’s 

joint-stock politics by focusing on the interactions between key protagonists – amigos 

and chairmen – and how these dramatic frames of interaction are mapped onto rival 

narratives explaining the social causes of winning and losing. These competing 

narratives are put forth both by leading amigos and increasingly exasperated capitalist 

elites who look for ways out of a game that became too expensive and risky to guarantee 

desired social outcomes. While chairmen can cut deals and partner with amigos by 

involving them through financial frames of joint-liability, the vertical ties are always 

kept in check by the horizontal fraternal contract of the tribün and its war-like ethos 

totemically represented by the bused expedition. 

In Chapter Six, I show that Bursa’s globalized industrial capitalists and 

professional classes see this dramatic civic compact an anachronistic burden that creates 

an unsustainable economy of financial populism, while envisioning modes of corporate 
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management and new partnerships with multinational corporations to transform the 

business of soccer governance. Amigos, on the other hand, insist on enforcing a volatile 

public culture of democratic populism and influence the terms of the joint-stock politics 

to compel local capitalists to forgive their loans to the team rather than acting like 

business-rational capitalist creditors imposing sportive austerity after loaning money to 

the club. The civic culture of protesting and demanding more spending from chairmen 

consolidate the power of key tribün leaders who hold their status for much longer 

periods of time and even invent hereditary forms of handing over their key posts to 

younger successors who are imaginary civic nephews as I detail in Chapter Four. In 

Chapter Five, I also show how this consolidation is related to a changing urban political 

landscape in which lead amigos can tap into municipal networks of power and assume 

citizen-policing duties to expand legitimacy and remake their criminalized image to 

increase their stakes in the city team’s joint-stock politics. 

In the concluding Chapters Six and Seven, I show that the joint-stock politics of 

the city team was alive during my fieldwork but also significantly strained by a mix of 

factors having to do with regulatory and political economic changes inside FIFA’s 

private transnational order and with the changing landscape of capitalist accumulation 

and business society formation in the urban politics of globalizing Bursa. New sources of 

revenue from private broadcasting corporations after the mid-1990s gradually dwarfed 

the quantities raised locally and increased average prices of signing competitive players. 
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Growth of national leagues inside FIFA’s European subgroup UEFA in the 20th century 

had taken place in a regulatory landscape where television broadcasting was publicly 

monopolized across Europe, including in Turkey. Development of television into a site 

of capital accumulation, starting in the 1980s, changed that as competing networks 

invested heavily and engaged in bidding wars for the broadcasting rights for national 

leagues across Europe, injecting mass revenues to the professional soccer market, which 

were funneled to athletic arms races for the best players, drawing salaries and bonuses 

up.  Moreover, after the neoliberal restructuring of the European constitution in the 

1990s and the drafting of the Maastricht Treaty, commercially motivated players agents 

challenged FIFA’s rules at the European courts and prepared the ground for more 

athlete-friendly regulations for contracts, which I review in Chapter Seven, these led to 

new market conditions.  

In Chapter Six, I show that inside Bursa, too, the globalizing thrust of Turkey’s 

European integration since the mid-1990s created splits inside the business societies and 

created a globally merged class of local industrialists which see the excessive 

politicization of Bursaspor and the soccer economy – the repertoires of democratic 

populism by amigos – as a burden better avoided than engaged. A vision which I named 

‘local globalism’ wants to make the sport club match the city’s industrial growth via 

adapting to institutional norms of Western multinationals, summarized by the key 

phrase ‘corporate governance.’ However, I argue that these visions are quite powerless 
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to reform Bursaspor’s culture of management given that it would require increasing 

space of decision-making power and authority for full-time salaried professionals in the 

club’s affairs over and above the tradition of joint-stock politics of the city team where 

the team’s management was more like a rotating family firm, according to which each 

rotating chairman/board bought to club management to be temporarily governed by its 

patriarchal authority, often with the help of accountants and managers transferred from 

their own private family firms.  Teams that better cooperate with multinational 

corporations, which are looking to materialize soccer’s mass televised publicity, 

increasingly win in the competitive, hyper-commercialized and turbulent global market 

of FIFA soccer. The crisis of Bursaspor’s joint-stock politics that I explore in the final 

chapters are part of this global transformation in which teams built expanding 

managerial capabilities off the pitch to increase revenues. However, the constitutive 

volatility and the masculine frames of the civic compact between amigos and chairman 

do not reserve a place of authority for managerial cadres and long-term managerial 

planning and execution. Nonetheless, it is precisely this unbusinesslike quality of the 

city team that magnifies the club’s civic impact as a participatory civic association for 

both rotating chairmen/board member and tribün leaders. 

I want to end with a key international arrangement, the revision of which is at 

the center of contemporary debates over the nexus of professional soccer and nation-

states across Europe. In 1956, when European member states of FIFA founded the Union 
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of European Football Associations (UEFA), this marked a new era: clubs across UEFA 

now needed licensing by their national federations to participate in cross-border sport 

organizations – with licenses contingent of beating domestic rivals and meriting the 

accolade of national winners in costly season-long league competitions inside national 

borders. This drastically decreased the volume of private organizations based on 

commercial cross-border contracts, where condition of participation was not 

permissions granted by a national federation based winning domestic national 

tournaments, but financial investment of entrepreneurial deal-making between similarly 

minded club elites located in different political jurisdictions. If the Turkish sport 

bureaucracy was able to convince Istanbul’s transnationally networked sport clubs to 

link with inland cities and compete in a national league ruled by public sport 

administration starting in the 1960s, this was thanks to the fact that this domestic 

competitive intensification inside national borders fit with changing international norms 

across UEFA.  

However, the changing FIFA landscape since the 1990s puts this governing 

principle to test as teams with bigger market share inside and outside their national 

containers look to merge into global organizations that aim to hold a greater share of 

televised value across the world. This UEFA principle was an international anchor that 

supported the project to have Turkey’s big three based in Istanbul share the market with 

inland city teams in a vertically integrated competition with rounds of expansion that 
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gradually included many provincial teams. While the national principle still organizes 

the national/international division, the past three decades saw an expanding window for 

big market teams to exert financial power. The cutthroat interregional competition 

inside the nation-state between 1970 and 1990, combined with international wins by 

clubs from not-so-wealthy nation-states gave way to a pyramid-like global system with 

the European big five leagues at the top and big market teams inside peripheral nations 

like Turkey widening the gap with provincial challengers, driving small market 

competitors to financial disintegration and the formation of more business-minded 

newcomers that successfully draw global investment or multinational corporate 

sponsorship (Andrews 2015; Andrews and Harrington 2016; Andrews 2019).  

The reconfigured lines of violent sportive conflict in Turkey, moving from 

interregional sportive enmities between neighboring city teams toward sportive 

enmities between city teams and the globalized big three (Bursaspor grudge against 

Beşiktaş or Trabzonspor grudge against Fenerbahçe) should be understood against the 

backdrop of this changing global landscape where intra-national balancing anchors are 

removed at the national and global levels. It is under this changing landscape that 

masculine repertoires of sportive feud-making by tribün leaders of Bursaspor now 

foreground an imagined enmity against Istanbul and Beşiktaş. This public cultural 

template of enmity can come to bear a series of superimposed meanings and narratives 

ranging from an imagined Ottoman Empire centered in Bursa fighting the global city of 
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Byzantine Constantinople; or a united industrial city struggling against financial capital 

and austerity; or the sportive identification of Bursa’s globalized industrialists with the 

globalized Koç Holding and the big three. Professional soccer’s potential to invigorate 

populist axes of territorial solidarism versus elite globalism or transnationalism are 

sometimes shaped by ideological influences creeping into soccer discourses from the 

political field but are also grounded in the changing competitive balance of soccer due to 

regulatory and political economic transformations inside FIFA’s private transnational 

order. Against challenges of global competition, the teams that command larger markets 

of consumption (fandom) see domestic revenue sharing deals with weaker league teams 

as burdens that hold them down in their own ‘league of national giants’ against cross-

border peers and rivals.  

Civic platforms like Bursaspor can become launching pads for discursive missiles 

against the perceived snobbery of the global and powerful, sometimes feeding 

conspiratorial right-wing narratives. Nonetheless, the competitive turbulence and 

popular desires of global soccer also motivate projects of globalized and corporate 

reorganization in provinces like Bursa which are not the global cities par excellence like 

Istanbul but increasingly integrated, culturally and economically, with global value 

chains, socially, financially, and industrially. Bursaspor, as I showed, is a cultural 

outcome of a particular historical compromise at the national and international level in 

the 1960. Despite the weakening of this historical compromise at the global and national 
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levels, the city team Bursaspor is still a cultural platform with the power to produce civic 

subjectivities, popular and elite, publicizing affective disappointments as well as 

projections for reform and rearrangement of the political and the commercial in order to 

fare better in global competition. 
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